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ABSTRACT
Precarious Work Experiences of Immigrant Truckers:
Labor Process, Networks, and Entrepreneurship
Görkem Dağdelen
Temple University, 2020
Doctoral Advisory Committee Chair: Lu Zhang

This dissertation is about the incorporation of labor migrants from Turkey in the context
of precarious U.S. labor markets. Labor market transitions and work experiences are two
aspects of incorporation. This dissertation analyzes the process by which first-generation
Turkish male immigrants arrive in the United States, enter low-wage jobs, and then shift
to the trucking industry. This shift brings a significant upward mobility for them. This
discussion explains how the socio-economic cleavages within the immigrant community
both conform to and challenge the dynamics of immigrant-dominated sectors. Moreover,
this study examines the work life of immigrant truckers through their conception of
money, time, occupation, entrepreneurship, and labor.
This dissertation addresses two sets of research questions: The first set analyzes
the structural reasons of labor market transitions by looking at the limitations that
immigrants face. The second set looks at the role of agent, examining the formation of
family-based and community-based networks and resources. It asks the question of how
migrants navigate the labor market by changing jobs and sectors as well as by forming
businesses.
The findings of this research draw from investigations spanning three years. The
qualitative data is based on 24 in-depth interviews, as well as several hundred hours of
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participant observations among first-generation Turkish immigrants who work as truckers
in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
The present study contributes to sociological knowledge in general and
specifically to three areas of the discipline. First, it enriches the limited literature on
Turkish immigrants in the United States, as there is a dearth of research on their labor
market incorporation in the trucking industry. Second, it contributes to the theoretical
discussions on the entrepreneurship of first-generation immigrants by focusing on small
and understudied immigrant communities. Third, this study extends the academic
knowledge about the work experiences of immigrant truckers. It examines how the
varying immigrant work experiences outcomes are influenced by employment status and
the structure of trucking segments.
Chapter 2 develops a conceptual framework regarding the labor transitions of
immigrants focused on three dimensions: the migration policies of sending and receiving
countries, the structure of labor markets in the receiving context, and the characteristics
of the immigrant community. Chapter 3 details the methodology and methods used in this
study. Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 encompass the empirical sections of this dissertation.
Chapter 4 discusses the migration patterns of truckers by focusing on the importance of
social networks. Chapter 5 explores the pre-trucking period during which Turkish
immigrants work in dead-end jobs and prepare to become truckers. Chapter 6 examines
the work life of truckers by revealing the processes of obtaining commercial driver's
licenses (CDL), choosing the segment of the industry where they will work, and their
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search for and selection of trucking companies and loads. Chapter 7 scrutinizes the acts
of entrepreneurship in which these migrants are engaged.
Chapter 8 summarizes the empirical findings while engaging with the theoretical
debates within sociology on the incorporation of migrants. First, the labor demands of
U.S. capitalism attract immigrants to certain low-income jobs with little promise. After
the early years of settlement, nonetheless, migrants are able to mobilize networks and
resources to change this early labor-intensive occupational entrapment. Such a change
provides income and status increases for the migrants. I term this new concentration
“creative occupational entrapment,” which can (potentially) bring migrants some
economic success via entrepreneurship. However, the accessed immigrant resources are
constrained by the limitations of the dynamics within the trucking industry. The
segmentation within the trucking sector is not something created by immigrants, as they
only fill out the existing segments depending on their resources and ties.
Second, the characteristics of a migrant community heavily shape the
differentiation within the trucking industry in terms of an individual’s sector segment and
employment status. The way in which immigrants mobilize ties are affected by three
dynamics: hometown background, class-based dispositions, and family-based resources. I
define three segments of trucking in this study: (1) national tractor-trailer trucking, (2)
regional tractor-trailer trucking, and (3) local dump trucking. National tractor-trailer
trucking attracts a variety of immigrants who tend to leave this “tough” segment after a
brief while due to opportunities in the other segments. Immigrants of relatively higher
education levels from urban backgrounds are more likely to work in the “cool” regional
v

tractor-trailer throughout New Jersey and Pennsylvania. These individuals have loose ties
to the immigrant community and have no tight-knit community ties. Conversely,
immigrants of relatively lower education levels from rural background tend to
concentrate in “dirty” dump trucking in specific counties of New Jersey. They have
closer ties with the immigrant community and strict ties with their tight-knit community.
Within each segment, new differentiations based on employment status are
formed. Through the course of this research, five categories of immigrants were
identified. Such categories depend on an individual’s employment status and the number
of trucks they have: pre-trucking migrant workers have nothing to sell but labor
(Employment 1), company truckers (Employment 2), survivalist truckers with one truck
(Employment 3), family truckers with two trucks (Employment 4), and boss truckers who
have more than three trucks (Employment 5).
For the regional tractor-trailer segment, having class-based dispositions (such as
English proficiency and the familiarity with the economic system) enables for the
transitions from Employment 2 to Employment 3. Those who have family resources are
more likely to increase their position from Employment 3 to Employment 4 and 5.
For the local dump trucking segment, having tight-knit community ties and
resources is usually enough to jump from Employment 2 to Employment 3. Thus, classbased dispositions are not strictly required given their tight-knit community resources.
Those who have family-based resources have additional likelihood to increase their
position from Employment 2 to Employment 4 and Employment 5. While individualbased resources are important to be self-employed due to the lack of community
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resources in regional tractor-trailer trucking, an individual’s tight-knit community helps
truckers in local dump trucking to be self-employed. In both segments, family-based
resources are key to becoming employers.
The use of labor characterizes the labor market experiences of immigrants. For
my participants, such a process begins with taking commands from employers, and ends
with giving commands to their own employees. Labor matters when immigrants are
exploited in non-trucking as well as trucking businesses. It also matters when they exploit
themselves and family members in individual or family-based trucking businesses
respectively. Only those who have several trucks are exempted from getting exploited.
Although entrepreneurship might be economically beneficial for some, success is not
always guaranteed in the long-term. Moreover, entrepreneurship potentially brings
destructive competition, long hours of work and the intensive use of family labor.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation aims to discuss the dynamics of social and economic incorporation of
immigrants in the United States. It examines the labor market transitions from the deadend jobs of construction and restaurant sectors to the trucking industry among firstgeneration male migrants from Turkey. Within the trucking industry, it focuses on their
work experiences and changing employment statuses. The dissertation considers the labor
market transitions and work experiences as two aspects of social and economic
incorporation. The first aspect is about how immigrants navigate the rules of the market
as well as the challenges they face and the responses they give during labor market
transitions. It asks the question of how the sociological factors affect the transitions of
immigrants, scrutinizing the way in which the intersectionality of structures of
difference—labor, social networks, and entrepreneurship—shape labor market
incorporation for Turkish immigrants. The second aspect is about the work experiences
of immigrant truckers within the trucking industry, analyzing their conception of skills,
money, time, occupation, entrepreneurship, and labor.
The empirical findings draw on fieldwork that includes 24 in-depth interviews
and several hundred hours of participant observations within a period of three years. The
fieldwork is composed of participatory observations and in-depth interviews among
Turkish immigrants working as truckers in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. I did my
fieldwork in two stages. In the first stage I did two months of participatory observations
at a large truck repair shop where immigrant truckers socialize or come to repair their
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trucks. In the second stage I did 24 in-depth interviews in Turkish, and recorded all the
interviews. Interviews lasted between 27 minutes and 1.5 hours, with an average length
of approximately 50 minutes.
Understanding the employment transitions and work experiences of Turkish
migrants in the United States makes empirical and theoretical contributions in three areas
of sociological research. First, it contributes to the existing literature on Turkish
immigrants, who have remained an understudied group in U.S. immigration scholarship,
despite the fact that the history of immigrants from Turkey to the United States goes back
to the early twentieth century. While there is a growing literature on various aspects of
Turkish immigrants (Bilge 1996; Akgün 2000; Kaya 2003, 2004, 2005, 2007; Micallef
2004; Şirin and Fine 2008; Balgamış and Karpat 2008; DiCarlo 2008; Güler 2008; Saatçi
2008; Vecoli 2008; Şenyürekli 2008; Şenyürekli and Detzner 2008; Akçapar and
Yurdakul 2009; Ayçiçegi-Dinn and Caldwell-Harris 2011; Şenyürekli and Menjivar
2012; Akçapar 2012; Leri 2014; Mirici and Kay 2014; Orhaner 2017; Şener 2018), little
research has been conducted on the employment and working conditions of Turkish
immigrants. Among the handful studies focusing on work and employment of Turkish
immigrants in the United States, Akçapar (2006) examines the dynamics of “brain drain”
from Turkey to the United States by focusing on Turkish professionals. Karaca and
Karaca (2015) investigate the socio-economic conditions of migrant workers from
Giresun, who work in manual and informal jobs. My study contributes to this literature
on the work experiences of Turkish immigrants.
Second, this study enriches the academic discussions on the entrepreneurial acts
of immigrants. For immigrants who have little chance in professional jobs, having a
2

business has always been an important aspect of economic incorporation (Portes and
Rumbaut 2014). However, not all immigrant groups have been given enough academic
attention. As pointed out by Verdaguer (2009) and Valdez (2011), there is absence of
research on entrepreneurship among less well-known ethnic groups. Specific to trucking,
the categories of employment status are blurry and it is not easy to define truck drivers as
owner-operators, employees or employers. This study contributes to the literature on
immigrant entrepreneurship in general and in trucking in specific.
Third, this study generates new ethnographic knowledge about work experiences
of immigrant truckers. In the 1960s and 1970s, studies on truckers focused on the
occupational identities of white truckers (Flittie and Nelson 1968; Blake 1974; Stern
1975; Wyckoff 1979). With deregulation of the trucking industry since the 1980s,
transitions between different employment statuses have become an important concern in
the literature (Agar 1986; Ouellet 1994; Gardner 2002; Hamilton 2008; Viscelli 2010,
2016; Lewis 2013; Upton 2015, 2016; Murphy 2018; Balay 2018). These studies
investigate truck drivers’ problem of unstable employment under the context of
deregulation and neoliberalism. Although owner-operator drivers own a truck as they
want to escape the difficulties of working as employees due to decreasing wages, their
occupational roles bring new types of dependency by market forces (Agar 1986; Ouellet
1994; Viscelli 2010). However, these studies did not make detailed discussions on two
aspects of the trucking industry.
First, it is hard to detect the implications of deregulation on dump trucking as it is
a segment that has not been subject to academic studies in details. The works of Ouellet
(1994) and Williamson et al. (2009) are exceptions. Second, an important consequence of
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neoliberal policy of deregulation in the trucking industry was that the number of
immigrants in the sector increased after the 1990s. The main reason for this demographic
change was due to decreasing wages and worsening work conditions. Khan (2014:1)
underlines that immigrant labor has become a very important part of the trucking
industry. Without immigrant workers, the industry would be in decline given high
attrition rates and an aging native-born workforce. Nearly 30 percent of foreign-born
drivers are from the former Soviet republics, Eastern Europe as well as Asia and the
Middle East. The rest are mostly from Latin America. The proportion of immigrant
drivers varies from state to state. In California and New Jersey, forty-six percent and
forty percent of truckers are immigrants, respectively (Gonzalez 2016). Despite the
changing composition of workforce, only a handful studies have begun to look at
immigrant labor in the trucking industry (McLean 2018; Balay 2018).

Terminological Clarification
This study focuses on immigrant truckers who work in three segments of the trucking
industry.
The category of immigrant includes first-generation labor migrants who hold
Turkish citizenship, grew up in Turkey and then migrated from Turkey to the United
States.
The category of trucker includes drivers who hold either Class A or Class B
commercial driver’s license (CDL). According to The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration’s (FMCSA) definition, trucker drivers are operators who drive a
Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) that is defined as a single or combination vehicle
with a gross weight of 10,001 pounds or more. Belman et al. (2005) define four groups of
4

transportation operatives: motor vehicle operators, driver-sales workers, bus drivers, and
taxi cab drivers. “Motor vehicle operators” refers to truckers. Instead of using this
technical word, I define the occupation of immigrants as trucker.
The type of employment status in the trucking industry is a very important
component of this study. Agar (1986) defines owner-operators as persons who own at
least one truck. They are leased to carriers, and operate either from state to state or within
states. I differentiate employers who own more than one truck from owner-operators who
own only one truck. I define three types of trucker based on employment status: (1)
employee (company driver), (2) self-employed (owner-operator), and (3) employer
(boss).
The definition of the trucking industry is more inclusive than definitions of other
academic works. Monaco and Willmert (2003) differentiate long-haul drivers from dump
truckers, stating that “occupation is coded after a description of job activities is given,
which may lead to inaccuracies, particularly when distinguishing between those
individuals driving tractor-trailer combinations and those driving dump trucks or panel
trucks” (p. 168). Their definition of the trucking industry does not include dump trucking.
The definition made by Belman et al. (2005) is more useful for this study. They define
two groups of motor vehicle operators: truck drivers in the trucking industry and truck
drivers in other industries. The latter group is comprised of drivers whose work is similar
to that of drivers within motor freight, including local delivery drivers in light trucks and
construction drivers. The definition of the trucking industry in this study includes both
long-haul tractor-trailer and short-haul dump truckers.
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I define three segments of the trucking industry that are based on the distance in
which the vehicle operates. The range of operation has important occupational, social and
economic implications for truckers. Long-haul truckers are those who leave their terminal
with a load knowing that they will be gone at least several days. In public they are also
known as “cross-country” or “over-the-road” truckers. They can haul a truckload directly
from one place to another (truckload) or can pick up various kinds of freight, stopping by
different terminals (less than truckload). Long-haul operations “likely come to mind
when one thinks of ‘trucking,’ typically make trips that are 500 miles or more from home
base” (Hanowski et al. 2003:153). I define these truckers “national long-haul truckers.”
Local driving jobs include carriers that haul loads less than 150 miles. These jobs
include pick-up delivery workers and dump truckers. They rarely spend over night on the
road or in their trucks. Because the sample of this study includes many dump truckers, I
call this segment “local dump truckers.”
There are also truckers who work neither in local nor in national trucking
services. They work with a range of 100 to 500 miles and spend only one or two nights
away from home. For instance, they carry pineapple from Maryland to Connecticut. They
have different occupational characteristics and community expectations than long-haul
truckers. I define these truckers “regional long-haul truckers.”
Thus, I define three segments of trucking1: (1) national long-haul trucking
(Segment 1), (2) regional long-haul trucking (Segment 2), and (3) local dump trucking
(Segment 3).

1

See Appendix B that visualizes the geographical area of each segment.
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The differentiation of segments corresponds to trailer types by function as truck
bodies and trailers are products of the different needs of hauling. The respondents of this
study drive five types of trailer: (1) box bodies, (2) temperature-controlled, (3) dump
trucks, (4) flatbeds, (5) car hauler. In Segment 1 and 2, truckers drive either box bodies2
that “are comprised of a rigid body with solid sides and have solid rear-opening doors or
roller shutters” or temperature-controlled units that are “box bodies made of insulated
material with a refrigerator unit attached” (Nash 2014:1650). In Segment 3, dump trucks3
are the most common type of trailer. They are trucks that “have a large open topped
container that extends upward on a hydraulic arm,” which is “used to pick up, haul, and
easily unload dirt and gravel” (Nash 2014:1650). A few respondents drive car hauler or
flatbeds that are “made up of a chassis fitted with a platform body on which goods are
carried” (Nash 2014:1650).
In Segment 1 and 2, nearly 3.5 million truck drivers are employed in the trucking
industry, which is valued at $797.7 billion. In this sector, there are 892,078 for-hire
carriers as well as 772,011 private carriers. While 91.3 percent of these companies
operate six or fewer trucks, 97.4 percent of them operate fewer than 20 trucks (American
Trucking Associations 2020). This sector is very fragmented that creates opportunities for
forming businesses.
In Segment 3, nearly 100,000 truckers are employed in the industry, which
includes over 15,000 active firms. The industry is valued at $17 billion, and achieved an
annualized growth rate of 1.8 percent from 2012 to 2017. While a standard new dump

2

See Photo 1 and Photo 2 in Appendix E.

3

See Photo 3 and Photo 5 in Appendix E.
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truck can be purchased for nearly $150,000, a good used truck is worth $100,000
(Brandongaille 2020). The remarkable feature of this segment is the high maintenance
costs that could be nearly $700,000 for a 7-year life cycle. Fuel consumption is also high
as a dump truck gets 6 miles per gallon, which decreases to 2.9 miles per gallon on a 4
percent upslope. Although Volvo and Kenworth are favorite dump trucks of immigrant
truckers, many of them use a cheaper brand, Freightliner.

Research Questions and Major Findings
The central inquiry of this dissertation is about the interaction between structural forces
and immigrant communities. My research questions focus on how the structures of the
transportation sector affect the work conditions of immigrants, as well as how immigrants
develop strategies by changing jobs or becoming entrepreneurs. Accordingly, I develop a
theoretical framework that is based on three dimensions of immigrant economic
incorporation: migration policies, labor markets, immigrant community. I analyze how
each dimension has a specific role in the shaping of immigrant labor market transitions
and experiences. More specifically, this study seeks to answer two sets of research
questions. The first set of questions explores the structural factors of labor market
transitions, trying to understand the limitations that immigrants face.

1) What are the structural forces that affect the economic incorporation of Turkish
immigrants in the United States?
a) How did the state policies trigger migration patterns?
b) How does the precariousness of U.S. labor markets affect the work
experiences of immigrants?
8

c) How do the sectoral dynamics of the trucking industry affect the labor
market transitions of immigrant truckers?

The second set of questions investigates the community level factors of labor
market transitions and experiences, analyzing how immigrants overcome the limitations.

2) What kind of collective and individual strategies do Turkish immigrants
employ to change their labor market positions?
a) What are the ways in which the intersectionality of backgrounds shapes
the strategies of immigrants?
b) How do immigrants mobilize social networks to change their labor
market statutes?
c) What are the factors that shape entrepreneurial acts among immigrants?

Based on my fieldwork, I found some specific patterns of labor market transitions.
Many truckers experience similar turning points in their job careers. After working in
dead-end jobs, some form small businesses in the restaurant or construction sectors.
Whether they own a business or not, in the meantime they prepare for “the king of the
jobs”: being a trucker. Once they become a trucker, they face new dilemmas. They decide
on which segment of the sector is appropriate for them. What kind of truck they use, what
kind of load they haul, in which region they drive, at which company they work, are vital
questions that they answer over time. After they settle down in a specific segment, many
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truckers prefer owning their own truck to become owner-operators. Then they make
calculations of whether it is better to expand their business or not.
The job transitions of truckers reveal the complex decision-making processes that
are embedded in the structures of community dynamics and precarious labor markets. On
the one hand the current labor market segmentation in U.S. labor markets attracts
immigrants to certain low-income precarious jobs with little promises, which I call
“labor-intensive entrapment.” On the other hand, the structure of segmentation does not
always limit and capture immigrants with dead-end jobs. Labor market segmentation also
provides upward mobility for some immigrants. Concentrating in an occupational niche
ends up with an occupational entrapment but this closure does not necessarily lead to
downward mobility; instead, it creates opportunities, which I call “creative occupational
entrapment.” The economic and social success through the use of labor and
entrepreneurial skills is possible if not guaranteed. Some succeed, some do not. I have
two major findings to explain this:
First, the organizational structure of migrant-dominated sectors largely determines
the opportunities for immigrants. These structures are not much challenged by the
dynamics of community. The social and economic characteristics of immigrants only
affect the way in which they incorporate into this structure. Migrants use their labor and
social networks to find better sectors and positions without changing the structure of
these sectors and positions. Once they end up working in trucking, their social and
economic characteristics determine who fills up which segment and status of the trucking
industry. This relocation creates economic differentiation among immigrants.
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The second major finding is about the mechanism of this differentiation process.
Immigrant truckers mobilize their social networks based on various class-based,
community-based, and family-based resources. They choose mobilizing beyondcommunity (Level 1), immigrant community (Level 2), tight-knit community (Level 3),
and family (Level 4) strategies for surviving in the labor markets. Level 1 contains nonTurkish people such as other immigrants as well as white and minority Americans. Level
2 is composed of immigrants from other parts of Turkey. Level 3 includes other
immigrants from their hometown. Level 4 is composed of immediate relatives such as
wives, brothers, and fathers. The use of various social networks has a role in the shaping
of two major differentiations among immigrant truckers. The first differentiation is
related to the segment of trucking. The second one is associated with employment status.
For the first differentiation I define three segments of trucking: national tractortrailer (Segment 1), regional tractor-trailer (Segment 2), and local dump trucking
(Segment 3). The concentration of immigrant truckers in different segments is correlated
to cleavages among truckers that are mainly based on hometown background. The
division between urban and rural/small town background corresponds to the educational
and cultural dispositions pertaining to the class background of parents. Segment 1 attracts
varieties of truckers who tend to stay in this segment temporarily. Few truckers expand
their business in this segment. They try to shift to Segment 2 and Segment 3. Truckers of
urban background who have no tight-knit community ties (Group 1) are more likely to
work in regional tractor-trailer (Segment 2). Immigrants of rural/small town background
who have strong tight-knit community ties (Group 2) are more likely to concentrate in
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local dump trucking (Segment 3). Figure 1 indicates the major characteristics of truckers
within three segments.
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National Trucking
(Segment 1)
- Both Groups

Regional Trucking
(Segment 2)
- Urban Background
- Higher Education
- High English Profiency
- Loose Ties to Community

Immigrant Trucker

Dump Trucking
(Segment 3)
- Rural Background
- Lower Education
- Lower English Profiency
- Strong Ties to Community

Figure 1: Characteristics of Immigrants within Each Segment of Trucking
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For the second differentiation I define five categories based on the employment
positions and the number of trucks. Pre-trucking workers (Employment 1) and company
truckers (Employment 2) are typical workers who are exploited by their employers.
Those in the latter group have higher incomes if not better working conditions.
Survivalist truckers (Employment 3) self-exploit themselves even though their
employment category refers to a different legal status due to truck ownership. I define
family truckers (Employment 4) as those who own the second truck but intensively
continue to drive by giving the second truck to one of their male family members. For
those who do not have family in the United States, they hire a driver. Boss truckers
(Employment 5) are those who own three or more trucks. They hire a non-family person.
Some of them buy more than five trucks. In this case they stop driving and manage their
company workers.
With regard to this differentiation, what characterizes truckers’ employment
trajectories from bottom to top is the continuous use of labor while not only working
under the commands of other employers but also working under the forces of the market
when truckers form their own business. Figure 2 indicates the relative use of labor and
exploitation during employment transitions. The use of class-based and family-based
networks largely explains diverging employment statuses within segments.
For Segment 2, immigrant truckers from urban centers (Group 1) rely on their
class-based dispositions and family-based resources without having immigrant and tightknit community ties. If they have no family resources but only class-based dispositions,
they stay in Employment 3. If they mobilize both their class-based dispositions and
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family-based resources, they expand their businesses to Employment 4 and Employment
5.
For Segment 3, immigrant truckers from small towns (Group 2) are dependent on
their tight-knit community ties. If these immigrants have no class-based dispositions
(such as familiarity with English) or family-based resources (such as having a brother),
they stay in Employment 2 and Employment 3. When they mobilize three resources
simultaneously (tight-knit community, class-based, family-based resources), they have
more chances to expand their business and become employers in Employment 4 and
Employment 5.
I observed two factors that are valid for both segments. While individual-based
resources jump a trucker from Employment 2 to Employment 3, only family-based
resources change a trucker’s class position to Employment 4 and Employment 5.
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Exploited

Employment 1:
Pre-trucking Worker
Employment 2:
Company Trucker

Self & Family
Exploitation

Employment 3:
Survivalist Trucker
Employment 4:
Family Trucker

Exploiting
Other Truckers

Employment 5:
Boss
Trucker

Figure 2: The Use of Labor and Employment Transitions
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Chapter Outlines
The dissertation is composed of eight chapters. In Chapter 2, I review the relevant
literature and develop a theoretical framework in order to understand the ways in which
immigrants incorporate into the economic activities of the United States. This framework
has three components: the migration policies of sending and receiving countries, the
structure of labor markets in the receiving context, and the characteristics of the
immigrant community. While the first section discusses the political context of
immigration from Turkey to the United States, the second and third sections focus on the
structural conditions through the concepts of precariousness, deregulation, and labor
process. After the discussions of structural forces, the fourth section deals with the
question of agency, elucidating the features of community in terms of social networks
and entrepreneur activities.
Chapter 3 is about the methodology and the methods. The first section is about
critical theory as the interpretative framework, as well as grounded theory as the type of
qualitative inquiry. While the second section explains in-depth interviews and participant
observations as two methods, the third section details the actual research processes,
scrutinizing how I entered the field and recruited the respondents. The chapter ends with
a discussion on the ways in which I analyzed my qualitative data.
Chapter 4 is about the migration processes and socio-economic characteristics of
truckers. I use both quantitative and qualitative data to reveal the reasons for migration
and the features of the Turkish trucker community in the United States. While the first
section evaluates the socio-economic characteristics of the Turkish community, the
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second section compiles the migration stories of Turkish truckers. The third and fourth
sections indicate the importance of social networks.
Chapter 5 is about the preparation period for the trucking industry during which
immigrants work in low-wage jobs. Truckers do not only spend their earlier years in the
United States by working under harsh conditions but also they make preparations to be a
trucker. As Chapter 5 finalizes the discussion on the decision-making processes for being
a trucker, Chapter 6 takes the debate into the real world of truckers. While the first
section reveals the period of obtaining a CDL, the following section discusses a critical
decision-making process for truckers–choosing which segment of trucking industry to
enter. The third section details how truckers find companies and loads as well as various
strategies in the market. The final section discusses how immigrants conceptualize
money, time and occupation.
Chapter 7 tells the stories of settling down in the trucking industry. When
immigrants buy a truck, technically they become owner-operators. While the first section
discusses the actual process of buying a truck, the second section examines a muchdiscussed topic in the literature: being independent. It examines how immigrants in the
process of becoming a “real” trucker are motivated by the sense of independence. The
third section investigates the issue of buying the second truck, which is about the
transition from being a self-employed worker into being an employer. The chapter ends
with a discussion about the limits of entrepreneurship.
Chapter 8 summarizes the major findings, while engaging with the conceptual
tools and theoretical debates based on the empirical findings. It concludes by discussing
the empirical limitations of this study and pointing out directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2:
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter examines the relevant literature regarding the incorporation of nonprofessional in the United States. Further, it develops a framework to understand the
labor market transitions of immigrants by focusing on the labor processes, network
mobilization and entrepreneurship activities they encounter. I argue that immigrant labor
market incorporation is simultaneously affected by three dynamics: the policies of
receiving and sending governments, the structures of labor markets in the receiving area,
and the characteristics of the immigrant community in question. An immigrant group’s
incorporation in the new society results from the combination of their experiences under
such dynamics.
This framework is compatible with existing literature on immigrant labor market
incorporation. Hagan (2004) highlights the importance of an analysis focusing on state
policy makers, employers, and immigrants to comprehend different migrant groups’ place
with U.S. employment structures. Samers and Collyer (2017:249) elaborate on these three
sets of actors as (1) forces of regulation, (2) production imperatives, and (3) social
reproduction. Similarly, Peck (1996) suggests using the complex interaction of the state,
the labor demand, and the labor supply. Each sphere has its own characteristic structure
and dynamics, so that the rules that govern the behavior of labor market actors differ
from one segment of the labor market to the other. Despite the fact that labor market are
social constructs, various rules within segments of labor markets condition the markets’
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modes of operation and influence workers’ behaviors. This framework goes against the
assumption that there is one set of competitive labor market rules and an overarching
market rationality.
The three dynamics detailed above correspond to the sections of a visual
representation of my framework (see figure 3 below). These sections also provide the
focus of the literature review detailed in the rest of this chapter. The first dimension
(Section 1), is “forces of regulation” and refers to the regulatory role of states and quasistate institutions and organizations. This first section of the literature review discusses the
historical patterns and political context of immigration from Turkey to the United States.
The second dimension (Sections 2 & 3) highlights “production imperatives,” defined as
processes relating to the demand for workers by private firms and public agencies. The
second section of the literature review focuses on the demand side of this process,
elaborating how capitalist accumulation in general and the transportation sector
specifically are dependent on precarious migrant labor. The third section examines
immigrants’ work experiences at a micro level. This examination is guided through an
application of labor process theory.
Overall, immigrants’ labor market incorporation is simultaneously affected by
state policies, the demand side of labor market segmentation, but also supply of labor.
The third dimension of labor market incorporation (Section 4) focuses on immigrant
community dynamics. The focus here is on how workers are socially reproduced through
their families, housing, and community, as well as how they come to be workers. I
contend that the demand side of incorporation includes both immigrant networks and
entrepreneurship activities. These two dimensions will be the topic of the fourth section.
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Border Policies
SECTION 1
Migration Policies
Citizenship Policies

Market Segmentation
Three Dimensions of
Immigrant
Incorporation

SECTION 2 & 3
Labor Market
Labor Process

Network Mobilization
SECTION 4
Immigrant Community

Enterpreneurship
Activities

Figure 3: The Conceptual Framework
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Immigration from Turkey to the United States

This section summarizes the literature on the political context in which Turkish
immigrants become part of the United States. It begins with a comparative discussion of
immigrant incorporation models. In addition, it elaborates major aspects of emigration
processes in Turkey by comparing migration to Germany and to the United States. By
drawing on secondary sources, the section also discusses the history of Turkish
immigrants in the United States.
U.S. Immigrant Incorporation
Migrant receiving nation-states have different “philosophies of integration” to
manage the incorporation of migrant groups (Favell 2001). Schain (2008) attributes the
manners in which host societies incorporate immigrants to a society’s public philosophy.
A public philosophy is a model that shapes the formation of public policy and
administration toward immigration. Varying public policies, and the assumptions behind
them, in different migrant-receiving countries result in “very different ways of integrating
immigrant populations” (Schain 2008:13). Such policy differences shape and limit
incorporation processes given that they influence citizenship, national identity, and class
and cultural divisions within receiving countries. As such, these varying policies and the
politics of citizenship are highly connected with different understandings of nationhood
(Brubaker 1992).
At a more institutional level Schierup et al. (2006) define the concept of politicaladministrative frameworks relating to citizenship regimes, political culture, as well as the
economic structure of labor markets. Schierup et al. (2006) define these regimes as the
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“norms and processes whereby immigrants gain the rights, capabilities, and opportunities
through which they participate in the various sub-systems of the societies in which they
live” (p. 40). Three ideal types of incorporation processes or policy regimes are
delineated: differential exclusion, assimilation, and multiculturalism.
Germany’s incorporation model is classically seen as “differential exclusion” in
which migrants are usually perceived not as permanent settlers with families but only as
temporary workers by the state, employers and public opinion. In Germany’s
ethnocentric understanding of nationhood, an exclusionary citizenship where immigrants’
transition into mainstream civic society is accepted as difficult if not impossible. In
contrast, incorporation in France (and to some degree in the United States) can be seen as
“assimilation,” where migrants are welcomed as permanent settlers as long as they learn
the national language and social/cultural practices. Brubaker’s (1992) definition of statecentered assimilationist understanding of nationhood is expressed in France. In France
and the United States second-generation immigrants are automatically transformed into
legal citizens.
While these ideal-type categorizations4 might be useful for comparative reasons,
these models are subject to change over time. Germany and the United States are the
world's two largest immigrant‐receiving countries. Each country’s way of incorporating
immigrants have historical roots and have changed. Germany is the classic type of ethnic
nation. It tends to suspect, if not deny, immigration. It has historically erected
“extraordinarily high barriers for the admission of new members” (Joppke 1999:8). Yet,

“Ideal types” of incorporation have also analytical limitations. What Alexander (2001) reminds is
that these concepts are only ideal types, and they blend into each other in practice.
4
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the United States as “the world's classic settler nation, where the experience of
immigration has been a nation-founding myth,” tends to historically acknowledge, and
sometimes celebrate, immigration (Joppke 1999:8).
Germany’s incorporation model of “differential exclusion,” makes is so that
citizenship by descent (jus sanguinis) is required for the full participation of succeeding
immigrant generations. Despite this “denier” tradition, the meaning of national
citizenship transformed with the introduction of as-of-right naturalization in 1993 that
decoupled the acquisition of citizenship from a cultural assimilation test. In addition, the
nationality law in 1999 was another important transition from citizenship by descent
toward to territorial citizenship (jus soli) despite its limitations.
In the United States, the traditional settler regime was not always the dominant
immigration framework. In fact, relatively the open migration policies were revived after
the 1960s. Racist and numerical barriers were the cornerstone of the pre-1965
immigration policy as Schain (2008) discusses:
The United States has been characterized as a country of immigration,
which presumably helps us to understand the explicitly open policy the
United States has had since 1965. On the other hand, neither does this
formulation help us at all to understand the more restrictive policies
legislated between 1921 and 1924, nor does it help us understand the
explicit exclusion of Asians after 1882. (P. 4)

Further, naturalization was not available to people of every race until the
immigration act of 1952 (Hing 2004). As of 2019, although it is hard to make a full
account of the consequences of Trump era immigration policies, the current restrictions
(such as attempts for Travel Ban from Muslim-dominated countries) both for legal and
unauthorized immigrants might signal an end to post-1965 immigration policies. While
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evaluating the Trump administration’s immigration policies Pierce et al. (2018) conclude
that politicians until the current administration have largely characterized immigration as
overwhelmingly positive for the country.
Three Characteristics of Immigrant Incorporation
Given these characteristics of immigrant incorporation, three characteristics of the
immigrant incorporation in the United States have important implications for the labor
market trajectories of immigrants who first work in low-entry jobs and then seek for selfemployment.
First, ethnicity and race have long been used to exclude immigrants in the United
States. Comparing France and Britain Schain (2008) discusses that “the American
multicultural model has been frequently defined as the public recognition of collective
identities as a basis for public policy, strongly linked to widespread ethnic lobbying” (p.
13). In this regard Joppke (1999:12) points out that this multicultural model is not only a
result of top-down policy preferences but also the strategies of immigrants. Different
segments of Latino and Asian immigrants have struggled to recognized as “racial
minorities” to be entitled to compensatory “affirmation action” privileges. However,
racial cleavages intersect with class-based economic differentiations in the labor markets
(Kibria et al. 2014).
Second, the importance of ethnic and racial distinctions is also connected to the
lack of state-oriented immigrant integration policies in the United States, where public
policies and institutions specifically designed for immigrant adaptation have not been
developed (Joppke 1999). The issue of integration has been left to the (supposedly) selfregulating forces of economy and society. Compared to other major Western migrant-
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receiving countries this relatively laissez-faire approach is shaped by the state and the
federal authorities. This approach has been one of the reasons of high employment rates
among immigrants compared to other countries (Schain 2008). Similarly, Kogan (2007)
posits that in liberal welfare societies such as United States, migrants are more like to be
employed than in corporatist welfare societies like Germany, or in cliental residual
welfare societies like Spain.
McDonald et al. (2012:75) point out that in the United States there are loosely
regulated and hierarchical employment relations that facilitate network dominance in
specific economic sectors. In Germany, on the other hand, coordinated market relations,
tight employment regulations and extensive social insurance system generate
opportunities for informal matching but limit the influence of network behavior on
employment characteristics. Although the labor market performances of immigrant
groups are related to what immigrants bring with them in both sides of the Atlantic, the
liberal system in the United States leaves more room for group differences. In other
words, immigrant group networks and resources become more important in determining
their labor market outcomes (Schain 2008:233).
Third, the lack of integration policies in the United States influences the hyper
exploitation of immigrants in both informal and precarious labor markets (Kalleberg
2009; 2018). Informalization brings precarity both for legal and irregular migrants
(Sassen 1995). One consequence of autonomous integration is that there are few policies
regarding migrants’ incorporation into a new society, which causes the incorporation of
migrants into certain sub-system of society (such as the labor market) without necessarily
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being incorporated into political life or the welfare system.5 Thus, another aspect of
precarity is the large prevalence of irregular migrants in U.S. labor markets.
According to Schierup et al. (2006) this irregularity is related to the capital
accumulation regime in which there is always high demand of labor in informal sectors.
This in turn can create an attraction setting for irregular migrants. For example, states are
not inclined to stop the influx of undocumented migrants, who are needed by employers
in the informal sectors. To some extent, states deliberately create “back doors” through
which migrants enter to a new country and work without having rights under vulnerable
conditions, e.g. temporary Mexican migrants in the United States. Additionally,
immigrants experience a minority disadvantage as they experience discrimination and
lack of knowledge of the host language and culture. Thus, as is the case with this study’s
participants, some immigrants turn to small business as an alternative means of economic
survival. Discrimination is also one of the reasons for the higher rates of entrepreneurship
in the United States compared to other migrant-receiving countries (Portes and Rumbaut
2014).
Thus, the U.S.’s immigrant incorporation model shows characteristics of both
assimilation and multiculturalism. The latter aspect is connected to differential exclusion
(depending on religious identity and skin color of immigrants). As a result, I term the U.S.’s
incorporation model as “passive acceptance,” where economically motivated immigrants
are accepted without any additional political and social effort that facilitate or directly
impede their incorporation. This model has implications for labor market incorporation in

Immigrants’ connection with social security and other welfare benefits was further cut with The
Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility (IIRICA) of 1996, which severely restricted
federal welfare benefits and family unification rights for permanent resident aliens (Joppke 1999).
5
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three areas: the importance of race/ethnicity, the lack of central integration policies and
deregulation, the prevalence of informalization and precariousness. Thus, racialized labor
markets work through deregulation and precariousness at the same time.
A Comparative Look at the Migration from Turkey
How is immigration from Turkey to the United States characterized under this
incorporation context? Turkey, under the context of uneven capitalist development,
became one of the leading labor exporting countries after World War II. Uneven
development was based on an import-substituted industrialization that caused the rapid
transformation of rural production relations, formation of informal neighborhoods at the
skirts of big cities, and creation of a surplus of labor who could not join either formal or
informal sectors of the growing economy (Keyder 1987). Furthermore, exporting of
surplus labor power became a macro level policy as part of the First Five-year
Development Plan (1962-1967) with the purpose of receiving remittances. State planners
saw “export of excessive manpower” as a solution to unemployment and the shortage of
foreign currency (Abadan-Unat 2011). As the large-scale labor migration from Turkey
started in the early 1960s, Germany and other Western European countries became the
popular destinations for immigrants.
At first, immigrants were mostly single men, although there were some single
women working as tailors. Over time, more women migrated for work and other family
members joined this massive international flow. By the 1970s, labor migrants from
Turkey formed migrant communities in the Arab countries, the Commonwealth of
Independent States, Australia, the United States and Canada. Although the rate of
emigration temporarily decreased during the global economic crisis of 1973-1974, the
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number of labor migrants from Turkey in these countries increased over the decades and
remained stable as of the 2000s. The numbers reached three million in Europe, 100,000
in the Arab countries, 60,000 in Australia and over quarter million in the United States
and Canada (İçduygu 2009).
After the 1980 military coup and the formation of a more authoritarian political
regime in Turkey, the number of political asylum seekers became significant as the
oppression and criminal persecutions against the opposition increased. How Turkish
migrants have migrated, formed communities, developed identities, and incorporated
into European countries had been a major research topic for decades (Akgündüz 2008;
Erzan and Kirişçi 2008; Abadan-Unat 2011; Fassmann and İçduygu 2013). However,
given the much smaller flow, considerably less attention has been given to Turkish
migration to the United States.
The Patterns of Migration to the United States
In order to reveal the diverging and converging patterns of migration to the
United States, I discuss the major characteristics of labor migration to Germany from
Turkey comparatively. Until the 1980s, migration patterns to the United States and
Germany have had many differences. Differing from the unregulated and unplanned
context migration to the United States, migration to Germany started rapidly with a 1961
bilateral labor agreement between Turkish and German governments. Since the
agreements were based on rotation, the workers were expected to go back to Turkey after
a couple of years. This expectation did not happen as most of the immigrants decided to
stay and started to sponsor family members. Different generations of Turkish immigrants
(nearly two million) now constitute almost four percent of the German population, and
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are the largest migrant group (Kunuroğlu et al. 2018). In contrast, Turkish immigrants
form constitute a very small percentage of the immigrant population in the United States.
Despite the formal protections during the early migration years, various aspects of
immigrant incorporation in Germany have been left unresolved due to the lack of
effective integration policies. Some scholars and policy makers use the concept of
“parallel society” to describe the historical and ongoing political and socio-cultural
marginalization of Turkish and Kurdish immigrants (Mueller 2006). In contrast to the
United States, where jus soli principle for citizenship exists, citizenship rights of second
(and further generation) immigrants are not granted. There are still many second- and
third-generation immigrants who do not have German citizenship (Mueller 2006).
Furthermore, Turkish immigrants are not eligible for dual citizenship, since some
immigrants, are reluctant to denounce their Turkish citizenship. The number of
naturalized immigrants (nearly 600,000) increased relatively only after the changes in
citizenship law in 2000 (Mueller 2006).
Given this political and educational marginalization, second- and third-generation
Turkish immigrants in Germany encounter diverse labor outcomes. This is an important
contrasting point with the labor market positions of Turkish immigrants in the United
States. On the one hand, many second- and third-generation Turkish immigrants in
Germany receive a market-oriented vocational training which can lead relatively
qualified and well-paying occupational positions. This trend is called “massive
assimilation” (Worbs 2003). On the other hand, there is an unresolved problem of
unemployment among third-generation immigrants whose qualifications do not fit with
the market under the context of shrinking pools of industrial jobs (Worbs 2003). The
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relatively lack of entrepreneurship opportunities, which exist in larger numbers in the
United States, intensifies the perpetuation of unemployment among some segments of
Turkish immigrants.
Lastly, the ongoing discrimination at different scales of German society against
Turkish immigrants also differs from migrant experiences in the United States. For
instance, Şener (2018) interviewed immigrants who returned to Turkey both from the
United States and Germany. While the qualified (professional) Turkish returnees from
Germany thought that they experienced ethnic discrimination, returnees from the United
States did not mention discrimination in the labor markets or everyday life as their reason
for returning.
To sum up, four important aspects of migration experiences characterize the
differences between Turkish immigrants in Germany and in the United States. These
points have important implications for understanding the migration patterns and
incorporation dynamics of Turkish immigrants in the United States.
First, Turkish migration to the United States has not been regulated by
government agreements, migrants have found their own ways to migrate. Legal migration
to Germany became more difficult in the 1980s and 1990s with the restrictive
immigration policies of the European receiving countries. In contrast, legal migration to
the United States became easier through work permits, diversity visas, as well as family
unification.
Second, although the naturalization rates among Turkish immigrants in Germany
increased in recent years, the legal status of Turkish immigrants in the United States has
been characterized by higher rates of permanent residency and naturalization.
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Third, educational success of Turkish immigrants in Germany is lower compared
to that of Turkish immigrants in the United States. This results in part from the less
inclusionary structure of the German education system. As a result, a considerably large
segments of Turkish immigrants are positioned at lower socioeconomic segments within
the German economic structure. Conversely, Turkish migration to the United States has
been more selective in terms of skills and credentials. Given the high profile educational
credentials of Turkish migrants, this study focuses on migrants who have lower
educational credentials and come from lower socio-economic backgrounds.
Fourth, Turkish immigrants in Germany have been more likely to be subjected to
direct discrimination relative to Turkish immigrants in the United States. This specific
targeting of Turkish immigrants in Germany has led many immigrants to form clear
ethnic boundaries. In the United States, Turkish immigrants tend to have blurry ethnic
boundaries with the mainstream American society as there is no direct racial stereotyping
that specifically targets them. This relative lack of discrimination against Turkish
immigrants is influenced by the small proportion that Turks make up among the foreignborn population in the United States.
The First and Second Waves
Resulting from the lack of labor agreements between Turkey and the United
States, potential international Turkish migrants have frequently chosen European
countries as their first destination. Given the small size of the community, immigrants
from Turkey have remained an understudied group in U.S. immigration scholarship.
Some scholarship does analyze marriages between Turks and Americans (Bilge
1996), the role of migrants in promoting Turkish-American relations (Akgün 2000), the
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public expressions of Turkish Americans (Micallef 2004), female migrant demographics
(Şenyürekli 2008), immigrants from the Black Sea region (DiCarlo 2008; Güler 2008),
and Turkish associations in the U. S. (Akçapar 2009). Studies also examine political
mobilization (Akçapar and Yurdakul 2009; Akçapar 2012), identity formation (Kaya
2004, 2005), religious identity (Kaya 2007; Şirin and Fine 2008), intergenerational
relationship (Şenyürekli and Detzner 2008), collectivism and individualism (AyçiçegiDinn and Caldwell-Harris 2011), return migration (Şenyürekli and Menjivar 2012),
second generation Turkish immigrants (Mirici and Kay 2014), community and identity
formation in Rochester, NY (Orhaner 2017), perceived discrimination and return
migration (Şener 2018). However, not much research examines the employment and
working conditions of Turkish immigrants in the United States.
Two exceptions focus on Turkish immigrants’ skill levels. Akçapar (2006)
discusses the dynamics of “brain drain” of Turkey’s professionals and post-college
students to the United States. A significant number of these temporary migrants do not
tend to return to Turkey. Karaca and Karaca (2015) examine the socio-economic
conditions of migrant workers from Giresun in the United States. The authors investigate
these migrants’ family structure, quality of life, social and political participation, thoughts
about living in the United States, and expectations for the future. Although Karaca and
Karaca (2015) do not focus on immigrants who work in a specific occupation, the sample
of migrants used shares similarities with the sample of this study.
Based on U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service statistics it is estimated
that approximately 450,000 people migrated from the Ottoman Empire and Turkey
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between 1820 and 2000.6 The pace, reasons and composition of migration changed
dramatically throughout this long period of time. Three waves of migrants characterize
the migration process from Turkey (Ottoman Empire) to the United States (Kaya 2003).
The first wave was mostly composed of non-Turkish and non-Muslims citizens of the
Ottoman Empire. This wave occurred before 1923, when Republic of Turkey was
founded. Beyond economic reasons, massacres towards non-Muslim populations in the
late years of the Ottoman Empire, and political pressures in the early years of the Turkish
Republic drove this first wave. During the peak of international immigration to United
States between 1900 and 1920, 291,435 immigrants came from the territories of Ottoman
Empire. Additionally, Akçapar (2009) estimates that 362,034 immigrants whose country
of last residence was recorded as Turkey came to the United States between 1820 and
1950.
In terms of the ethnic and religious composition of this migrant group, Bali (2008)
contends that only five percent of immigrants who came from the territories of Ottoman
Empire between 1820 and 1921 were Turkish and Muslim. Greeks, Jews and Armenians
constituted 27, 6, and 18 percent of immigrants respectively. Only 22,085 immigrants
who arrived between 1900 and 1925 were registered as “Turks.”7 Other estimations
conclude that the percentage of Muslim Turks during this period was 10 percent of all

6

Bali (2008) says that different scholars arrived at very different conclusions with regard to the
exact number of immigrants from the Ottoman Empire to the United States. While Leland James Gordon
found that 186,463 immigrants came in the period, for Kemal Karpat the number of immigrants arrived at
the US during these years was 415,437.
7
Karpat (2008) says that any Muslim from the Ottoman Empire regardless of ethnic origin and
language has been historicall identified as “Turks” by Europeans. Similarly it is likely that immigrants from
the Ottoman Empire included many different such as Arab, Kurds, Albanians or Bosnians were categorized
as “Turks” although they were not ethnic Turks.
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immigrants from the Ottoman Empire (Akçapar 2009).8 Limited research on this period
indicates that while most of the non-Muslim immigrants stayed in the United States
permanently, Muslim immigrants are more likely to return to Turkey. According to Bali
(2004) those immigrants who did not get assimilated into mainstream society might not
have wanted burial in a Christian country or marriage with Christians.
These early Turkish immigrants came from the eastern provinces of Anatolia,
from lower socio-economic classes without the necessary occupational skills for the new
industries of capitalism, were mostly illiterate, and did not speak English (Kaya 2003;
Karpat 2008).9 These mostly male immigrants did not have much interest in adapting to
mainstream American society and had a strong intention to return to Turkey after they
accumulated enough money. Islam as well as local ties (coming from the same town)
were important elements of their identities and resulted in them living relatively isolated
from the receiving society.
These immigrants were mostly cheap sources of labor for the growing capitalism
of the pre-World War II United States. Most migrants started living in urban areas and
working in lower-paying jobs in leather factories, tanneries, iron and steel factories, and
the automobile industries in New England, New York, Detroit and Chicago (Akçapar
2009). Only some of these Turks married the Irish, Italian or other ethnic groups, which
then accelerated their assimilation toward upward mobility. The rate of returning to

8

Similar to the debates on the number of immigrants, Akçapar (2009) points out that it is not easy
to find the accurate percentage of Muslim immigrants from Turkey because it was not rare that American
authorities registered immigrants under ethnic and religious affiliation rather than country of origin. Also
some Muslim immigrants identified themselves as Christian in order to avoid discrimination and gain easy
access. In some cases immigrants identified themselves by their ethnic origins rather than religious ones.
9

93.51 percent of 22,085 who were registered as Turks between 1900 and 1925 were illiterate
young males (Akçapar 2009).
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Turkey was very high among working-class immigrants, mainly those who were isolated
given their lack of English and cultural and religious practices. It is estimated that half of
the Muslims from this generation of immigrants returned to their home country. For
example, 86 percent of Turks returned to Turkey during the years of Great Depression
(Kaya 2003).
The second wave of Turkish migration took place between 1950 and 1980 when
many professionals, officials and graduate students legally migrated to the United States.
Before this second wave, important political and legal developments had already
decreased the rate of immigration from Turkey to the United States. Migration from the
Ottoman Empire had slowed down with the changes in U.S. immigration legislation. The
Immigration Act of 1917 and the Johnson-Reed Quota Act of 1924 dramatically
restricted the opportunities for legal migration from Asian and European countries.
Second, the Republic of Turkey was founded in 1923 after the Ottoman Empire collapsed
in the aftermath of World War I. The new republic required both skilled and unskilled
labor due to the devastating impacts of World War I and the Turkish War of
Independence in Anatolia and Thrace. Not only were educated Turks offered jobs in the
developing country, but in addition unskilled “manpower” was needed. This context of
economic and political changes shaped the new migration wave.
Turkey also became an important geostrategic ally of the United States during the
early years of Cold War after World War II. This alliance included the political
rapprochement that started with the Truman doctrine of 1947, Turkey’s inclusion in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) against the Communist Bloc. The many
political, economic, and legal ties between two countries intensified into the 1950s and
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1960s. Further, while only 5,382 people were counted as immigrants from Turkey as their
last country of residence between 1931 and 1960, the number of immigrants increased to
10,142 and 13,399 in the 1960s and 1970s respectively. In the 1960s and 1970s the
number of immigrants who arrived in the United States increased to 2,000 to 3,000 per
year.
The socio-economic and demographic profile of second wave immigrants who
entered the United States vastly differed from the first wave of immigrants. Second wave
migrants were more homogeneous in that they were mainly Turkish speaking and
Muslim. These immigrants also held more secular worldviews and identified themselves
in more nationalistic terms. This educated group of people who socialized and went to
nationalist and secularist schools in the early years of republic formed organizations that
promoted a secular Turkish culture and ethnic solidarity. Turkish American Society
(1949), the Federation of Turkish American Associations (1956), the American-Turkish
Association (1965) and the Assembly of Turkish American Associations (1979) became
main institutions formed and organized by this second wave of immigrants. By
organizing an annual Turkish March in New York these associations attempted to be
visible in American public life (Karpat 2008; Akçapar 2009).
The second wave of immigrants also had remarkable higher levels of formal
education compared to first wave immigrants. Several engineers, doctors, technical
personnel (affiliated with the military or the government) came to the United States and
settled permanently. Between 1956 and 1970, 907 and 594 Turkish engineers and
medical doctors migrated to the United States.
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In addition, the gender composition of Turkish immigrants dramatically changed
given that the Hart-Cellar Act of 1965 started a systematic policy of family unification
(Hing 2004). Under this legislation, skilled migrants who came for professional and
educational reasons were able to sponsor their parents, wives and children. Şenyürekli
(2008) asserts that women outnumbered men during the 1970s as a result of skilled
female migration and family unification.10
The second wave of immigrants had wider settlements patterns beyond traditional
destinations in the urban northeast into the South and West Coast with a higher
inclination to settle permanently in the United States. More secular worldviews and
higher rates of English proficiency made social and cultural integration into the American
mainstream easier. The formation of formal institutions and the increasing number of
immigrants in different cities and towns decreased the levels of isolation and prevented
the lack of sense of community that the first wave of migrants had experienced. This
latter reason was especially important for immigrants with lower education levels and
little knowledge of English. They might not have integrated into the American society as
the educated Turkish immigrants but they were able to continue their ethnic ties and
sense of community through local and national level immigrant institutions (Akçapar
2009).
Further, several thousand semi-skilled workers (including many female and male
tailors) settled down the eastern cities of the United States such Rochester, New York.
This pattern of migration was more institutionalized as companies such as the Bond

10

In terms of education levels, female Turkish immigrants remained relatively less educated until
the 1980s as only 10 percent of them had college degrees. The percentage of female migrants who have
college degrees reached nearly 40 after the 2000s (Şenyürekli 2008).
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Clothing Company actively recruited workers from Turkey by posting commercials in the
newspapers (Orhaner 2017).
According to the U.S. Census, there were 54,534 foreign-born and American-born
people from Turkey in 1970 at the peak of the second wave. By the late 1970s it was
estimated that there were not more than 100,000 Turks, which included naturalized
citizens, permanent residents, undocumented migrants as well as second or third
generation immigrants.
The Third Wave
The third wave of Turkish migration began in the early 1980s. Political and
economic developments in Turkey and the United States opened the door for this new
wave of migration. Capitalist accumulation in Turkey began to change from an importsubstitute (an internal-oriented capitalist accumulation) to an export-oriented as a result
of global capitalist restructuring all around the world, as well as political crisis in Turkey
(Ercan 2004; Aydın 2005). The new mode of accumulation necessitated closer ties with
the global economy and more flows of capital and goods. The import regime was
“liberated” by abandoning quotas for import goods. Foreign exchange markets were
made flexible, which made the flow of capital easier. The convertibility of Lira allowed
ordinary citizens to buy and sell other currencies. Moreover, the liberalization of interest
rates, deregulation, privatization, and cuts in the social service expenditures also
influenced changes (Yeldan 2001). Such macro-economic changes were easily
implemented by the government (ANAP-Motherland Party) that came to power with the
first free elections after the military coup in 1980. The new constitution and its
authoritarian policy tools allowed the right-wing and neoliberal government to suppress
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the organized labor and political opposition efficiently until the late 1980s. According to
the new constitution, freedom of speech, freedom of protest became conditional, and
could be suspended or limited on the grounds of national security or danger to the
republican order (Boratav 2003).
The new neoliberal government “openness” strategy in the 1980s began to change
the traditional migration policy previously implemented. This new liberal migration
policy crucially changed the nature and dynamics of migration flows between the United
States and Turkey. The governments of the 1960s and 1970s were open to worker
migration. However, they heavily limited the migration of middle-class and skilled
professionals fearing brain drain. Liberalizing emigration became an official policy with
The Fifth Five-Year Plan (1985-1989). The migration of semi-skilled migrants and
professionals were seen as a quick solution to the growing unemployment rates and for
the extension of professional networks of Turkish companies in the global economy
(Angın 2003). Overall, the Turkish state transformed its strategy from a “strict controller”
of the migration flows into an “enabler” that gives responsibility to migrants with varying
skills. Within a neoliberal framework, if individuals had enough resources and contacts
abroad they had chance to pursue new opportunities.
Under this context, for the political activists who suffered from the oppression of
the military coup and for anyone who experience the challenges of the economic crises in
the late 1970s, the United States became a new hope. A secular Turkish identity
promoted by the state from the early years of an authoritarian republic was never open to
different ethnic and religious identities (Bozdoğan and Kasaba 1997; Göner 2018).
However, Turkish nationalism with a strong reference to Sunni Islam had some further
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implications for minorities in the 1980s. As many scholars analyze, the rise of political
Islam in the politics of Turkey as a passive revolution (Tuğal 2011) went hand in hand
with the growing power of neoliberalism (Atasoy 2009). The largest ethnic minority,
Kurdish people, had difficulty pursuing political rights, forming political parties, and
organizing legal challenges under the context of rising Turkish nationalism (Kirişçi and
Winrow 1997). This all resulted in armed struggles between the Turkish army and
Kurdish rebels, forcing millions of Kurds to forced migration from southeast Turkey to
western provinces during the 1980s and 1990s (Jongerden 2007; Saraçoğlu 2011).
Characteristics of the Third Wave
These economic and political factors, called the triggering phase of international
migration (Morawska 2009), coincided with some political factors that attracted
immigrants to the United States. During this time, traditional destinations for political
dissidents or migrant workers, such as Western Europe, restricted their border policies. In
addition, limited employment opportunities in Western Europe curtailed the arrival of
Turkish workers (Karpat 2008). Although migration flows to these countries did not end,
the United States became a better option for an increasing number of people.
The changes in U.S. migration legislation during the 1960s, transformed the
migration of Turkey from an elite to a mass movement during the third wave. The U.S.
Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 abolished discriminatory quotas of the acts of
1921 and 1924 by national origin. This progressive act, which was inspired by the antiracist struggles of the civil rights era, allowed migrants all around the world to apply for
visas regardless of race and gender (Zolberg 2006). The act, however, included an annual
limit of 170,000 for the Eastern Hemisphere, where Turkey is located. Still, companies
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could sponsor semi-skilled or skilled workers from Turkey much more easily once the
legislation took effect. In addition, this new act increased opportunities for family
unification, so that Turkey migrants with legal documents could sponsor their immediate
relatives (such as spouses, unmarried minor children and parents) who were not subject to
hemispheric quotas.
The U.S. Immigration Acts of 1990 and 1995 further revised existing policies and
formed today’s complex immigration admission system. The 1990 Act increased the
annual number of legal immigrants to 675,000. By 1990, the country quota for Turkish
migrants became 26,500 per year. Migrants who came by family unification were not
subject to these quotas. By 1995, The Diversity Immigration visa, which provides 50,000
green cards every year to specific country citizens, became an important and common
way of migrating to the United States (Angın 2003), especially for those without relatives
in the United States or those who did not possess professional skills. Thus, this visa type
diversified the immigrant community from Turkey. This research study includes many
migrants who obtained their permanent residency through diversity lottery.
The 1980s were also the years that some Turkish immigrants began entering
illegally. Some crossed the southern borders, others arrived in cargo ships and left their
ships off the coast, while many entered through the northern border by taking the
advantage of more liberal immigration admission system in Canada. Until 1988, there
was no visa required for Turkish tourists. As some of my respondents explained in detail,
migrants who could not come to United States through sponsorship or other legal means,
arrived in Canada as tourists and then passed to United States without legal inspection.
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Third wave migrants were much more socioeconomically diverse than previous
migrants. Akçapar (2009) describes the main characteristics of this migrant group:
After 1980 there was an increase in the number of skilled migrants, as
migration of students, scholars, and professionals coming from Turkey to
the United States reached its highest numbers. However, the highly skilled
and educated profile of the Turkish-American community has changed in
recent years, as another group of Turkish immigrants in the country
includes unskilled or semi-skilled Turkish labor workers. They usually
work in restaurants, gas stations, hair salons, construction sites, and
grocery stores, although some of them have obtained American citizenship
or green cards and have opened their own ethnic businesses. (P. 172)

On the one hand, Turkish immigrants mainly entered the rapidly growing
professional sectors of U.S. economy in the 1990s and 2000s. These migrants’
educational qualifications are higher than native population. Consequently, these
migrants have higher income levels and lower poverty levels than most Americans and
other immigrant groups. Such selectivity among Turkish migrants makes it likely that
they will experience eventual economic success and cultural assimilation (Angın
2003:119).
While professionals and students constitute the majority of Turkish immigrants,
my study focuses on immigrants who start their career at lower socio-economic levels,
and experience an economic (not educational) upward mobility. This group of
immigrants is usually employed in low-income service or blue-collar occupations. As the
socio-economic and demographic composition of the Turkish immigrant, some observers
defined this new pattern as “the Germanification of Turkish-Americans,” given their
similarities with Turkish and Kurdish guest workers in Germany (Akıncı 2002). These
immigrants are usually unskilled or semiskilled laborers with no college education and
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mainly work in grocery stores, restaurants, or construction. Some migrants eventually
open their own businesses by obtaining permanent residency (Kaya 2003).
In sum, policies in immigrant sending and receiving nation-states affects the
initiation of Turkish immigrant flows by providing visas and by softening, if not lifting,
the barriers for travel. In the U.S, the turning point for this study’s participants was the
implementation of The Immigration Act of 1965 and Diversity Visa. While in Turkey, a
more liberal border regime in the early 1980s trigged the mass scale migration.
Immigration policies deeply enable and constrain the formation of immigrant
communities. Yet, the changing capitalist accumulation regime and labor markets in
Turkey was another important dimension of the sending context. The next section
scrutinizes the labor market dynamics of the receiving context.

Precarious Labor in the Trucking Industry

This section begins with a definition of key on labor market terms, and leads to a
discussion on the reasons behind the need for segmented labor markets in the United
States. This discussion highlights the increasing precariousness of migrant labor and
deregulation in the transportation sector.
Structural Roots of Labor Market Segmentation
Tilly and Tilly (1998) define labor markets under capitalism as “the system of
production in which holders of capital, backed by law and state power, make the crucial
decisions concerning the character and allocation of work” (p. 24). Labor markets entail a
complex web of jobs within competing firms whose owners hire and fire the holders,
whether migrants or natives, of those jobs. As Wood (1999) states, capitalist labor
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markets are an area in which capital and labor enter into negotiations. Since these
negotiations are often based on unequal power relations between capital and labor,
surplus appropriation from labor-power processes take place. Migrants especially must
contend with these unequal power relations as labor force participation and employment
status are two aspects of labor market incorporation (Van Tubergen et al. 2004:706).
Marx defined the role of migrant labor in capitalist markets through the concepts
of “a disposable industrial reserve army.” Capitalist accumulation constantly produces “a
population which is superfluous to capital’s average requirements for its own
valorization, and is therefore a surplus population” (Marx 1990 [1867]:782). Capitalists
hire some members of this reserve army of labor when the demand for their products
increase in the markets. When the market demand decreases, they fire this peripheral
labor force, keeping only their core group of workers. Moreover, “greater attraction of
workers by capital is accompanied by their greater repulsion, [and] the working
population therefore produces both the accumulation of capital and the means by which it
is itself made relatively superfluous” (Marx 1990 [1867]:783). Marx defines three
categories of surplus workforce according to their migrant status: the floating, the latent
and the stagnant labor supply. Both national and international migrants are potential
candidates for the floating type of population, which is more likely and easily fired and
hired depending on market fluctuations.
Critical studies throughout the 1970s and 1980s followed this theoretical
perspective and focused on the question of why migrant labor is needed, pointing to the
structural necessity in advanced capitalist economies (Castles and Kosack 1973).
Immigrant workers have a specific function in an unequal international capitalist system.
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Castells (1975) suggested that the capitalist development of countries (such as United
States) goes along with the decline of other regions (Turkey). This uneven development
creates migratory movements between regions under the division of labor in a world
system.
Regarding twentieth-century American capitalism, Reich et al. (1973) define
labor market segmentation as a historical process through which economic and political
forces divide the labor market into separate submarkets and segments. Labor market
segmentation itself arose during the transition from competitive to monopoly capitalism
(Reich et al. 1973):
The employers actively and consciously fostered labor market segmentation in
order to “divide and conquer” the labor force. Moreover, the efforts of
monopolistic corporations to gain greater control of their product markets led to a
dichotomization of the industrial structure which had the indirect and unintended,
though not undesired, effect of reinforcing their conscious strategies. Thus labor
market segmentation arose both from conscious strategies and systemic forces. (P.
361)

Labor market segmentation produces primary and secondary markets with
different characteristics such as rates of pay, working conditions, and possibilities for
promotion. Secondary jobs do not require stable work, have lower wages, and higher
turnover rates. These jobs are frequently filled by minority workers, women and youth.
This segmentation establishes “fire trails” across vertical job ladders but does not offer
much upward mobility. Ideologically, segmentation is used to legitimize inequalities
among working-class members.
Under uneven global capitalism and labor market segmentation, two
characteristics of migrant labor explain the need for foreigner labor-power in local labor
markets. First, the (supposed) lack of organized action among migrants, renders them
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more exploitable. In order to pay “a proportionately smaller value for the reproduction of
labor” and to increase “the duration and intensity of work” (Castells 1975:46) employers
in production and service industries tend to hire migrants. This preference is related to the
real and perceived submission of migrants. This submission of migrants is informed by
immigrants’ legal-political status as foreigners and their limited capacity for organization.
Compared to the native-born working class, immigrants are less organized in trade unions
and vulnerable to economic recessions. Migrant workers are recruited because they are
willing (or circumstances compel them) to accept the least desirable jobs which have
been deserted by native-born labor. Although immigrant workers belong to the working
class, they form a bottom stratum within this class due to the subordinate status of their
occupations (Castles and Kosack 1973:7-8).
Second, Burawoy (1976) conceptualizes the powerlessness of migrant worker as a
result from the radical separation of the production and reproduction spheres. Although
capitalists want to decrease the cost of the reproduction of labor, they are concerned with
both renewal and maintenance of the working class. Since migrant workers “entail a dual
dependence upon employment in one place and an alternate economy and/or state in
another,” they are “characterized by the institutional differentiation and physical
separation of the processes of renewal and maintenance” (Burawoy 1976:1050). This
separation is especially present for new migrants who have left behind their families. The
productive worker requires the support from his/her family in the home country because
this temporary worker does not yet have any legal and political status in the host country.
Thus, family members guarantee reproduction. Further, the separation of maintenance
and renewal are “made possible by the migrant workers’ powerlessness in the place of
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employment, in the labor market, and under the legal and political systems where they are
employed” (Burawoy 1976:1050).
The discussion on the structural necessity for migrant labor provides a macro
level explanation about the dynamics of immigrant labor market incorporation in
capitalist societies. Since the beginning of capitalism, migrants have been always treated
by employers, states, and unions alike as if they have a weak attachment to the labor
market. The location of migrants, young people, and women on the outer limits of the
labor market has always been viewed as legitimate (Peck 1996). Castells’s and
Burawoy’s sociological perspectives explain how migrants are usually relegated to lower
wages and longer hours under the worst working conditions in capitalist markets. Given
continuous labor market segmentation, immigrants are still concentrated in secondary
jobs. Immigrant workers in transportation, agriculture, textile, construction, food
processing and other menial sectors work as downgraded labor. Samers and Collyer
(2017) call the jobs at which this “downgraded” labor work as “four Ds: dirty, dangerous,
difficult, and demeaning” (p. 280). Given that the labor market segmentation approach
still has an explanatory power, this study will be employing it.
Precariousness in Neoliberal Times
Although labor market segmentation is useful in explaining the demand side of
immigration, it is also important to address the shortcomings of this approach. For
instance, its lack of historicity. As Fine (1998) stresses, labor market segmentation tends
to ignore the role of the state, finance, and of the international economy in the shaping of
labor markets. Without taking these factors into account, a labor market segmentation
analysis may suffer from “the absence of a theory of periodization and, associated with
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this, lack of an understanding of the current stage of capitalism as an abstract determinant
of the labor market structure” (Fine 1998:150). Thus, I discuss below the historical
dynamics that create labor segmentation in precarious and deregulated labor markets of
twenty-first century.
Besides financialization and privatization, deregulation is one of the
characteristics of the current capitalist mode of production (Harvey 2005). Neoliberal
policies are mainly based on an active denial of redistribution of wealth to less
advantaged segments of the societies. Neoliberalism is understood by many scholars
(Fine et al. 2016) as a “class offensive against the workers and the poor led by the state
on behalf of capital in general and finance in particular.” Associated with the increasing
interconnectedness of the capitalist centers of the world, neoliberalism brings intensifying
capitalist competition that generates greater uncertainty and unpredictability in the
marketplace (Choonara 2019:9). These latter aspects are also related to flexible
specialization that favors (in many cases) small firms to large ones due to global
competition and intensified fragmentation of the market alongside growing consumer
demands for differentiated products (Barrett and Rainnie 2002).
Uncertainty in markets brings a new form of work-related insecurity based on the
transfer of risk from capital to labor. Employers are compelled to seek a more intensive
utilization of labor power and a qualitative intensification of labor, which is part of “timespace compression” (Harvey 1989). Work intensification is only part of a more general
process of the intensification of everyday life (Burchell et al. 2002).
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Thompson and Smith (2009) describe this process as
Sources of insecurity and pressure in the labor process….are linked to increased
responsibilities and falling staffing levels in response to heightened market
pressures; subjection to greater accountability, measurement and appraisal; and
emotional exhaustion. (P. 17)

Three reasons for insecure jobs include the effects of neoliberalism, the specific
characteristics of a service-dominated economy, and employers’ claims to need casual
workers to meet peaks and troughs of the market (McDowell et al. 2009). Due to these
reasons outsourcing jobs or the use of temporary workers have become unsurprisingly
common in the twenty-first century.11
The literature on precariousness of work defines it through concepts such as
“uncertain, unstable, and insecure jobs” (Kalleberg and Vallas 2018), “nonstandard
work,” (Hewison 2016) or “contingent and atypical work.” Four common aspects of
precarity are low earnings, poor access to social provisions, little regulatory protection,
and little negotiation power on behalf of employees (Lambert and Herod 2016). While
39.6 million workers experienced contingent employment in 1995, the number increased
to 42.6 million workers in 2005 (Lambert and Herod 2016). By 2010 40.4 percent of the
labor force was considered contingent workers.
A more specific breakdown of “contingent” shows a similar pattern. McDowell et
al. (2009) provide four analytical aspects for examining precarious work: (1) whether a

11
However, as Valencia (2015) reminds, the use of insecure labor by the employers in the surplus
value production is not new, and exists since the consolidation of capitalism. Variable capital or waged
labor is flexible from the start of capitalism as discussed by Karl Marx. This flexibility historically means
workers’ adaptation to the existing conditions of capital accumulation such as by migrating to production
centers as well as competing or cooperating with the unemployed reserve army. This flexibility has always
increased their precariousness since the harsh conditions of the nineteenth-century.
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worker is self-employed or engages in waged work, and the type of employmenttemporary, permanent, part time, or full time, (2) the degree of labor market insecurity or
the extent of stability in the supply of market, (3) the economic context of the industry,
whether traditional such as restaurant business or a newer type such as gig economy, and
(4) the impact of gender and ethnic identities.
Regarding self-employment, Kalleberg (2018) defines three major forms of
“independent” contingent work: (1) temporary work, (2) contract work, (3) and own
account work. These nonstandard work arrangements depart from standard employment
because the employer-employee relationship is mediated via a third party such as a
temporary help agency or contract company. This type of work also assumes no continual
employment. For these employees, precariousness means that they bear the risks of work
(as opposed to businesses or the government) and receive limited social benefits and
statutory protections. For employers, precariousness is a means by which they
involuntarily shift risks and responsibilities to workers. According to Choonara (2019),
“this is taken to be a condition of employees, in the narrow sense of those who are
classified as such legally and, more broadly, workers who are de facto dependent on an
employer but lack this legal status” (p. 7).
With regard to the second dimension, Kalleberg (2018) differentiates job
insecurity denoting “the degree to which a person is likely to lose the current job” from
employment labor market insecurity, referring “to how easy or hard it will be to find a
new, generally comparable job” (p. 91). Lambert and Herod (2016) suggest employing
these categories on a continuum of precariousness rather than using these categories a
separate and distinct from one another.
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The formation of neoliberalism in the 1980s and the rising precariousness in the
1990s created the conditions in which migrants experienced hyper-exploitation.
Furthermore, immigrant minorities have become the main victims in this age of less
protection for workers and weakening trade unions. As migrants are excluded from
citizenship and labor rights, they were more likely to accept sub-standard wage and work
conditions (Castles et al. 2014:255).
The expansion of insecure work (McDowell et al. 2009), the precariousness of
working conditions (Talani 2015), and the intensification of non-standard contracts
(Kofman 2016) all lead to globalized mass migration. The globalized political economy
of migration produces conditions in which migrants “provide hyper flexible labor,
working under many types of arrangements (not always ‘employment’), available when
required, undemanding when not” (Anderson 2010:300). Gentsch and Massey (2011)
summarize that the labor market status of legal immigrants has deteriorated in recent
years. This is partly a consequence of the increasing numbers of migrants who are either
undocumented or hold temporary visas that prevent stability and mobility. The next subsection examines the reflection of precariousness on the trucking industry.
Deregulation in the Trucking Industry
This sub-section analyzes the trucking industry as an example of expanding
precarious employment in the United States. The role of economic sector is related to the
third dimension of precariousness mentioned above (McDowell et al. 2009). As
Choonora (2019:183) points out, the discussions on precarious employment are at risk of
speculative generalizations. The degree of precarity in terms of instability and
compartmentalization of the labor force varies by area of employment and sector.
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Precarious employment conditions in a sector, construction, may not be generalized to
another sector, such trucking. I argue that the new “wild” world of trucking provides a
strong example of growing precariousness employment and risk-taking culture. Once
considered a stable blue-collar job,12 this sector is now characterized by the draconian
effects of deregulation, declining wages, and increasing service costs. Belzer (1995;
2000) underlines a crucial aspect of transformation in trucking: competition and its
“dark” consequences. Under a neoliberal ideology, harsh competition between different
trucking actors breeds winners and losers, the market is only concerned with capital
accumulation increases. However, such an ideology is problematic given that the “public
policy that supports unbridled competition in every sphere as a blanket solution to our
social and economic problems” (Belzer 2000:ix).
The history of how the state regulates trucking is divided into three periods. The
first pre-regulation period, spans from the early 1900s when motorized trucks took the
roads to 1935 when the Motor Carriers Act passed in Congress. This important law
transformed “the chaotic, poorly capitalized, and economically vital but marginally
profitable industry of trucking into a stable and thriving industry” (Viscelli 2010:23). In
the second period of strict regulation, The Motor Carrier Act of 1935 authorized the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) to regulate the rates of hauling and the available
routes. More importantly, the ICC issued a limited number of hauling authorities, which

Although truckers was considered as “blue-collar workers” in terms of economic indicators,
their public image or perception in the mainstream culture range from very positive to negative ones: “The
images the public holds of truck drivers combine stereotypes associated with blue-collar work in general;
direct but limited experiences with truck drivers, such as being tailgated or helped by a truck driver or
seeing drivers in truck stops; and the mythic connotations of the road. These images range from the very
positive, for example, knights of the highway, to the very negative, such as drug-impaired, irresponsible
fools” (Ouellet 1994:107-108).
12
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meant that the entry criteria for firms were very high. The act also split for-hire trucking
into exempt, common and contract. The third period, characterized by deregulation,
started when the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 removed federal regulation (Perry 1986;
Belzer 1995, 2000; Viscelli 2010, 2016).
During the second period of regulation, unionized trucking labor took advantages
of a stable industry. However, the trucking industry was not immune to overall crisis of
American capitalism in the 1970s when profit rates dramatically declined. Such dynamics
were due to trucks being relatively cheap and interchangeable, capital investment for
trucking was not tailored to specific markets, and trucking is heavily dependent on its
customers. Two weaknesses of trucking that led to undermining the high profit rates of
1950s and 1960s coincided with the rise of neoliberal ideology.
How did this neoliberal ideology beat the regulation system of trucking in the
1970s? On the one hand, a political battle was lost. In the 1970s teamster wages at
unionized companies were at a historical peak. Under the shadow of infant neoliberal
ideology, truck drivers were found guilty of undermining profits as the enemies of
Teamsters. Even supporters of regulation were alienated. By the late 1970s ATA
(American Trucking Association) and IBT (International Brotherhood of Teamsters)
were politically defeated (Viscelli 2016):
The ensuing congressional battle to past trucking deregulation was hard fought.
The ATA and IBT mounted what has been characterized as one of the most
intense lobbying campaigns in the history of Congress. They repeated the same
basic arguments that were used to create regulation in the first place: that without
regulation there would be chaos, service quality would deteriorate, small shippers
and communities would be hurt, and safety would suffer as drivers pushed
themselves to gain a margin and hard less to invest in their equipment. (P. 19)
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On the other side of the battle, an academic struggle was lost. Economists and
private-sector manufacturing and distribution interests consumer and shipper advocates
claimed that trucking industry employees gained unfair premium returns like “rents”
from their unearned market power. They argued that rents lead to inefficiency but also
excessive benefits at the expense of consumers. Belzer (2000) discussed that the
expectations of this camp did not realize that the profit rates did not increase for most of
the actors in the sector. Both employees and employers started suffering from
underpricing and destructive effects of intense competition.
Given this unfair power dynamic, a series of policy changes effectively
deregulated the trucking industry by 1995. In 1977, the ICC started reducing its economic
control by increasing the annual operating authority approval rates. New firms could
enter the sector not easily and could hold both common and contract carrier authority at
same time. These firms did not have to use specific gateways and cities between origin
and destination. However, the most important policy change was the reduction of power
of rate bureaus. As the ICC used its administrative discretion before 1980, this
incremental process ended when the Motor Carrier Act passed, which gave legislative
sanction to ICC’s policies. Despite the start of this radical transformation, the entry and
rate filling structures remained in effect until 1995. That is, carriers still had to obtain
authority and file rates, although the ICC was reluctant to apply these rates, which created
chaotic procedures and inconsistent law enforcement. Deregulation became official in
1995 when Congress completely closed the ICC and distributed responsibility to other
government agencies.
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However, Belzer (2000) suggests using the word deregulation more carefully
given that institutional regulation was replaced with market regulation. This new market
regulation, based on harsh market laws, transformed the institutional regulation that
governed the trucking industry. In addition, Belzer (2000) points out that economic
deregulation (such as price, entry and rate of return), ironically, led to increased social
regulation (such as safety and working conditions) because authorities had to cope with
the negative externalities of competition. Social regulation “bounds the market,
establishes limits of competition, and provides social accountability for economic
externalities created by the forces of private competition” (Belzer 2000:54). Moreover,
trucks became more expensive. The reduced economic regulation and increasing
competition between private firms also made highway and driver safety a major concern.
Such transformations led to the restructuring of trucking and declining wages.
These dramatic changes brought fragmentation (decentralization) and monopolization
(centralization) simultaneously. Fragmentation refers to the entrance of new trucking
firms as previous rigid entrance barriers were loosened. Prior to deregulation, there were
18,045 carriers, where in 1981 only 28,700 firms applied for new and renewal ICC
hauling authority. Intense market competition, divided the general freight into two
segments: low-cost, nonunionized truckload (TL), and more profitable, more unionized,
terminal-based less-than-truckload (LTL) (Viscelli 2016:21).
Belzer (2000) describes major differences between these two separated segments
before deregulation:
Less-than-truckload carriers maintained and even extended their terminal network
structure, which was needed to sort and re-ship their small cargo (averaging
perhaps 1,200 pounds). Truckload carriers got rid of any existing terminal
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structure and focused on large shipments (more than 10,000 pounds) that they
picked up from shippers and delivered directly to consignees. (P. 15)

In the LTL segment, many truckers lost their jobs as firms closed due to
increasing terminal costs. These losses were compensated with the monopolization of
giant firms (such as UPS) where working conditions were not very bad compared to the
LTL segment. In the TL segment, new jobs came with low wages and less benefits as
monopolization did not increase. LTL transformed into a segment in which seven or eight
giant firms (such as Schneider) and several thousand small or medium -scale firms
became the dominant actors of general commodity hauling (Belzer 2000:84).
Consequently, previous national markets were divided into regional, local and particular
commodity markets. In this fragmented and layered system of multiple markets, carriers
were no longer limited to a specific commodity. The ideology of neoliberalism was
perfectly applied in TL segment as carriers were free to strategically choose
advantageous freight in advantageous markets, as well as subcontracting their duties to
smaller companies and independent contractors.
Deregulation also brought declining wages. The new structure of the sector
enhanced profits for shippers at the expense of carriers Belzer (2000). However, labor
also lost because of this transformation.13 After deregulation the system of centralized
bargaining between the IBT and general freight carriers by National Master Freight
Agreement (NMFA) lost its power. By 1977, the coverage of NMFA had declined by two
thirds, and resulted in incredible variations in wages and working conditions. During the

13

During the age of regulation the centralized bargaining meant uniform wage levels and working
conditions across industry sectors and regions.
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1980s and 1990s the unionization rate fell down from 60 percent in 1980 to 19.7 percent
by 1997 (Belzer 2000). Not surprisingly average wages rapidly dropped 26.8 percent
between 1978 and 1990. This wage decline was closer to 50 percent for nonunionized
truckers.14
The best way to understand the hyper-exploitation of truckers is to observe
average income earnings per hour. Belzer (1995) asserts that if we assume that TL drivers
work an average 60 hours per week, an average TL driver earns about $7.91 per hour.
However, “if we assume a more realistic 80-hour work week, the hourly rate drops to
$5.58, and it drops to $4.75 assuming a quite-plausible 90-hour week” (Belzer 1995:654).
For the rational American employee “who is worth $10.00 per hour and who can choose
between the FLSA-covered job and over-the-road trucking would be irrational to choose
trucking, where he would suffer a 20% pay cut” (Belzer 2000:150). The average earning
per hour had declined, but trucking was still a promising job and income for those who
are ready to work more than 60 or 70 hours.
The impact of deregulation on dump trucking shows similar and in some cases
more negative consequences (Ouellet 1994; Williamson et al. 2009). Made in the early
years of deregulation Ouellet’s (1994) observations for a dump trucking company
indicate that the work was intensely competitive with much hostility among truckers.
According to Ouellet (1994), sequencing was an issue because it affected quitting time,
the rate of pay as well as the duration of work, thus “considerable conflict between

14

The diminished segment of unionized truck drivers lost less compared to their nonunionized
colleagues in terms of wages and working conditions. By 1990 the average truckload road driver earned
$24,796.
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drivers arose from their common goals of starting work early, working quickly, and
completing assignments, coupled with their potential to delay one another” (p. 46).
In the dump trucking industry contingency characterizes the short-haul trucking
(Williamson et al. 2009). However, contingency affects owner-drivers and company
drivers to different degrees. While owner-drivers experience greater work intensity, and
have productivity-based remuneration, they make less use of the worker compensation
system. Owner-drivers reported higher involvement in their job although they have less
job security.
Under this context, experienced truckers, who are mainly White, left the industry
in the 1980s as the wages had declined. For truckers who remained despite deregulation,
they had no option but to drive faster and increase weekly work in order to maintain their
standard of living. Although working in small companies meant easy job entrance, these
jobs did not provide much social benefits. Working in giant trucking companies created a
structure dependency as they controlled every aspect of training for new truckers.
Working as independent contractor brought the unmitigated risks of the market.
Deregulation brought lower wages, greater amounts of unpaid work, less-desirable
working conditions (Viscelli 2016:22) as well as longer hours, unsanitary conditions,
fatigue, labor market churning, and skilled labor shortages (Belzer 2000) across the
industry. The latter dynamics created the conditions in which new truckers entered the
sector in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Minorities of Trucking
Given these changes trucking became “an occupation of last resort” for two major
groups of American workers. On the one hand, many white male Americans displaced by
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the deep farm recession or by the downsizing manufacturing in the 1980s saw the
trucking as a temporary solution to make a living. On the other hand, the trucking
industry attracted queer, female and minority drivers. As Balay (2018:63) documents,
truck driving became a “last-choice” job, the industry became browner, more female, and
queerer. In other words, if many white Americans enter this industry “out of
desperation,” it is truer for marginalized populations. If truckers remain oddly invisible in
public life, given direct discrimination in other jobs, this invisibility might offer
minorities a sense of freedom to some degree.
Still, the entrance of these two groups did not solve labor shortages. Thus,
immigrants were seen as a solution to chronic understaffing. Giant carriers such as
Schneider hired Irish workers, while others recruited British drivers. TL Carriers Council
asked the Labor Department to hire Mexican nationals (Belzer 2000:154). Major actors in
the industry asked for legal changes in to be able to expand the trucking labor pool to
include immigrants. For instance, the English requirement for truckers and to provide more
work authorization through the H-2B visas for truckers (Khan 2014).15
Regulation age trucking studies (Flittie and Nelson 1968; Blake 1974; Stern 1975)
tended to ignore racial or ethnic minority truckers given their low percentage in the
sector. Given considerable number of female truckers, few studies had a say about them.
In addition, only a few studies focused on female truckers (Stern 1975; Lembright and
Riemer 1980, 1982; Wyckoff 1979). Although, the decisions and dilemmas truckers

15
Khan (2014) says that “trucking firms also have the option of taking advantage of the
“Employment-Based Permanent Residence” program to draw additional workers” because “a lack of
knowledge about the legal processes can act as an impediment for the recruitment of foreign-born truck
drivers.” Besides these up-to-down and institutional attempts, the circulation of the “promising” images of
this occupation were also appealing for first-generation immigrants, who also started working in this
occupation of “first resort” (p. 7).
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faced during the age of neoliberal deregulation became a concern for many sociological
and autobiographical work by the 1980s (Agar 1986; Ouellet 1994; Gardner 2002;
Hamilton 2008; Viscelli 2010, 2016; Lewis 2013; McCann 2014; Upton 2015; Murphy
2018), these studies also did not focus on racial, ethnic, gender or sexual minorities.
Alvarez and Collier’s (1994) study on Mexican truckers and Balay’s (2018)
pioneering work on LGBTQ drivers were two exceptions. While Ouellet’s (1994) and
Viscelli’s (2016) ethnographies provide some context about the work experiences of
immigrants. All of these empirical works do not include much interaction with immigrant
truckers, but provide key insights about how immigrant truckers are perceived by white
American truckers.
Ouellet (1994:167) made some important observations about the ethnic and racial
hierarchy within the sector. Many manual jobs at shipping and receiving points are held
by groups that white truckers believe to be of lower status: racial and ethnic minorities,
undocumented immigrants, and women. As such “the disreputable status of these job
holders is interpreted to be an indication of the undesirability of their jobs” (Ouellet
1994:167). Among driving jobs, there are hierarchies by unionization and load type.
Nonetheless, minorities continued to be found in the low paying and inferior-equipment
jobs that they have traditionally held. Few women or African Americans work in the
better small competitive sector companies. Regarding load type, Ouellet (1994) provides
insights about dump trucking involving carrying “dirty loads”:

A dilapidated truck with a low-status load that is not operated by a known
unionized company indicates to other truckers that the driver may be a poorly
capitalized owner-operator, a neophyte, of a perceived disreputable status such as
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“recent immigrant,” or in possession of a record so poor as to limit his options
only to the worst companies. A truck obviously used for long hauling indicates
that the driver is likely to know how to drive in a wide range of adverse weather
conditions. Much bulk tomato hauling in California is thought to be done by
young rural men who do not drive trucks year around, and many jokes circulate
about these “kamikaze” and their unorthodox driving habits. In Los Angeles, dirt
and demolition hauling in semi-end dumps was, by 1981, dominated by African
Americans to the extent that a driver seeing such a vehicle would presume the
driver to be African American. (P. 193)

In addition, the trucking business has not been successful at recruiting women, but
has hired settled immigrants for local driving jobs (Viscelli 2010). Yet, the “recent
immigrant population present additional challenges, including language skills and
cultural differences, that make them difficult to recruit, license, and retain.” Viscelli
(2016:130) concludes that immigrants might be less familiar with the contracting
practices of big companies than native would-be truckers so that this lack of familiarity
allows the recruiters to mislead (if not cheat).
However, some carriers develop relationships with particular immigrant
communities, hiring “more-established and respected” immigrants as recruiters because
these immigrants’ flexibility, potential entrepreneur ambitions, and community resources
may allow for some economic and social advantages in financing trucks. The following is
an example of success or “cracking that ethnic code” (Viscelli 2016):
What they did is they managed to crack the ethnic code in the Somali community,
and the commonality is, these guys all wanted to be in business for themselves.
[This carrier doesn’t] even offer a finance program. This is the amazing part,
these guys all scraped the money together to put a truck on the road…it’s great,
[the carrier has] gone from 39 [sic] to 249 in 12 months and haven’t even
financed a truck…[What the carrier] told me was, “you have got to build some
trust, we found somebody who was a recognized person in their community, we
signed him up as a recruiter, we got him bringing a few people in, we got them
talking up their story, ‘they make money, we treat them good’ and now it is gravy.
I think it is important as an industry that [we crack the ethnic code]”. (P. 129)
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There are only a few studies that investigate immigrant truckers in the United
States and Canada in the age of deregulation. Alvarez and Collier (1994) examine
Mexican truckers who enter the United States temporarily and run ethnic enterprises
between Los Angeles and the northern Mexico. Truckers mostly draw upon interpersonal
reciprocities and patronage to meet the challenges of transnational business. Mexican
truckers tend to organize in terms of real and fictive patriarchal kinships that enable them
to involve in many more shipping activities. In addition, most Mexican drivers help their
co-nationals in assisting at loading and unloading cargo.
Regarding perceptions of immigrants by white truckers, Balay’s (2018:116)
respondents commonly call Indian immigrant truckers “towelheads” or “hadjis,”
circulating stories that draw from the real or perceived fear that immigrants might take
their jobs, drive down freight rates, or threating their American trucking lifestyle. More
specifically, Balay (2018) documents,
If a new business starts up here, they have seven years before they have to pay
taxes, and lots of immigrants take advantage of that. They have nice equipment,
the magic-carpet drivers. They don’t have CBs [Citizens’ Band], they don’t have
our customs, like using flashers on the side of the road. There’s plenty of jobs in
our career, so it’s not like they’re taking jobs from us, but people have such a
boner about them being here that they won’t help them. [Truckers] had everything
lined up, but then when a lot of immigrants came in, like I said, they started
undercutting us and now nobody wants to haul produce anymore. Because to get
up into New York it can cost $300, $400 just to get up through the tolls in and out
of New York. With the fuel and all that, you can’t afford to haul it for that. But all
these guys they live together, two, three, four families in a house, they pool
together and they do this. But us as American people, we try not to live three, four
families in a house. But people are moving back in with their families with their
wives and their children, because they’re not making enough money to keep their
own place. (P. 116)
The above quote exemplifies how recent immigrants are perceived in the trucking
industry. First, most white truckers tend to blame Muslims, Mexicans, and others for the
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devastating impacts of deregulation on their worsening working conditions. Other
truckers with more moderate views blame trucking companies for taking advantage of
immigrants’ limited opportunities to go elsewhere. These respondents also observed how
some companies compel immigrants to drive illegally. Second, the most violent examples
of racism among truckers involve a unifying regime of racism and anti-Muslim vitriol
(Balay 2018).
McLean (2016) examines how the normative status of the white male trucker is
achieved through the dehumanizing and masculine subordination of South Asian truckers
in British Columbia. White drivers, McLean (2016) describes,
Pervasively depict South Asian truckers in association with illegal, corrupt, and
“cut-throat” business practices; they are identified with religion and hot, “unCanadian” geographies, they are constructed as dangerous, dirty, and animalistic;
and they are held responsible for both industry stigmas and trucking-related
collisions. (P. 47)
In short, South Asians are “feminized through the narrative denial of masculine
rationality and instrumentality.” By invoking racial hierarchies of citizenship and
belonging, white male truckers expel nonwhite bodies from the national imaginary or the
possibility of legitimate labor force participation. This then masks the dynamics of
racialization within a neoliberal and neocolonial gendered labor market that creates its
manifestly and dangerously exploitative conditions. Unlike in the United States, Canada
implements targeted initiatives for importing foreign drivers as unskilled laborers under
the Temporary Foreign Worker program. White truckers criticize these initiatives
because, they think, these initiatives permit and encourage the suppression of wages and
working conditions.
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Studies about immigrant cab drivers provide additional insights about the
increasing role of immigrants in the transportation sector. Mitra (2008; 2009; 2012)
investigates the increasing role of social capital among Punjabi immigrant drivers in their
search for employment, in improving work conditions of work, and to sustain their
employment niches. The increasing number of immigrant cab drivers went hand in hand
with the declining number of non-immigrant white Americans, declining wages, and the
increasing number of small businesses.
Furthermore, deregulation engenders two outcomes in taxi driving. First, the
redefinition of taxi drivers as independent contractors decreases fleet owners’ financial
burden while increasing drivers’ burdens. For instance, drivers become responsible for
the cost of gasoline spent during their shifts. Second, as independent contractors, drivers’
chances of joining unions are slim. Thus, drivers’ lack of collective bargaining power
decreases their ability to negotiate for better wages and working conditions.
Ness’s (2005) broader project on immigrant unions examines the organization of
immigrant workers in the for-hire transportation sector, namely, in “black-cars.” The
black-car industry is organized through franchises. Most cars are owned by drivers who
are responsible for maintaining very specific industry standards. This franchising system
is based on the reduction of the operator cost to a minimum, as the costs are transferred to
drivers. In theory, the drivers own their business, however, business ownership masks the
dependency of contractors on the companies as low-wage drivers.
Many recent immigrants entered the black-car industry segment because they
planned on earning significantly higher wages. However, the reality was that they could
not earn more than taxi drivers. In contrast to the trucking industry, taxi drivers are
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mainly Black and Latino. As the car service industry shifted from a commission system
to a leasing system during the early 2000s, the 12,000 employees in the industry were
almost exclusively recent immigrants s from South Asia (India, Pakistan), the Middle
East (Lebanon, Palestine, Syria, Turkey), East Asia (China, Korea), Eastern Europe
(Russia, Poland, Ukraine), and Africa (Egypt), as well as Latinos from Central and South
America. Most drivers are South Asians, who account for 60 percent of drivers since they
are sought-out because of their English proficiency that allows them to communicate
easily with their upscale business clientele.
Despite larger-scale precariousness in the transportation sector, immigrant blackcar drivers won an NLRB (National Labor Relations Board) decision that allowed
unionization in 1999 (Ness 2005). The use of social networks had an important role in
this unionization as discussed by Ness (2005):
The IAM organizing drive benefited greatly from the concentration in the blackcar industry of South Asian workers from similar ethnic backgrounds. This ethnic
concentration arose in part due to black-car fleet owners’ preference for Englishspeaking Pakistani and Indian nationals over non–English-speaking immigrants,
and in part because the local native-born population has neither access to the
capital needed to become drivers, nor the desire to work for exceedingly low
wages. The owners’ propensity to hire South Asians reinforced and expanded this
ethnic group’s presence in the labor market through family and kinship ties, and
led to a distinctive working class culture among the drivers. (P. 159)

Work Experiences as Labor Process

Assuming that workplace dynamics are interrelated with the processes of
capitalist accumulation, the precariousness of the labor process is a reflection of
deregulation in the transportation sector. For this reason, I analyze immigrant truckers’
work experiences through labor process theory. This section begins defining the concept
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of labor process in the production and service sectors, focusing on the control and
resistance aspects of labor processes in contemporary capitalist markets. The discussion
moves on to examine the use of ethnic labor in small workplaces in the labor process.
Labor Process in the Service Sector
Braverman (1974:36) argues that it is “foolhardy” to view the labor process as a
mode of labor from a technical standpoint, given that labor process is part of the
dynamics of capital accumulation. The labor process is only the means of the end that is
the production of surplus value in a specific moment in history (Spencer 2000:234).
Further, Burawoy (1985) conceptualizes the “outside” context of workplaces as
production regimes that contains two dimensions. First, the organization of work has
ideological and political effects on the social reproduction of workers. Second, the labor
process is shaped by apparatuses of production that include relations among enterprises,
relations of enterprises to state and market, as well as international economic forces.
Thus, “the answer to the question of how labor control is secured is partly dependent on
who is being controlled” (Peck 1996:35). This recursive relationship “makes the
workers.”
Thompson and McHugh (2002) define the labor process as the means by which
raw materials are transformed by human labor, acting on the objects with tools and
machinery. The labor process includes three components: (1) the purposeful activity (the
work), (2) the object on which that work is performed, and (3) the instruments of that
work.” It is a universal condition of human existence, because it is an appropriation of
what exists in nature for human purposes (Marx 1990 [1867]:287). For the survival of the
capitalist mode of production, labor process is a required as it is the only kind of labor
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that creates surplus-value. This creation goes hand in hand with consumption because
capitalists consumes labor-power as well as the workers that use up the material elements
and objects. This activity is seen as a productive consumption (Marx 1990 [1867]:291).
The research on labor process have rarely studied the transportation workers.16 By
attempting to understand the reproduction of the capitalist economy in its totality, Marx,
in Capital Volume II, builds his arguments about the marketplace rather than the factory.
Mandel (1992 [1978]) argues that “once we begin to examine the circulation of
commodities under capitalism…we are in fact dealing with the circulation of
commodities as capital, that is to say, with the circulation of capital” (p. 16). Circulation
of commodities as individual capital by the transportation sector is vital for the
reproduction and circulation of total social capital.
The transportation sector has a semi-autonomous position in relation to the
production sector. Transportation is both “an independent branch of production, and
hence a particular sphere for the investment of productive capital” and “is distinguished
by its appearance as the continuation of a production process within the circulation and
for the circulation process” (Marx 1992 [1884]:229). The major change in the history of
capitalist transportation sector is the formation of the trucking industry (Harvey 2013). In
the late nineteenth-century, the intense competition in the transportation sector was
restricted since once a rail line was set up between two cities it was difficult to envisage
other rail lines. This monopolistic competition of the railroad system completely changed
as trucks started more loads than railroads by the 1930s in the United States. Innovations

Harvey (2018) complaints that even prominent Marxists ignore Capital’s Volume II. Mandel
(1990 [1978]) defines this volume as a “sealed” if not “forgotten one.”
16
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in the transportation sector permitted “spatial competition to modify the geographical
conditions under which capital operates” (Harvey 2013:108).
This “semi-autonomous” sector requires labor-power to circulate commodities
within trucks. Considering the three components of labor process (activity, object,
instrument), the purpose of work for drivers is to change the location of commodities
using trucks. Different than production, a motion of the products in space does not alter
the substance of the matter but this motion is necessary for the consumption of
commodities. By moving the products, the transport industry sells “the actual change of
place itself.”
Productive capital investment in the transport industry adds value to the products
transported because the additional production processes is needed for the change of
commodities. These investments include transport workers’ wages. Although these
workers do not (theoretically) create value, their labor is part of the surplus-value
creation, mediating a change in the form of value. Thus workers are necessary for the
reproduction of capital, while being relocated “at the margins” of the working class
(Sotelo Valencia 2015:32). Workers who sell (like merchants) and transport (like
workers) commodities shorten the buying and selling time for many producers. Marx
discussed that these people, like machines, reduce the expenditure of useless energy and
help set free production time. It is through this labor that the amount deducted from the
costs of the production is reduced. This function of reducing expenses for the
reproduction of capital is realized “no matter whether it [comes from] the capitalist
himself or laborers employed by the capitalist.” Harvey (2013) underlines that the class
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differentiation within this body of “selling and transporting” people is crucial for higher
profit rates:
While value is not created in this sphere, surplus-value can be realized within it. It
is realized individually when a capitalist (for example, a merchant) employs
labor-power at its value but overworks it to gain surplus-value for himself. The
social form is realized when merchant capitalists reduce the average necessary
costs of circulation by excessively exploiting the labor-power they employ (which
accounts for the often dismal and highly exploitative conditions of labor
encountered in this sector). (P. 101)

Contemporary labor process theory extends this focus by evaluating the material
changes in global expansion of services resulting from advanced information
communication technologies under globalized capitalism. As a result, Thompson and
Smith (2009) suggest that, pre-production (future workers), reproduction (circulation)
and post-production (consumption) must be included in the analysis of labor process.
Warhurst et al. (2008:99) specifically ask for a framework for the analysis of services
informed by labor process theory since capitalists hire workers to produce, maintain, and
destroy automobiles. Whether goods or services are produced, labor creates profit.
Pettinger (2006) conceptualizes labor process in the retail sector as a productive
service work that facilitates consumption and involves the manipulation of tangible
goods. This conceptualization sees the production (of consumption) and the materials
(and their circulation), in contrast to cultural or interactional analyses of the sector. By
understanding the routine tasks of retail work, stock processing, cleaning and tidying, the
outputs of service industries are not intangible commodities but tangible and always
present. For this reason, retail work only partially fits into the service economy.
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As such, distributive service can be an extension of the production process (Pettinger
2006):
A distinct category for circulation activities that involve the transmission of
commodities should be invoked, for processes that are neither productive, in the
sense of resulting in the creation of new goods, nor “services,” but necessary
adjuncts to the production process. (P. 52)

Thus, I argue that retail work complements transportation work given that hauling
and selling work are two aspects of work in the circulation of goods from the point of
production, their journey from manufacture to consumer. Further, retail and
transportation work have similar labor process characteristics in that they are part of the
spatial manipulation of tangible goods. Truckers sometimes have contact with customers
who order the hauling of goods. However, different from work in retail stores where
workers regularly have contact with consumers, truckers do not (directly) use their
emotional (Hochshield 1983) or aesthetic labor (Walkowitz 2006).
Labor Process as Control
How does labor process affect the experiences of workers? Harvey (2010:119)
posits that capitalists have the right to direct work and assign workers’ tasks. The first
condition of capitalist labor process is that the worker works under the control of the
capitalist to whom her/his labor belongs. However, the labor process “begins with a
contract or agreement governing the conditions of the sale of labor power by the worker
and its purchase by the employer” (Braverman 1974:34). Control is the ability of
capitalists to obtain desired work behavior from workers and exists “in greater or lesser
degrees, depending upon the relative strength of workers and their bosses” (Edwards
1979:17). Labor process theory prioritizes the capital-labor relationship to analyze the
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control imperative arising from the need to reduce indeterminacy on behalf of capitalist
as the conditions for resistance or consent of workers (Warhurst et al. 2008:98). The
labor process explores the ways in which social relations govern the activity labor
process, concerning the questions of who owns and controls work (Thompson and Smith
2009).
Three aspects of control reveal the dynamics of labor process in small-to-medium
levels of trucking companies. The first aspect involves whether simple or structural
control exists in a workplace. Simple control is based on personal intervention of
employers who have the power to threat, hire, fire, and reward workers. For instance,
incentives and sanctions can be unsystematically combined, given that there is little
structure to the way power is exercised. Although small businesses adapt some
management practices from the more advanced (big) corporate sector, the major
characteristics of simple control continue to be the basis of labor process dynamics.
The second aspect of control concerns the extent to which market forces and state
regulations control workers’ labor. Burawoy (1985) asserts that labor control techniques
in the nineteenth-century were mainly based on despotic regimes that included coercion
of workers and making them dependent. Despotic production regimes could patriarchal,
paternalist and market. Under patriarchal type of labor control, the family is the main
production unit headed by the father. Since there is relative harmony between employers
and employees, relationships resemble the power dynamics between two siblings. Akin to
patriarchal control, employers have a high level of dependency upon employees due to
their familial ties or some knowledge that employees possess. Moreover, employees are
not easily replaceable.
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Paternalism emergences when control over the labor process shifts from the father
to a non-family employer. Additionally, paternalism arises when employers’ dependency
upon workers decreases due to the abundance of workers in labor markets. Fictitious
family ties between employers and employees and fictitious ties among workers remain a
crucial dimension of production. However, in this model, employers exercise their power
as if they are “the father” of the employees. Although the anonymity in paternalism is
more powerful than in patriarchal labor control, workers’ emotional or social
identification is employers are continuously enhanced by the discourse of bonds, mutual
obligation, and duty. This identification is based on an ideology according to which
existing inequalities between two parties are seen necessary for the benefit of the
workers. Since intimate relationships, whether real or fictitious, are formed, any
resistance is perceived as an opposition against a friend rather than a faceless
organization (Goss 1991:73-78).
Market types of despotic production regimes prevailed in the late nineteenthcentury when families completely lose their role in the production process (Burawoy
1985). As such, labor control dynamics became dependent on the economic whip of the
market where the state regulates only the external conditions of market relations. Market
despotism affects small workplaces through sweating (Goss 1991). Conditions of
sweating involve informal employer-employee relationships defined by power and
conflict. Although there is always the possibility of tension due to non-paternalistic
relations, the fragile position of small businesses in harsh market conditions force
employers to deal with these tensions before it becomes explicit. In the case of self-
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employed workplaces, the owners control only their own labor, and they are alone with
struggling against market forces (Scase 2003).
Throughout the twentieth-century, as states’ regulatory apparatus began
controlling the reproduction of labor and labor markets, labor control regimes
transformed from despotic to hegemonic regimes. Under market despotism states did not
directly shape the labor control regime. However, under hegemonic regimes, they
actively shape the control regime “by stipulating, for example, mechanisms for the
conduct and resolution of struggle at the point of production” (Burawoy 1985:12). A
hegemonic regime perfectly corresponds to the regulation mechanisms in the trucking
industry before the deregulation of the 1980s. The rise of social security systems, the
strict rules on working conditions, and collective bargaining were influenced by these
production regimes. After deregulation, however, the old despotic production regimes
resurrected within new dynamics of global capitalist system. Thompson and McHugh
(2002) assert that the 1980s and 1990s saw “organizational restructuring based on
downsizing and delayering, the search for flexibility in work and employment, a move
away from collective and joint regulation of the workplace and a growth in job
insecurity” (p. 107). The regulatory laws of labor markets and employment relations
largely disappeared as flexible employment relations made the reduction of labor cost a
necessity for small and medium workplaces.
Still, the hegemonic despotic production regime corresponds to the rise of
subcontracting processes (owner-operators) in the trucking industry. Yet, despotic regime
dynamics did not disappear in small workplaces during this time and were resurrected by
the pressure of markets. As a result, I argue that both “patriarchal and fraternal” labor
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control regimes, in which familial ties are important, and “paternalist and sweating”
forms of labor control regimes, in which familial ties are not much important, exist in
small workplaces.
Labor Process as Resistance
As the interests of workers and employers collide, labor process theory assumes a
reciprocal model of control and resistance (Thompson and McHugh 2002). One aspect of
labor control concerns the limits of control, especially how workers resist attempts of
managerial labor control which can be direct or relative. Direct control means that every
aspect of labor is controlled through strict codes and techniques. Relative control happens
when workers are allowed to adapt to changing situations in a manner beneficial to the
firm as well as to use initiative and monitor their own work in the production process
(Grint 2005). Relative control was developed in the late 1970s as a reaction to the first
wave of labor process theory which overemphasized the concept of control (Thompson
and Smith 2009:918).
This first wave came out “from a neglect of worker resistance as a force causing
accommodating changes in the capitalist mode of production” (Friedman 1977:43). In
order to understand the relationship of worker resistance and managerial counterpressure, Friedman conceptualized direct control and responsible autonomy as two major
managerial strategies. Further, the concept of “contested terrain,” sees the workplace as a
battleground in which employers try to extract maximum effort from workers who tend to
resist their impositions (Edwards 1979). Control of workers is always imperfect because
labor power is always embodied in people. People have their own interests and try to
resist being treated like a commodity (Edwards 1979:13).
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The discussion on relative autonomy concerns the extent to which workers have
an active role in labor processes. Barrett and Rainnie (2002:418) highlight the importance
of agency and resistance in small workplaces where managerial strategies are not driven
solely by the indeterminacy of labor. However, any analysis of labor process should
contain resilient subjectivity, which refers to the subjectification of the structural aspects
of labor control regimes (Burawoy 1985). However, workers’ subjectivity does not
necessarily have to be in a form of direct and disruptive resistance to employers control
techniques. Workers can develop subjectivity to control themselves, generating consent
to existing structures of control (Thompson and McHugh 2002:113). Open conflict is not
always granted as the interests of employers and workers might be temporarily
coordinated within a workplace (Spencer 2000:229). Even limited participation on behalf
of workers generates consent.
How is resistance conceptualized? Thompson and Ackroyd (1995) posit that the
transformation of work organizations from Fordism to post-Fordism allowed for new
complexities of control such as surveillance technologies and corresponding new forms
of resistance beyond strikes, unionism, sabotage, work-to-rule and picketing. Beyond
thinking of worker opposition as purely overt, organized and open economic practices, a
conceptualization based on the informal forms of resistance can include more subtle
identity politics, unorganized, inconspicuous, intersubjective tactics and subjective ways
of resistance. Workers can voice dissatisfaction and discontent, creating a space in which
they gain a relative autonomy to increase their ability to deal with control mechanisms.
These strategies may only help employees in reducing the level of dissatisfaction and
alienation without challenging the structure of work. Fleming and Sewell (2002) point
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out the extent to which workers resist to labor control by developing, not only collective,
but also individual strategies of resistance.17
Individual and informal forms of resistance are important within small workplaces
since it is hard for employers to replace their dependency on workers, the existence of
personal ties within small firms, the lack of formal control process, and the moderation of
conflict through familial ties (Edwards et al. 2016). Quitting is another common strategy
in small workplaces, although high rates of quitting in low-wage and insecure jobs easily
undermine worker collectivity (Edwards 1979; Edwards 2010; Kalleberg and Vallas
2018).
Another aspect of resistance scholarship investigates the influence of ethnic and
cultural factors. Grint (2005) asserts that different strategies of control cannot be reduced
to the perspective of class politics. Thompson and McHugh (2002:109) add that style of
management, the size of workplace, and cultural and ethnic structures might influence
resistance. Moreover, gender and race, both respectively and interactively, shape the
forms of resistance at individual and collective levels. Although workers’ identities are
not fixed, they are important for resistance since “labor power possesses what can be
called embodiment and as such workers or sellers of labor power come in different bodies
– marked by gender, age, nationality, ethnicity, skill, region, etc. – and this differentiation
makes uniting labor power into collectives harder” (Smith 2016:210). However, since coethnic and inter-ethnic ties can establish relations of mutual dependence, they may

17

Yet, a focus on the subjectification at the level of individuality improved the perspectives of
both first and second waves of theories on labor control that overemphasized the power of control either
through themes of colonization of subjectivity (Braverman 1974) or manufacturing consent (Burawoy
1979).
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influence bargaining. Further, studies on small firms (Ram 1994; Holliday 1995) stress
the role of culture (as well as ethnicity) through familial relations where employers use
the notion of family as a managerial strategy. However, this strategy is not absolute and
subject to continual negotiations over the effort and work, which leads Ram (1994) to
develop the concept “negotiated paternalism.” Thus, control is always impartial and goes
hand in hand with resistance.

Immigrant Networks and Entrepreneurship
This section focuses on the community aspects of immigrant labor market incorporation,
examining theoretical accounts of network mobilization and entrepreneurship.
“Production imperatives,” such as labor’s control and allocation within markets is closely
related to “reproductive imperatives.” Under capitalism the sphere of reproduction
imperatives, i.e. where domestic labor is performed and commodities are consumed, is
separated from productive imperatives where wages are gained and profits are made
(Choona 2019:172). However, these two spheres are intertwined since the production of
men (in the case of truckers) as wage-laborers depends on the unpaid domestic labor of
women, as well as the wider system of social reproduction of family and community
(Peck 1996:36). Analyzing pre-exchange and post-exchange processes in local labor
markets through the concepts of workplace-community/family nexus is important to
understand immigrant incorporation (Sassen 1995).
The Levels of Immigrant Networks
I elaborate the concept of social networks by discussing the levels and their
effects. Levels refer to the different analytical constructs that correspond to the size of the
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social groups. Social networks can be mobilized from beyond-community, immigrant
community, tight-knit community, and family levels.
The beyond-community level of network includes the social ties between different
immigrant groups and employer networks. Employers build bridges between the spheres
of social reproduction and production imperatives. During this process they may be
affected by racial stereotypes. For example, employer perceptions about whether some
“type” of workers fit specific jobs affect hiring and promotion dynamics (Maldonado
2009:1018). Some skills and social statuses are devalued, and the subordinate position of
stigmatized workers is both perpetuated and legitimized. Thus, some jobs are secondary
because they are performed by migrants who are considered secondary (Peck 1996). The
resulting stigmatization of some groups is actively constructed.
A minority or migrant worker’s racial status is not always constituted before they
enter labor markets. Racial status is a dependent variable, being affected by the everyday
contacts at workplace and labor market (Glenn 2016). When immigrants enter labor
markets, they find themselves in racially ordered markets where particular jobs and areas
are filled with specific racial meanings. Such occupational racialization works “to
naturalize the character and temperament of the immigrants and their association with the
particular job in question” (Kibria et al. 2014:62). This process is made possible by
ethnic niches or a concentration of an ethnic immigrant group in a particular occupation
or industry.18

18

Mexican men in agriculture, Koreans in dry cleaning sector, or Filipino women in nursing are
well known examples.
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Beyond stereotypes created by employers, migrants’ lack of familiarity with labor
markets rules create barriers (Bauder 2006). Different class-based and group contingent
habitus between workplaces and immigrant groups can further perpetuate these barriers.
Since employers “have a specific set of traits they see as desirable for a given job or job
situation. Such bodily performances are necessary to obtain or maintain a job, and
immigrants must play by the rules and look and dress the part” (Samers and Collyer
2017:250). Employers’ cultural judgments and workers’ bodily performances thus
intersect to produce particular labor market outcomes.
As immigrants are excluded from certain jobs, they are also targeted for specific
jobs. McDowell et al. (2009) further elaborate
The differential construction of migrants’ laboring bodies as more or less
appropriate for particular kinds of work places them in a hierarchy of
desirability/acceptability in labor markets…Jobs, in other words, are not neutral
slots but are, instead, socially constructed definitions, created to attract differently
raced and gendered workers. (P. 6-7)
Simultaneously, migrants’ legal, racial, and gendered vulnerabilities create the
structures of hierarchical desirability for employers and workplaces (Bauder 2006). In
some cases, racial meanings do not have to be based on negative stereotyping. Hiring
practices might draw on positive stereotypes “as more and more employers have
discovered the virtues of hiring the foreign-born, employing them over a steadily
widening spectrum of jobs” (Waldinger and Lichter 2003:32). Hiring new migrants
through the networks of existing migrant workers reduces the costs of managing and
maintaining a subordinate labor force.
In sum, the bridging position of employers between production imperative and
social reproduction work through the mechanisms of exclusion and inclusion
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simultaneously. Racialized labor market incorporation is shaped beyond the actions of
non-immigrant employers. On the community level, migrants are not passive actors that
are “put” into some segments of the labor markets through racially-biased structural
forces or employer preferences. Workers may use informal mentoring and teamwork to
create their own ways of approaching workplace issues. One example is “power through
group problem solving” that involves immigrant workers collectively resisting
demeaning working conditions (Lowe and Iskander 2017). The network formation and
resource dynamics of each immigrant community cannot be reduced to racial or legal
status.
Immigrant communities can be formed in a short span of time (Portes and
Rumbaut 2014). They can protect the most socio-economically disadvantaged immigrants
against outside prejudice and initial economic difficulties. These community networks
provide sources of information about employment within and beyond the community,
sources of credit, and entrepreneurial ventures (Portes and Rumbaut 2006:95). Workingclass immigrants need these ties in the first years of adaptation more than professional or
student migrants.
While discussing levels of kinship and family, scholars criticize human capital
theory (Borjas 1987) for its over-reliance on individual characteristics (such as education
level, labor market experience, language) and unobservable skills (such as ability,
motivation). Specifically, ethnic community and family dynamics need to be included to
explain the distribution of job rewards (Sassen 1995). Analyses must account for the
ways in which individual factors tend to interact with structural factors such as racial
status and family socioeconomic backgrounds. Such an approach is crucial since racial
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identities are closely connected to family socioeconomic status that shape a migrant’s
early socio-economic and spatial adaptation (Zhou 1997:988). Immigrants also draw on
the resources accumulated through personal social networks built on the strength of
relationships of friendship and kinship (Hagan 2004).
Nee and Sanders (2001) analyze how different forms of capital influence the way
in which members of the same immigrant families are incorporated into labor markets.
Two characteristics of immigrant families are crucial for the availability of capital. First,
immigrant family composition influences the potential to acquire cultural skills
incorporation strategies are highly dependent on the presence of social networks social
networks. Consequently, immigrants who have a low stock of capital are more likely to
rely on ethnic community ties. Such a dynamic can lead to reproducing social class
inequalities since middle-class immigrants are more likely to use human and cultural for
professional-managerial-technical jobs, while migrants who have social capital embedded
in familial ties, tend to find jobs in ethnic economies (Nee and Sander 2001:389).
In sum, the combination of levels (beyond-community, immigrant community,
tight-knit community, family) affect the way immigrants incorporate into the new
society. However, since the mobilization of social networks for labor market
incorporation has a spatial dimension (Peck 1996; Samers and Collyer 2017) and since
globalization and digital communication facilitate transitional ties between immigrant
groups (Castles et al. 2014; Kofman 2016), an analysis of scales is needed. Transnational
ties provide initial resource of information during the early stages of settlement and job
search (Massey et al. 1987; Hagan 2004). The flows of information, goods, and money
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between sending and receiving countries shape the type of incorporation migrants
experience since these ties tend to persist even after decades of settlement.
Transnationalism can especially influence labor market outcomes depending on
the skills and cultural capital immigrants carry across the borders. Newcomers tend to use
their transnational social capital to find work in the secondary labor market niches at
restaurants, grocery stores and garment industries. Similarly, transnational networks are
crucial for newcomers to be able to overcome language and cultural barriers (Katila and
Wahlbeck 2012). Still, transnationalism also has negative consequences (Lusis and
Bauder 2010):
Segmentation primarily takes place in the destination country when migrants’
cultural capital is devalued in the labor market. Foreign degrees and work
experience are not recognized as the best jobs tend to be reserved for nonmigrants, relegating migrants to employment with lower skill demands or
unrelated to their skills and training. (P. 38)

Regardless, many less-educated immigrants who work in a low-wage jobs bring
skills from their home country (Hagan et al. 2011). Moreover, these immigrants, who
usually rank low on traditional human capital measures, possess a high amount work
experience and informal learning. These experiences can then allow them to “circumvent
exploitation and build pathways to economic mobility” (Hagan et al. 2011:149). As a
result, an analysis focusing only on visible and measurable individual skills cannot
measure the development of informal skills acquired through work experiences. It is
important then to understand the work histories in both home and host countries. For
instance, some of the skills that my respondents acquired in Turkey influenced their labor
outcomes in the United States.
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The Outcomes of Immigrant Networks
One key characteristic of social networks is their potential ability to produce
resources (Lin 1999). Social networks are not resources in themselves. Immigrants create
social capital through the instrumental utility of accessed and mobilized resources
embedded in social networks and relations. Social resources embedded in various levels
of networks make significant contributions to individual and collective19 status attainment
or upward mobilit. Immigrants who have high amounts social capital are more likely to
acheive a higher status regardless of the human capital at their disposal. When they have
low amounts of social capital, their level of human capital has a very strong impact on
their success. More importantly, status attainment also includes mobility of a community.
Portes’s (1998) discusses the convertibility of social capital, reminding
Bourdieu’s (1985:248) definition of social capital that refers to “the aggregate of the
actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of more
or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition” (p. 248). As
a result, immigrants access to economic capital (such as subsidized loans, investment
tips, protected markets) can be linked to their access to cultural capital (such as contacts
with experts or affiliations with institutions). In capitalist societies these different types of
capital can be reduced into economic capital, which is defined as accumulated human
labor.
By mobilizing resources embedded in networks, individuals make investments
that are directed toward financial assets, educational advancement, information, and

19

As Portes (2000) stresses, social capital is not only use for invidual benefits but also it become
an attribute of the community itself.
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mutual assistance. Social networks do not only bring resources or information to groups
or individuals by drawing on individuals outside the network boundaries (bridges), they
also create strong ties of support, cohesion, identification and control based on bounded
networks within the community (bonds) (Bankston 2014). The connections between
different types of capital are key to understand the bonding relations as well as sanctions
and control within a community. Thus, social capital can be a source of social control, a
source of family support, or a source of benefits through extrafamilial networks.
The analysis of immigrant networks investigates the effects of network
mobilization on labor market incorporation. The literature provides examples of both
negative and positive effects. From a positive perspective, Bashi (2007) concludes that
immigrant networks can uplift and provide group mobility in a context of global
inequality. The power of social networks lie in creating mobility trajectories through jobs.
One trajectory provides a deliberate upward movement that is accomplished by
leapfrogging between jobs (Bashi 2007:168). For some male immigrants this jump
happens over time as they move between odd jobs.
A different trajectory provides stable and long-term employment. Under this
trajectory, immigrants may stay at the same jobs for the sake of stability. A third
trajectory requires educational achievement to make jumps in wage and status.
From a negative perspective, ethnic-based network assistance or “success” comes
at a “cost” of conformity. Sassen (1995) found that even younger generation workers who
have above-average ability and motivation may limit their employment to ethnic niches
with little room for advancement. Moreover, existing inequalities limit opportunities for
females and minority members to mobilize better social resources to attain higher status
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since it is hard to access resources beyond the usual social circles, outside their own
neighborhood, ties with non-ethnic groups (Lin 1999).
The cost of staying employed via strong social ties during economic crises is to
remain in low-end jobs (Sisk and Donato 2018). By comparing the employment
experiences of immigrants and U.S.-born men during the 2008 recession, Sisk and
Donato (2018) find that during the first waves of the recession both immigrant men and
U.S.-born were likely to transition from employment to unemployment. As the economic
impact deepened, Mexican men specifically were able to stay employed. However, this
relative success came with as the Mexican immigrants were more likely to shift into
involuntary part-time work that offers fewer economic opportunities (Sisk and Donato
2018). Thus, only immigrants who have a variety of ties have access to a greater variety
of jobs.
Similarly, Smith (2000) found that Black and Latino job seekers are
disadvantaged because they are more likely to be matched with jobs withing same-race
job networks that may lack influential, ties and bettter opportunities outside occupational
niches. Such differences in social resources may explain between-group variations in
wages. The extensive use of informal ties among Latinos partially explains the wage
differential with white men. Green et al. (1999) found that Latino immigrants rely more
heavily on informal search strategies through friends and relatives, compared to Blacks
and Whites, who are more likely to use ties based with co-workers and neighbors. This
type of network mobilization can lead Latino immigrants into lower-paying jobs. As a
result, racial differences in the size, density, and composition of social networks play a
role in determining the outcomes of labor market strategies.
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Similar dynamics have been found in the occupational network structures
mobilized by immigrants and non-immigrants (Majerski 2019). Occupationally
homogenous networks can be more beneficial for native-born men than for recent
immigrants, since immigrants ties tend to be within low-status employement position.
Moreover, the effect of social capital and networks varies by ethno-racial origins,
underlining the importance of differences in various ethnic groups’ ability to convert
social capital into valued resources (Nakhaie and Kazemipur 2013).
It appears that immigrant networks may block advancement (Halpern 2005) and
can function as a “mobility trap” (Waldinger 1996) or as “ethnic mobility entrapment”
(Iosifides et al. 2007) since immigrant workers tend to be “embedded in social networks
that constrain their ability to acquire valuable social resources or are excluded from social
networks with valuable resources” (Behtoui and Neergaard 2010:761). As such it is
important to consider social capital, and not just human capital to explain the gap in
wages between native-born and immigrant workers.
Yet, other research has found inequalities within ethnic networks, where these
networks maintain social inequalities as well as reproduce socio-economic stratification
(Gold 2005; Kelly and Lusis 2006). Furthermore, Anthias (2007) questions the idea of
group homogeneity since it disregards the existence of class and gender differences in
access to ethnic ties.
Other researchers focus on the importance of legal status. Aguilera and Massey
(2003) found social network mobilization directly impacts the effectiveness of high-wage
job searches. Accessing social networks is more crucial for undocumented immigrants
who have more limited options given their more tenuous labor market positions.
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Documented migrant workers are privy to private information that provides them with the
advantage of increased access to jobs within the formal labor market. As a consequence,
undocumented workers tend to earn lower wages regardless of their human capital
endowments because of their lack of access to these networks. However, McNeely et al.
(2019) argue that socio-economic differentiation among immigrants, not social capital
itself, produces inequality. It is those most disadvantaged who tend to value social capital
the most.
Other research focus on the role of social class inequalities among immigrants and
their mobilization of social networks. Workers of lower SES, within any immigrant
group, who rely on closed co-ethnic networks might have fewer opportunities for better
wages or work circumstances. Thus, the value of social resources is contingent upon the
social status of those who are mobilizing them so that immigrants with high
socioeconomic status benefit from the use of weak ties over strong ties, while low-to-mid
status job seekers do not gain much benefit from using weak ties (Smith 2000). Similarly,
Majerski (2019) corroborates that transferring social capital for benefial outcomes is
more likely among individuals in advantaged status positions when they use close ties,
while for immigrants in more disadvantaged status, weak ties are more useful for finding
greater avalability of different kinds of information and referrals.
Among Turkish immigrants in Canada, Akkaymak (2017) observes unexpected
advantages for lower class individuals. Compared to more educated immigrants,
immigrants with a high school degree or less, experience less difficulties finding a nonprofessional jobs soon after arrival. Although these lower-class migrants have limited
language skills and low levels of education, mobilizing their personal networks makes it
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easier to find jobs in the construction and transportation sectors. Accessing social capital,
and not the lack of cultural capital, is crucial to labor market integration, regardless of
immigration status and educational background Akkaymak (2016) highlights “intraimmigrant differences” that are reflected in the fragmented nature of immigrant
associations through social class, hometown background (urban or rural), ethnic identity
(Kurd or Turk), and religious affiliation (Sunni, Alevi, or Secular). As a result of these
differences, solidarity among Turkish immigrants is mostly limited to the boundaries of
sub-group, friendship, and extended family.
Other scholars define social networks through “distrust” and “rivalry” in order to
explain cleavages beyond socio-economic differences. Ryan et al. (2008) elaborate a
more differentiated understanding of bonding and bridging networks in their study of
Polish migrants in London. Beyond providing jobs, information, and housing, these same
networks can exacerbate rivalry, competition, and exploitation. Migrants must strike a
delicate balance between distrust of and their on-going reliance of co-ethnics. Cranford
(2005) examines “in-group competition” resulting from immigrant community dynamics
and the structure of labor markets. Consequently, networks can engender exploitation,
especially when characterized uniformly by low socioeconomic status. While immigrants
who use strong family ties enter the janitorial industry in a less exploitative fashion,
immigrants who have only weak friendship ties are more likely to find themselves in a
highly exploitative work environment. For instance, immigrants with weak ties must
agree to train without pay in order to compensate their employers’ lack of trust.
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Such outcomes are associated with the characteristics of economic sector (Cranford
2005):

Decentralized employment relations, hostile immigration and labor legislation,
and a working-class community created a context in which recruitment through
social networks facilitated restructuring. Within this context, benefits from the
workers’ networks accrued not to the workers themselves but to building owners.
(P. 379)

Due to these sector characteristics, ties to family and friends constitute networks
of exploitation rather than solidarity. To sum up, social networks may “enable”
immigrants in providing information, low-interest loans, or tutoring. Bankston (2014)
defines this option as “getting ahead.” While it can provide upward mobility, this
mobility usually happens at the cost of growing intra-group inequalities. Networks are
more likely to “enable” when they are internally differentiated and involve individuals in
unequal positions. Simultaneously, networks can also constrain immigrants’ access to
better positions. This trajectory is defined as “getting by” where networks are
characterized by “coping strategies” or “defensively oriented” mobilizations.
Regardless of trajectory, low SES and low educated immigrants tend to
concentrate in occupational niches in the ethnic enclave economy (Portes and Rumbaut
2014). This can lead to “exclusionary enclosure” and be part of a downward mobility
rather than upward mobility (Cranford 2005). In order to summarize the literature
discussed above, Figure 4 indicates four dimensions of immigrant networks and their
potential outcomes pertaining to the labor market incorporation.
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Figure 4: Components of Immigrant Networks
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Immigrant Entrepreneurship
Labor migrants usually work at “bad” jobs during their early settlement. What do
they do in order to overcome this problem? Entrepreneurial activities is one of the
common ways to “escape” from dire conditions of the labor process of these jobs. The
concentration of immigrants in some jobs and sectors creates opportunities for
entrepreneurship. Through the assistance of kin and friends, immigrants who have more
resources and motivation are more likely to start businesses. New migrants have
relatively more propensity for self-employment (Waldinger et al. 1990; Light and Gold
2000; Kaplan and Wei 2006). This propensity reflects both self-reliance as a means of
material survival and a potential means for upward mobility (Portes and Rumbaut 2006).
There are four types of immigrant-touched economies based on ethnic
concentration (its mix of ownership and labor) and the person’s position within it (as an
owner or worker) (Logan et al. 2003). First, occupational niches are economic sectors
where group members are disproportionately represented in the labor force in private
firms that are typically owned by whites or other immigrant groups. In the early years of
settlement, immigration concentration in occupational niches tends to be a must.
Second, ethnic economies are sectors composed of the ethnic self-employed and
employers, their unpaid family workers, and their co-ethnic employees (Light 2010).
Depending on spatial concentration and ownership patterns, scholars elaborated different
types of ethnic economies. In the ethnic-controlled sector, workers have de facto control
due to their number, their clustering, their organization, or government mandates (Lo
2009). Workers can also exert significant and enduring market power over the workplace
because of their numbers, clustering, organization, or external political or economic
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power. (Light and Gold 2000). In an ethnic-ownership economy, co-ethnic employers,
their co-ethnic employees, and unpaid family workers work together. While an ethnic
ownership economy is defined by business ownership, an ethnic-controlled economy
does not necessarily require ownership. Ethnic enclave economy is potentially formed
when ethnic networks and resources are spatially concentrated in a neighborhood or area
where both the employers, residents, and the clients are co-ethnics (Portes 1995).
However, immigrant entrepreneurs usually start businesses when an immigrant group
needs specific products or services.
A third category of immigrant economy is the entrepreneur niche “where the
group predominates as owners and self-employed, but without relying particularly on coethnic workers” (Logan et al. 2003:349). In many cases, the owners of ethnic economy
start recruiting workers from other immigrant groups as they expand their businesses.
Another name for this economic formation is “immigrant economies.” (Light 2000).
Lastly, there is a mixed economy in which ethnic owners and employees have a
more dispersed and less concentrated role. Further, this economy “consists of hybrid
firms that utilize both ethnic and non-ethnic resources and embody both formal and
informal organizational behavior” (Lo 2009:608). Figure 5 indicates types of immigrantconcentrated economies as well as the sub-categories of each component.
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Immigrants can still move beyond the above detailed economy types and into
entrepreneurship. Existing scholarship focuses on the role of resource mobilization and
structural factors. Resource mobilization research focuses on group cultural repertoires
including cultural values, behavioral patterns, and distinguishing traits. For example,
among Koreans and Jews, sojourning orientation to the host society, an entrepreneurial
tradition, the habit of saving, and the value of gratification explain high rate of
entrepreneur activities (Light 1972; Bonacich 1973). This research also underlines the
importance class resources such as access to cultural, human, and financial capital (Lo
2009) Other studies also point to social capital as a heightened sense of community that
mobilized networks for the acquisition of knowledge, distribution of information, and
recruitment of capital and labor (Rath and Schutjens 2016).
A second strand of research on immigrant entrepreneurship highlights structural
characteristics of the capitalist economy that both pull and push low-educated
immigrants. These studies critique earlier work which only stressed immigrants’ cultural
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traits. Structural studies focus on the labor market disadvantages and discrimination that
low-skilled immigrants face (Tienda and Raijman 2000; Light 2010). For instance, the
pursuit of self-employment is associated with the existence of a segmented labor market
for immigrants with low and moderate levels of schooling (Mata and Penakur 1999).
Further, in the context of industrial decline, racism in employment drives immigrants to
seek opportunities in immigrant economies and entrepreneurship (Samers and Collyer
2017). Ethnic economies and entrepreneurship permit immigrants to reduce disadvantage
and exclusion since they negotiate their labor force participation “from a position of
greater strength” (Light 2010).
Regarding pull factors, migrant entrepreneurs are usually drawn to the lower end
of the market in where the demand for cheap products and services remains high.
Further, these markets are “under-served or abandoned” by white Americans, and have
low barriers to entry (Waldinger et al. 1990).
Some studies further contextualize the factors influencing immigrant
entrepreneurship (Kloosterman and Rath 2003). According to Jones and Ram (2007), a
mixed embeddedness perspective can highlight the interaction between the broader
economic context of ethnic minority entrepreneurship and so-called ethnic resources.
Verdaguer (2009) criticizes earlier works of entrepreneurship that rely on a culturalist
lens and a myopic tendency to treat ethnicity as a monolithic construct. The major issue
with this approach is that they overlook, if not ignore, within group variation due to class,
gender, religious, racial, and/or other stratifying cleavages (Verdaguer 2009). Valdez
(2011) develops a critical approach specific to U.S. migrant entrepreneurship in
balancing how the supply side the demand side of immigrant entrepreneurship is shaped
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by the external economic, political and legal environment. Since migrants tend to be
excluded from high value markets through under-capitalization, high entry costs, and
racist discrimination, it makes sense for them to become entrepreneurs. Additionally, this
approach analyzes how migrants’ gender, class, and other characteristics influence their
entrepreneurial outcomes through the concept of market capacity. A migrant’s market
capacity is the sum total of resources and attributes that entrepreneurs bring to market
including their cultural, human, social, and government capital.20
As such, this approach challenges the orthodoxy analyses that situate
entrepreneurial action within the ethnic community context and emphasized ethnic groupbased attributes. Valdez’s analysis is crucial because it reveals a more complete picture of
how entrepreneurial activity is shaped by the larger social structural context in which all
ethnic groups and individuals are embedded, while acknowledging how multiple
dimensions of identity intersect to create and reproduce the life chances of members who
do not share social locations (Romero and Valdez 2016). While these intersections affect
immigrant groups’ life chances, those same multiple dimensions of intersectionality
provide the basis for agency among group members through the mobilization of resources
based on the recognition of shared group affiliations. Further, the interaction of genderbased and class-based resources within the household structure, including household
composition and family ideology, shape intra-group differences (Valdez 2016).
Household class and gender dynamics shape access to family-based resources, distinct
from ethnic resources, such as family labor, entrepreneurial capital, and inheritance by

20

Market capacity contains, first, market capital, which includes skills, education, and work
experience as well as tangible material goods related to class background. Second, it includes social capital,
which are intangible resource such as group-based solidarity and trust. Third, market capacity is based on
government capital that is based on accessing to government resources such as loans or subsides.
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two dynamics. In some cases, entrepreneurial activity differences between family
members can exceed those between ethnic groups since access and distribution of family
resources is highly related to each family member’s social characteristics.
Four Aspects of Immigrant Entrepreneurship
Here I elaborate on my approach in the context of the above-mentioned research.
First, I understand immigrants’ entrepreneurial activities as being influenced by larger
economic restricting and sector specific dynamics. This study will focus on how
dynamics in the transportation sector influences immigrants to seek employment and
entrepreneurship in the trucking industry.
Second, I center the influence of migrants’ personal characteristics and social
contexts on their trajectory toward entrepreneurship. This approach is required since “it is
unlikely that entrepreneurship can be understood solely on the basis of stable individual
characteristics independent of situations, but rather the tendency of some individuals to
respond to situational cues or available opportunities over others” (Belman and Kossek
2006:191).
Third, I analyze migrant entrepreneurism by centering the labor process in it.
Using labor process theory is crucial since relations of informal dependency between
workers and owners are widespread, since workers have an active role in connecting their
current work situation to their future plans and since both owners and workers possess
agency (Edwards et al. 2016). It is especially vital to consider how immigrant
entrepreneurship is a response to the precarity these workers face in the context of the
larger unequal social structure they inhabit.
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Fourth, I demonstrate how the concept of entrepreneurship does not adequately
understand the porous and slippery borders between the experiences of being an
entrepreneur, self-employed, or employee within lower class migrant communities.
The question of this boundary has been broached by only a few researchers of
ethnic and immigrant entrepreneurship. Anuradha (2006) underlines that the literature
neglects a distinction between the self-employed who have employees, and the selfemployed without employees. The literature also does not focus on the differences
between small business and bigger entrepreneurial ventures. Only a few studies on ethnic
entrepreneurship (Valenzuela 2001; Ramirez 2011; Valdez et al. 2019) give important
insights about the question of this boundary by investigating “survivalist entrepreneurs”
or “low-wage self-employed” such as domestic workers, street vendors, flea market
sellers, and day laborers.
By drawing upon 481 randomly surveyed day laborers, ethnographic field notes
and in-depth interviews, Valenzuela (2001) challenges the elitist understanding of
entrepreneurship that only focuses on small- and medium-size businesses or innovation
with physical presence. While understanding the regulations and practices of day laborers
as marginalized self-employed workers, many day laborers fit into the class of survivalist
entrepreneurs. This indicates features of both value and disadvantaged survivalist
entrepreneurs in their day-to-day search employment. While some day laborers are in this
niche because they have no options in general wage market, others participate in this
sector by choice because they value flexibility, autonomy and better wage options. In a
very fragile market, friendships among day laborers are extremely important as they seek
each other’s companionship, advice, and favors. Furthermore, friendships, co-
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dependence, ethnic loyalty or other types of networking secure employment and provide
reciprocal forms of mutual support.
Based on interviews conducted with 47 Mexican immigrant gardeners in Los
Angeles, Ramirez and Hondagneu-Sotelo (2009) examine the occupational structure of
suburban gardening and the social context in which it has developed. Like trucking, it is a
highly gendered occupational niche where immigrants can be self-employed or an
employer that allows for higher earning and occupational mobility. Unfortunately, this
path to upward mobility is paved with steep costs since immigrants need to act as
empowered entrepreneurs and as subjugated service workers at the same time. In order to
become entrepreneurs, immigrants must accrue apprenticeship knowledge, obtain a
driver’s license, buy a truck and equipment, and learn how to do paperwork become an
independent route-owner gardener. Even though gardening entrepreneurs can increase
their earnings up to ten times greater than what they earned as employees, they can be
categorized as “worker-entrepreneurs” because they act as both workers and
entrepreneurs (Ramirez and Hondagneu-Sotelo 2009). These immigrant gardeners are
both exploited cheap labor and independent contractors. They continue to do the manual
work of gardening maintenance while owning their means of service.
Gardening and trucking industries share similarities in occupational structure as
gendered occupational niches for immigrant workers. The primary differentiation among
immigrant gardeners is caused by occupational relations. Mexican immigrants enter
sector as helpers for an independent gardener. After a few years, they can become route
owners as they regularly maintain customer routes. However, this change is contingent on
having acquired legal status and other paperwork, as well as having accrued the required
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human, social, and financial capital. Examples of such capital include owning their own
trucks and machinery, knowing how to negotiate prices, and collecting fees for services.
Another similarity is related to the use of kin, village, and god parenthood ties among
coworkers. Further, immigrant gardening and trucking depend on a distinctly workingclass form of masculinity affected by localized cultural constructions, racialized nativism,
and citizenship hierarchy (Ramirez 2011). Like perceptions of “dirtiness” among
truckers, there is a connection between manhood and the occupational structure of
gardening (Ramirez 2011):
The danger and dirtiness that are features of jardinerı’a are related to certain
notions about what it means to be a worthy, honorable man: you work hard and
display a willingness to do whatever it takes to pull your own weight and to
provide for your loved ones in the United States or in Mexico….To these men, a
pair of dirty and callused hands is something to be proud of because it symbolizes
the performance of their duties as dignified, tough, and responsible hombres. (P.
112)

Consequences of Entrepreneurial Activities

What do immigrants gain by mobilizing their networks to form businesses? What
do immigrants lose by mobilizing their networks to form businesses? Castles et al. (2014)
point out that the literature on ethnic entrepreneurship is divided as some scholars stress
the economic dynamism and the positive impact of immigrant entrepreneurs upon
economic growth. Light (2010) concludes that in many important and significant cases
the self-employed immigrants report more income than comparably educated co-ethnic
wage earners of the mainstream economy. Kibria et al. (2014) conceptualize immigrant
entrepreneurship as a potential pathway for upward mobility. Phizacklea and Ram (1996)
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use the notion of “break-out” to explain how small ethnic businesses can secure their
viability by expanding their economic activities beyond small local markets.
Recent literature on the job mobility of immigrants with few skills suggests that
not all immigrants are trapped in low paying jobs and some may experience upward
mobility (Hagan 2004). Bean et al. (2004) underline that immigrants can experience
mobility by forming immigrant firms and becoming entrepreneurs, and by experiencing
mobility as immigrant employees in ethnic firms. Ethnic minority workers in the
independent restaurant sector may use previous employment in ethnic firms as an
“apprenticeship” for eventual self-employment. Many new immigrants learn the rules of
the market and occupation while working next to their older co-ethnic employers.
Despite its optimism, this perspective is a critique of earlier immigrant labor
market incorporation studies that focused on how new immigrants entered low paid jobs
(Van Tubergen et al. 2004:706).
There are at least five positive outcomes of ethnic entrepreneurship (Zhou 2004).
First, entrepreneurship serves as a buffer in alleviating potential competition with nativeborn workers in larger labor markets. Second, this creates job opportunities for selfemployed and ethnic workers. Third, this sets up role models, in the form of
apprenticeship, and fosters an entrepreneurial spirit. Fourth, this brings significant
earnings advantages to both in-group and out-group members. This latter point, according
to Zhou (2004), is controversial, as there is no agreement in the literature on the positive
economic advantages of entrepreneurship. Regardless, ethnic entrepreneurship helps
build community building, create social capital, and enhances the social environment
where immigrants live.
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A more pessimistic perspective argues that entrepreneurship brings “suffering
entailed by intense competition, long hours of work, and exploitation of family labor and
of illegally employed migrants” (Castles et al. 2014:216). Logan et al. (2003) highlight
self-exploitation as a family strategy that has a negative effect in terms on hourly wages.
Self-employed migrants do not necessarily earn higher per hour wages than other
employees.
Scholarship on the exploitative nature of family work is not clear on whether
ethnic entrepreneurs always use family labor or hire co-ethnic (Zhou 2004). According
Ram et al. (2001), localized familial and co-ethnic networks are vital for the survival of
many ethnic business. Anthias (2007) finds that it is generally men who are able to use
family labor, especially the labor of their wives. The wife’s work is taken as given and
devalued both in the community and in the literature. Further, Valdez (2016) elaborates
how gendered power relations are reflected in how family labor and business owner are
defined among entrepreneurs. Women’s labor is more likely to be perceived as family
labor by men who define themselves as business owners. Although wives make crucial
contributions to the business through bookkeeping, emotional support, and or working
long hours alongside the husbands, this labor is usurped by the husband.
Even when immigrants can afford start-up costs and have know-how, it is not
easy for many of them to survive because their businesses tend to be in markets
characterized by high competition. Valdez et al. (2019) elaborate the concept of “survival
entrepreneurs” where immigrant laborers are subject to a distinct process of racialization
that conditions a lower hourly income, as well as exploitive and abusive working
conditions.
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Unfortunately, the mobilization of ethnic-oriented networks for entrepreneurship
can end up being a mobility trap in isolated niches since these networks cannot always
substitute the opportunities in professional jobs yielded by educational and linguistic
capital (Anthias and Cederberg 2009). Networks also cannot guarantee freedom from
broader labor market exclusion. Still, networks can provide a greater sense of meaning
and quality of life in mitigating some of the degradations of immigrant labor market
incorporation. In the construction sector, Morales (2016) demonstrates that networks may
not translate into social capital if the migrant does not learn the subcontracting system or
how to form a labor crew. Even though mobility into entrepreneurship via contracting is
not impossible, it is hard to attain in the unstable and increasingly informal residential
construction sector.
Entrepreneurship does not always bring group solidarity as Zhou (2004) and
Logan et al. (2003) point out. Min (2013), examines the effect of middleman merchants’
business-related inter-group conflicts on ethnic solidarity. Here, ethnic attachment
indicates the cultural and social attachments of its members to an ethnic group, while
ethnic solidarity indicates use of ethnic collective action to protect common economic
and political interests.
In short, while escaping the exploitative nature of capitalist markets in the United
States, immigrants who have a low stock of capital must rely on more ethnic community
ties that may, paradoxically, result in poor working conditions due to high level of
exploitation. Since having a business is an important aspect of the economic relations that
immigrants live through, it might also be a crucial part of “the American dream.” This is
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especially true for unskilled immigrants who have little chance of making “good” money
at wage-based jobs.
Edwards et al. (2016) define four trajectories for small ethnic businesses; they can
quickly grow (fast track), quickly fail (thriving), hope to grow (satisfactory), and are
satisfied to survive (struggling).
In this sense, Barrett and Rainnie (2002) create a typology of small firms based on
their relationship with large firms. While dependent firms complement and service the
interest of large firms through subcontracting relationship, dominated small firms must
compete with larger firms for machinery and labor. Isolated firms are small firms
operating in specialized niches of demand or geographically discrete and unattractive
markets. The question of whether immigrant entrepreneurs experience upward mobility
or “bail out” by growing their businesses, experience downward mobility and “disappear”
by going bankrupt, or just “survive” at moderate conditions needs further empirical
investigation.
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CHAPTER 3:
METHODOLOGY AND METHODS

Introduction
This chapter discusses the methodology and methods of this study. The first section
describes the research strategy. The second section elucidates two research methods of
fieldwork: participant observation and in-depth interview. The third section discusses the
story of fieldwork. The fourth section examines how the fieldwork data is analyzed.

Research Strategy

Research strategies are defined as interpretative frameworks. There frameworks are basic
sets of beliefs that guide the research process. The key premise of this study is based on
critical theory. Critical theory concerns empowering human beings who are negatively
constrained by the structures of race, class and gender. By using this perspective
researchers focus on the historical problems of exploitation and domination. Morrow and
Brown (1994) describe this as “the desire to comprehend and, in some cases, transform
(through praxis) the underlying orders of social life” (p. 221). Participation in the
community is an important component of this type of empirical research. Critical theory
is interested in the study of subgroups by giving attention to discrimination from the
perspective of sub-groups and sub-cultures. In the case of the United States, critical
theory collects counter-stories of people of color and minorities against the dominant
discourses of white privilege (Creswell and Poth 2018:30).
Critical theory advocates that economic and political structures affect people’s
experiences and perceptions. In terms of ontology, critical realism conceptualizes social
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structures as independently of people’s representations of them. Yet, social phenomenon
are only accessible through those representations (Snape and Spencer 2003:11). The
purpose of critical realism is to investigate the structures that generate events and
discourses in the immediate lives of ordinary people. In terms of epistemology, critical
realism challenges the traditional positivist role of the researcher as a neutral and
authoritative stance. Instead, it offers a reflexive model of knowledge production in
which there is an interaction between the researcher and the community (Bryman 2004).
Critical theory is open to inductive methods in which concepts and theories are produced
from the experiences of ordinary people.
This understanding of critical theory shapes the research strategy (methodology)
of the study. Silverman (2005:77) conceptualizes research strategy as the general
orientation to conduct social research. Qualitative research strategy is subjective
(Silverman 2005:2) and interpretative (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000:3). It is shaped by
researchers` experiences (Creswell and Port 2018:21).
I employ qualitative inquiry for three reasons. First, qualitative strategy allows
researchers to observe the behaviors in everyday situations under a specific context.
Intricate observations provide a deeper and detailed understanding of the social world.
This analysis includes the depiction of meanings, words and images of the people being
studied (Silverman 2005). Researchers interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings
people bring to them (Denzin and Lincoln 2000:3).
This study follows a research strategy of grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss
1967; Corbin and Strauss 2008). This strategy accepts the importance of material
conditions but focuses on how people experience and give meaning to events in light of
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their own biography, gender, cultural, political, religious, and professional backgrounds.
Grounded theory allows, as Corbin and Strauss (2008) say,
Researchers to get at the inner experience of participants, to determine how
meanings are formed through and in culture, and to discover rather than test
variable…requires an intuitive sense of what is going in the data; trust in the self
and the research process; and the ability to remain creative, flexible, and true to
the data all at the same time. (P. 12)

This perspective is compatible with the premises of critical theory. Both critical
theory and grounded theory share the twin goals of emancipation and the production of
social theory. I use the tools of grounded theory in order to promote the subject’s
perspectives, and to avoid objectifying and misrepresenting their lives and experiences
(Gibson 2007:450).
Second, qualitative research is characterized by being flexible and inductive.
Snape and Spencer (2003) conceptualize qualitative strategy as an unstructured approach
to data collection. This flexible strategy allows researchers to make instant decisions. The
grounded theory is a systematic method for constructing a theoretical analysis from data,
acting as an inductive understanding. This method is expected to generate “a general
explanation (a theory) of a process, an action, or an interaction shaped by the views of a
large number of participants” (Creswell and Poth 2018:30). Charmaz (2014) offers a
constructivist and interpretive perspective. This interactive perspective allows researchers
to perform the strategy of simultaneous data collection and analysis (Charmaz and
Belgrave 2012).
Third, qualitative inquiry is compatible with small-scale samples. Snape and
Spencer (2003:5) describe sample size in qualitative approach as “small in scale and
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purposively selected on the basis of salient criteria.” Bryman (2004) say that “the
findings of qualitative research are to generalize to theory rather than to populations. It is
the cogency of the theoretical reasoning rather than statistical criteria” (p. 284-285).
Drawing on Small’s (2004) conditionalist strategy I rely on in-depth case studies.
In this approach, “the neighborhood is neither a sample nor the universe but a case with a
specific configuration of conditions” (Small 2004:185-186). Small’s approach does not
intend to describe all aspects of social life in a research site. Rather, it implies a deliberate
search for the conditions related to the main topic. Bryman (2004) defines this strategy as
micro-ethnography. Researchers doing micro-ethnography spend relatively a shorter time
in field while investigating a tightly-defined topic.
Grounded theory offers open-ended and situated research. It provides an
analytical choreography with a deep immersion in small-scale data. However, grounded
theory ethnographers do not limit themselves to the description of small-scale settings.
They can also focus on middle-ground conceptualizations (Timmermans and Tavory
2007). Grounded theory allows researchers to do theoretical sampling. Researchers shape
the sample in order to develop a theoretical framework instead of representing a
population (Charmaz and Belgrave 2012).

Research Methods

This study uses two research methods: participant observation and in-depth interview.
First, participant observations are important to understand individual and collective
actions in their everyday contexts. These observations frame the contextual dimensions of
immigrant social acts (Silverman 2005).
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As DeWalt and DeWalt (2002) define,
Participant observation is a method in which a researcher takes part in the daily
activities, rituals, interactions, and events of a group of people as one of the
means of learning the explicit and tacit aspects of their life routines and their
culture. (P. 1)

Participant observation is more than just simply observing a group of people
(Bryman 2004:301). Researchers have different types of roles in the community. Their
level of detachment and attachment to the community varies. During fieldwork, for
instance, as “observer-as-participant,” my role was mainly an interviewer. My
involvement in the community’s activities was limited. I never drove a truck.
Participant observations include informal interviews. Informal interviews take
place without preparation. Rubin and Rubin (1995) point out similarities between
everyday conversations and informal interviews: “as in ordinary conversations, only a
few topics are covered in depth, and there are smooth transitions between the subjects.
People take turns speaking and acknowledge what the other has said” (p. 122). However,
they also underline the difference between them: “a normal conservation can drift along
with little goal, but in the interviews, the researcher gently guides the discussion, leading
it through stages, asking specific questions” (Rubin and Rubin 1995:124).
In-depth interviews complement participant observations (Klandermans and
Staggenborg 2002). When there is no detailed quantitative data, in-depth interviews are
the most important source of knowledge about a small group. They allow researchers to
grasp the perspectives of individuals. Interviews provide an undiluted focus on the
individuals, which might be different from the community perspective.
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In-depth interviews are not totally structured. They are open to semi-structured
approaches. Researchers have “a list of questions or fairly specific topics to be covered,
often referred to as an interview guide, but the interviewee has a great deal of leeway in
how to reply” (Bryman 2004:321). Semi-structures interviews include unanswered or
unrecorded questions too. Researchers ask questions that are not included in the
questionnaire.
Semi-structured interviews are compatible with grounded theory. As Charmaz and
Belgrave (2012) point out, “In-depth qualitative interviewing fits grounded theory
methods particularly well. In-depth interviewing provides an open-ended, detailed
exploration of an aspect of life in which the interviewee has substantial experience” (p.
348). Grounded theory interview questions should be sufficiently general to cover a wide
range of experiences. In addition, they should be narrow enough to elicit the participants’
specific experiences. Researchers should avoid forcing responses while asking questions.
Whether respondents’ accounts are theoretically plausible or not is more important than
whether these accounts are true or false.

Fieldwork

I started fieldwork by looking up my social circles among Turkish immigrants living in
New Jersey. I visited an old Turkish trucker, whom I had known for a long time. He
owned a big truck repair shop. He and his business partner accepted me for hanging out
at the shop. I started going to the shop regularly in August, 2016. During this “warmingup” period I spent weekly 40 hours at the shop. In October, I was asked to come to the
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shop from the opening to the closing hours. Until December, I spent almost 60 hours at
the shop each week.
I had found myself in the world of truckers. My experiences at the shop shaped
my initial ideas about this dissertation. At the beginning, the owners wanted me to do
only bookkeeping. In the following weeks, I started doing other tasks such as replacing
giant truck tires, cleaning the dusty shop floor and oil tanks, throwing trash, carrying
heavy truck parts, listening to directions of an “angry” boss, welcoming customers and
listing the problems with the trucks, diagnosing the problems of the trucks through
computer, and ordering the stocks. A couple of times I managed the shop when the
owners were not around.
My initial plan was to do participant observations during this period. However, I
could not realize this plan due to the intensity of work. Yet, I made countless hours of
observations by took fieldwork notes. In addition, I met dozens of truckers. At the
beginning I was a stranger and outsider, given my “endless student career,” tattoos and
long hair. At the end of four months I was a known person among the immigrant trucker
community.
During my visits, I realized that the change of employment status and the use of
networks were two interesting topics. Whether trucker should buy just one truck or
several trucks was a question that truckers frequently asked. I took several notes about
this topic. Meanwhile, my institutional review board (IRB) application was approved on
March 1, 2017.
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After I passed my proposal defense on June 2, 2017, I began participant
observations. Without any public transportation I was driving to New Jersey. Luckily I
had a small department funding. I did participant observations during my five-hour visits
throughout the summer of 2017. At the end of visits I took 104-page field notes. By
drawing on these notes I formed the questionnaire for in-depth interviews.
For the second stage of my fieldwork I did 24 interviews.21 First, I did a mini pilot
study to see how the questionnaire works. After the pilot study I revised the
questionnaire. I omitted unsuitable questions (such as conflict or decision-making process
at the workplace). I added new ones. 22
I did the following interviews between June and October, 2018. I did follow-up
interviews in July and August, 2019. All the interviews were done in Turkish. I recorded
all the interviews. I did interviews in respondents’ cars and trucks and at coffeehouses.
Interviews lasted between 27 minutes and 1.5 hours.
The sampling method was purposeful. I chose respondents who were born in
Turkey and migrated to the United States as an adult. Respondents were diverse with
regard to age, duration of residence, hometown in Turkey, and education level. Since my
sample was non-representative, I applied the snowball technique of recruiting informants.
I used different social circles in order to avoid biases.

21

Figure 16 in Appendix A indicates the location of interviews. Table 3 in Appendix C has a list
and information of the people I interviewed. Table 4 in Appendix C includes a list of the people with whom
I had contacts and informal interviews during fieldwork.
22

During the pilot interviews, I realized that the pre-trucking experiences of immigrants in Turkey
and the United States are important to understand their transitions in the trucking industry. For this reasons
I added more questions about the employment history of respondents. See APPENDIX F for the final
version of the questionnaire.
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Data Analysis

Theory-building goes hand in hand with data collection, analysis and memoing processes
(Charmaz 2014). Drawing on Charmaz`s (2014) understanding, I analyzed the data at
three stages of coding: open, axial, and selective coding (Creswell and Poth 2018). After
I transcribed the finished interviews verbatim,23 I did open coding by finding
subcategories and issues in interview transcriptions.
The second stage is called focused coding. The creation of the most frequent
codes helped me synthesize large amounts of data. I identified the central category or
phenomenon, the causal conditions that influence this central phenomenon, and the
actions and strategies of actors that result from this phenomenon. First, I picked up the
most important quotes of interview transcriptions. Then, I carried all the highlighted
sentences to another word file under related titles. By this reorganization I could see the
specific trucking experiences of respondents next to each other. This word file was 104page long. Five topics emerged during this second stage: migration history, employment
history, social network, experiences in the trucking industry, becoming a truck owner.
The last stage of analysis was the selective coding. I connected all the categories
that I had defined during axial coding. This “story line” constituted my narrative in
Chapter 4, 5, 6, and 7. I translated most important quotes from Turkish into English. I
used pseudonym names throughout the dissertation.

23

The word file of all transcriptions was 722-page long.
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CHAPTER 4:
MIGRATION FROM TURKEY

Introduction

This chapter discusses the migration processes of Turkish truckers using statistical and
fieldwork data. The first section examines the major demographic and socio-economic
characteristics of the community. The second section focuses on the migration stories of
truckers. Migration processes are crucial to analyze the labor market transitions of
immigrant truckers because their work history and education in Turkey affect their job
opportunities in the United States. The third and fourth sections analyze the formation of
social networks among these immigrants. The analysis will indicate that these networks
are vital for immigrants to find jobs in the trucking industry.

A Quantitative Account of Immigration

In this section, I examine some secondary data on the socio-economic and demographic
characteristics of Turkish immigrants in the United States. This data comes from the U.S.
Census (2019), Department of Homeland Security (2019), and IPUMS (2019).
Saatçi (2008) estimates that the total number of citizen and permanent residents
with Turkish descent in the United States is in range of 110,000–135,000. There are also
104,000 undocumented residents, students, and other temporary visitors. The total
number of Turkish immigrants reaches nearly 240,000 by 2000 (Saatçi 2008). Various
informal estimations of the number of Turkish immigrants also exist. Kaya (2009)
The U.S. Census Bureau reports that 117,619 people identified themselves as
Turkish Americans in 2000. However, this is far below some estimates of the
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number of Turkish Americans living in the US. For instance, Mehmet Ezen, the
Turkish Consulate to the U.S., gives a figure of 350,000–500,000 (P. 618).

Historically Turkish immigrants concentrate in New York, New Jersey, and
Connecticut. Immigration to the west coast increased only after the 1970s (Kaya 2003).
According to the Migration Policy Institute (2013), there are 33,909 foreign-born
individuals from Turkey living in the Northeast, 18,304 in the South, 17,281 in the West,
and 8,884 in the Midwest. More specifically, New York State (23,674), California
(15,104), New Jersey (12,396) and Florida (9,615) have the largest number of Turkish
immigrants (Kaya 2003). Further, Turkish-American organizations estimate that about
15,000 to 20,000 Turks live in the greater Washington, DC, area, while another 100,000
live around New York City (Akçapar 2009).
As Kaya (2003) explains that despite relative geographic concentrations of Turks,
there are few, if any, Turkish enclaves in the United States due to their dispersion:
New York’s Turks became dispersed throughout the city with large
concentrations in Brighton Beach and Coney Island in Brooklyn, around
Rivington and Forsyth Streets in Manhattan, and in Sunnyside and
Richmond Hills in Queens. Paterson, Clifton, and Cliffside Park in New
Jersey’s New York suburbs have significant Turkish-American
communities, while Long Island also has a Turkish-American population.
Based on my observations, Turkish immigrants has a concentration in
suburbs and small towns of New Jersey such as Burlington, Delran and
Paterson. The latter is called by some as “Little İstanbul” due to its high
number of Turkish immigrants. There are dispersed communities from
Turkey in the suburbs of Philadelphia as well. There is a concentration of
Kurds from Turkey in Nashville, Tennessee where is called as “Little
Kurdistan.” For the truckers the residential concentration is expected to be
less due to their spatially dispersed working lives. (P. 61)

The statistical data below are taken from recent American Community Survey
(IPUMS 2019) calculations. By 2016 there were 113,206 people Turkey-born individuals
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living in the United States. This number increased to 113,936 in 2017.24 However, such
an increase is still significant when compared to previous data. In 2010, 2012 and 2014
the number of the Turkey-born were 97,108, 102,242 and 105,955 respectively. Based on
this increase rate, it can be estimated that there was approximately 117,000 Turkish-born
people in 2018, and nearly 121,000 people by 2020. Figure 6 shows the increase in the
number of Turkish immigrants in the last 10 years.
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Source: American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates (IPUMS 201)
Figure 6: Place of Birth for the Foreign-Born Population from Turkey

24

This number is based on 2013-2017 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, which was
taken from the table “Place Of Birth For The Foreign-Born Population In The United States” at U.S.
Census Bureau Website (U.S. Census Bureau 2019).
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Table 1 indicates the number of Turkish-born persons in the United States who
have obtained lawful permanent resident status in the last 90 years.25 Since the sample of
this study includes immigrants who migrated to the United States after the 1980s, I group
the last 40 years into ten-year intervals. The rate of increase indicates the 2000s as “the
golden years” for obtaining permanent residency. Similar to 1990s, the 2010s were “the
silver years” for obtaining permanent residency. This rate of obtaining permanent
residency is compatible with 2000 U.S. Census (2019) data. According to this data, 42.1
percent of all Turkish immigrants, who were not naturalized by 2000, entered between
1990 and 2000. Conversely, only 5.1 percent of all Turkish immigrants who were
naturalized by 2000, entered between 1990 and 2000. Further, 8.9 percent of Turkish
immigrants, who were not naturalized by 2000, entered this country between 1980 and
1990. If the 2000s were “the golden years” for obtaining permanent residency, the 1990s
were “the golden years” in terms of migration rate from Turkey. Not surprisingly many
of this study’s respondents migrated during this decade.

25

These statistics were taken from the website of Department of Homeland Security (Department
of Homeland Security 2019).
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Table 1: The Number of Turkish-born Immigrants who obtained Lawful Permanent
Resident Status between 1930 and 2017
Year
Interval

19301959

19601969

19701979

19801989

19901999

20002009

20102017

Number of
Permanent
Residents

5,048

9,464

12,209

19,208

38,687

48,394

34,540

Source: Department of Homeland Security (2019)

Table 2 demonstrates the number of immigrants who obtained their permanent
residency and citizenship between 2010 and 2017. During this period, 34,540 people
became permanent residents, and an additional 25,416 people were naturalized. The
number of Turkish immigrants obtaining residency or citizenship has remained stable in
recent years. While 44.7 percent of the 78,380 Turkish-born people in the United States
were naturalized citizens by 2000 (U.S. Census 2019), more recently the percentage of
immigrants who obtained citizenship reached 49.2 (IPUMS 2019).

Table 2: The Number of Turkish-born Immigrants who obtained Lawful Permanent
Resident Status and Citizenship between 2010 and 2017
Year

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Permanent 4.483
Residents

4,403

4,162

4,144

3,834

4,201

4,469

4,844 34,540

Citizenship 3,213

3,100

3,329

3,390

2,925

3,150

3,201

3,108 25,416

Source: Department of Homeland Security (2019)
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In what follows, I compare socio-economic and legal characteristics of Turkish
immigrants, American truckers, and Turkish truckers using IPUMS data,26 U.S. Census
2000,27 Department of Homeland data as well as my fieldwork data.28 I make this
comparison in terms of immigrant status, education levels, employment status, income
levels. These descriptive statistics provide a demographic snapshot of Turkish
immigrants and Turkish truckers.
In terms of immigrant status, Figure 7 compares four groups: Turkish immigrants,
all U.S. truckers, truckers in New Jersey, and Turkish truckers. Such a comparison yields
three patterns. First, immigrants do make up a significant portion of U.S. truckers; only
13.3 percent of truckers are immigrants (whether naturalized and permanent resident).
Second, the percentage of immigrant truckers is very high (38.6 percent) in New Jersey.
Last, 57.7 percent of Turkish immigrants hold U.S. citizenship.

26

The IPUMS data was extracted from its website (IPUMS 2019) and processed on SPSS. This
data on Turkish immigrants is based on a 5-year sample American Community Survey between 2013 and
2017. 3,891 respondents who were born in Turkey are supposed to represent all the immigrants from
Turkey. Of these immigrants, 30 Turkish immigrants work in the “trucking service.” The analysis below
draw on the characteristics of 30 truckers. This data shown in the columns entitled “Turkish Truckers.” The
data shown in the columns entitled “All Truckers” draw on 82,620 truckers. This sample is supposed to
represent all truckers in the United States.
27

U.S. Census 2000 provides profile of selected demographic and social characteristics of people
who were born in Turkey (U.S. Census 2019).
28
Non-representative data draw on two sources. The first one is a study done in 2008 about
immigrants from Giresun (Dağdelen et. al 2010). 43 immigrants were included in this study. This data is
shown in the columns entitled “Yağlıdere Immigrants.” The second one is the fieldwork of this dissertation.
24 immigrants are included in this study. This data is shown in the columns entitled “Turkish Truckers
(Non-representative).”
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Figure 7: Comparison of Citizenship Status

In terms of education levels, two important patterns stand out. First, Turkish
immigrants’ education levels have decreased in recent years. In 2000, 41.7 percent of
Turkish immigrants who are over 25 years old achieved at least a high school degree.
However, in 2017, only 32.8 percent of these immigrants achieved at least a high school
degree. Immigrants whose highest level of education completed is high school are more
likely to work in manual jobs in the service and manufacturing sector. Most of this
study’s respondents achieved a high school degree.
A second educational pattern emerges when comparing different groups. Figure 8
compares five different groups by education levels: Turkish immigrants, Yağlıdere
immigrants, all U.S. truckers, Turkish truckers, truckers who participated in my
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fieldwork. I grouped all education levels into three levels: less than high school, high
school, more than high school.
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draw on Dissertation Fieldwork.
Figure 8: Comparison of Education Levels
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This graph indicates that the education levels of Turkish truckers (Column 4) are
remarkable lower than all Turkish immigrants (Column 1). The educational profile of
Turkish truckers (Column 4) is similar to all truckers (Column 3) in the United States. A
significant difference is that the percentage of Turkish truckers who have less than high
school degree (20 percent) is slightly higher than other truckers (14.3 percent). On the
other hand, both Turkish truckers and all truckers have higher education levels than
immigrants from Yağlıdere (Column 2). The respondents of my fieldwork (Column 5)
are the most educated group compared to other trucker groups; 33 percent of my
respondents have degrees more than high school (some college, associate, college).
The consequences of these education levels are reflected in the distribution of
immigrants in different economic sectors. In the year 2000, 46.9 percent of employed
Turkish immigrants worked in management and professional jobs. Another 34 percent of
employed Turkish immigrants worked in services and office occupations, while only 19
percent of these migrants worked in construction, production and transportation
occupations. Lastly, only 3.2 percent of these immigrants worked in “transportation and
warehousing, and utilities” (U.S. Census 2019). According to 2015 data, only1.2 percent
of permanent residents from Turkey, worked in “production, transportation, and material
moving occupations.” More specifically, 6.3 percent of naturalized Turkish origin
immigrants worked in “production, transportation, and material moving occupations”
(Department of Homeland Security 2019). These percentages illustrate that the vast
majority of Turkish immigrants work outside of the transportation sector.
In terms of employment status, two datasets are analyzed. According to the U.S.
Census 2000, 78.5 percent of Turkish immigrants work as private wage/salary workers,
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while another 9.1 percent are self-employed. Figure 9 compares the percentages of
employment statuses for five groups: Turkish immigrants, immigrants from Yağlıdere, all
truckers, Turkish truckers, and the Turkish truckers in this study.
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Figure 9: Comparison of Employment Status
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Remarkably, 47 percent of immigrants from Yağlıdere, or 18 out 32 respondents,
are self-employed. While, among all Turkish immigrants, only 16.6 percent are selfemployed. The percentage of self-employed among Yağlıdere immigrants (Column 2) is
similar to the percentage among Turkish truckers (Column 5) at about 47 percent.
Furthermore, self-employment is more prevalent among Turkish truckers and my
participants than among non-immigrant truckers or all immigrants: 19.7 percent of nonimmigrant truckers are self-employed, 32.8 of all immigrants are self-employed, 46.7
percent of Turkish truckers are self-employed, and 83.4 percent of truckers in my study
are self-employed. These percentages clearly indicate that self-employment is a norm
among Turkish trucker immigrants.
Figure 10 below compares the income levels of four groups: Turkish immigrants,
non-immigrant truckers, immigrant truckers, and Turkish truckers. Income levels are
divided into three categories: those earning less than $20,000 are defined as “low
income,” those earning between $20,001 and $60,000 are defined as “middle income,”
and those earning higher than $60,001 are defined as “high income.” Surprisingly,
immigrants and non-immigrant truckers share similar income levels. Yet, the income
levels of Turkish immigrants are only slightly higher than these groups despite a lower
percentage of Turkish immigrants being self-employed. This shows that self-employment
is not correlated with high income levels.
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Figure 10: Comparison of Income Levels
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26.7

Stories of Immigration

This section details the immigration experiences of truckers drawing from two empirical
sources. First, I examine the migration processes of a sub-group of Turkish immigrants
who are from Yağlıdere.29 There are a considerable number of immigrants from this town
who live in New Jersey, working mainly in the restaurant and transportation sectors. The
story of immigration from Yağlıdere is worth mentioning to better comprehend the
immigrant dynamics low-skilled people from other parts of Turkey encounter.
Yağlıdere is a sub-province of Giresun. Giresun is a middle-size province located
on the Black Sea coast of the northern Turkey. As of 2010, Giresun and Yağlıdere had
respective populations of 417,505 and 19,000. Although Giresun is one of the biggest
hazelnut production centers of the world, it is only the 50th most developed city among
the 81 provinces of Turkey. Like Giresun, Yağlıdere’s economy is based on hazelnut
production. However, for several decades, the lack of job opportunities in Yağlıdere has
led several thousand people to migrate to larger cities in Turkey and other countries.
Despite emigration being an important component of Yağlıdere culture, migrants living

29
The research project was “The Analysis of the Change in the Transfer, Utilization, and Impact
of Remittances: The Cases of Migration from Yağlıdere to New York and Ünlüpınar to London.” This
project is funded by the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK). In this
project the author worked with Dr. Aykan Erdemir and Dr. Ilhan Zeynep Karakilic. The main focus of this
study was the remittance behaviors of Turkish immigrants both in the United States and United Kingdom
and the impacts of these behaviors on the development of the hometown they left behind. This fieldwork
was based on a non-simultaneous, multi-sited methodology. According to this methodology field research
was conducted both in sending and receiving contexts in sequence beginning with the sending community,
then the receiving, and once again the sending context. The research team firstly went to Yağlıdere,
Turkey, then to New York, and then to Yağlıdere once again. In these locations, semi-structured interviews
in February, July, and August 2008 with 39 immigrants (16 female, 23 male), 15 experts, and 22 locals
whose relatives abroad or who have been in the United States in the past were conducted. For this study,
only 43 interviews of these interviews are used for the examination (Dağdelen et al. 2010).
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in different parts of Turkey and the world have preserved their social ties to their
homeland over generations.
Thus, chain migration from Yağlıdere to the United States has resulted. The
origins of this migration are traced back to the early 1960s when a former townsman of
Yağlıdere whose family had been a Greek minority of Ottoman Empire. This Greek
person stayed in Turkey without his family and was raised by a Muslim family as a stepson. He then migrated to the United States after World War II. After two decades in the
United States, he recruited Yağlıdere men to come work at his restaurants. These early
immigrants were mostly single men who aimed to save money and then return to Turkey.
As such, the number of immigrants from Yağlıdere did not exceed several hundred until
the early 1980s when border policies in Turkey became more liberal, the rate of the
migration accelerated. Family unifications became the major way of migration from
Yağlıdere and its surrounding villages to the United States (DiCarlo 2008). However, the
attacks of September the 11th decreased the rate of migration. At this point, marriage and
English language learning became major ways of migration.
Today, nearly 20,000 immigrants from Yağlıdere are living in the United States
(Güler 2008). Throughout the 1990s, many immigrants became permanent residents.
Typically, they first lived in New York City in the early years of settlement. Over time,
they moved to suburban neighborhoods, married, and reached stable financial situations.
Most Yağlıdere immigrants are now dispersed throughout the suburbs of New York, New
Jersey and Connecticut, with smaller numbers concentrated in Queens, New York and
Paterson, New Jersey. The spatial patterns of their residential location are related to the
economic sector in which they work. Many work in food, retail, gas, transportation,
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trucking, and construction sectors. Only in recent years has the number of professionals
among the second generation has increased.
Regarding this study’s respondents, most came to the United States as permanent
residents. Only two respondents came through unauthorized means. Most respondents
received their green cards through family reunification or diversity visa. Nedim explains
how his father’s sponsorship brought him to the United States:
I was born in Eminönü, İstanbul. I grew up in Bayrampaşa, İstanbul. I was
in İstanbul until 2005. My father came here in 2000. After he came here,
his own legal processes, his acceptance [by the authorities], getting green
card, and sponsoring us took a while. Due to things that he did [in
Turkey], he came here as a refugee. I came here in the 12th month of
2005. On16th in the 12th month. After nine months, my mother and my
brother came. I stayed with my father nine months.

Mahmut was also sponsored by his father. He and his brother came 12 years after
his father arrived in the United States. The common theme in these stories is that their
fathers came as labor migrants and settled here. Moreover, sponsorship by close relatives
allowed immigrants to start off with permanent residency.
Another common pattern was the sponsorship by wives. As Serdar recalls: “My
wife was my girlfriend. Then, we started talked about coming here after the wedding.”
This respondent’s wife was born in the United States. Her family, who migrated to the
United States several decades ago, is from the same village as Serdar and met when Leyla
visited her relatives in this village. Emrah had a similar story:
[I was born] in İstanbul, in 1982. I was living there 25 years. Then I met my wife
in Turkey, and got to married at that time. Then I went to army, Turkish army, 15
months. Then after, when I finished the army, after 6 months I was there. We
came to the United States. She was born here, she live[d] here before. Then we
came here.
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Turkish immigrants, who embrace more conservative values, prefer to find a
partner who lives in Turkey, instead of another Turkish immigrant. Simultaneously, these
men prefer someone whom they think will have more “authentic” Turkish culture. This
pattern of sponsoring male partners is called “imported groom” (Beşpınar, Kalaycıoğlu,
Rittersberger-Tılıç 2012).
Despite being the only respondent who married a Turkish immigrant, Ekrem was
sponsored by his mother: “We came in 1989. My mother got married with someone here,
a person who is Turkish citizen and American. Then they sponsored us. I was the first
who came here. It was the end of June.”
The second common legal entry into the United States is to win the green card
lottery. It was quite common for Yağlıdere migrants to learn about this lottery through
relatives and friends. Potential migrants make decisions as members of a local
community that is prone to migration. Many respondents explained how someone in their
family or in their social circles helped them apply for the diversity lottery. These
respondents pointed out that they came by “chance”: without having a prior plan.
Osman’s story is typical: “America was not on my mind. I was 36 when I came here. I
had no thoughts about coming here. I did not need [to come] either. My cousin forced me
to apply for the lottery.” Although Osman did not live in Yağlıdere or Giresun, his social
circles and relatives are connected to these places. Similarly, Necmettin had no familial
ties in Yağlıdere, but one of his relatives influenced his decision after winning the lottery:
I have a relative, a professor. He studied here. PhD. in Canada. So she knows
well. [He told me that] “Hey, cousin, go there and see. [If it does work], you come
back if you won the lottery.” I did not know what green card is. I told myself
“okay, let’s go, let’s see.” Then I came here. Of course, the best way to
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understand whether something is good or bad is to compare it. This place looked
more desirable than Europe.

Bahadır’s parents influenced his decision to apply for the green card lottery. His
parents did not have an international migration experience, but they thought that their son
could have better income opportunities in the United States than in Turkey. His parents
learned of these opportunities in the United States through their relatives who live in
Yağlıdere. Mete made a similar comparison between his conditions in Turkey and in the
United States:
I worked two years. I was going to go to the military service. I was
examined [by the doctors]. I was waiting for the service. There was only
one month to go. [Meanwhile] I had applied to green card lottery under the
pressure of my family, in fact, by my mom. Just before I went to the
military, we received the news that I won the lottery. I did not believe it
first. My dad did all the things [such as paperwork]. Just I was planning to
go to the military. It was not much convincing. Also, I did not want to
come to America. I did not have much interest. How to say, I was happy, I
was happier [in Turkey]. I was not making much money though.

Some respondents applied for the green card lottery even though they did not live
in Yağlıdere; some respondents lived either in Giresun or in İstanbul. Migrants from
these other areas did not have close ties with people who migrated to the United States.
For instance, Refik was not aware of other immigrants from his area in the United States:
It was very surprising for me. I did not know that there are many people
from Giresun live here before I came here. How to say, there was a person
at my mom’s workplace. He had come here in the past. He had told
himself that he was a civil servant and nothing to do here. He had returned
to Turkey. He knew the paperwork for migration. He was filling out green
card applications for money. I applied by this way before I went to the
military service.
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Irmak is also outside of a tight-knit migrant community; he lived in Giresun only
until he was six. He explained the origins of his migration story: “I did not come for
economic reasons. Recently I was talking with friends here. My case, which people know
me, is that I did not come here for economic reasons.” As a college graduate, he had a job
in Turkey, and thus he came to the United States for adventure and not for necessity. In
contrast, other respondents migrated to the United States to escape the dire economic
conditions in Turkey.
After immigrants arrive in the United States, few moved to other states. Migrants
usually moved directly to New Jersey or Pennsylvania since this region is where their
social networks are located. Figure 11 shows the state-level distribution of Turkish
immigrants: 63.4 percent of Turkish truckers live in New Jersey, New York, and
Pennsylvania. There is no similar concentration of truckers in any other state.
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Figure 11: State-level Distribution of Turkish Truckers
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Only three respondents had worked in other parts of the country. For instance,
Ercan is an early migrant from Yağlıdere who started working in the trucking industry. In
the 1980s he met a Turkish immigrant in California and ended up working there for 10
years. He then migrated to New Jersey to continue to work in the trucking industry.
Recep first migrated to Massachusetts where his wife’s family lives. However, he knew
he wanted to move to New Jersey to work in the trucking industry:
I moved from Massachusetts to here. My wife’s family is up there. She did not
want to come. I had troubles [with her]. At last, I told myself that I would go to
New Jersey, and start trucking. Or, I was going to return to Turkey. I told myself
that I would not continue to work at the pizza shop, which I did not like at all.

Mete arrived in the United States in 1987. After working in entry-level positions
in New Jersey, he moved to Ohio in 1996, but then returned to New Jersey:
I started the job in 1993. In 1996 I moved to Ohio. Here is the story. My
company carried auto parts between different factories. The head quarter
is in Ohio. Michigan, Indiana, Ohio; all the factories of Chrysler, General
Motors as well as the headquarters of GMC and Chrysler are all in
Michigan. It was 40–50 miles away to the place we live. I moved there.
By this way I could spend more time in home. I got married in 1995. I had
gone to Turkey. After I came back, I moved to Ohio [from New Jersey].

Like Mete, these respondents see New Jersey as “home” in the United States.
After working a couple of years in different states where there are few Turkish
immigrants, they want to go back “home” where they can find job opportunities and a
community.
The rest of this section focuses return migration. Among the few studies
investigating return migration, Şenyürekli and Menjivar (2012) examine the potential for
return migration rather than the actual migration process. Şener (2018), however,
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specifically discusses the role of discrimination in the return migration among Turkish
Americans. Only two of my respondents had plans of returning to Turkey. Mahmut came
to United States at a late age. Although he owns a truck and a house, he does not see a
promising future in the Unites States. He describes the reasons behind his wanting to
leave:
I did not think, I did not ever think to stay in this country. Let me say the
realities of this country: this country is founded on work. There is no such
a thing like getting old or retirement. Even if you reach your 65, you
should work. The reason is that even you are retired, even you do not own
money, your retirement payments pay back only the mortgage of your
house. Somehow you have to work. There is no such thing like retirement
so I do not plan to stay in this country.

Behzat also had return plans after retirement since he was single and had no kids.
Other respondents did have optimism about their future and had no return plans. This
indicates their level of attachment to the United States.

Mobilization of Ethnic Ties

This section begins with a discussion on the development of an immigrant community as
told by respondents. The discussion moves on how the respondents perceive these ties.
When I asked the respondents about the historical formation of social networks, Serdar
mentioned the concentration of immigrants in subsequent economic sectors over time:
People came here once upon a time. There were first comers who helped
these people. As they started [working at] diners and restaurants, new
comers came to next of the older ones. Then came the dump truck sector.
They learned [this sector]. Since most of the people do not get an
education here, there are not much many options to do [in the labor
markets]. They also work as painters.
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Bahadır pointed out that there were very few Turkish immigrants in the trucking
industry. There were also no truck repair shops owned by Turkish immigrants. However,
on “U.S. 130, there was a spot behind the diner. We were fixing tire on our own.”
Mahmut connected the number of immigrants to their level of solidarity: “At that time
there were not much Turks. Everyone knew each other. Now we are a mass. At that time,
there was were really few people. [People help each other]”
Immigrants evaluate the usefulness of networks from different perspectives. On
the one hand, many respondents emphasized that their community helped them
tremendously for different aspects of their integration and appreciated the existence of a
community. Such a sentiment is exemplified by one respondent’s wife, Ayşe:
It is good in many sense. Since people did not have job opportunities in
Yağlıdere, any person who came here earlier supported the migration process of
other. Everyone helped those who came recently. Everyone holds everyone’s
hand. If they [people in Yağlıdere] would not have come here, they would
become domestic migrants.

Her positive perspective regarding solidarity is similar to Refik’s description:
[When I first came], everyone was asking whether I needed money,
whether I could afford, whether I could make a living. We are a minority
here. There is no such thing in Turkey. In Turkey you visit someone that
you know. You are given one meal, then one more. However the host
starts getting anxious about the third meal. [He does not want to give
more.]

Further, I was able to observe how truckers actively helped each other. Altan had
to pay a large amount of money for a device.
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Unsure if he should spend too much, others gave him advice for dealing with this
problem:
“He has to pay $258 for this. $80 is just for the device. The rest of it is for the fee
or ticket.” Taha tried to help, saying that “Yıldırım makes some adjustments and
you do not have to pay except for the device.” He used 80 Lira instead of $80. I
think Yıldırım bypassed the inspection by this adjustment. Altan looked at Taha
with suspicion, saying that “I have no closeness with Yıldırım. I give him these
advice not to get f*. But [it seems] that you are decisive to get f*.” They all
laughed. The group got some coffee and went outside. How the truckers try to
help each other for these issues could be an important topic for me (Fieldnotes,
July 18, 2017).

Conversely, other respondents pointed out that community members can also
ignore you. Some respondents compare the intensity of community ties today with those
in the past that were more helpful. Now, there is more competition, especially among
Turkish dump truckers.30 However, immigrants also do not help each other because they
work long hours and live in far places. Osman explains this situation:
There are lots of acquaintances. But they cannot spend time with [each
other]. Because people work all the time. In order to spend time for you,
they should not work one or two days. Or, I do not know, it might be
related to their local identity. Our people [meaning people from Yağlıdere
and Giresun] do not want to help each other. They envy each other. I got
surprised when I first came here. I came from İstanbul. Oh my God, [I got
surprised] that what kind of people they are although they are from my
family town [Yağlıdere].

Despite this explanation, Osman admitted how he was helped by others:
We were getting from broker. We had disputes with him. Then I quitted. I found a
Turkish broker in California. His name was Alaattin. He was from Rize [a

30

There is an ongoing competition among dump truckers especially for government bids for snow
shoveling. During participant observations once I saw that Taha was disappointed when the bids for
shoveling were distributed before he was informed.
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province in Black Sea region]. He started hauling my loads. I was going and
coming back, and loading. We had good hauls. He was finding the orders.

Osman had ambiguous feelings about community support. Still, some respondents
had more strict opinions about other Turkish immigrants. They avoided contact with
Turkish immigrants. Emrah had such negative opinions:
Actually when I divorced my wife, I got confused. And I hired lawyer.
She gave me very hard time. She didn’t give me paper. Even she stole my
green card, my passport, Turkish driver’s license, American driver’s
license, everything. I really stuck. And then, nobody helped me, really.
Only Katerina, she helped me with the citizenship paper. Because she
stole my green card, I wanted to apply for citizenship, but I didn’t have my
green card.

Similarly, Mahmut summarized the negative aspects of community:
I want to stay away [from the Turkish people]. I do it intentionally. In the
past we were supporting each other. Now they try to block each other’s
[businesses]. The number of Turks who own businesses increased. The
number of dump trucks and the competition increased.

Unlike Osman, Mahmut is an outsider of the community. Although Mahmut mostly
works with Turkish clients at his insurance company, he avoided the Turkish community
in New Jersey.
Other immigrants expressed deep disappointment about the community during
interviews. Şerif’s parents are from Giresun, but he was raised in İstanbul. Although he
hangs out with members of the community, he is not an insider. He also lacks close
relatives in the United States.
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Şerif described his feelings about the trucking community in the following way:
For a long time I could not find a dump truck job. They did not help me.
Cahit was looking for inexperienced drivers but I was not informed. My
former tractor made me sick. I knew later that the model was very
problematic. I did not know that. [Before I bought the truck] I told all the
friends that I was going to this truck. No one warned me. Our people did
not feel bad [when they harm someone]. Turkish people do not want to
have a good friend abroad. Keep this in your mind. It is the most important
thing that you should know as an immigrant. In a foreign country, stay
away from Turkish people. Since they do not know English, people hang
out together by necessity.

For him only random friends were helpful. Since only one Turkish immigrant
helped him while learning how to drive, Şerif keeps his connections with the Turkish
community.
Disputes among the immigrant truckers are common, especially between the
clients and the repair shops, I was also told that truckers frequently broke up with their
business partners. Osman, Nedim, Necmettin had such experiences. However, my
observations indicate that business partnerships between close relatives were more
durable and successful. Partnerships between brothers, sons, and fathers are very
common. The following field notes detail the partnership between Ercan and Ahmet:
Ahmet and Hasan talked about Ercan who drive a bulldozer at the front
yard. The landlord is planning to make pavement, however the landlord
may avoid this due to Ercan’s intervention. Ahmet said that the landlord
will probably postpone the pavement. Ahmet and Ercan have sometimes
different opinions, but they know how not to make these problems bigger.
Ahmed could not tell Ercan that he is doing something unnecessary. The
relations and disputes between co-owners could be an interesting topic.
(Fieldnotes, July 18, 2017)
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Levels of Social Networks

Here I analyze how Turkish immigrant truckers’ social networks work. I
conceptualize immigrants’ social networks with four levels around each trucker. Figure
12 visualizes these four levels.

Level 1:
Outside-Community

• People who are
not from Turkey

Level 2:
Community

• Turkish
immigrants from
the other cities

Level 3:
Sub-Community

• Immigrants from
the same
villlage/town

Level 4:
Family

• Immediate
relatives such as
brothers, wives,
fathers

Figure 12: Levels of Social Networks among Turkish Truckers

The closest and most important level is made up of close relatives (Level 4).
Truckers receive support from their wives, older brothers, fathers, and fathers-in-law
while seeking green cards, finding their first jobs, entering the trucking industry, and
buying their first trucks. These truckers form trucking businesses with their fathers,
brothers, and uncles. Wives also help them with the paperwork necessary to open and run
trucking companies.
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Furthermore, “brotherhood” is crucial in the lives of truckers. Taha has a business
partnership with his brother and together they have four dump trucks. Ömer and Melih
also run their trucking company based on “brotherhood.” Serdar’s brother gave up his
successful professional career to help him at his insurance company. Having a father is
also helpful for the formation of trucking companies. Ekrem’s step-father found him his
first job at a factory. Nedim’s and Mahmut’s fathers had very important roles in their
successful career in the trucking industry. Nedim’s father drives his second truck.
Mahmut’s father work as a mechanic at his small repair shop.
In addition, I also found that labor force participation among truckers’ wives was
very high. Truckers’ wives work at different jobs such as cleaners, factory workers, or as
secretaries. Besides their jobs, they also help with their husbands’ businesses in formal
and informal ways. Refik’s wife helps him informally with paperwork. Ercan’s wife
works in an office next to his truck repair shop. I made the following notes during some
observations:
Ercan was talking with his wife on phone about the problems of two trucks in
their company. She is working as an accountant as well as doing some paperwork
for the company in another office, which is just in the front yard of the garage.
One of the trucks hit another car slightly. They did not get a police report. I could
not understand the problem of the other truck, but they filled out a report.
(Fieldnotes, July 12, 2017)

Necmettin’s wife was working at his small trucking company’s office. When I asked him
about his wife, he replied:
She used to work in the textile sector in Turkey. Then she continued the sector
here. Since she left [the textile sector], we hired her. Now she is on vacation. She
is our accountant. She handles financial issues for us. She is pretty good at this.
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Close relatives are considered part of Level 4 in my social ties diagram. Mete
mentioned his male relative in the 1980s when he arrived: “Of course, when I came, there
were lots of relatives. Everyone came illegally. There were empty houses. There were
few people with their families. There were a couple of people [who were living with their
relatives].” Şakir described how he was helped by close relatives in the early 1990s:
“there were, a lot, all of them were my relatives. I had uncles, aunts, sons of my aunt. I
had varieties of relatives here.” Cousins and uncles were also helpful for my respondents.
Bahadır discussed his business partnership with his uncle in the following exchange:
G: Do you make phone calls [with American dispatcher] or does your
uncle make these calls?
B: Sometimes myself, sometimes my uncle. Most of the time my uncle
makes, I do not get involved.
G: Are you a business partners with your uncle?
B: Yes, we are seen partners on paper.

The third social level (Level 3) is composed of other immigrants from their tightknit community. The boundaries of this level are more flexible and includes some sublevel. The first sub-level includes people from the same town (Yağlıdere). The second
sub-level is composed of people from the same city, Giresun (the province of Yağlıdere).
The third sub-level includes immigrants who were born in İstanbul and tend to have only
loose ties with immigrants from Giresun. Arif’s connection with Ercan is a good example
of the first sub-level:
He [Ercan] is my old classmate. We studied together, we are also neighbors. I
started working at his company. First I drove at [U.S.] 604, then turned to [U.S.]
32. Anyway, the business was going well. When I came, there were only three
cars [trucks] Ercan had three cars. After I came, they became 20. The business
was good.
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Mete described the importance of networks among people from the same town in
Turkey: “They are older than. There were friends of my friends. There were the cousins
of my friend, who was from Yağlıdere. I meet with them here.” These truckers knew
some people from their town before they migrated to the United States. In some cases,
truckers come to establish ties once in the United States and after discovering their
common roots. Refik found someone from the same city (second sub-level) by chance:
I am in the same place since I came here. We travel to other states but my
base is here. Yavuz brought me here. I did not know him. I had just met
his parents. I met 3-4 times. I own them a lot. They had us, me and my
wife, over even they did not know us. They had a basement [where we
stayed].

Other respondents have loose ties from Giresun (third sub-level), having only
common family roots. Although, Nedim has no personal ties with Giresun, his migration
was influenced by his parents who are from the city and migrated to the United States: “I
do not know Giresun. I never went. My father had an ambition to come here. He tried a
lot. He applied for visa. He lost money to get the visa. He struggled a lot. At last we came
here illegally.”
The second level (Level 2) is composed of all Turkish immigrants. Even though
citizenship and national culture are common elements among all my respondents, some
respondents mobilize social ties based on regional identity. This regional identity is larger
than the identity based on being from one specific province. Immigrants from other
provinces of the Black Sea such as Samsun, Rize and Sinop share common cultural
elements with those who are from Giresun.
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I also observed a sense of regional identity among immigrants who are from the
Thrace region in northwestern Turkey, next to Greece and Bulgaria. These immigrants
might not have formed a tight-knit community, but they know each other. Yet, the people
from Thrace differentiate themselves from immigrants from the Black sea region by
highlighting cultural differences. People from Thrace see themselves more individualistic
and Westernized compared to immigrants from the Black Sea. Despite such difference,
Thrace migrants maintain loose ties with the people from the Black Sea region by their
repair shops or exchanging information.
Nonetheless, Thrace migrants socialize infrequently with and do not form
businesses with the Black Sea migrants. Serdar talked about this differentiation:
S: Let’s say people from Thrace. We have 5-10 older brothers [older
people].
G: Is there a regional identity? How does it work?
S: Our region is Thrace. [My town] is Tekirdağ [a province in this region],
Saray [a town in this province].
G: Yes, sure.
S: There are older brothers [older people] from Kırklareli [another
province in the region], and Edirne [another province in the region]. My
father-in-law is a trucker from Tekirdağ.
G: I see, your connection [with the trucking industry] starts from him.
Could you say? I guess you know people from Giresun [people from the
Black sea region]. You come [to the shop] for repairs. Besides this, is your
driver from Thrace?
S: Yes, he is. He is an immigrant from Bulgaria. He is Turkish.

Necmettin similarly differentiated between Thrace and Black Sea identity: “There
are ‘older brother’ whom we like a lot. However, there are differences between our
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culture [and their culture]. They are a bit different. That is, I think so. We are a bit more
European compared to them.”
Despite competition and differentiation, truckers maintain solidarity within the
Turkish community. When trucks need repairs, they call other Turkish immigrants. For
instance, Necmettin mentioned a Turkish truck mechanic who provides on-the-road
repair service: “yes, we have a bro. He has a van. He says that three hours or five hours
are not a problem, just call me, I come over.” While interviewing Mahsun on Sunday, he
realized that one of his truck’s tank lids was missing. I asked how he would find a lid on
a Sunday. Mahsun responding by calling his friend, Nedim: “we find something. Call
Ahmet, call Vural, if you need to call Emre Can. Send the photo of that section.”
Although Mahsun and Nedim are not formally business partners, they own a mobile
repair shop. While Nedim helps Mahsun with translating English, Mahsun helps his
friend with repairs.
When truckers need an accountant for paperwork, they also seek help from
Turkish immigrants. Arif referenced this: “We have an insurance agent, Mahmut, who
starts the insurance.” Mahmut himself mentioned how he helped other immigrants before
he formed his insurance company:
I was rarely going home at evenings because I helped everyone. When
they could not install the equipment of snow plow truck, I did. I was
filling out their insurance application form. There were people whom I
could not reject. I like them. I could not say “no.” Around the same time,
my brother called me, asked what I was doing.
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Other ways in which Turkish truckers support each other is by preparing for the
CDL exam together and by helping to look for new truck loads together. According to
Mete, “We have a dispatcher who is Turk. We work together. He is our friend.”
Unfortunately, migrant social networks and the resulting solidarity is spatially
limited due to the low number of immigrants in other states. I asked Recep about Turkish
truckers in other northeast states such as Massachusetts and Connecticut. He replied:
“There are no trucker among Turks [in that region]. I did not come across. Turks, how to
say, [are in the food business]. Turkish immigrants deal with specific jobs in different
regions.” Behzat lived in Nevada 12 years and worked as a trucker, but he too did not
have much contact with other Turkish immigrants who worked in other sectors: “I had
contacts with friends here [New Jersey] though. I was keeping touch with them but you
live like an American when there are no Turks around you.”
The fourth level (Level 4) is composed of people who are not from Turkey. The
boundary between Turks, other immigrants, as well as native-born Americans exists
mainly through the language barrier. Many immigrant truckers have limited fluency in
English and thus they have little social and business contacts with non-Turkish people.
Speaking fluent English brings two advantages in the trucking industry. The first
advantage is about being independent. Respondents who are “outside” of the tight-knit
community do not have much contact with other Turkish immigrants and must socialize
with non-Turkish immigrants and Americans. Irmak describes his own situation:
Mine situation is a bit rare. I bought my first truck on my own. I did not get it
with someone else. I found on my own. I went [to the dealer] and saw the truck. I
saw the missing parts. I told myself that I should repair these parts. The seller
fixed some parts.
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Behzat also described having independence when he lived in Nevada “like an
American.” He found jobs in different local trucking companies: “[In Nevada] I searched
myself. I made application to local trucking firms. I learned that they are unionized and
they have better benefits. I applied to them.”
The second advantage of English fluency is that immigrants can grow their
trucking businesses beyond community boundaries. For instance, they have a higher
likelihood of finding special loads. Refik explained the role English plays in Yavuz’s
extended jobs: “Sure, Yavuz’s jobs are different than us, Turkish people. He directly get
jobs from Americans. [When I worked for him], I did not see other [Turkish] truckers
[around him], only Americans were around.”
Turkish immigrants have relatively closer ties with Muslim immigrants than with
any other group in the United States. Turkish immigrants also had ties with other Turkic
groups who came from Russia. Further, I specifically observed closer ties between
Turkish and Iraqi immigrants. At the truck repair shop, there were many Iraqi mechanics
and customers. Most truck repair shop customers were from Middle Eastern countries,
India, and Pakistan. Şerif had a positive connection based on cultural affiliation with
truckers from Pakistan:
They found me. They knew that I was working for that guy. They [Pakistani
people] are a bit sympatic towards Turks, you know. They approached me. They
told me that “we know that you are working for him.” They knew that I was not
content with him. They asked me why I do not turn my company into a carrier. If
I do that, they told, they could find my jobs, and teach the market. I told them that
“you consider my car like your car, find my jobs like that. You can see me as a
friend and brother. I trust you.”
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Given the language barrier, interactions between native-born Americans and
Turkish immigrants are only occasional. During my fieldwork, I saw few White, African
Americans or Latino truckers. Only the employees of the dealers who come to the shop
daily are white Americans. I also saw three white mechanics during my many visits
during two years of fieldwork. Although most of the mechanics at the repair shop were
Latinos, I only saw a Latino trucker just twice. Further, I never saw an immigrant
customer from Russia or Eastern European countries. These observations indicate that
Eastern European truckers visit other repair shops and have completely different social
networks.

Summary and Discussion

This chapter discussed the migration processes and social network formation of Turkish
immigrants. I elaborated these topics in four sections.
The first section examined Turkish immigrants’ socio-economic and demographic
characteristics. This examination demonstrated that Turkish immigrants tend to
concentrate in the suburbs and towns of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. There
are also no Turkish immigrant enclaves in the metropolitan areas of these northeast states.
The 1990s was a period during which an increasing number of Turkish immigrants
entered the United States, while the 2000s were “the golden years” for obtaining
permanent residency. By the 2010s the rate of obtaining residency had stabilized.
Consistent with this data, most of my respondents migrated during the 1990s and the
2000s.
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The 1990s was also the period when the average educational levels of Turkish
immigrants increased. However, Turkish truckers’ educational levels are remarkable
lower than the average educational levels of Turkish immigrants. Turkish truckers’
educational profiles are quite similar to those of American truckers. Most of truckers
achieved at least a higher school diploma.
Turkish immigrants’ sectoral distribution of Turkish immigrants is consistent with
their educational profile. While 46.9 percent of Turkish immigrants work at management
and professional jobs, only 19 percent of them work in the production and transportation
sectors. However, by 2017, while 16.6 percent of Turkish immigrants were selfemployed, 46.7 percent of Turkish truckers owned their own businesses. Similarly, the
self-employment rate among immigrant truckers is 32.8 percent. Thus, Turkish truckers
have more similarities to other immigrant truckers than Turkish immigrants in terms of
entrepreneurial activities.
The second section examined the migration trajectories of Turkish truckers by
drawing on fieldwork data. These experiences directly influence truckers’ labor market
transitions. First, most respondents came here as green card holders after obtaining them
through relatives (parents or spouse) or in the diversity lottery. Second, Turkish truckers
directly migrated to specific New Jersey or Pennsylvania counties. Since social networks
are concentrated in these locations, immigrants prefer living in this region. Third, Turkish
truckers do not plan on returning to Turkey. These immigrants might not be fully
incorporated into the cultural and social life of the American mainstream, but they are
legally and economically settled.
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The third section analyzed the formation of immigrant social networks. The
development of dense social networks among Turkish immigrants is relatively new. Until
the 1990s there were few immigrants who worked at restaurants and gas stations.
Trucking industry networks also developed in the 1990s. These networks were useful for
finding trucking jobs, buying a truck, forming the company, repairing trucks, and hiring
drivers. However, the solidarity networks became competitive over time because “too
many” immigrants entered the trucking industry. Despite this competition, solidarity
among trucks did not disappear.
These social networks have always had a transnational dimension. Turkish
truckers mobilize their social networks before migration. By the time migrants enter the
trucking industry, they tend to maintain their transnational networks through information
exchange and visits, thanks to their legal status and high-income levels.
The final section examined the levels of social networks. I conceptualized the
immigrant truckers’ social networks through four differentiated levels. Level 4 is made
up of close relatives such as sons, brothers, fathers, and wives. Immigrants use these
social networks intensively to provide legal documents, to find jobs, and to form
businesses. Level 3 includes the networks of immigrants in their tight-knit community,
such as those from their home towns and villages. For Yağlıdere immigrants, the
concentration of networks in the trucking industry increase potential opportunities in this
sector. Level 2 is composed of immigrants from other regions of Turkey. Regardless of
their hometown, Turkish immigrants are connected by a common language and national
culture. However, in some cases immigrants from the same region such as Thrace or
Black Sea are more likely to form friendships or businesses. Level 1 is composed of
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people who are not from Turkey. Very few of the Turkish truckers possessed English
fluency. As such, truckers’ social and business contact with non-Turkish people was
uncommon.
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CHAPTER 5:
PRE-TRUCKING LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCES

Introduction

This chapter discusses immigrant truckers’ early labor market incorporation. The first
section focuses the early work experiences of immigrant truckers. The second section
discusses how these early jobs prepared them for the trucking industry. The third section
is about Turkish immigrants’ decision-making processes around becoming truckers.

Early Labor Market Experiences

The early labor market experiences of immigrants from Turkey both before and after
arrival in the United States are connected to their eventual careers in the trucking
industry. I call these early experiences a “preparation period.” Of respondents, 75 percent
had had work experiences in Turkey. A majority of them worked either in low-income
service jobs or in the transportation sector. There were a few immigrants who worked in
higher paid professions, such as accounting or basketball training. Figure 13 visualizes
the labor sectors and jobs in which immigrants worked before migrating to the United
States. After arrival in the United States, they usually worked in low-income manual jobs.
Some immigrants worked as delivery drivers. During this period, they saved money,
developed social networks, and took the commercial driver’s license (CDL) exams.
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Figure 13: Pre-Migration Work Experiences in Turkey
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I start my discussion on early labor market experiences with the stories of
respondents sponsored by their father to come to the United States. Unlike those who
came to the United States through the diversity lottery, this first group came here as
dependents. Foner and Kasinitz (2003) define such immigrants as the “1.25 generation,”
because they spend some of their teenage years in the United States. According to my
sample, the occupations of this generation’s fathers affected their early labor market
experiences. Nedim has such a story. He followed his father, who had followed Nedim’s
grandfather and uncle. The members of this family worked at various kinds of jobs.
Nedim described this family job story:
My father came in 2000. When he first came, he worked as a busboy at a
diner. In the meantime, my uncle was a cook at the same diner. My
grandfather also worked at a dinner. Then my father turned to painting. He
did painting with my uncle for a long time. Three or four years ago we
were also doing medical delivery. There was a warehouse, where he
worked. After painting he did delivery when I first came. While I was
schooling, he opened a butcher shop. The original occupation of my father
from Turkey was butcher. He has been a butcher since 1989. He had a
business partner, who did not understand these things. For this reason, my
father was not content. The business did not go well.

Although his older male family members worked at various jobs, Nedim did not
spend time in the food or construction industries. Instead, he started his job career as a
medical delivery driver with his father. Nedim found this job “cleaner,” with a better
income. Mahmut’s first job experience was also connected to his father’s job as a limo
driver. While going to high school, Mahmut worked as an unpaid cleaner at his father’s
limo company. He talked about these early days after migration: “[When I migrated] I did
not have English at all. If you would asked me count from one to ten, I could not count.
We did not do trucking business at that time. We had a limo company.”
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Both Nedim and Mahmut worked in the transportation sector with their fathers.
Ekrem had a similar experience. After Ekrem was sponsored by his father-in-law, he first
worked at a truck painting shop where his father-in-law also worked. I call these types of
family-based jobs “post-migration first jobs through fathers.” These respondents started
their job careers though older family members’ occupations.
Another group of respondents had family-based occupational connections in
Turkey. Unlike the first group, this group’s early job experiences in Turkey had no
connection with later jobs in the United States. For instance, Refik found his first job in
İstanbul, Turkey through his father, who never came to the United States. His father had a
small furniture atelier with his uncle. Refik started working at this atelier. After a while
he shifted to furniture stores to work as a salesperson. Since this was relatively a good
job, he did not have plans to migrate to the United States. Ekrem’s career also started at a
family-owned business in İstanbul, as an unpaid worker at a candy story. They were
delivering candies to weddings in İstanbul in the 1980s. I call these types of family-based
jobs “pre-migration first jobs through family.”
Mahsun had a very different experience from either group above. He came to the
United States through his father’s sponsorship. However, his first job had no connection
with his father’s job as a gas station attendant. Mahsun intentionally avoided this “most
undesirable entry-level job.” Instead he started working as a dishwasher at a diner. Some
other respondents had such “random” first jobs with no connection to their immediate
relatives. I call these jobs “random first jobs.” Turkish immigrants I spoke to usually
started working at these jobs a couple of days after they arrived in the United States.
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They did not make plans to enter these jobs. Their main objective is just to start making
money.
For newcomers who do not know English, working at a gas station as an attendant
is very popular. Many Turkish immigrants already work at or own gas stations. When any
new immigrant in this study mobilized his network, it took only a few days (if not hours)
to find such a job. Initial duties, such as pumping gas, washing windshields, and cleaning
the gas station, require few skills despite the difficult working conditions. This “easy”
entry-level job has many disadvantages. First of all, pay is low. Unless an immigrant
works more than 60 hours, it is hard to make a decent income. Second, gas stations are
risky places, where one can be shot or harassed. Third, working in the open air is
uncomfortable during hot summer and cold winter days. Fourth, since attendants are seen
as temporary workers by employers, relationships between employees and employers
tend to be based on authoritarian interactions and unkind manners.
Mete described the gas station working conditions for new immigrants. His
experiences explain why many immigrants leave this job in a short period of time:
In my first job I worked three days. I started working a gas station. My
boss was Iranian. There was lots of snow, and it was cold. He wanted me
to clean the glasses of one customer’s car. The snow made them dirty. I
sprayed the cleaner onto the glass, and it got frozen. The customer started
shouting and asked me call the boss. The boss came over and told that we
were going to clean this glass. The boss was Iranian, and he knew little
Turkish. I told him that you asked me to clean the glass, but they
immediately got frozen. The boss brought a credit card, and cleaned the
glass. He got mad at me. I left the job later.
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Some respondents worked at gas stations after they tried other low-income jobs.
Bahadır worked at different pizza shops temporarily. Then he wanted to work at a gas
station:
There was a gas station where my friend was working. I started working at this
gas station. Since I knew them, they hired me. They taught me [the job]. I even
did not know the numbers [in English]. I had just recently come. I learned
numbers and days. I worked [at this station] eight months.

After a couple of weeks, Bahadır started conducting customer transactions with
just a little English knowledge. This was, in fact, a “skill jump” for him. Similarly,
Yavuz, who came to the United States with his father’s sponsorship, worked at a natural
gas company in Brooklyn, New York. This job was connected to his electrician skills
from Turkey. After this job, he worked at a gas station for three months. He left this job
because his family moved to New Jersey, where he worked as a dishwasher at a diner for
almost one-and-a-half years.
Because of the disadvantages of working at gas stations, migrants, even those who
have no English knowledge or have not saved money, tend to leave this job as soon as
possible. They do not see the job as promising, unless they were to own the gas station.
Another entry-level job is washing cars, either at gas stations or at carwash stations. After
his fight with his Iranian boss, Mete washed brand new cars at a carwash. Refik described
why car washing is a “bad” job, although it is easy to find: “Before winter, I had
difficulty finding a job. I could not find a job for one week. Then I started washing cars. I
worked approximately one month. I was making $200 in a month. My rent was $800.”
During my contact with Turkish immigrants over more than a decade, I met only
one person who worked at a gas station for more than one year. He was from Yağlıdere
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and had been working at gas stations for more than ten years. He seemed desperate and
hopeless. Not surprisingly, immigrants who work at gas stations are always in an active
job search.
Working at diners is another popular option for new immigrants. Labor
immigrants see jobs in the food industry as more promising than other entry-level jobs for
two reasons. First, immigrants can make more money in the food industry. Second,
immigrants have more chance for promotion in these jobs. Arif mentioned the limited
jobs options for new immigrants. He switched between a few jobs:
You do either pumping [at a gas station] or cooking [at a restaurant]. I started by
washing the dishes. Then I worked as a cook 15 to 16 years at foreigners’ [nonTurkish] places, at American diners. I [also had] gone to the gas station. I stayed
one year. I did pumping. Then I did painting. I did not continue to painting
because Iraq war broke out. The jobs suddenly stopped here. A crisis hit [the
sector] in 1992. I had to go back to the diner job. [At that time] the painters got
unemployed.

Arif tried all the popular entry-level jobs, but continued working at a diner the
longest. At diners and restaurants there are five different job opportunities for
immigrants. For those who do not know English or who know just a little English, the
three options are washing dishes, working as a busboy or working as a cook. The latter
option requires some skills and brings higher pay. That is why Arif kept his job for many
years. Those who know English can work as a waiter or manager. Cooks and waiters are
paid remarkably more than dishwashers. However, both cooks and waiters must work
very long shifts. Among my respondents, only one person had experience working as a
waiter. Irmak worked for over 20 years as a waiter at Italian restaurants.
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He compared pay in the trucking industry with pay in the restaurant business:
In terms of income, your payments are dependent on whether your car [truck] gets
broken or not, whether some of its parts get broken or not. As a waiter, I was
making $1,000 or $1,200 each week. It was a nice restaurant.

Unlike Arif, Irmak was an outsider to the tight-knit trucker community. However,
both had similar trajectories. They worked at restaurants for almost two decades before
joining the trucking industry.
For Bahadır, working at restaurants was only a temporary solution at the
beginning of his career. He worked at three businesses in the food industry. However, he
did not like the working conditions. He had to leave his first pizza-shop job because the
unstable business, owned by his uncle, was about to close. Then he tried to work at
another pizza shop, but he left it in few days. He explained his “failures” through his lack
of talent around food and cooking. As a last attempt in the food industry, Bahadır tried to
work as dish washer:
The last [pizza job] did not work. I had a friend in New York. I called him. He
was a cook. I went there. He told me that I have to start as dish washer. It was a
very busy Sunday. Washing dishes is a weird job. It is nonstop.

That was his last day in the restaurant business. After that, he found a job at a gas
station. Like Recep, Bahadır intentionally chose to work at a job in the transportation
sector. Not surprisingly, both Bahadır and Recep had had experience as drivers in
Turkey. They were not interested in the food sector, and they wanted to use their skills as
experienced drivers.
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Painting residential or commercial properties is another popular option for new
migrants. Compared to working at gas stations or diners, however, painting is less
common. Only three study respondents worked as painters. These respondents found jobs
at small painting companies owned by Turkish immigrants. Although the working
conditions of painting have similarities to the restaurant business in terms of long hours
and a lack of job security, the pay in painting is slightly higher than in the restaurant
business.
Osman started his career as a painter because one of his relatives worked as a
painter:
I became a good painter in one year. I was making $15 to 16, the payment
per hour. However, my mind was in the trucking industry. When I came
first, I took the exams. I did not know English. Also, there was no one
who helped me, and led me to work. I did [not] know someone at that
time. I could not get the driver’s license. I continued to painting.

Refik changed jobs a lot after his arrival. His explanation indicates both
the difficulties and advantages of these entry-level jobs:
I started at a carwash station. I worked four months. I could not find [any
other] job. It was the middle of the winter. In the meantime, I met a
Turkish guy. My wife saw his wife. One evening they visited us. He asked
me my current job. I told that I was working as car washer. He asked the
payment. I replied him. He told me that it was impossible to make a living
by such payments. I told him that I could [not] find [any other] job. He
suggested me working as a painter.

Refik realized that painting was very hard for him. After several months, he went
back to car washing three or four days a week. At the same time, he was painting two
days a week. He was making $200 each week painting. Some Turkish immigrants run
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small companies that install or replace rain gutters; Refik moved into this field. Since it is
a specialized job and requires some skills, the pay is better than painting or cooking.
However, gutter installation necessitates more effort and patience than any of these other
jobs because workers must work under the hot sun during summers or in cold weather
during winter. For this reason, Refik left his job as a gutter installer after a short period of
time.
There were exceptions to these popular entry-level jobs. Mahmut was the only
respondent who studied at a two-year college, although he did not finish. He studied
criminal justice. He even had an internship. However, he realized that he could make
more money in the trucking industry. Two decades later, he compared working as a
police officer with working as a trucker. Mahmut had regrets: “Do I regret? Sometime,
yes. I wish I became a police.” Serdar started working at the chemical factory where his
wife was working. First he worked as a cleaner. Then he obtained an electrician
certificate. After the certificate program, he went back to the same company and started
delivering chemical samples. Although this was a better position than cleaning, his
intention was to get a CDL. For him, working in the trucking industry was the only way
to meet his family’s expenses.

Experiences in the Transportation Sector
Unlike in other entry-level jobs, working in the transportation sector requires a
preparation period, including accumulating social and economic capital. In order to drive
a tractor-trailer or dump truck, immigrants have to get either a Class A or Class B CDL
(see Chapter 6). Having a CDL is the official and practical barrier to becoming a trucker.
However, I found that some immigrants start “warming up” for this industry in various
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other ways. First, working at gas stations, they form social ties and get familiar with the
road culture and transportation system. At this point of their labor market trajectory,
working in the trucking industry is not necessarily their goal. What they are considering
is how to make money for daily expenses as quickly as possible.
Besides working at gas stations, the most important part of preparing for the
trucking industry is to drive a box truck or van. Although local and interstate deliveries
are first driving experiences for many immigrants, some truckers already had driving
experience from Turkey. Six respondents worked in Turkey as either truckers or bus
drivers. For some, this pre-migration driving experience played a very important role in
their trucking career in the United States. Recep was born into a family that ran a
trucking company carrying construction materials. Before he finished high school in
Turkey, he started driving dump trucks without a driver’s license. He already owned two
trucks in Turkey. Recep explains how his experience in Turkey was connected to his
trucking career in the United States:
It [our family trucking company] was big. We had nearly 40 trucks. I came here. I
drove a box truck six months. I delivered medicine. After six months, still I had
no English [knowledge], but I was not bad in terms of knowledge on trucking. I
did not know English, but I knew the system [and organization in the trucking
sector].

After settlement in the United States, he worked at the pizza shop owned by his
wife’s family. However, Recep “escaped” from this pizza-shop job in order to work in
the trucking industry.
Necmettin was another trucker who “was born into being a trucker” or who
“opened his eyes in this sector.” His father ran a trucking company that hauled loads from
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Europe to the Middle East. Necmettin started driving a truck just a couple of days after he
arrived in the United States. He explains the connection between his early trucking
experiences in Turkey and ones in the United States:
When I finish the elementary school, in order to keep me away from the
trucking, my father led me to work at a car repair shop. [I worked at this
shop] during the summer of first grade in the middle school, then the
second grade, then the third grade. I cannot stay in a closed space. When I
spend half an hour in a closed space, I escape. I studied first grade and
second grade. My interest [was about] going abroad. Driving made me
distracted towards school. I could not get adjusted to the school.

Four other respondents had more indirect ties with the trucking industry in
Turkey. While Bahadır’s father was a long-haul trucker, Arif’s father was a minibus
driver between towns around Giresun. Not surprisingly, both worked as minibus drivers
between the city center and their own town, Yağlıdere. Bahadır could not pass the
university entrance exam and started working as a minibus driver. Although he worked
for two years, he did not see this job as something serious. He earned only “pocket
money.” By driving, he learned “the working life and spending money properly.”
Still other respondents had driving experiences in the transportation sector in the
United States. Through these experiences they got to know inner city and interstate roads.
They also learned how to make a living driving. In order to drive a box truck, they just
needed a driver’s license. Emrah, for instance, delivered pizza after he did not like the
pay at the pizza shop. When I asked him about his experiences in the food industry, he
mentioned his experiences as a pizza delivery driver: “I found different pizza shops. I
was told that I could more money if I made deliveries. But, you know our culture, we like
the salary. We don’t want to work for tips.”
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Driving box trucks was the beginning of a “real” trucking experience for some,
although these trucks are smaller and lighter than tractor-trailers or dump trucks. Mahsun
drove a box truck between states for just two months. He did not like driving long hours.
His experience is a good example of shifting from long-haul to regional trucking:
Two months, at that time. I drove a box truck with my cousin. I did not like
[driving] for long distances. I gave the box truck back to my cousin. He continued
a while, then he left too. I was single at that time. I was always in the cabin. 7/24.
It was so boring. You go to a truck stop and you have to stay [at the stop] two or
three days. I did not like it. That’s why I left. I returned to restaurant [work].

However, he did not work at this restaurant for a long time either. He entered the
trucking industry in 2013. While Mahsun did not find the box-truck job tolerable due to
its working conditions, Ekrem stopped interstate delivery due to marriage. His wife did
not allow him to work over-the-road, long-haul jobs. Before doing truck deliveries, he
worked at a restaurant for two months. However, his feet got damaged due to long hours
standing up. At this restaurant job, a friend of his suggested him getting a Class B CDL.
After he got his CDL, he worked for FedEx. Then he bought his own box truck.
Similarly, marriage was the main reason that Mete quit his long-distance delivery job. He
expressed his frustration about this job: “Unless you have a well-grounded excuse, which
might not save your job, you have to go to California for $4,500.” He could stand this job
for only six years.
Nedim was single at the time of my fieldwork. He gave up his delivery driving
job for other reasons. He was delivering medical supplies with a small van. As his
company suggested, he and his father bought a bigger, 26-foot box truck. However, their
contract with the medical supply company did not last long, as it stopped delivering
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medical supplies. He started working on his own and bought a van. He worked on his
own for only one year due to the changing conditions of delivery jobs: “The incomes
dropped. The conditions changed. The people with whom we started working also
changed. [The attitudes of new people] changed. After a while, the money that you make
did not satisfy you.”
Similarly, Bahadır and Serdar criticized the low pay of local delivery jobs.
Bahadır delivered mattresses on Long Island in New York. This job was physically
difficult because he carried big mattresses inside houses. Even Şevket, who described his
delivery experience as “nice,” returned to dump trucking after a couple of years.
Immigrants do not keep these delivery jobs for more than two years due to low pay.
However, delivering pizza, medicine, mattresses or other commodities served as “warm
up” driving experiences. Meanwhile, respondents looked for opportunities in the trucking
industry.
Owning a business in another sector is another “warming up” experience for
trucking. “Being your own boss” and “making more money” are two major motivations
for entrepreneurial acts. Emrah’s explanation for this motivation was typical:
While I was working at Domino’s, I made the plan. I wanted to my own
store. But my boss, he did not let me to do it. He said that he needed me. I
worked with him, but I got my own plan too. I wanted to make more
money. I wanted to be my own boss. I was working too much. I did not
have any off.

Instead of opening his own business in the food industry, he started working in
the trucking industry. Arif worked in the restaurant sector for more than a decade. His
reasons for trying to run a business in the food industry are closely related to its harsh
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working conditions. According to Arif, working for someone else’s restaurant business
was not sustainable:
If you want to continue at the restaurant, you have to buy a restaurant in the
future. How many year can work in the restaurant as cook? When you first come
[to the United States], you are young, you do not have difficulties. However, over
time [it gets more and more difficult.] [On the other hand], running a restaurant is
not something one person can do.

Arif was never able to open a restaurant. He had also a failed in an attempt at
buying a gas station while working as an attendant at one on Long Island in New York:
I worked [at the gas station] with hope of buying it. I could run a gas
station. I stayed one year up there. The sons of my uncle, my cousins,
were in Long Island, where they had gas stations. [I] might have run a gas
station, I might have learned the job. The best job we could do is to work
for your own at a [gas] station. For this reason, I went, I hanged out. There
was a place. Then a problem came out. The previous owners had a
problem with taxing. [I] could not but the place.

Other respondents also experience business failures before entering trucking.
Mete tried to buy a gas station, too. His boss tried to sell the gas station to him. However,
he was not a documented migrant at that time. He could not own the business. Mete
explained that owning a business or working in the trucking industry were “the best they
could do”:
I do not have a definite occupation. Since I do not have an occupation, the
only thing I can do is to drive a truck. If I had an occupation, I do not
know, I would think differently. What can I do now after this age? I
cannot wash dishes, I cannot work at a construction job, or I cannot learn
how to cook. Trucking is the only thing that I know. If I had started
construction work when I was young, [it would be different]. Those who
started working at the restaurant became restaurant owners or cook [over
time]. Or those who made pizza became pizza shop owner. However, we
became trucker, since we started as truckers, it continued like that.
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First, this explanation indicates that Mete does not see trucking as a “definite”
occupation. Since he, like other immigrants, did not have a definite occupation, he, like
them, had to become a trucker. Second, this quote shows the importance of timing for
success in the food or construction sectors. Mete thinks that an immigrant should start
working in these sectors soon after migration. Mete also explained his two failed business
attempts (at owning a pizza shop and a gas station in other ways). Referring to location,
he explained that since there were lots of whites in the pizza-shop neighborhood, he
could not sell enough pizza. He assumed that whites do not eat much pizza. The larger
economy also affected his business attempts: I learned that one of his relatives insisted he
become the co-owner of a gas station. This partnership did not last because the economic
crisis affected prices negatively.
Ekrem had a similar experience to Mete in the food industry. He received a good
amount of insurance money after he had an accident as a box truck driver. He used this
money to open a pizza shop. The store did not bring much income. He closed the store
and worked as a waiter. Then he turned back to the trucking industry. Ekrem explained
the reason for his failure by referring the location of pizza shop, where mostly African
Americans reside. He assumed that they did not tip much. Şakir’s dramatic experience is
the last example of failed business attempt. He opened a pizza shop in Connecticut, then
in South New Jersey. He closed these stores. Then he opened a store on the New Jersey
shore. However, his business was damaged during the Hurricane Sandy. After the
hurricane, Şakir entered “the trucking business.” Figure 14 visualizes immigrants’ pretrucking jobs and labor sectors.
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Choosing to Be a Trucker

Viscelli (2010) defines three groups of truckers with different reasons for entering the
industry: those who are “pulled into trucking,” those who are “pushed into trucking” and
those who “fall into trucking.” Similarly, Ouellet (1994) and Viscelli (2010) defines three
groups of truckers: “truckers,” “workers” and “super truckers.” I observed similar
categories of truckers in my sample.
The first group, “truckers,” are “attracted to the mythic images of trucking and the
nature of the work,” but also want to be with “family or to enjoy other personal off-duty
relations and activities” (Viscelli 2010:80). They are neither “workers” (the second
group), who view trucking as little more than a means of earning money, nor “super
truckers,” who are immersed in their occupation. While working as manual laborers in
other sectors, “truckers” learned that the wages in trucking are “excellent” or, at least,
“often far in excess, or multiples, of their previous pay” (Viscelli 2010:80). Although
excellent wages are usually not realized, many would-be truckers are “pulled into
trucking” due to this expectation.
An ambition to work autonomously is another common reason for entering the
trucking industry. Even company drivers are pulled by this aspect of the sector, whether
being autonomous is a reality or just an image. Viscelli (2010) says:
While the job does deliver on the promise of keeping workers away from direct
personal interaction with superiors on a daily basis, it hardly provides a great
amount of autonomy. In fact, workers make no decisions other than when and
where to take short breaks. The rest of the work schedule is determined by the
way the loads are assigned and the work environment. (P. 90)
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“Being independent” was a primary source of motivation for the respondents that
I interviewed. Osman stated that “I am free. I work for anyone I want.” He underlined
how speculations about high wages influenced his decision-making. “Being independent”
and “making lots of money” are not separate dimensions of the trucking industry’s image.
Viscelli (2010) observed, in reference to “truckers,” that “this group of drivers
was the least educated and the most racially and ethnically diverse” (p. 93). There are two
differences between the group as described by Viscelli and my sample. First, the
respondents in my sample were less likely to experience the “shock” between the reality
and image of trucking as a result of their dire economic conditions as early immigrants.
The previous jobs of my respondents were already at the bottom of the labor markets.
Even when they worked 60 hours in a week as car or dish washers, they were never paid
more than $600 or $700 per week. More skilled immigrants, such as cooks and painters,
were paid at most $1,000 per week. On the other hand, a trucker can make $300 or $400
per day. Serdar explained that these temporary jobs are not satisfactory for a man who
has a family:
Well, America is not a country in which dollars be founded on the branches of
trees. You have to increase your income if you want to do anything. You start
raising kids. These are so expensive things. The cost of care day is around $1,200
[per month]. You cannot meet these expenses as a sample distributer [in the
medical field].

Viscelli (2010) did not give details about the previous jobs of American truckers
in his sample. However, I speculate that their income levels were higher in their previous
manual jobs than the income levels of non-white immigrants. Unlike for Viscelli’s
participants, entering the trucking industry means an absolute income raise for an
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immigrant who used to work only at bottom-level jobs. Despite of this, immigrant
truckers did experience disappointment, if not a shock, with regard to the low pay of
trucking, especially after the Great Recession of 2008.
Second, most of the immigrants in my sample had always been in the trucking
community because either their close relatives or their friends were already employed in
the sector. For an individual in this large community, it is relatively easy to learn about
income potential before entering the industry. One can observe the conditions of the
industry several years before starting working as a trucker.
Viscelli (2010) defines the second group of truckers as those who are “pushed
into” this sector due to declining job opportunities in the manufacturing or construction
sectors. Ouellet (1994) calls this group “workers.” These truckers display many
traditional working-class characteristics. Unlike their former manual jobs, the jobs in the
trucking sector cannot be out-sourced, off-shored or downsized. Older drivers especially
found job security in the trucking sector. Unlike the American truckers who lost their
jobs and became unemployed in Viscelli’s (2010) study, the truckers in my sample had
very different experiences, finding security in trucking.
Most immigrant truckers I spoke with did not jump into trucking due to the lack
of job opportunities. The problem for these fresh-off-the-boat immigrants was not a lack
of job opportunities, but the highly exploitative conditions of these entry-level jobs.
Those who became truckers had very distinct early market experiences in the restaurant
sector, in small construction firms or at gas stations. They knew that these jobs did not
offer any promising future. Şakir, who lost his business during Hurricane Sandy in 2012,
had an exceptional experience in that he never wanted to be a trucker—he really was
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“pushed into” it. But even Irmak, who had a relatively high income and secured job as a
skilled waiter, complained the limitations of these non-trucking jobs for one’s future:
I am in this sector [trucking] since 2014. The reason of entering into this sector is:
in the restaurant business or in other jobs [like that], unless you open your own
restaurant, you are always standing up, and until which age you can do this? The
age does not decrease, but always increases.

Restaurant and construction jobs require “young bodies.” Trucking requires other
types of physical, technical and mental skills. Truckers can work even through their late
60s.
The economic factors that push immigrants out of existing jobs and the economic
factors that pull them into trucking are highly interconnected. On the other hand, some
truckers see this occupation as more than an issue of economic opportunity. They like
this job, and they see it as an important part of their identity. Viscelli (2010) calls this
third group of truckers those who “fell into trucking”:
Those who fell into trucking went right into truck driving as a result of farming,
family experience or military service or were already involved in the
transportation industry. These people either never really considered any other job
or had job experience and familiarity with trucking that made trucking a natural
choice. (P. 92)

Unlike Viscelli, I did not come across any immigrant truckers who fell into this
sector as a result of experience in the military or in farming for two reasons. Working in
the U.S. military is not possible for first generation Turkish immigrants. Working in
farming as manual and low-pay laborers is theoretically possible for low-educated
Turkish immigrants, but this has not been historically the case in practice. I never saw a
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Turkish immigrant who worked in farming. For these reasons, the military and farming
were not “occupational channels” for Turkish immigrants who got into trucking.
However, this group who “fell into trucking” is very similar to the group “super
truckers,” described by Ouellet (1994): “The super trucker is immersed in his occupation.
Rather than attempting to even the balance between work and non-work life, the super
trucker invests almost all his nonsleeping hours in his work” (p. 199).
As mentioned above, I interviewed some truckers whose families had been in this
sector in Turkey. Necmettin, like Bahadır and Recep, was born into a trucker family in
Turkey. For him, trucking went beyond an occupation and became a part of his primary
identity: “Who am I? Let us go there. I am the man of the previous century. I am a
classical man. Since childhood, if you ask, I am a trucker. Some call it transporter.”
Either working as a trucker formed his personality, or his personality led him to love this
occupation: Necmettin underlined a couple of times that he does not like dealing with
people. For him, this feature of his personality was the main reason for his becoming a
trucker. Not surprisingly, Recep had a similar explanation:
Well, if I did not do this job, I would not stay in this country. I do not do this job
because of its income, I do it because I enjoy it. If I did it for its money, I would
leave [my truck] to the shop, [and would tell the mechanics] to wash, change the
oil.

Serdar’s emotional and family-based connection to trucking was not completely
different: “I went to driving school, I finished it, and I got my license. My father-in-law
was trucker. I had ambition from my childhood that I would be a trucker.”
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Ercan’s, Osman’s and Nedim’s connections to trucking were more complex and
the result of multiple factors. They did not have family-based connections, but they “fell
in love” with trucking from their early teenaged years. Ercan, who owns 20 dump trucks,
came to the United States in the 1980s. He was not yet 18 years old. He immediately
started working as a long-haul trucker in California with the help of a Turkish immigrant.
He was one of the first Turkish immigrant truckers in the United States. So, he “was
born” into trucking.
Nedim “fell into trucking” by choice. He described this “love” with a smiling
face:
Since I was a small kid, I liked car. I have had an interest on cars. Of course, the
content of this interest changes over time. First, I used to watch Formula 1 when I
was teenage. Now I do not like that [kind of race]. I like modified cars. I watch
them.

As he likes modified cars, he likes trucks. He was born into trucking during the
formation of his masculine identity. In addition, his father and grandfather had been in
the United States for a long time. Although they did not work as truckers, it is likely that
he heard stories of immigrant truckers in the United States. Similarly, Osman developed
his interest in trucking before he immigrated to the United States. Since trucking is one of
the most popular immigrant jobs among Turkish immigrants, it is not surprising that
many immigrants heard stories of other Turkish truckers before migrating. Osman
explained his old connection with trucking:
Since I came here, such a thing [being a trucker] has been in mind. Also, how to
say, people have dreams, things that they [really] want to do. I have always
wanted to do trucking. Since my teenage years. I was attracted a lot. [I have told
myself] that I would do this job. I somehow would do this job. Still I consider
working as a bus driver. If I go back to Turkey, I consider doing this.
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Ouellet (1994) compares “truckers” with “super truckers” in terms of balancing
family and work. While “truckers” tend to balance family time with the necessities of
trucking, “super truckers” are immersed in their occupation, enhancing their truck’s
appearance or socializing with other truckers. I had different findings. Both “truckers”
and “super truckers” in my sample were spending their off-duty time socializing with
other Turkish truckers. Whatever reasons they had to become a trucker, being a trucker
meant something more than a job—it meant being part of an immigrant community. This
community allowed them to stay in the occupation. It also provided an environment for
socialization.
To conclude, most immigrants in my sample did not fall into trucking “suddenly,”
but rather, “steadily.” Some immigrants might not have been born into trucking families,
but they still developed their trucker identities long before they started working in the
sector. Many had been in the transportation sector as either box truck or minibus drivers,
or they worked at gas stations. They spent several years on CDL preparation, collecting
market information and saving money in the meantime. Due to these “warming up”
experiences, I claim that “becoming trucker” is not a straight path, but rather a crooked
one, for immigrant truckers.

Summary and Discussion

This chapter discussed early incorporation processes into the labor market for immigrant
truckers from Turkey. Labor market experiences in non-trucking sectors were important
to decision-making about entering the trucking industry and the process of becoming a
trucker.
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Almost no study respondents started their labor market careers in the United
States in the trucking industry. Since this industry is more institutional and formal, legal
and economic access is more difficult compared to other migrant-dominated economic
sectors? Extremely exploitative conditions in entry-level migrant jobs lead immigrants to
reconsider their career options. They start preparations for higher-income opportunities.
The trucking industry is the best option for these immigrants. For this reason, they save
money and develop social ties as well as taking the CDL exams. While some immigrants
make preparations for the trucking industry very quickly after settlement in the United
States, others recognize the better opportunities in this sector only after spending several
years in other sectors.
Three major jobs characterize early labor market experiences. First, working at a
gas station as an attendant is one of the most common first job options for newcomers
who do not know English at all. When a new immigrant mobilizes social networks, it
usually takes a couple of days to find a job at a gas station. Car washing is another
popular first job opportunity. I did not meet any immigrant who worked at gas stations
for more than a couple of years. While working at gas stations, immigrants are searching
for better jobs.
A second popular option is to work at restaurants, diners, bagel shops or pizza
shops. Many immigrants perceive that jobs in the restaurant business, unlike those at gas
stations, are more promising for the future. They know that they offer a better chance to
save money. Also, there are opportunities for promotion. Turkish immigrants tend to
have five different jobs in the restaurant business. For those who do not know English,
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washing dishes, working as a busboy or working as a cook are three options. Working as
a waiter or a manager are options for those who can speak English.
Painting commercial buildings or residences is a third popular job option. Like
working as a cook, painting requires practiced skills. Painting promises higher income
opportunities. Relatively few immigrants in my sample had experience in the
construction sector. This indicates that a transition from the food sector to trucking is
more common than a transition from construction to trucking.
I conceptualize two jobs as “warm ups” for the trucking industry: working as a
driver and running a business in the food or transportation sectors. While the key barrier
to an immigrant working as a trucker is the CDL, there is no barrier to an immigrant
working as a box truck driver if in possession of a non-commercial driver’s license. By
driving a box truck or a van, immigrants learn to “be mobile.” Interstate delivery jobs
especially have lots of similarities to trucking. Some immigrants have experiences of
driving a truck or a bus in Turkey. They move their skills transnationally as Hagan et al.
(2011) discuss. Immigrants leave these early driving experiences for two reasons. First,
the pay for these delivery jobs are too low to accommodate a family life. Second, they do
not want to do long-distance, over-the-road work.
The second important “warm up” experience for the trucking industry is running a
business. The entrepreneurial motivations of the immigrants in my sample, such as
“being your own boss” and “making more money,” are not very different from other
immigrant groups discussed in related literature (Waldinger et al. 1990; Phizacklea and
Ram 1996; Light and Gold 2000; Valenzuela 2001; Ramirez and Hondagneu-Sotelo
2009; Valdez 2011, 2016; Harvey 2017). Truckers in my sample experienced lots of
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“failed” business attempts. In a couple of years, they had closed their pizza shops, diners
or gas stations. However, these “failed” entrepreneurial activities indicate their level of
integration into the economic system of the United States. Without accumulating money
and information, they would not have been able to attempt to run a business. On the other
hand, these “failures” led immigrants to find jobs in the trucking industry.
The last section of this chapter was about the specific factors leading immigrants
to the trucking industry. I defined three groups of truckers: truckers, workers, supertruckers.
The first group, “truckers,” are those who are “pulled into” the trucking industry
because of its image. According to this image, trucking offers great financial benefits as
well as work autonomy. According to Viscelli (2016), many American truckers are
shocked when they see that this image does not match reality. However, immigrants in
my sample are not shocked when they experience conditions in the trucking industry.
There are two reasons for this. First, the previous jobs of my respondents are already the
“bottom” jobs of United States labor markets. Working in the trucking industry meant
upward mobility for them. No immigrant I spoke with had a better job before their work
in the trucking industry. Second, many immigrants had ties already with truckers before
entering the sector. They learned about the conditions before they start working. The
realities of trucking seem to feel less painful for immigrants than for Americans, who had
better jobs, relative to immigrants, in the manufacturing sector.
The second group, “workers,” are “pushed into” this sector due to declining job
opportunities in the construction and manufacturing sectors. Working-class Americans
may start working in the trucking industry because they lost their jobs. But unlike
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Americans, immigrant truckers do not jump into the trucking industry due to a lack of job
opportunities: the major problem for immigrants is the highly exploitative conditions of
entry-level jobs. These jobs also do not offer a promising future. Immigrants I
interviewed were not fired, but rather quit their jobs at gas stations or in the food or
construction sectors.
The third group, called “super truckers,” “fall into trucking” or are “born into
trucking.” This group sees the trucking industry as something more than an economic
opportunity. For them, driving a truck is a lifestyle. As Viscelli (2016) discuss, American
truckers can be born into trucking when they have had driving experiences in the farming
sector or during military service. They have always been truckers. In my sample, three
immigrants were “born” into trucking. None of these respondents, however, worked for
the military or in agriculture. Rather, they had family members who worked as truckers in
Turkey. The reason that they were born into trucking was related to their family ties.
Ouellet (1994) found that of the three groups, only “super truckers” were
immersed in their jobs. “Truckers” knew how to balance their work with non-work and
family life. In my sample, not just “super truckers” but also “truckers” were immersed in
their trucking jobs. Both groups did little to balance work and non-work life—they spent
even off-duty time socializing with other Turkish truckers. Being a trucker means not
only having an occupation, but also being part of an immigrant community. And the
immigrant community provides not just a way to make money, but also means of
socialization.
An important finding of this chapter was that many Turkish immigrant truckers
had driving experience in pre-trucking jobs. They worked in the transportation sector as
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drivers of box trucks or minibuses, and they worked at gas stations, which are connected
to the transportation sector. These “warm up” driving experiences were part of my
participants’ preparation for the trucking industry, as they search for information and
save money. I found that immigrants fall “steadily,” not “suddenly,” into trucking. It
takes at least a couple of years to complete this process. In conclusion, the complex
dynamics of pre-trucking job experiences are key to understanding the labor market
transitions of immigrants that end up taking the CDL exam.
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CHAPTER 6:
LABOR PROCESSES IN TRUCKING

Introduction

This chapter examines the work experiences of immigrant truckers. The first section is
about the complicated processes of getting a commercial driver’s license (CDL). The
second section focuses on decision-making processes about choosing a segment of
trucking industry in which to work. Although some truckers change their track,
immigrant truckers follow one of three paths: (1) national long-haul trucking, (2) regional
long-haul trucking and (3) short-haul dump trucking. The third section discusses how
immigrant truckers find companies to work for and loads to haul. While the fourth
section is about the strategies of immigrants in trucking markets, the fifth and the sixth
sections are about the way in which immigrants conceptualize money and time in these
markets. The chapter ends with a discussion and summary section.

Getting the CDL

This first section discusses how immigrants prepare to become a trucker. Unlike other
jobs for non-professional immigrants, the trucking industry necessitates an intensive
preparation period, which I call “the first rite of passage.” A CDL is the legal threshold
for driving commercial motor vehicles such as tractor trailers, semi-trucks, dump trucks
or passenger buses. Until 1986, a CDL was not a federal-level requirement for truck
drivers. Only thirty-one states required a special license for bus and truck drivers. Other
states allowed anyone who had an automobile driver’s license to drive a CMV. The
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Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1986 changed this, penalizing states that failed
to adopt and administer a uniform CDL for truck drivers by 1993 (Ouellet 1994:23).
There are three types of CDL: Class A, Class B, and Class C. Each type of license
allows truckers to drive only specific vehicles based on the vehicle’s gross vehicle weight
rating (GVWR) and other characteristics. In terms of exams and requirements, Class A is
the hardest to get. However, it brings the most benefits: drivers who have Class A can
drive Class B and Class C vehicles, and will have special endorsements, or permissions,
to drive certain types of goods. In order to drive any combination of vehicles with a
GVWR of 26,001 or more pounds, such as tractor-trailers, truck and trailer combinations,
tank vehicles, or livestock carriers and flatbeds, truckers should have Class A. Class B,
on the other hand, allows drivers to operate a single vehicle with a gross combination
weight rating of 26,001 or more pounds, such as dump trucks, straight trucks, large
passenger buses, segmented buses, and box trucks (Zakhareuski 2019).
With regard to immigrant truckers, the federal rule says that a driver “must be a
US citizen or non-US citizen with a valid Permanent Resident Card” and “must provide
proof of US citizenship or lawful permanent residency.” However, this necessity comes
with an exception. According to the Washington, DC, Department of Motor Vehicles
(DMV) website, for instance, if a person does not have proof of lawful permanent
residency in the United States, but is “legally in the country under a program approved by
the US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), then in accordance with federal
law, DC DMV will issue a CDL that is marked as non-domiciled.” This person must
provide proof of having legal USCIS status (Department of Motor Vehicles 2019).
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The federal rule is interpreted differently in different states. For instance,
Pennsylvania’s (DMV) website refers to changing federal regulations, saying that “all
CDL holders must prove U.S. Citizenship or legal presence and residency.” The website
also gives the number of a call center through which applicants can learn whether they
are eligible or not (Penn DOT Driver & Vehicle Services 2019). The DMV of New York
makes a detailed statement for those who are neither citizen nor permanent residency
holders, saying,
If you are not U.S. citizen or lawful permanent resident (i.e., temporary visitors)
your Commercial Learner Permit (CLP) or CDL document will have the legend
“NON-DOMICILED” printed on documents issued on it. The “TEMPORARY
VISITOR” and the expiration date of your legal status documentation will
continue to be displayed on the CLP and/or CDL document. (New York
Department of Motor Vehicle 2019)

New Jersey’s Motor Vehicle Commission (MVC) website has a short statement
about non-citizen applicants, saying “certain documents may require proof of legal US
presence.” Unlike other states’ websites, the New Jersey MVC’s site gives some
information to “non-English-speaking” applicants, which is not irrelevant given the high
percentage of non-citizen truck drivers in that state. In the “Q & A” section of the site,
the question of whether the knowledge test is administered in Spanish is answered this
way: “Yes. It is administered in Spanish, or English with the exception of the HAZMAT
[hazardous materials] endorsement test. The HAZMAT test is administered in English
only.” There is also another question listed about the use of an interpreter during the
knowledge and road tests. The answer to this questions is that “no, you are not allowed to
use an interpreter to take the knowledge test” (New Jersey Motor Vehicle Commission
2019).
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Existing research on trucking points out three aspects of the importance of the
CDL. Ouellet (1994:227) approaches the issue in terms of skills and how truckers
understand CDL exams as proof or lack of their trucking skills. With regard to additional
certificates for hauling hazardous materials, Ouellet states that drivers do not see
differences in CDL qualifications as meaningful skill gradations, because these
differences do not reflect much variation in practice. Viscelli (2010) gives a detailed
discussion about recruitment strategies by large truckload carriers seeking new truckers,
calling these processes “the CDL mill.” To maximize productivity, reduce costs and
foreclose possibilities for collective action among trucker employees, these companies
have large buildings facilities for recruiting, screening and training new drivers. These
recruitment strategies investments also allow companies to attract new and inexperienced
drivers who are paid low wages under harsh working conditions, unattractive conditions
for experienced drivers. New drivers get into debt peonage once they begin training.
Viscelli (2016) concludes that CDL mills were “the single biggest problem facing
truckers and the industry more generally” and that they “produce poorly trained,
desperate drivers that allow large firms to drive down the pay rates of better employers
and cause constant turnover, which affects safety and the image of more experienced
drivers” (p. 55).
Balay (2018) adds to a discussion about the CDL experiences of immigrants and
their image among white Americans. Her data draws on her observations in the trucking
school she went to.
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This account in Balay (2018), which is about a recent Somali immigrant who had
challenging days in the school, is worth mentioning:
My trucking school was a class of nine, with only one black student. Ayub
is a recent Somali immigrant living in Columbus who was attracted to
trucking because many of his family and friends did it. I felt a special
bond with him because he was the only student worse than me. Of course,
his struggle was attributable to language barriers and racism, but still it felt
good to have someone getting a little more negative feedback than I was.
At least for a while. Then it crossed a line and started to feel slimy—and
then he was sent home. I’m sure the teachers and the school patted
themselves on the back for giving him a chance and were “disappointed”
that he didn’t make it. I don’t mean those scare quotes to mock their
implicit racism. Or at least not to do only that. That’s valid. But I want to
think seriously about what makes big-rig culture so white in some places
and how that fits within the rhetoric of personal discovery through motion
that I’ve been unpacking here. (P. 116)

Balay (2018) also shares valuable information about the perception of immigrant
skills immigrants among white Americans. One of her respondents believes that
immigrants ride four or five in a truck, driving continuously, and only one or two of them
have a CDL. These immigrants also, this respondent assumes, “go out and buy a truck,
and they will undercut, you know, and that hurts us” (Balay 2018:62). Immigrants, even
those who do not have CDL, are accused of reducing the pay rates of hauling. Another
respondent thinks that immigrants do not speak English, do not understand what they are
getting paid, and are only interested in making more money than they used to. This
respondent points out a recent Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) ruling.
According to this ruling, “it doesn’t matter if you can read, write, or speak English, that
should not be a thing that should prohibit you from getting a driver’s license” (Balay
2018:72).
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The rest of this section focuses on the CDL experiences of my study’s
respondents. Respondents discussed three distinct topics about their CDL acquisition
experiences: getting help while passing the written and driving exams, language
problems, and the differences between Class A and Class B licensure. For non-native
speakers, whose English is at the beginning level, getting a CDL is one of the most
challenging experiences to go through in the United States. Most of my respondents told
me that they passed the CDL exams using an interpreter. In some cases, interpreters even
found ways to give the correct answers to questions. Respondents pointed out that a new
ban on the use of interpreters during the exams went into effect just recently. Potentially,
they pointed out, this makes the CDL experience as a rite of passage more challenging for
recent, less-educated immigrants who want to be truckers.
Once immigrants chose to become truckers, they start the paperwork and
preparations for the CDL. Irmak said that the decision process was not difficult:
It was not difficult because I took the license while working as a waiter. I went to
the school for a while. I did not go to a big school. I took classes three days. On
the fourth day, I took the [driving] exam with the school’s truck. They set up a
date. I passed [the driving exam] at the first attempt. I already had the written
exam.

Similarly, the decision process was not too long for Ekrem. He told me that “he just
decided and then took the license.”
Other respondents stressed that it took a while to decide to get a CDL. For
Bahadır, this decision-making process took several months:
My sister’s wedding happened in 2012 [in Turkey]. I stayed 1.5 months. When I
came back, my uncle was using a dump truck. At that time, I could not rely
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myself. [I felt] as if I could not succeed it. Only when I came back from Turkey
later, I got the license.

Serdar had the same “courage problem,” which made the decision process longer.
His friends told him that “CDL is a must to have a better life here.” He explained this
process: “Then I thought that I could accomplish. I got couraged. My father-in-law
accompanied me while driving for a couple of rides. Then we started.” In these examples,
would-be truckers initiated the paperwork only after a series of negotiations with their
close relatives, either uncle or father-in-law.
Almost all the respondents learned how to drive by informal means, that is, with
the help of friends, family or acquaintances. Instead of focusing on formal training, many
respondents said that they got help from their co-nationals to learn the real driving skills.
Refik explained how his first boss taught him how to drive. Recep worked three months
with his close friend with whom now he shares a small repair shop in a shipping
container in a parking lot.
A few respondents talked about their driving school experiences at length. Osman
became obsessive about trucking and started going to a driving school for CDL while he
was working as a painter. Similarly, Irmak went to a driving school while working as a
skilled waiter. Ufuk, who has Class A CDL, explained how he passed the written and
driving exams, but then started a one-month training with an American trucker provided
by a big trucking company. Şerif completed this training with a Turkish trucking
company because he said that “American companies gave low payments.” He
emphasized that big companies have a monopoly over the training part of CDL. Serdar
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(as well as Şerif) strictly differentiated his formal training from other Turkish truckers’
informal, “last-minute” or “on-the-job” training:
I was not too unfamiliar with doing this [kind of thing]. I was using farm
tractors in Turkey. There were these [farm tractors] in Turkey. No, we
were not unfamiliar. The system is not based on memorization of the
written things, as it is in Turkey. Here they take you, make you drive, give
you [the license]. If you go to the school, you learn there. On the other
hand, many friends [just] went to Penn DOT directly and took the exam.
They got [their license] so. However, I did not do like that. I got formal
training for everything that I did in America.

Although Serdar did not drive a semi-truck in Turkey, he referred to his
experiences with farm tractors. Similarly, Arif pointed out that his occupation in Turkey
was driving small buses, so he did not face difficulty using gear shifts or getting the CDL.
Other respondents who had trucking experience in Turkey directly mentioned the truck
driving skills that they brought from Turkey. But although being an experienced trucker
was an advantage during the exams, these respondents still faced a language barrier. For
Necmettin, who was born into trucking by his family business in Turkey, it took almost
half a year to get a CDL because of his insufficient English. He used an interpreter during
the written exam. During the preparation period, he did national hauling without having a
CDL. Recep, another respondent who was born into trucking, could take the CDL exam
in six months. He pointed out that he was familiar with the system of trucking from
Turkey. He underlined that “the machine is the same machine.” But the language barrier
was a short-term challenge for him.
In contrast to the above respondents, Bahadır had problems with both the skills
and language, even though he had minibus driving experience in Turkey and box truck
driving experience in the United States. He failed the exam the first time because he
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made an obvious mistake during the driving exam. He failed the second time because he
could not enter the exam—the insurance of the truck he went with was expired. He
passed only after the fourth attempt, because, as he described, he got very nervous each
time. Still other truckers who had sufficient mastery of English found that language was
not a problem, even if they had some problems with learning driving skills. For Nedim,
who came to the United States before he turned 20, language was not a problem, but
learning to use stick shift took time:
I have [English] language, I took [the written] exams. For me the challenging
point was that I could not drive cars with stick shift. I had difficulties because of
that. For that challenge, I learned how to use stick shift cars with one of our box
trucks that he [a family member] had. They taught me with that truck.

Only Mahmut, who came at an earlier age than all other respondents, had a
smooth “rites of passage.” He said that if someone sufficiently knows English, getting a
CDL was not very difficult. Only his age was a problem, as he had to wait until he turned
21 even though he wanted to drive a truck much sooner.
In addition to getting help with driving skills from friends, family, and
acquaintances, these would-be truckers also got help from such parties during the exams
themselves. Arif could not get the CDL for a long time, even though he got help during
the exams:
I planned to enter the trucking job much earlier, however I could not get
the CDL. When you enter the exam, there is computer, you should be
good in order to pass the exams. When this job became widespread
[popular], you start learning something from a Turk, other things from
other persons. You learn the expected questions. I went on my own. I took
the exam three times. Then I passed.
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While Turkish truckers who are older than 30 did not explain their CDL
acquisition experiences in detail, younger-generation truckers under 30 talked about the
difficulties they faced more in detailed. Since they took their exams within five years of
these interviews, their memories of this challenging period were still fresh. Bahadır used
an interpreter for the exam that he took in Pennsylvania, saying that it was still possible
to use an interpreter at that time. As far as the websites of Penn DOT show, currently
examinees cannot use an interpreter. Refik, who described his level of English as “zero,”
used an interpreter during the exam. His process started when his would-be boss
suggested he get a CDL even he did not use it immediately:
He told me that “there are questions, let me find the questions, you study, and take
the exam.” In the meantime, the questions came, and I studied for the exam. I
memorized dozens of pages in English, even though I do not understand. I entered
the exam. [It was] piece by piece. I passed one of them.

When I asked about the interpreter’s help, he explained at length:
There was an interpreter, though he did not have much impact. In order to
correct my wrong answers, he showed with his finger B, when I chose A.
The interpreter at the second place [the second exam] did not help. They
avoid helping us improperly. They did not want to be called as “cheater.”
The guy read for me. I had worked in English. I was thinking in English of
what he read. I tried to answer while thinking in Turkish. There was no
knowledge, zero. I passed with difficulties. During the driving exam, there
were questions about the air bags. The interpreter could not intervene
directly. He was sitting at the back seat [in the cabin]. He translated what
the examiner asked. I passed after two attempts. The number of my
attempts was not bad. Some of our older brothers passed after four or five
attempts.

In 2015, there were growing rates of truck accidents with causalities. For this
reason, New Jersey MVC stopped the use of an interpreter during the exams, just a
couple of weeks after Refik took the exam. Unfortunately, I did not conduct an interview
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with any truckers who got their CDL after this important change. It is unknown how this
change of rules with regard to interpreters will affect newer generation of immigrant
truckers. Another important event in CDL schools took place approximately five years
ago, when authorities discovered that a school was giving out fake CDLs. Şerif
mentioned this event:
I did not get it by “money.” Let me say this explicitly. Those [immigrant truckers]
who got their license by “money” had lots of difficulties. Their licenses were
cancelled. The authorities founded [this kind of licenses] three to four years ago.
They cancelled them. There are such CDL schools. My school was not like that.

Lastly, the differences between Class A and Class B CDLs is worth discussing.
Bahadır cancelled his plans to do long-haul trucking because he had not had enough
courage to get a Class a CDL. He did not want to take another exam in English with
additional 30 questions, or take a driving exam with a tractor-trailer. Nedim, who also has
a Class B CDL, stressed that Class A requires an extra exam. Unlike Bahadır, Nedim had
no interest in long-hauling because most of his friends did not work in this segment. Şakir
and Mahmut mentioned that they have Class B CDLs, and they are allowed to drive only
a kamyon (truck in Turkish) but not a tır (semi-truck in Turkish).31
Refik realized that he got a Class a CDL only after he took the additional exam
for Class A. After the additional exam, the interpreter told him that he was going to get a
Class A. Serdar was not only proud of going to a driving school, he was also proud of his
Class A CDL. He defined this CDL type as “the highest,” and noted that it differentiates
himself from “other friends who have B-type and drive only dump truck.” Besides Class
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The difference between CDL types also corresponds to two different words in Turkish. Many
Turkish truckers call their trucks araba, a generic Turkish word for all carriers on land, with or without an
engine.
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A and Class B differences, a new legal differentiation regarding types of shifters, is in
effect. According to Refik, there was no such difference until 2017. According to this
new rule, those who passed the exam with an automatic shift truck are not allowed to
drive a truck with a manual shift.
During “the first rites of passage,” which take 2 to 12 months, immigrant
truckers I interviewed searched for potential jobs and information about the sector. They
used this period to mobilize their social networks to get information (about possible
routes, shippers, loads, brokers, conditions, and income). They rarely thought about
buying a truck. Only two respondents in my sample did an intensive search on the work
conditions in the sector, saved money for buying a truck, did the paperwork for the
formation of their own companies, and started driving dump trucks as self-employed
truckers from the first day they had their CDL. Getting the CDL was the end of most
respondents’ “pre-trucking” job careers: their trucking careers started when they choose
one of three paths in trucking.

Differentiating Paths of Truckers

After deciding to become a trucker and concluding the preparations, immigrants choose
one of three paths: (1) national tractor-trailer trucking, 32 (2) regional (or local) tractortrailer trucking and (3) local dump trucking. Decision-making about these paths was one
of the topics in this study’s interviews. With regard to the first path, if an immigrant who
had a CDL knew a relative or a friend who worked as an over-the-road trucker, they
preferred this option because it gives them the ability to make more money in a short
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This is also called “cross-country,” “long-haul” or “over-the-road” trucking.
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period of time. There are always long-haul semi truckers wanted either in small
immigrant companies or big companies. Almost half of the respondents who currently
work in the region are used to working as long-haul drivers. Some of them bought
tractor-trailers with a friend (like Osman and Ufuk) or a relative (like Ufuk), and drive
the same truck interchangeably.
Today, national tractor-trailer truckers have a very different lifestyle and schedule
than truckers who work within a given region. I had two in-depth interviews (Behzat and
Eyüp) and two informal (Müslüm and Abdullah) with current long-haul drivers. In terms
of lifestyle, I realized the strange position of long-haul truckers during my first
conversations with them. In 2016, informally I talked to a former long-haul trucker,
Müslüm, who got divorced and lived in the truck he drove. He showed me his injuries.
Someone stabbed him during a fight. He looked tired and sick (probably diabetic), but he
would have to haul freight over several thousand miles after his truck got repaired.
Interestingly, Abdullah also showed me his injuries during a conversation without any
reason.
In terms of schedule, both regional semi drivers and dump truckers do not spend
more than one night (or, rarely, two) away from home. Meanwhile, national truckers
frequently stay away from home for more than one or two weeks. This extreme schedule
brings a different lifestyle in terms of work and non-work balance. As Ouellet (1994)
says, “over-the-road hauling is generally preferred to local hauling, but is done at the
expense of family life,” so “the local driver, as compared to the long-distance driver, is
more likely to have put his family and non-work life ahead of his occupational life” (p.
193). The trucker community in which I spent the most time is composed of truckers who
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work mostly in the region, because long-haul truckers, who spend less time at repair
shops, are less attached to this community. I realized this schedule divergence during
observations:
I saw the long-haul trucker, Fevzi, who has earrings. He is an interesting
person, as many long-haul truckers. We had lots of conversation in the
past. I think, he did not see me. If he saw me, we would talk. He got on a
car and left the garage. He would come in the rest of the day. I talk with
him as another long-haul trucker Abdullah. I did not see him in the rest of
the day. Probably he would come back to take his truck. When I visit the
shop once in a day, I do not see long-haul truckers all the time.
(Fieldnotes, July 18, 2017)

If not provoking direct tension or confrontation, negative interpretations about
national tractor-trailer trucking do explain the visible differences between the two groups
of truckers. Negative depictions of long-haul truckers are even made by old long-haul
truckers. I had long and detailed observations about these social and cultural differences
between cross country and regional truckers:
I guess that since Abdullah looks down, if not mock, other truckers, they
do not like him much. For instance, he criticizes Ercan, who is the owner
of the repair shop and an experienced long-haul trucker, due to his
angriness. He also said that Ercan is used to be more aggressive and he is
calmer now. So, Abdullah is a bit stranger here. He seems to be more
experienced compared to many other truckers. There is another long-haul
driver who is relatively stranger here: Fevzi. And Abdullah and Fevzi are,
not surprisingly, good friends. I should mention about him in detail as
well. Of course, that they are stranger is related to their long-haul identity
and life style. At the end of the day, most of the people who attend to the
shop are dump truckers. Due to their relatively shorter shifts, they are able
to spend more time here. (Fieldnotes, June 19, 2017)

In a report on driverless trucks and the potential effects of technological change
on truckers, Viscelli (2018) calls former “veteran” long-haul drivers “workers who have
had the misfortune to pass through for-hire long-haul trucking’s revolving door” (p. 40).
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My sample includes lots of former long-haul truckers. They stated that they found longhaul boring, repetitive and bad for their health. When Necmettin told me that one of his
kidneys was removed during a surgery that he underwent last year, I was reminded of
Müslüm. I told myself that Necmettin left long-haul trucking just in time. Necmettin
started driving national tractor-trailer just one day after he arrived in the United States,
without a CDL. For the first twenty months, he co-drove with a Turkish immigrant from
Bulgaria from coast to coast. He ultimately did long-haul driving for 10 years. Probably
he developed kidney disease during this period. At the time of the interview, he did not
look very healthy. He was occasionally driving in the region, even though he had a fleet
of four trucks. While he described himself as someone who liked being alone, his
description of the life of long-haul truckers without much positivity:
Sure [you stay away from your family]. I know drivers who do not a home
address, but have only a mailbox where all mails are sent. They stop by their
mailboxes twice in a month, collect their mails. They have nobody [around them].
[Their lives] are spent on the roads. There are many people who drive on the
roads so.

Ufuk could stand national tractor-trailer trucking for only three years:
Hard. You are excited at the beginning. After a while you feel a deep sense of
loneliness. You are on your own. There is no one. You talk on phone with your
friends or your family. Especially if you are married and have kids. I have two
kids. On the one hand, you cannot come home two or three weeks. On the other
hand, you should bring money to home. You should make a living.

Besides these difficulties, I was told several times that long-haul truckers, as well
as over-the-road parcel drivers, stop doing it mostly for three reasons: decreasing
incomes, marriages, or accidents.
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With regard to increasing income, Arif, who never tried long-haul trucking, talked about
his friend’s experiences:
In the past, the money [long-haul truckers gained] was good. People, my friends,
were working in the long-haul. In 2009. After 2009, they turned to dump truck.
[Also] we are married people. When you go to cross country, two weeks,
sometimes three weeks, you do not come back. You get miserable, it is hard.

Arif will not consider working as long-haul trucker. He plans to retire a dump trucker.
Second, many respondents said that they stopped working national tractor-trailer
because they got married. In the section about pre-trucking driving experiences in the
previous chapter, I mentioned Mete and Ekrem, who stopped delivering parcels and hauls
between cities just after they got married and had kids. Mete explained the details of
turning to regional trucking:
When I got married and my kid raised. My son was born in 1996. Then he started
talking. I split with my business partner. I started working alone. Sometimes my
wife was coming with me. However, it does not go on the long distances. Being
lonely is also not sustainable. It does not go with family. Then I started, when my
son started talking. I sold [the truck] for long-haul, and I bought the dump truck.

Third, some national tractor-trailer truckers decide to work only in the region after
getting involved in an accident. I heard only one story about an accident. I posit that
while accidents or disasters do not cause dramatic transformation in many people’s lives,
they should be considered one of the reasons for truckers’ differentiating paths into
trucking. Ekrem had an accident with his dump truck. For this reason, he started driving a
tractor-trailer, which he finds cleaner and safer. Similarly, Şakir, whose bagel shop on the
shore was affected by the Hurricane Sandy, started dump trucking. Osman had a very
serious accident that ended his career in long-haul trucking.
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As a traumatic event, Osman explained the accident in detail:
I was carrying dry load like paper for Walmart. Nothing happened to the
paper. Broker came and took the load. I went to the police. Police asked
how the accident happened. I told that an animal came out on the road. I
made a sharp right not to crash the animal, and I lost the control of the
tractor-trailer. You cannot tell that I slept [due to the pills that I took]. The
police filled out the report. We did not have logbook either. I gave up
long-haul at that moment. I ended that occupation. I finished the longhaul.

In contrast to Osman’s decision, Iraqi trucker Kemal, who is a frequent visitor of
the shop I observed, had a serious accident. He could no longer use his right hand
properly. But this accident did not prevent him from tractor-trailer driving. He had four
tractor trucks at the time of this fieldwork. Given the temporary character of long-haul
experiences, these can be seen as another preparation period for finding a job as a
regional driver, either of a tractor-trailer (Necmettin, Şerif, Ufuk) or a dump truck
(Ahmet, Ercan, Osman). Many respondents said that since they knew of the negative
aspects of long-haul trucking, they did not consider this section of the trucking industry at
all. Their evaluation is mainly based on a comparison between dump trucking and longhaul trucking. Bahadır stated that
There are people who make the same money with dump truck [as with long-haul
trucking]. For this reason, they do not go [to long-haul]. They say that we are in
miserable conditions. There is no proper eating, no social life, no weekend. I
heard that they wait a lot while waiting for loading and unloading.

Şakir said that he planned to do long-haul, but decided not to start due to his
family, and specifically his son. He stated, “I do short distance. The other one [longhaul], when you go over-the-road, your night and day get mixed.” Ekrem’s negative
narrative about long-haul was similar: “Suppose that you go to California. Can I go and
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come back in one week? Difficult. Especially, you stuck on the roads when the roads get
closured during the winter.” The reason that Serdar developed a dark narrative about
going to California was that his father-in-law was a long-haul trucker who was driving
from coast to coast. This experience in his immediate family made him decide to “stay in
the region,” hauling loads with his tractor-trailer only in the northeast, from Maryland to
Maine. During trips, he stays only one night in the cabin of the tractor-trailer. He also
puts a limit to the number of trips he makes in a week. Even though he can officially do
five trips in a week, he does not do more than four. He does not want to spend too much
time in the cabin, which is a big problem for his health.
Nedim and Mahmut, who never worked as long-haul truckers, made evaluations
not based on individual income, family or health concerns, but more on company-level
calculations. Not surprisingly, they each own more than one truck, and their
interpretations are related to these entrepreneurial concerns. Mahmut does not want to
send his tractor-trailers to the west coast for various reasons:
There are those who go to California. They go out and do not come
several weeks. In addition, I do not like this [cross country trips] because
road services are too expensive. For instance, if you buy a tire for $300
under normal conditions [in a store], you buy for $1,200 by the road
service. If our trucks get broken around here, we have road-service vans,
we go and bring the semi back. However, it is not the case for long-haul.
For this reason, I do not take jobs for long-haul.

Nedim was interested in both regional and long-haul trucking. Unlike all the other
respondents, he was not categorically against long-haul.
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As a young and unmarried person, as well as a person who has visible entrepreneurial
ambitions, this way of thinking might not be seen as surprising:
Cross-country is not something that I would not do. Sometimes I make plans
about it. Since I am young, I look at things [business potentials] differently. Some
people do not want to take risk. They are older than us. My age is lower, so I can
fix my financial situation if I get bankrupt. I am single. I would not have much
loss. At most I lose my car [truck]. I go and work as a driver. [Somehow] I fix my
situation.

For those who finished their national tractor-trailer career or those who never
started as national truckers, there are two other options. The first option is to work as
regional tractor-trailer driver. I did my last interviews with this group of immigrants, who
felt themselves “lucky,” as they put it, compared to undergoing the “dirty” and
“dangerous” experiences of dump truck drivers. They stated that work and market
conditions were better in regional long-hauling because dump trucks get broken easily on
unstable and dirty roads and in fields, which increases expenses. Serdar compares dump
trucking with regional tractor-trailer hauling:
First of all, dump trucking is a dangerous sector. Second, there is always stress,
and you are always on the run. When one is careless just for one second, he can
get involved deadly accidents. They want to make money by being fast. They
want to catch up the schedule, and they calculated every hour and minute. Then
they cannot unload their load, or they cannot get their money. It is also reflected
on the driver. It is such stressful.

Mahmut elaborates on this negative depiction of dump trucking in terms of
timing:
You never stop. I swear that you do not stop. Even you cannot go the bathroom.
They do [pee] next to the truck. It is not the case for the semi. You have time. Go
a while, park your car, sit down, eat your meal, drink your coffee, and use the
bathroom. So, there is no tight schedule for regional tractor-trailer as in the dump
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trucking. You see [at the truck stops] that dump trucker comes, and suddenly goes
out because he has no time, he cannot spend time.

Ufuk additionally mentioned how it could be difficult to join the tight-knit
community (from Giresun) of dump truckers: “I cannot do that job ever. I cannot deal
with those tasks…. Also, to what extent you are accepted is another mystery.” Behzat
pointed out the negative aspects of dump trucking with regard to payment within Turkish
circles:
I do not consider doing [dump truck]. I hear lots of [negative] things that I
do not like. Truckers are not paid. Or they are paid very late. Truckers
struggle for getting paid. They go to brokers several times. Or some
companies get bankrupted. They get a government bid even though they
have just few trucks. They subcontract with 20 to 30 truckers. They are
paid by the firm or government but they do not make payments to
subcontractors. They tell them that “we will be paid one month later.”
They put off the payments. They give just a check of small amount after
two months.

Another regional tractor-trailer trucker, Şerif, started working in regional trucking
only after he finished his driving career as a dump trucker and national tractor-trailer
trucker. He accumulated $30,000 while working in dump trucking to enter the regional
tractor-trailer segment of trucking. Similarly, Ertan, who came to the United States with
the help of a friend, did dump trucking only six months. Although he was from Western
Anatolia (like Behzat, Necmettin, Serdar and Abdullah), his friend’s relatives were from
Giresun. Many people from Giresun and Yağlıdere had already entered dump trucking.
This is why he became first a dump trucker. After a short amount of time, he steered his
path toward tractor-trailer trucking. As he stated, he became “one of the pioneering
enterpreneurs” in the sector. These opinions clearly indicate the social and cultural
divergence between regional tractor-trailer truckers and dump truckers.
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Regional semi truckers also mentioned that the rate and load markets in the dump
truck sector are quite unstable and subject to change quickly. In the regional tractortrailer sector, truckers take advantage of carrying the same kinds of loads for the same
company over a long period of time. Serdar pointed out the stability of his job a regional
tractor-trailer trucker:
Well, I am not a person who changes his job frequently. My job is stable. There is
a famous chicken-products brand, I work with them. I have two trailers. My
schedule is set one day before. I have a route to go. Usually I go to New York or
Massachusetts. I have two trailers; I leave one of them up there. They upload it. I
take it, I leave the other one.

Note that one advantage of dump trucking that regional truckers acknowledge is that
dump truckers spend all their nights at home, which is almost impossible in regional
trucking.
Still, given the perceived advantages of regional tractor-trailer jobs, this option is
relatively limited (at least according to my sample). Only seven immigrants have a
chance to find a route or a company for which to haul between two or three destinations
in the Northeast. For a trucker like Behzat, who is experienced and worked in regional
tractor-trailer hauling in Nevada, it is not as difficult to find work as a company driver.
Nonetheless Behzat pointed out the difficulties of entering the regional tractor-trailer
market as an independent owner-operator:
I want to work local. However, there are too many local truckers. Also, the
payments are not much good. You should have some social circles in order to
work local. It does not work when you approach them and tell them “give me a
job.” Suppose that you go to a local trucking firm. Then you go to another one.
You know all of them. You know that they have some loads to haul. You tell
them that “I want to enter the market. I want to work.” They say that “we have
already some truckers to do this job, sorry.”
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The third path, being a dump truck driver, is one of the easiest (if not the best)
option. It is especially common among immigrants who came from Giresun. Although I
have shown that being a trucker takes preparation time, many immigrants explained that
it was not difficult to start as a dump trucker once they decided to go down this path.
Bahadır said that it was easy for him to find a position as dump trucker. Similarly, Osman
mentioned this “smooth” process: “So then, he met me with Mahmut, who had not much
trucks at that time. They were looking for a driver because one of their drivers had gone
to Turkey. Then I started working there.”
There are two reasons that immigrants from Yağlıdere, or who have ties with
people from Yağlıdere, could easily find jobs as dump truckers. One reason is that the
turnover rate at dump-trucking companies is very high, due to a lack of skillful drivers
and market fluctuations. The second reason is that both Ercan and Bahadır are relatively
active participants in the Black Sea-area immigrant community. For those who are not
very active participants of the community, or who do not have relatives tied to this
community, this process might not go as smoothly. These less-connected would-be dump
truckers waited for a dump truck position for at least a couple of months, if not years. For
instance, Refik worked for a company only occasionally, when there was a missing
driver. His boss told him that there were too many drivers in the market. He became
permanent only after eight months. Similarly, Nedim waited for a while for an empty
dump trucker position, until his uncle found a spot for him. Şerif also complained that he
could not find a dump truck job for a while.
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Navigating in the Driver and Load Markets

After finding the right segment of trucking, two concerns that truckers continually face is
finding “the right company” to work for and “the right load” to haul. These two concerns
are central determinants of the working conditions of immigrant truckers. Immigrant
truckers find jobs only in small-sized companies. Because there are not much big-sized
companies owned by other Turkish immigrants.33 Immigrants also face difficulties while
finding loads. Since Turkish immigrants are not a very big group in trucking, they are not
dominant ethnic group in the sector. This section discusses dynamics in the driver and the
loading markets.
Previous discussions on the driver market have concentrated on the recent twodecade shortage of truck drivers. Costello and Suarez (2015), in a report prepared for the
American Trucking Association (ATA), stated that while the shortage was roughly
20,000 in 2005, it skyrocketed to 38,000 by 2014 because of the economic recovery in
2013. The shortage in the long-haul, for-hire trucking sector is much more visible and
acute than in regional trucking. There are two major reasons for this ongoing shortage:
demographic factors such as aging truckers and lack of gender diversity, and the longhaul lifestyle problem previously discussed. With regard to demographic factors, even
though the percentages of female drivers and minorities have reached 5.8 percent and
38.6 percent respectively, the shortage problem has not been resolved.

33

One exception was the company in which Ege worked as a supervisor. I had an informal
interview with him at the end of my fieldwork. This company was managed by a Turkish professional but
owned by a non-Turkish person.
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With regard to lifestyle factors, according Costello and Suarez (2015)
Many drivers are assigned routes that put them on the road for extended periods
of time before they return home, typically a week or two. Therefore, it is not just a
career, but a lifestyle that does not fit with everyone’s desires or needs.
Eventually, many drivers move into regional or local driving positions with
tenure. (P. 8)

This tendency towards local trucking was visible among immigrant truckers, too.
There are two different problems related to company management that contribute
to the shortage. First, Min and Lambert (2002) discuss that the shortage is closely related
to “poor driver management” within trucking companies. Although trucking firms have
developed some strategies, such as pay raises, bonuses, equipment upgrades, and flexible
schedules, to mitigate hiring shortages, management problems still lead to high turnover.
Second, companies are doing a bad job of encouraging new workers to get qualified for
the job. Costello and Suarez (2015) call this problem a “quality versus quantity issue.” In
order to increase the qualified labor pool, Min and Lambert (2002) suggest companies
“attract younger drivers with graduated commercial drivers’ licenses and target nontraditional recruits such as females, couples, and minorities” (p. 15).
Viscelli (2018) proposes another possible reason for so much talk about the driver
shortage. He points out that the discourse of a “labor shortage” is disseminated by the
annual reports of pro-employer actors in the industry as part of the hiring practices of the
big companies. This discourse is used to attract new workers, and functions as part of
what he calls “the CDL mill.” In reality, Viscelli (2018) underlines, “as inexperienced
drivers become dissatisfied with the pay and long hours of the segment, carriers convince
many of them to lease a tractor and become an independent contractor,” which “leaves
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drivers far worse oﬀ, working more hours, yet often taking home less than minimum
wage once all the costs of leasing a truck and paying for its operating expenses are
deducted by the carrier” (p. 40).
Thus, a pro-capital perspective points out the lack of qualified drivers and the lack
of excellent human resources management as the major dynamic of the driver’s markets.
On the other hand, a pro-worker perspective underlines “the CDL mill” for inexperienced
drivers and “far worse off” conditions for contractors, both of which render “extreme
turnover” the major reason for the real or perceived driver shortage problem. Belman et
al. (2005:79-82) found that trucking is a career occupation for many workers, but
workers tend not to remain with the same employer for a long time. The turnover rate is
much higher than in other blue-collar jobs. Only 24.4 percent of truckers work for their
current company for four years or more. 45.1 percent of truckers work for their current
firm for eighteen months or less. Quit rates are lower among union employees than
among nonunion employees and owner-operators. Given these two perspectives about the
dynamics in the driver’ market, what do immigrants experience, and how do they develop
narratives about these markets?
During non-driving hours, immigrant truckers frequently talk about the hiring and
firing experiences of their friends, which is reflected in my participant observations
notes: “And İsmail leaves his company. Probably he will work for Kemal. Of course, the
most excited topics of the shop is about those who start working at a company or those
who leave the company” (Fieldwork, June 13, 2017). One reason that truckers talk about
the driver market is that truckers frequently change their firms or employment status.
However, the turnover rate for truckers tend to decrease as they become more
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experienced in the market. Over time, most truckers expand their social networks and
find better driver positions with better rates. Both Nedim and Mahsun mentioned that
they worked in their first position a very short time; then they spent more time in
following positions. After Nedim worked only two months in his first position replacing a
driver who went to Turkey for vacation, he bought his own truck. Mahsun explained how
many positions he changed:
I worked three months with a friend’s truck. Then we together bought the brown
truck, which you saw last year. With my business partner, I worked one year. Our
agreement was so. Then I took over the truck. I worked almost 2.5 [years] on my
own. My truck burnt up.

The transitions between firms and different employment statuses do not always
happen smoothly. When a novice trucker starts working in a company, there are a couple
of reasons that trucker may leave the company. First, the trucker may get involved in an
accident, in which case an owner may lay the trucker off so as not to risk paying higher
insurance rates. Road accidents affected the trucking careers of some respondents. Mete
got involved in many accidents, which directly affected his job search as many trucking
firms rejected him. Disputes with the employers or a company’s business partners also
affected Mete’s firm and employment choices:
Sure, there were some minor disputes. I left that job. I told myself that I
would quit this job altogether. In the meantime, I still had contact with
Ercan. I regularly go there. I was fired but there was no tension. [The guy,
Fahri, who found me dispatches at that time] did not inform me about a
load to haul, which was for Ercan. Ercan called me and asked why I did
not come, so there was a missing truck. [I tried to explain] and told myself
that this guy is a problem, and I should not work with him. Ercan told me
that if I want to work with him again, I could come. So I started at his
company once again as a dump trucker. Then, which years, I was there
until 2014, like, September of 2014. Then I had another accident. It is
trucking, and accidents happen. There was again an insurance problem. I
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had to quit the job. I told myself that these were minor accidents. There
was almost no damage on other truck.

Even no-fault accidents experienced by truckers can become an informal factor
that differentiates truckers in terms of skills and prestige. Those who have not been
involved in any accidents (for instance, Ercan and Ahmet) were always proud of their
“clear history.” At the other extreme of the spectrum, Yılmaz was known for his “fast
driving style” and as a “troublemaker” with regard to his involvement in minor accidents.
The second major reason for position changes are due to layoffs that take place
during an economic crisis or seasonal winter stagnation of business. Notwithstanding
these high turnover rates, some drivers work at a company for a long time. Such regular
employment is less possible for dump truck drivers than for regional long-haul drivers.
Of the many dump truckers that I met, only Şakir was working at the same company for
four years. Since he became a trucker only accidentally, he probably had low
expectations, which resulted in a relatively long tenure at a specific firm without much
dispute. Unlike most dump truckers, truckers who drove or owned tractor-trailers in the
region, like Mahmut, Serdar, Necmettin, Ufuk and Ertan, had stable leases for a long
time.
A third reason that drivers left companies was in order to be an owner-operator,
because of low payment as an employee. The quitting process might be a source of
tension between employers and their old drivers in some cases:
Here is the story of the debate (the leaving of Feyyaz from C. Company)
between Feyyaz and Ercan. Feyyaz made $1400 last week. The previous
week he made $1000. Ercan told him that the things go better, and then
you get a truck. Then Feyyaz was approached by someone called İskender.
Ercan says that “I do not like him, he is brainwashing the truckers. He tries
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to make the truckers form their own company.” On the other hand, Ercan
adds, Feyyaz goes wherever he wants. (Fieldnotes, June 13, 2017.)

Şerif quit after a dispute over the percentages that his employer in the dump truck
company paid. He compared a company that paid fairly with a company that does not do
so:
The first company was making the payments on time, nicely. They did not
cut much. Also, they were not like bosses. Ercan and Ahmet, thanks to
them, they were good. The other company was cutting a lot. How do they
cut? You do not know how much they are paid by the job. They say that “I
got the job for $600. I give you 25 percent of it.” You get $150 [but you
are not sure whether this is what you are supposed to get]. Or they make
government jobs. According to the contract, drivers should be paid $400
per day. This amount should be paid just to the driver. However, the
company does not give this amount to the driver. They say that “I give
$150. It is up to you whether you work or not.”

Unfortunately, he had a similar problem while working as an owner-operator with
his tractor-trailer for an Indian broker: “He gave money on time, but you do not know how
much he is paid by the broker. For instance, he is paid $1,200, but he says that ‘I am paid
$800.’ He cut $400 without any reason. Then, he cuts 10 percent from $800.” According
to this calculation, Şerif was paid $720 although he was supposed to get paid $1,090.
How does the load market work? Viscelli (2016) discusses the load market (and
the pay-per-mile system) by calling it “a miles game” that shapes what trucking workers
(both employee and self-employed) do and how they understand what they do. Whether a
load is considered by truckers to be “the good,” “the bad” or “the ugly” is determined not
only by its pay rate (or just “rate,” the amount of money truckers make), but also by how
soon a driver can start hauling, how many miles the load must be hauled, and the
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characteristics of the geographic area of the route (whether it is urbanized or
mountainous, etc.). Truckers’ pay rates, says Viscelli (2016)
are often completely out of their control, and they are forced on an almost daily
basis to absorb the resulting costs through lower pay, unpaid labor, longer and
unplanned work hours, less time at home, personal and physical inconvenience
and risk. (P. 87)

Truckers do not have much rate negotiation power except complaining to their
broker, dispatcher or employer. Since the national and regional semi trucking sectors are
based on a subcontracting system with countless small companies and independent
contractors, contractors and company drivers rarely interact with each other. Productive
drivers, according to Viscelli (2016), “don’t respond to bad loads by simply accepting an
inevitable drop in productivity,” instead, “they speed themselves up” (p. 78). This
system, on the one hand, leads truckers into an endless circle of self-sweating (voluntarily
working harder despite little economic return); on the other hand, it makes them
(especially experienced ones) focus on getting more control over the loads they haul.
How do truckers find a load to haul? Bahadır talked about how he learned the
dispatch markets even before he started driving, saying, “I saved money. I learned the job
in the meantime. That is, what is done? How are the loads carried? I learned that. I
learned the way. I learned the plant that I can work with. I determined the potential
shippers.” While dump truckers mostly haul soil, sand, debris or stone/gravel, and
occasionally trash, tractor-trailers carry a variety of loads.
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The description of the early days of Mahmut in the sector gives us insight into how a new
trucker adapts to the market over time:
When I was driver [in Yakup’s company], he had six trucks. There is a sand plant
in Barnegat. I was hauling sand for him. Then I met Michael while driving there.
We became friends. He knew me, I knew him. When I bought my own truck, I
went there, and worked for Michael. Sand plant. We were hauling sand to the
north. We were carrying gravel to the south. Sand, gravel, sand, gravel.

Truck drivers usually avoid carrying trash because the rates are not high and the
working environment is quite dirty. Extending social ties helps the truckers to change the
types of loads they haul. Ekrem, who was relatively old and seemed tired of the industry,
started hauling isolation materials after years of working in trash sites. He said that he
was glad that he stopped hauling trash after several years. Although he owns his tractor
(semi-truck), he has been working for a company as owner-operator. He said that he
wanted to slow down the pace of the work after years of carrying dirty trash. According
to him there is little difference between having a truck and not having a truck when a
trucker directly works for a company. His schedule and routes are still all determined and
supervised by the company.
Soil is the most preferred load type, although soil markets have been tighter in
recent years and soil from industrial sites might contain dangerous chemical elements.
The rumor among Turkish truckers is that either Italians or Latinos took over this
segment of dump trucking.
Dump truckers have a chance at making extra income by hauling HAZMAT
(possible only for drivers who have necessary endorsements, like Şerif) or by shoveling
snow and salting the roads. The latter extra income opportunity depends on weather
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conditions. The load market for dump trucks fluctuates seasonally to a great extent. Since
winter is a low season, shoveling/salting is a very important business opportunity for this
group of truckers. Şakir, a company driver, mentions, “We do salting. We carry salt even
it is not full-time. Some winters are better [in terms of income] than summers.” Recep
pointed out that the shoveling and salting business provides opportunities not only for
truckers, but also for all immigrants, especially Latinos, who can use their pickup trucks
for the job. One advantage of salting/shoveling is that since truckers work on this as
contractors with state authorities, the high level of payments is guaranteed. However,
working conditions are not very appealing, given that truckers have salt/shovel in 36hour-long shifts. They must sleep or take naps in their cabins, which are not made for
overnight sleeping.
Dump truckers have recently started these additional winter-only activities.
Mahmut claimed that he initiated this business in the Turkish trucking community. His
explanation of “being pioneering” (as Ertan initiated fresh vegetable hauling) is worth
quoting because it is an important sources of knowledge about how new branches of
business are initiated in an immigrant community working within a given sector:
At that time, no one was shoveling, no one was dealing. I went and took it.
I took [shoveling job] for seven to eight different locations. I shoveled one
of them on my own. I gave the rest of it to other Turks. They did not know
how to make a contract. I took, I gave. Over time they also learned. I got
rid of me as a mediator. Nowadays, they are directly making the lease.
Sure, the lease has a 40- to 50-page application. At that time, no one was
filling out [such a long lease]. State contract was a dream at the beginning.
But someone initiates, then others take over it.
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An important aspect of the load market is whether or not truckers use “brokers”
while connecting “shippers.”34 With regard this trucking community, I observed three
patterns of connection with shippers. First, truckers may work only with brokers. Bahadır
mentions that there are several brokers in some cases. Each broker gets some cut of the
pay rate and subcontract them to others:
The person who gave me the job also makes money. The broker who get the big
job make more money. For instance, this guy gets paid $35 to $40 per ton for soil.
He gave the job to my friend. My friend gave to me. At every stage the rate is cut.
The business works like that.

Serdar appreciated working with a broker who made offers to him. Since this
broker’s rates are relatively stable and high, other truckers also want to work with him.
An important advantage of this broker for Serdar is that he does not call anyone but
Serdar for specific jobs.
Second, some truckers who have their own trucks do not work with brokers.
Instead they call and make contracts with shippers or plants on their own. This pattern is
not very common. Yavuz and Ercan, who have more than five trucks each, told me that
they do not use brokers, meaning that they directly make contracts with plant owners or
construction or industrial sites. Mahmut explains the basic logic of this:
[Think about] the owner of a plant or a construction firm. For instance, the owner
of the construction firm who built this gas station. If you get the job directly from
here, the rate is $10. Or, if someone [a broker] approaches you and tell that you
are going to haul sand for the gas station, then the rates is $9 because the broker
gets $1. When you get rid of the mediator, your profit rates is higher.

34

Shippers are those who produce loads and want to send them to consumers. Brokers are those
who make connections between shippers and truckers. In some cases, truckers do not use brokers and get
connected with shippers directly.
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For the regional tractor-trailer market, especially in fresh food hauling, working
directly with a shipper is even less popular. Only experienced truckers work with them.
Only Behzat worked with both a shipper (when hauling from east to west coast) and a
broker (when hauling from west to east coast) as an independent trucker. This was the
result of his long-term experience in the national tractor-trailer segment. The owner of a
big fleet, Ufuk, sometimes used brokers and sometimes bypassed them by directly
connecting with shippers. He relates that his ability to connect with shippers without
broker mediation was the result of his increasing experience and expanding social ties:
Now I find the loads from brokers. Sometimes I get directly from shippers. Of
course, now my business circles have expanded. Circles are getting expanded.
People know you. As they know you, they trust you more. As firms get
experience, brokers or shippers call you and ask for service.

However, he adds that working directly with shippers has some disadvantages:
When you get directly from shippers, there might be problem of money
flow. Different than shippers, brokers have credit scores. When they do
not pay, you call the financial institutions and they drop their credit scores.
Their credibility in the market decreases. When I finish the job, in fact, I
do not get the money directly from broker. Look at this paper. I sell this
receipt to a factoring firm. They cut 2 percent but they pay immediately.
Brokers pay in 30 days, at best.

Third, some truckers mobilize their social capital to form collective power. In this
sense, they are different than truckers like Yavuz, Mahmut or Ercan, who have big fleets
of trucks, or than truckers like Irmak or Serdar who connect with shippers using their
individual connections. I realized that many Turkish truckers work as a team, even
though they are individual owner-operators. Bahadır said that “there was a sand plant
with which my uncle worked. I started working with them. There was a team of six
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Turkish truckers. Every day we work there.” His uncle, Mete, pointed out that they do not
use brokers: “We do not have dispatcher. We talk with gravel and sand plants. We call
them and ask whether there is something to haul. In general, there is something to haul.
The guy says that we can come all the time.” Refik also works with a bigger group of
truckers. He gave the details of how they work between three plants, forming a triangle of
routes:
Sure, how many truckers were they at that time? 10 to 12 people of
truckers. They formed a group when a person owned three or four trucks.
One person [dispatcher] distributed one job to everyone. The purpose is to
keep the number of job as high as possible. By this way they can get more
jobs. We get a load, we drive to another place in a short distance. Then we
get a new load. The beauty of working as a team is that we do not drive
empty, because we load our truck at every location. The beauty of working
as a team is that you can make more money daily. You can make one more
trip, because your truck is always full.

He also points out two disadvantages of this type of team work. The first is related
to the importance of seniority in load assignments. When the intensity of job within any
plant decreases, each trucker may not get enough jobs daily. Based on an informal
agreement within their group, those who have less experience (or who are beginners) are
not assigned to haul. This team work is not as secure as jobs that provide more regular
hauling. Another disadvantage is that when Turkish truckers only communicate with each
other, they cannot develop their English.

Immigrant Truckers’ Conception of Money

The rate system of trucking services is not easy to understand in the age of deregulation.
As Agar (1986) says, “after a couple of years of study, the logic behind rate-making still
eludes me, and I am not alone” (p. 70-71). Notwithstanding this complexity, Agar
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(1986:70) describes several major characteristics of trucking rates of the early 1980s.
These characteristics are still relevant. First, the rates are now set by carriers (or
dispatchers), not by independent owner-operators. Second, it has been easier in the age of
deregulation to set lower rates than ever before. Third, it has been easier to get authority
to haul; a phenomenon called “eased entry.” Fourth, the economics directly affects rate:
the recession of the 1980s, like the Great Recession of 2008, had important implications
for trucking pay rates.
It is empirically well documented that truckers’ earnings fell dramatically after
the deregulation of the 1980s. Belman and Monaco (2001) estimate that truckers’
earnings fell by 21 percent between 1973 and 1995. Deregulation has impacted mostly
nonunion trucker employees. Members of unions gained 18 to 21 percent more than
nonunion trucker employees. In fact, a declining manufacturing wage, which was related
to declines in the return to education, to de-unionization, and to skill-biased technological
change, was more central in explaining declining wages than deregulation. Belman and
Monaco (2001) conclude that truckers appear less middle class than they once did, and
that on average they drive over 110,000 miles and 3,000 hours per year to earn a middle
class paycheck.
Belman et al. (2005) investigate whether truck drivers are “underpaid,” given
their human capital and working conditions. Their answer is negative, because the sample
mean hourly earnings for truck drivers employed in the trucking industry is $15.67, while
the sample mean hourly earnings for workers in other industries with the same human
capital characteristics is $13.64. By working longer hours than any other group of
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workers, truck drivers even earn more than workers in occupations requiring considerably
more skills and training.
Monaco and Willmert (2003) compared the wages of racial minority drivers—
African Americans and Hispanics—with white Americans. They found no significant
difference in wages earned between minority and majority truck drivers, which only
underlines wage differences between private and for-hire carriage drivers. Belman et al.
(2005) make a comparison very relevant for this study between truckers who work in the
trucking industry and truckers who work in other industries such as construction:
A natural initial comparison is with truck drivers employed outside of the trucking
industry. This “occupation” is comprised of drivers whose work is similar to that
of drivers within motor freight, but it also includes local delivery drivers in light
trucks, construction drivers and others whose work and working conditions are
quite different from that of freight drivers. Average hourly earnings for these
drivers are $13.11, while the predicted hourly earnings are $12.06, $1.57 less per
hour than drivers in motor freight. Motor freight drivers earn a premium of 13.1%
over employees with similar skills doing similar work, but who may be less likely
to work extended hours or be away from home for extended periods. (P. 15-17)

This comparison indicates that the hourly earnings of tractor-trailer drivers and
dump truck drivers do not differ much. Contrary to these average wage comparisons, the
working conditions of immigrant truckers significantly fluctuate between different
segments of the trucking industry. Their conception of money and time varies by
economic period (before and after the Great Recession of 2008), industry segment
(national or regional trucking), load type (soil, sand/gravel, or salt), and type of
employment (owner-operator or company driver). Immigrant truckers frequently express
these varying conceptions of money and time while talking about their “job problems.” I
witnessed these “job” problems to a great extent during my repair shop visits.
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Historically, truckers have not been paid by the hour like many workers in other
sectors. For this reason, they do not recall their working hours as easily as most employee
do. As Agar (1986) reports, “an independent’s pay may be based on a percentage of the
revenue, a fee per mile, a fee per ton, a fee per move, or anything else the independent
and the carrier agree on” (p. 55). Belman et al. (2005:29) found that only 10 percent of
drivers are paid by the hour. Most of them are either paid by mileage rates (a fixed rate
per mile driven) or as a percentage of the revenue earned from a load. Only those who are
union members and work for private carriers are paid for their nondriving activities such
as loading, unloading and waiting at warehouses.
In my study, only Behzat, who worked in Nevada and New Jersey as a regional
tractor-trailer driver in the less-than-truckload sector was paid by the hour, including for
loading and unloading time. He was also the only trucker I spoke with in this segment of
the sector who had a union membership. Payment per mile is the most common payment
system in national tractor-trailer trucking. For truckers who work in the region or locally,
different payment systems are used. While dump truckers working as independent owneroperators are paid based on a fee per ton, regional tractor-trailer owner-operators are paid
by trip.
Although dump truckers are paid on a fee-by-ton basis, this price per ton is
usually related to the distance of hauling. If they go a farther distance, the price per ton
usually increases. Bahadır appreciated the fee by ton system in dump trucking, adding
that he would make the same amount of money if he was paid by mileage. Similarly, in
regional tractor-trailer trucking, owner-operators and carriers are officially paid by trip.
But truckers make calculations based on the miles that they drive. When comparing
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hauling dry food and fresh food, Şerif made his calculations based on miles: “It is not too
much different. In fact, it is worse. My friends who hauled fresh food told me that they
worked for $1.85 per mile. Now I work for $3 or $4 per mile.” Necmettin explains the
details of the payment system per ton:
When the distance [of hauling] by mile is shorter, let me say once again
what I have said, when the distance is shorter, the money you get per mile
gets increased. Now he gets paid by ton, yes, but the mileage is considered
when the payment per ton is calculated. For instance, if a guy haul a load
for $20 per ton, the distance would be, say, 50 miles. They do not haul a
load 100 miles for $20. That is, mileage is again important.

Immigrant truckers frequently pointed out decreasing rates in recent years. While
they were paid $30 or $40 per ton in the past, now they are paid $20 or $25 per ton.
Decreasing rates are related not only to changing market conditions, but also to changing
opportunities in terms of type of load and hauling distance. Many truckers say that
carrying soil ($20 to $25 per ton) has always more expensive rates than carrying gravel,
sand or trash ($5 to $10). Whatever truckers haul, the distance of hauling also affects the
rates. Currently many dump truckers haul sand and soil for shorter distance. They make
less than $20 per ton, as Arif said: “We go for $8 [per ton]. We take sand from New
Jersey to Pennsylvania for $8, bring back gravel for $10. Our going and coming back,
hauling twice, two to the south, two to the north, it takes four trips. We used to haul soil
for $20 to $25 per ton.” Osman is paid even less per ton while hauling mostly soil and
gravel.
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The description of his daily shift is worth quoting, as it reveals the time and money
equation of dump truckers:
I leave the parking lot at 5 a.m. Sometimes I leave at 4 a.m. The sand plant
is opened at 4 a.m. I come to the plant to load my sand. Then I go to
Pennsylvania to unload it. Then they send me to a gravel plant, where I
upload gravel, and bring back here. Then I go to the sand plant again.
Daily you make 4 or 5 or 6 trips. The calculation system of the truckers is
so: Suppose that you make 5 trips. The load that you haul is worth of $6.
Then, when you multiply 5 with 6, it is $30, the amount of money for your
schedule. Then you should multiply $30 with 25 or 26, that is, how many
tons you haul on average. Your daily earnings come out. However, the
schedule money should not be less than $40. Your daily earning should be
not be less than $1,000. After you add [all the daily costs], you should
make $500 to $600 daily.

I asked to Osman whether he makes this “necessary” amount. He replied no,
saying that nowadays he cannot exceed the gross amount of $700 to $800 daily. Truckers
also make calculations for their weekly earnings. Irmak compares the potential earnings
of a company driver (an employee) with a trucker who owns his truck. While a driver in a
company makes $1,200 to $1,400 in a week, the owner of the truck can make $2,000 to
$2,500 weekly. However, this earning level for owner-operators is realized only under
“normal” conditions, when there is no accident or repair needed. Truckers need to work
on Saturday, too, in order to reach this amount weekly. On the day of my interview with
him, Irmak was waiting for the repair of his truck. His earnings dropped dramatically for
the week because he missed his Saturday shift, and because he paid for the repairs. Refik
underlined that his income did not get doubled when he became an owner-operator
because of unexpected expenses.
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While multiple dump truck owners (employers) who dispatch many trucks are
paid by a fee per ton by brokers or shippers, they make payments to their drivers based on
a piece rate system. Ouellet (1994) explains the potential conflict over this system:
Drivers were paid 27 percent of the company’s price for hauling a load.
Originally, drivers had no way of knowing what a load paid, but eventually the
owner succumbed to pressure from the drivers and provided them with the unit
price (per one hundred pounds) for each load; drivers then could multiply this rate
by the load’s weight and compute what it should pay them. (P. 29)

Bahadır made calculations about his weekly earnings when he worked as a driver
in a company. He said it was “good times for trucking,” because he was paid by
percentage of the gross earnings of a truck:
We were making $1,200 to $1,300, that is, the gross earning of the car.
What you make, you [the driver] takes 27 percent of it from Ercan. In five
days, if you make $300 [daily]. Twenty-five percent of $1,200 makes
$300. I get 27 percent from $1,200, then it turns to $1,500 weekly. The
daily earning of the car, which is also reflected on the driver’s earning. We
were making good amount of money. I made good amount of money.
Believe me, I have my own car now, and I cannot make the same amount
of money that I used to make [in that company].

In regional tractor-trailer trucking, there are different calculation methods for
payments. Drivers are paid neither by a percentage of revenue nor per mile. They have
stable weekly income such as $1,500 or $1,600. In Ufuk’s small company, 10 semi
company drivers make two trips weekly. Each takes 1 to 3 days. Owner-operators who
work for the company are paid 90 percent of the revenue per trip. Ufuk’s company takes
10 percent of the revenue per trip. He showed me in his office new avocado freight to be
hauled between Baltimore and New York. The price that was offered by the broker was
$1,100, of which an owner-operator would take $990. Ufuk explained that when he first
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started running an independent company, he came across the pay per trip system set up
by brokers:
At the first stage, you are not paid much. If a company of five years hauls
a load for $1,000, your new company is given the same load for $700.
They do not give you for $1,000. To be honest, you do not have much
choice to jump into that category. They give to me for $700; for $1,000 for
the other company. You can get it, or you can refuse. It is your decision.
Both haul the same load but one company is five years old, the other one
six months old…. [The problem is that] we do not know how much broker
make for this $700/$1,000 worth of load.

When, during interviews, I asked participants about their monthly income,
truckers usually replied that it was difficult to calculate their monthly income because of
fluctuations in seasonal work and in expenses. The earnings of dump truckers usually
increase during summer months. Further, sometimes dump truckers have a period of
months during which they do not have many repair expenses. Then, in a different period,
they may spend several thousand dollars on truck repairs. For these reasons, they prefer
calculating their income annually. Mete said that they should not evaluate their earnings
daily, weekly or even monthly. According to him, the reality of trucking is that a trucker
can earn $1,000 one day, but can lose $3,000 another day:
Okay, you earn $7,000 [monthly in the summer and fall]. That is good.
However, what you earn in the 11th, 12th, 1st and 2nd months? Or the 5th
month? For this reason, you should take an annual average. I always take
an average. A guy asks to me whether he can earn $100,000 in a year.
How can guarantee that you can earn so? Come over and start your
business. Another guy says that he heard that some truckers make $15,000
in a month.

My purpose in asking respondents about their earnings was not to get reliable
numbers, but rather to understand how they perceive. When I asked truckers in different
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settings about the current state of the trucking industry, dump truckers usually compared
current conditions with conditions ten years ago. Those who had no experiences from this
earlier period mentioned the experiences of older truckers. They complained that their
incomes had been very high until recent years. Arif described those “golden years” of
trucking: “In those times we were making lots of money. Now jobs are [almost] stopped.
For instance, we were working on Saturday, or on Sundays. In those times, in those
times, the car was making money.” Bahadır, as a new trucker, experienced only for a
short period those higher rates: “When we working five days, we were getting $1,600 or
$1,700. At that time, you also do spend the money. As I gained, I enjoyed, and then I
enjoyed the job. In recent times, after 2015, there has been a decline.” An experienced
trucker, Ekrem underlined that the threshold was 2008 when the American economy was
“settled down.” Before the recession, all the truckers were working nonstop.
While the recession affected the income of both long-haul and dump truck drivers
(by increasing gasoline and toll prices), its impact on the construction sector was felt
much more “painfully” by the latter group. Besides the recession immigrant truckers
pointed out four other changes: more trucks in the market, fewer varieties of the routes
and jobs, growing monopolization, and increasing expenses (such as gasoline, tolls,
insurance and tickets). With regard to the first explanation, Serdar stressed the increasing
number of trucks among Turkish and other immigrant communities: “It is nice to develop
[and to buy a truck on behalf of each trucker] but the income levels decrease; we cut the
cake into six in the past, now we cut into sixteen.” In the past, he said, truckers worked
both in winter and summer, now their jobs almost stop at the end of each season. He
added that the transportation sector was still economically promising for immigrant
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communities. Similarly, Nedim directly connected decreasing income to the increasing
numbers of trucks and truckers:
There are too many cars [in the market]. Buying a car became too easy.
You can buy car from everywhere, everyone can buy. In this past, for
instance, when [a driver] tells that I do not want to go [to that place], the
guy [dispatcher or employer] tried to convince [the driver]. Nowadays,
when [the driver] says that I do not want to go that place, the guy
[dispatcher or employer] tells [the driver] that “okay, do not go there, also
you do not need to come either.” There are too many [trucks] waiting in
the line.

The second explanation for a decreasing income relates to the quality of jobs in
the market. Using this explanation, truckers underlined fewer opportunities for some type
loads. In the past, there were more “jobs” to do (loads to haul), and truckers were even
busy during winter. Lots of Turkish truckers were going to New York to haul soil to New
Jersey throughout the 2000s. Osman and Nedim mentioned that a company (possibly
owned by Latinos or Americans) with many dump trucks started taking this job. Nedim
criticized Turkish truckers for not having enough courage and motivation to keep the job
in Turkish hands. According to him, it is their own fault that Turkish truckers currently
work in a relatively more limited area compared to the past. Not all truckers want to drive
to faraway plants. While a trucker like Nedim, who is under 30, wants to haul over long
distances, older truckers like Necmettin or Ekrem, who drive tractor-trailers, prefer
having a regular and shorter hauling schedule. Truckers make calculations of their
income not only based on the payment per ton, but also the time they spend.
In the third explanation, truckers talked about monopolization in the market.
Some big companies have too many dump trucks or tractor-trailers, they argued. Mahmut
said that big companies make lots of total profit, even though their profit margin for each
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truck is not high: “Big companies win by the number [of trucks they have in the market].
For instance, when they earn [just] $200 for each truck, and have 20 trucks in total, they
easily make $2,000 in a day.” He also pointed out that there are limits to monopolization
in the dump truck sector, unlike in the long-haul sector, in which some companies have
more than 500 trucks. This is not possible in the dump truck sector due to its complexity
and irregularity. Ekrem said that big hauling companies buy trailers they don’t need at the
time. They keep those trailers in case they are needed in the market in the future. These
practices kill small companies. As independent owner-operators wait longer hours at
loading points and warehouses, they lose their market competitiveness.
The issue of increasing expenses was the most popular explanation for decreasing
incomes. Complaints about increasing expenses is nothing new for truckers. Agar (1986)
mentioned this in the mid-1980s: “With the price of the fuel it is today, and with
deregulation, you’re going to have to be a good one to say in business” (p. 80). During
fieldwork I came across lots of scenes of such complaints about expenses. Some of the
respondents remember well prices from even ten years ago. They use curse words or start
smoking after talking about this issue. An informal talk with Mete was important in
allowing me to witness these dramatic changes in expenses for the first time:
He said that the expenses are too high. Once the toll cost $1, then it became
several dollars. In addition, the insurance used to be around $1000. It is now
several thousand dollars. In addition, the price of the gas increased. I asked
whether there are too many firms. He said no, adding that there are lots of loads to
carry but they keep the rates low. In addition, the expense are high. In the past,
$400 per day was a good amount of income. Now even $1000 is not enough.
Then he started smoking cigarette. (Fieldnotes, July 18, 2017)
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He brought up other details of this issue during the interview, too:
When I started the job in 1999, the bridge toll was 1 lira, now it is $16.
Toll increased a lot. My insurance was $2,300 at that time. Now it is
$14,000. Is it seven times higher? When you look from 1999 to 2018, toll
increased 15 times, insurance 7 times, gas 4 times. Our earnings are the
same. They did not increase much. The increasing prices are beneficial for
big companies. The bottom strata is suppressed, that is, the working class.

Increasing insurance, toll and gas prices were three major complaints by several
truckers who have been in the industry for several years. Like Mete’s explanations,
Mahmut, as an insurance agent himself, said that the insurance of a truck was between
$3,000 and $5,000, but now it was $17,000 to $18,000 annually. Some truckers even pay
$25,000 annually.
These striking numbers, according to Necmettin, are related to the “predatory”
strategies of insurance companies who collaborate with other financial institutions:
Even though you were not involved in something [an accident], the guy
[insurance agent] says that you are risky for us. Suppose that your annual
insurance payment is currently $10,000 but the guys says that this year it becomes
$14,000, if you accept. They are unified [against you], like the credit score
companies.

As an employer, he points out that insurance companies are specifically
concerned with the experience level of companies’ truckers. For instance, if the usual
annual insurance for a tractor-trailer is $12,000, insurance companies can either make it
$25,000 if an inexperienced driver is taking the truck, or $10,000 if a very experienced
driver with a clear record is taking the truck. The annual insurance payment for a dump
truck usually ranges between $800 and $1,000. Having a clear driving history, meaning a
driving history without an accident, is more important than experience. A driver who has
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not gotten involved in an accident or get a ticket is considered a skilled driver. Bahadır
said that
I did not get [a ticket] for five years. I did not get in the company. I bought my
car, again I try to be careful because it affects the insurance. It makes the
insurance more expensive. I pay $15 [thousand] annually. I would pay $27 to $30
[thousand] if I have a bad driving history.

Toll expenses were not an important item in the expenses lists of truckers until 15
years ago. Mahmut said that it was a
Big amount of money for a truck. When you get into a turnpike and exit, you
spend $15 to $20. It was not so. It was half a dollar, or one dollar. There was no
toll at the entrance of many highways. When you drove through a highway from
the beginning to the end, you are used to pay $10 or $5. That is, pay raise, pay
raise, pay raise, continuously pay raise. EZ-Pass is now an item almost as equal as
gas expenses.

With regard to gas prices, Necmettin told me that while only 18 percent of
truckers’ gross income was spent on gas in 2000, now almost 45 percent of it is spent on
gas. Mahmut made similar comparison with the past: “[In the past,] the truck was making
approximately $800 or $1,000. However, the expenses of that time was low. For instance,
the tank was filled by $100. We were buying front tires, it was cheap. The leftover was a
lot.” A basic calculation based on changes in gasoline prices in the last 17 years shows
that these reactions to gas prices are not groundless. One gallon of gas was $1.35 in 2002,
and it jumped to $3.62 in 2012 (Statista 2019). A dump truck usually drives 500 miles
each day, consuming one gallon per six miles, on average. Thus, a truck consumes 84
gallons of gas each day. While a dump trucker spent $113 per day for gasoline in 2002,
this expense was around $304 in 2012.
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The cost of repairs has been always an important expense item in the trucking
world. Trucks, whether new or old, frequently break down. This can be either a minor
breakdown, such as a broken side light that costs $4, or a major breakdown, such as
transmission that costs $4,000. Agar (1986) said that
Breakdowns occur with some regularity. The damage in time and money—not to
mention personal strain—was substantial…. When faced with road repairs, the
independent wants to do the minimum necessary to complete the run; when he
gets home he can do his own work or use familiar people and suppliers. (P. 148149)

In my participant observation notes, there are lots of details about the “bitter”
repair experiences of long-haul as well as dump truckers. There is a chair in front of the
cashier table of the truck repair shop. Sitting on this chair symbolizes the burden of
repairs for truckers because truckers learn the cost of the repairs on this chair. I wrote
about this chair, which I call “query”:
When the truck is fixed, the driver of the truck sits on this “query” chair. It
is a common ceremony, which I witnessed several times in the last year.
During this ceremony the cost of the repair is being calculated. Once
Ahmet prepares the bill, sometimes unexpected costs come out, which
makes the driver sad. Sometimes the bill is calculated cheaper than what
the driver has expected, which makes the driver happy. This is another
routine of the repair shop: A customer comes, and tells the problem of his
truck. Of course, the problem cannot be described just by words. It is
especially the case when the customer’s first language is not English. Then
the mechanic (mostly Ahmet) goes to the truck to check out the problem.
The initial inspection shows whether the repair would cost a lot or not.
(Fieldnotes, June 13, 2017)

National and regional semi truckers have differing experiences with regard to
repairs. One advantage dump or local tractor-trailer truckers have is that they work close
to their truck repair shops (usually within 100 to 200 miles). They do not have to deal
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with unfamiliar mechanics who might mislead or overcharge them. One specific
disadvantage dump truckers have is that dump trucks work on very bad roads and
agricultural fields, so they have to change out major parts of their trucks regularly. Dump
truckers spend significant time and money on truck repairs, even the trucks are brand
new. Mahmut makes a comparison between tractor-trailers and dump trucks with
reference to income and repairs:
It is seen as if you earn money with dump truck, but the expenses you make with
a dump trump is much more than [tractor-trailer]. You may not make $1,000 with
a tractor-trailer daily, you may make $750 but your expenses are less. Your car
does not get broken. You do not pay absurd money for the maintenance.

Although driving on stable highways is an advantage for long-haul drivers, their
repair experiences are more dramatic than dump truckers’ for three reasons. First, longhaulers can experience breakdowns in very remote places. In these cases, towing
expenses can easily surpass their earnings from the trip. Second, long-haul truckers have
relatively old trucks compared to those of dump truckers. They face major breakdowns
more often than dump truckers. These repair expenses become an acute and continual
“headache” for them. Third, long-haul truckers have limited time in which fix their trucks
when they arrive at a repair shop. They have a long hauling schedule, usually lasting
between 2 and 8 days, solid. Given this tight block schedule, they risk not starting a new
job on time due to repairs. By contrast, dump truckers usually have more time during
weekdays after their shifts end, so they can fix their trucks in that time before a new week
starts. In a worst scenario, they will miss one shift if their trucks are not fixed. Missing
one day-shift usually does not affect their shifts for the rest of the week. During
participant observation, I came across a long-haul trucker that I had not seen before.
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We had just exchanged regards when he suddenly started expressing his frustration:
The trucker stopped, thought a little bit, and then started talking: “There
was an electric problem. I went to Volvo dealer three times. I paid $8000
for towing. They changed the wrong part. They could not fix. There were
some Polish mechanics; they fixed it. I spent $20.000. In addition, the
truck was not used three months. Do you know what three months mean?
By $12.000 each month, I lost $36.000. In addition there are regular
payments. This AC has no problem when I drive. It does not work when
the truck stops. I just asked about AC, but the trucker started explaining all
the problems that he had recently.” He finished his speech by using some
curse words. This happened before: I start talking about the problems of
someone’s truck then the facial expressions of the trucker change. It is
common for those who drive their own truck over-the-road. (Fieldnotes,
June 15, 2017)

While this trucker’s concern was the money he lost, most of the time truckers
worry about the time they lost. This issue was brought up several times by different
truckers. Serdar summarized this situation:
You go to a service. It is not problem. The problem is the shift that you lost.
When you go to a service, the repair can take two to three days or one week. You
never know this duration. When you have a minor problem, you might fix and go
on your way. We stuck on the roads a lot.

The conception of “lost time” is also related to the cost of the repair, because the
labor cost of any repair increases when the truck stays at the repair shop longer. Recep
mentions this dilemma and compares the labor cost of repairs with those in Turkey:
[Here] the mechanic parts are cheap, but the labor is expensive. In Turkey, [this
equation is the reverse], the mechanic changes the starter just for 50 lira [$10]. It
was so when I came here. Here, you pay $150 for a starter. Also you pay almost
this amount of money for labor. While getting fixed, you lost time. If there is a
job to do, lost time is crucial. Especially you own the truck.
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Lost time is more important for long-haul truckers given their tight schedule.
Abdullah had such a problem:
Abdullah explained the steering problem of his truck to Ahmet. He wanted
Ahmet to fix this until tomorrow because he was going to a long trip,
probably to California. The steering frequently gets frozen, as he
explained. He explained to me how he might cancel DEF system (it is a
system in the trucks to reduce CO emissions) illegally. DEF caused
problems in hot weather in California. What Abdullah said about the DEF
is interesting. He was planning to pay $1900 for this cancellation. He said
the state where he can do this cancellation. I guess that inspector cannot
understand even the DEF system is off. In addition to that, the left bumper
of his truck got badly skewed. This steering problem is also a headache for
him. His truck is not new, and he drives a lot. (Fieldnotes, August 10,
2017)

Immigrant Truckers’ Conception of Time

Truckers drive a lot. This experience includes not only their conception of money,
but also their conception of time. They usually connect calculations about their income to
calculations about the use of time. For Recep, the only justification for working very long
hours was the amount of money truckers make: “In terms of income. Now we do this job
here. So, the conditions [of work] are severe. You leave your house before the dawn.
Okay, the conditions are severe, but the earnings are good. If the earnings would not be
good, no one would do this job.” Recep makes calculations about normal conditions: how
much money is made when truckers work a lot. Dump truckers sometimes have “better
than average times” when they do salting and shoveling or hauling soil. They make more
money than average, then. As a regional tractor-trailer trucker, Serdar happily justified a
24-hour-long shift without a regular sleep because he made $1,800 for this job-trip.
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Not just biological and psychological limits, but also legal limits, restrain and
regulate the working hours of truckers. Unlike other workers, whose minimum wage or
overtime provisions are regulated by the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) administered
by the U.S. Department of Labor, the working hours of truckers are regulated by the
Hours of Service (HOS) regulations established by the U.S. Department of
Transportation. In January 2004, HOS regulations were revised after almost 70 years.
Before this date, an 8-hour break after no more than 10 hours of driving, or 15 hours of
work (including driving), was required. Total driving time was also limited to 60 hours in
7 days, or 70 hours in 8 days. After the revisions, drivers could not work more than 60
hours during a 7 consecutive days (during a 168-hour week). Further, they need to have
34 hours off in order start a new work week. Although there are some exceptions, such as
the “16-hour” and “Adverse Driving Conditions” exceptions (The Balance Small
Business 2019), two major rules regulate truckers’ working hours. First, drivers are
“allowed to spend no more than eleven hours actually driving without taking a ten-hour
mandatory break (the eleven-hour rule)”; and second, “if fourteen hours had passed since
the end of their last ten-hour break, you could not drive any more, though they could
continue to do other kinds of work (the fourteen-hour rule)” (Viscelli 2016:89).
Monaco and Willmert (2003) found that 48 percent of truckers in the University
of Michigan Trucking Industry Program’s Survey of Drivers (UMTIP) reported driving
in excess of the 60-hour rule. However, there are important differences between the
experiences of local and national drivers, and it is relevant to the empirical discussion
below. Belman et al. (2005:62-76) found that while 34.33 percent of over-the-road
truckers drive more than 12 hours daily, only 14.43 percent of local drivers exceed the
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12-hour limit. Local pickup and delivery drivers have substantially lower waiting times
(1.6 hours per trip) than over-the-road drivers (6.4 hours per trip). They are more likely to
have a five-day work week compared to over-the-road drivers. These differences in
working hours are reflected in their home time too: “Local drivers, which can include
those driving in a small region, reported being home an average 4.4 days previously, with
median of 2 days,” while “over-the-road drivers had a mean of 9 and a median of 4 days”
(Belman et al. 2005:76).
On a typical day, a regional trucker spends about 12 hours or more working. A
company driver usually leaves the parking lot at 6:00 a.m., and comes back at 4:00 p.m.
This typical driver spends at most 12 hours when commuting between the parking lot and
home is included. Owner-operators, according to Refik, usually work longer hours than
company drivers for several reasons. First, an owner-operator must follow the
fluctuations in the market more carefully and compensate decreasing rates by working
more. As he said:
It varies by day. It is free market, at the end of the day. Nowadays our daily
mileages increase. In the morning, we run the engine at 4 a.m., and [come back to
the parking lot] at 6 p.m. or 7 p.m. in the evening. By the way, working so long is
forbidden, but when we find job, we do. There is nothing to do.

Second, an owner-operator usually spends more time on repairs or regular
maintenance. As Irmak realistically explained:
In weekdays my sleep does not exceed five hours. My arrival time to home is
between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m., unless I went to the repair shop or tire shop. It is
guaranteed that I have daily 14 hours [working time]. Sometimes more than that,
but never less than that. On average I have 14-hour [working time].
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Irmak also added that he works on Saturdays, unlike many other dump truckers.
The density of the loading market for dump truckers who carry soil or sand fluctuates
dramatically by season because the construction sector is subject to weather and climate
conditions. The start and end dates of these seasons also fluctuate, which means that
“death winter season” sometimes starts in December, and sometimes November. Ouellet
(1994) had observations about these hyper-fluctuating schedules in regional small
companies:
Trucking tends to be sensitive to economic fluctuations, especially small
companies, because they usually specialize in one area of the industry. In my
experience, it was not unusual to work steadily for sixty-five to ninety hours a
week and then suddenly plunge to zero to fifteen hours a week. (P. 24)

Şakir similarly said, “Sometimes, during the winter, you do not work two months.
However, it is not always the case. Sometimes [during the winter], you go to work two
days, and you do not work three days.” Irmak said that he had no problem with
unemployment. He “lied down” mostly only four or five days at a time. As Recep says:
How to say? Here, it is a different business in winter, and it is a different business
in summer. As unemployment, I did not see unemployment. Sure, there was a
period, 2007 and 2008, during which we had a troubling period. Except that, I did
not see [big trouble].

Not just seasons, but also economic ups and downs, affect the schedules of
truckers. In terms of setting up their everyday schedules, few dump truckers set their
schedules for even the near future. Many assignments are made instead “in the last
minute.”
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Şakir has a very irregular schedule:
We have daily schedule of where we go. One night before we receive e-mail. We
go out in the morning. We work. There are few regular jobs in the dump truck
sector. As if there is no regular job. You do not know where you will go.
Sometimes you work for a specific plant or route for one month, sometimes you
work a specific plant only one day.

Refik mentioned that he hauled soil from New York for several months as the
driver of Yavuz’s company. This very profitable job ended in its second summer. Then
he started hauling sand and gravel, which were relatively less profitable. Since he was
working only two or three days in a week, he had to work outside of trucking as a parttime worker. Hauling sand or gravel also have differences from hauling soil in terms of
schedule: truckers have to drive faster when they haul sand and gravel than when they
haul soil.
Regional tractor-trailer truckers have relatively more regular schedules, especially
if they work with similar shippers. Some regional truckers use an appointment system,
which decreases their loading and unloading times. As Serdar appreciates, he “does not
spend time to wait. If you have one trailer, you need to just be there on time.” Only
extreme weather conditions (such as hurricanes) or fluctuations in the agricultural
production (due to a drought) affect their schedules. Serdar, while comparing
untrustworthy actors in the markets in Turkey to U.S. markets, appreciated the
advantages of having a stable income when working for a specific route and load:
Now, when you do not jump from one place to another, when the discipline and
regularity persist, the people [the shippers] with whom you work... let me say, in
terms of trust, [are better than Turkey]. I did not see my boss in person. I did not
drink a cup of coffee with him. But my payments are made promptly on time.
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Similarly, Necmettin does not search for loads, saying, “Since I have been in this
job for a long time, I am not searching load. They call me, asking whether I am ready.
For instance, the job for the next week is ready.” He prefers “a regular flow of water” to
“an irregular flow of water,” which was advice given by his father, one of the first
truckers in Turkey. For this reason he keeps working with the same brokers and shippers,
hauling paper and banana.

Immigrant Truckers’ Conception of Occupation
This section discusses immigrant truckers’ conception of their occupation. Ouellet (1994)
says that truckers tend to evaluate “work skills,” which have to do with particular
activities, rather than “job skills,” which correspond their position in the market and labor
exploitation. While those who work in large, unionized, monopoly trucking firms
prioritize extrinsic rewards, such as retirement or health benefits and bonuses, those who
work in nonunion, small, competitive sector companies underline intrinsic rewards such
as driving skills or bravery. Truckers’ work evaluation of intrinsic rewards is based on
two aspects: (1) “Based on personal qualities suggested by the job (e.g., bravery as one
who performs dangerous tasks), they decide what sort of man they are”; and (2) “based
on notions of their skills, they decide what sort of driver they are…” (Ouellet 1994:100).
Their evaluation of “being a man” is not disconnected with other social identities, such as
being a husband, being a member of class or community, or being an immigrant.
How do immigrant truckers make sense of their work as an occupation? I came
across vastly contrasting views and ideas about this job during participant observation.
This observation below surprised me: “The truckers’ perception of their truck vary: some
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see them as old and nothing worth; some appreciate their truck and accept them as the
source of their income” (Fieldnotes, July 5, 2017). With regard to the latter perspective,
Ekrem and many other truckers said that trucking is not just an “ordinary job”: it brings
lots of health problems. I wrote down these fieldnotes:
I asked to the dealer, John, how his job goes. He said that everything is the same,
and I do not do an important thing. I told him that every job is important. Then he
started talking about his experiences in a Kibbutz in Israel 30 years ago. He
explained the social organization of Kibbutz. Then we talked about communism.
Then he suggested Burak travelling at such young age. Then we stopped talking
and went to different places of the garage. It was interesting that he said that this
job is not important. A similar statement was made by Abdullah, the long-haul
trucker. He said that everyone can become a trucker, stressing that you can get
only bread and tomato by working as a trucker. (Fieldnotes, August 10, 2017)

Given this negative conceptualization of trucking, truckers tend to appreciate their
occupation by focusing on the skills needed. Even Şakir, who is very critical of trucking,
accepted that “trucking is not an easy job; you carry a truck of 80,000 pounds, it is not a
simply issue.” One of the most experienced truckers in the community, Necmettin, told
me that he taught more than ten truckers how to drive. He appreciated the importance of
formal schooling too. Looking at this occupation through professional eyes, Necmettin
explained why it is not easy to be a good trucker:
It is not the case that people cannot be a trucker. However, people do not
use his brain. When one looks from outside of the sector, you are seen like
[just] a trucker. However, when you are a trucker, [especially] if you own
the truck, you are a driver, you are an accountant, you are a mechanic, and
you are a dispatcher. And you are a security person, in case your load is
stolen. [That is,] you should not park everywhere. These skills are
different things, but you have to combine them [in order to be a good
trucker].
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A similar definition based on the multi-skill dimension of trucking is made by
Ouellet (1994): “A trucker’s work skills can be separated into three types: driving,
equipment operation, and mechanical. They can also be discerned at two levels, gross and
refined” (p. 113). Besides some statements during interviews, “bull sessions”35 were a
great source of information helping me understand how immigrant truckers evaluate their
skills interpersonally. As Ouellet (1994) states, “bull sessions, then, are used by drivers to
elicit information about task performance, to seek reassurance for their individual
methods of performing these tasks, and to assess their techniques in comparison to those
of other drivers” (p. 118). I observed during these sessions that there are three categories
of driving skills: being accident-free, driving fast and not being sensitive (e.g., to injuries
or lack of sleep).
Accidents, whether minor or major, are an ordinary part of the world of truckers,
and are one of the most popular topics during immigrant truckers’ bull sessions. When I
stopped by the repair shop while waiting for an interview in 2018, everyone mentioned a
recent, serious accident that happened in Ohio. A Turkish trucker who had recently
bought his truck was involved in the accident and died. When truckers or mechanics
talked with me, they mentioned other recent accidents:
Ahmet showed me photos of an accident. He explained the accident as a result of
being a bad driver. I forgot the other things that he said. This driver entered a
scale, but could not leave the area properly. The truck got into wrong roads, and
drove 45 min. Then, while going back in a road, it got off the road. But the
damage was not too big. I told him that when the driver drove in the wrong roads
45 minutes, his mind would have gotten confused. (Fieldnotes, July 1, 2017)

35

American truckers usually call their informal conversations during non-driving times “bull sessions.”
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Not getting involved in an accident was a sign of being a good driver, and so was
driving fast. Being a fast driver is not only related to the driving skills, though, but also to
the qualities of the truck. I observed this dialogue between three truckers:
The first topic was about climbing up a hill. Then they talked about stick and
automatic shifts. One of them said that manual (stick shift) is better. The other one
replied: “are you using race car?” The first one said that one needs to drive fast
sometimes. Another one said that some trucks are called as “driver truck.” It
means that some trucks are pretty comfortably for their drivers. At the end of the
day, the topics were about road adventures and trucks. (Fieldnotes, July 7, 2017)

Third, the skills of a driver are measured by the endurance of a driver. When
Ahmet talked about his national tractor-trailer days, he mentioned that he drove more
than 20 hours at once. Taha once pointed that he, as an employer, does not want
“sensitive” drivers. He referred to drivers who do not complain much: “The comments of
Taha about different issues are interesting. He said something about a trucker who left his
job. He defined him as sensitive. According to him, that is why he left the job. He
commented that a normal driver should be like him” (Fieldnotes, July 19, 2017).
Whether truckers appreciate or downplay the work skills of trucking, they related
these skills to how this occupation is seen by the immigrant community. During
fieldwork, I also evaluated the conditions of truckers in terms of my conditions as an
immigrant:
On a nice summer day, July 27th, 2017, I was thinking about the wealth and life
quality of truckers. Most of the truckers who have been working more than 10
years own a house in the United States as well as in Turkey. I wrote down about
Mete’s conditions: “I guess that Mete is not a loser or a winner. He is just in the
middle. As he is able to pay the college expenses of his daughter, he might be on
the winners’ side. But he has no more just one truck.” (Fieldnotes, July 27, 2017)
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The dilemma between the image of truckers among immigrants and the reality of
truckers was mentioned by Şevket, when I did my first trucker interview with him in
2008, long before I started this research. He said there are huge differences between “the
image” and “the reality” of being a trucker: “From outside, it might be seen as if we live
well, that is, we have houses, we have cars, we are employed, and we speak [English].
However, this is how it is seen from outside. From inside, [the industry has] very bad
working conditions for us.”
This “outsider image” of trucking is one of the reasons that many would-be
truckers are attracted to the occupation. Şerif said that “When I first came here, I realized
that truckers are upscale class. Truckers are rich, others are poor. I knew so, but then I
realized that the reality is not like this.” Irmak, chose working in the trucking industry in
order to have a more relaxed work atmosphere after working at restaurants for more than
a decade. He pointed out that even though a would-be trucker could make calculations
about the potential income, the reality could be very different. He told me,
It is said that “grass always look green,” but the reality is different. That is, this
job is heavier [than restaurant business] with long hours. You wake around 3 a.m.
Then, in terms of making money, the money you make depends on whether your
truck gets broken or not, whether its parts get broken or not.

Ufuk connected the experience of trucking to the experience of migration: “There are
goals to be accomplished. We left Turkey and came here in order to meet the goals. One
needs to learn this job. [In Turkey,] I never thought to be a trucker.”
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Summary and Discussion

This chapter analyzed the labor experiences of immigrant truckers in six sections. While
Chapter 4 was about immigration processes and the formation of ethnic ties, Chapter 5
focused on the early incorporation of immigrants into labor-market sectors outside of
trucking. The latter chapter ended with a section on why immigrant workers choose to be
truckers. Chapter 6 started from this crucial moment, with immigrants starting paperwork
and taking exams for their CDL. Other entry-level immigrant jobs are labor intensive, but
do not require much in the way of formally recognized skills or training. By contrast,
trucking starts a different period in immigrants’ lives, as they have to provide a CDL to
work as truckers, unless they want to take a high risk and drive a truck without a CDL. I
call the process of getting a CDL “the first rite of passage.” It usually takes two months to
one year to complete (and sometimes longer).
The first section of this chapter zoomed in on immigrants’ difficulties and
common experiences while getting CDL. Respondents highlighted three topics. The first
was the importance of social capital during paperwork and exam taking. Almost all
respondents received help from their co-ethnic friends, relatives or acquaintances during
different stages of acquiring a CDL. Immigrant truckers were taught by different people
in their social circles about learning necessary skills for driving exams. Except for one
respondent who differentiated his formal training from other Turkish truckers’ informal,
“last-minute” or “on-the-job” training, immigrant truckers emphasized this critical
support from other co-ethnic truckers. Chapter 5 also included a discussion about the
importance of transferring driving skills from Turkey. Although some respondents had
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former driving experience, which helped them during the CDL process, they faced
language barriers during both driving and written exams.
The second topic was the challenges of language, about which respondents
frequently talked. Except for three respondents who immigrated at younger than 20 years
old, and one respondent who had experience as a skilled waiter, immigrants used
interpreters during the two exams. In recent years, the use of interpreters has been banned
in many states. It is not known how this new regulation will affect future immigrants who
do not know English, but who want to become truckers.
The third topic was about the differences between the differences between Class
A and Class B CDLs. Only truckers who have Class A can driver tractor-trailers. New
truckers who have no plans for national or regional tractor-trailer trucking do not attempt
to get the Class a CDL, which requires an additional exam. These classes of CDL creates
an important legal and technical boundary between immigrant truckers. This boundary is
reflected on their opinions about other segments of the trucking industry. While semi
truckers (Class A holders) point out disadvantages of dump trucking, dump truckers
(Class B holders) mention drawbacks of long-haul trucking.
During this rite of passage, truckers start searching potential jobs and information
about the sector. They do this by mobilizing their ethnic (and occasionally non-ethnic)
ties to get information about possible companies, routes and loads. A common experience
is to start as a company driver. Only two “exceptional” truckers started driving dump
trucks as owner-operators from their first day in the sector. These truckers had already
saved money for buying a truck and done the paperwork for the formation of the
company.
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The second section was about the diverging paths of truckers into different
segments of this occupation. On the day that one of my respondents got his CDL, he
needed to choose one of three paths, or “segments”: (1) national tractor-trailer trucking,
(2) regional tractor-trailer trucking and (3) short-haul dump trucking. Technically,
Segment 1 and Segment 2 drivers are considered motor vehicle operators in the “trucking
industry.” Segment 3 drivers are classified as operators in “other industries.” This study
is about “truckers” defined as having either Class A or Class B CDLs.
The first option for those who have Class A is to do long-haul trucking. If
immigrants have close friends or relatives in this segment, they prefer long-haul trucking
because they can earn a good amount of money in a short period of time, despite of long
working hours. Since many truckers are not married during their early years in trucking,
they can work long-hauling’s long hours without conflict with their families. Although
half of my respondents had long-haul trucking experience, most of them gave up this
segment for various reasons, such as decreasing incomes, marriages and accidents.
Immigrant truckers, whether they had long-haul experience or not, talked intensively
about the disadvantages of long-haul trucking. They described long-haul as repetitive,
boring and unhealthy. Due to the lifestyle differences between national and regional
(dump and semi) trucking, the first group of truckers are not as socially and culturally
attached to “the trucking community” as those who work within the region.
A second option for those who finish their national tractor-trailer career or who
chose to stay away from Segment 1 due to these disadvantages is to work as a regional
tractor-trailer driver. The most striking finding of my interviews with this group of
truckers was that they felt themselves lucky for not working as national tractor-trailer or
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dump truckers. They compared their working conditions in regional semi trucking to the
“dirty” and “dangerous” experiences of dump truck drivers, and “boring” and
“unhealthy” lifestyles of long-haul truckers. They stated that work and market conditions
are better in regional semi trucking compared to dump trucking because dump trucks get
broken easily on unstable and dirty roads and fields (which increases expenses). Further,
the dump truck sector is quite unstable, and subject to fluctuations. Regional tractortrailer truckers are proud of the advantages of carrying the same loads for the same
company for a long time.
A third option is to drive a dump truck in the region. Unlike working as a tractortrailer trucker in the region (Segment 2), this is a common option for many immigrants
for three regions: First, earnings are not significantly lower than those of Segment 2
drivers. Second, Segment 3 does not necessitate a Class a CDL. Third, the Turkish
community is so embedded in the dump truck sector that it is easy to find a company to
work for and a load to haul. Figure 15 helps visualize these three job paths and their
corresponding segments of the trucking industry.
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Figure 15: The Differentiating Paths between Segments of Trucking

Finding “the right company/dispatcher” and “the right load” takes time.
Immigrant truckers spend years getting settled in liquid markets. They frequently talk
about the driver market in their spare time because the turnover rate is very high in all
segments of trucking. Young drivers especially shift companies whenever they find better
income or segment opportunities (such as becoming owner-operators). As immigrants get
older and more experienced in their sector, and as they expand their contacts, they tend to
stay with their status, segment and company longer. My findings indicated that there are
three major reasons that a trucker would change companies: accidents, low-season
layoffs, and becoming an owner-operator. Some of these firing and hiring practices go
smoothly, and some do not. First, when a trucker gets involved in an accident, the
trucking company owner is likely lay the trucker off, not wanting the risk of paying more
for insurance. Second, a trucking company owner may fire a trucker when workloads
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decrease during an economic crisis or seasonal winter stagnations. Third, company
drivers may leave their companies in order to become owner-operators.
The rest of the section three dealt with the dynamics of load markets and how
truckers navigate these fluctuating markets. While dump truckers mostly haul soil, sand,
debris, stone/gravel, and trash, tractor-trailers carry a variety of loads, such as tires,
paper, bananas, dry food, or automobiles. Dump truckers also occasionally go on jobs
shoveling snow and salting the roads. The most important discussion of these dynamics is
how immigrants find their loads and whether they use mediators. I observed three
patterns of how truckers connect with shippers. First, novice truckers or truckers who do
not know English tend to use brokers and dispatchers, who find the load and suggest a
daily route. Second, more experienced truckers do not work with brokers; instead they
call and make contract with the shippers and the plants on their own. The third pattern
was the most interesting with regard to the use of ethnic social capital. I was told that
some truckers mobilize their social capital to form a collective power. This group of
immigrant truckers works as a team in coordination, even though they are legally
individual owner-operators.
Despite of this rare form of ethnic-based team grouping, which took place in very
atomized and deregulated markets, immigrant truckers usually have individualized ways
of conceiving of money and time. These were discussed in the fourth and the fifth
sections of this chapter. Due to wage declines starting at the beginning of 1980s
deregulation, truckers are not considered middle class in terms of income anymore unless
they work over 70 hours in a week. For immigrants who come from the working-class
neighborhoods of urban areas or less developed sections of rural Turkey’s emerging
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economy, the income levels in trucking offer dream like opportunities compared to other
low-entry immigrant jobs. Immigrants have different perceptions of dollar earnings in
this more advanced, U.S. capitalist society. In sections four and five, I posit that truckers
develop a sense of money and time as they gain experience in the fluctuating trucking
markets. Their conceptions of money and time vary by type of employment (whether they
are owner-operators or company drivers), segment of industry (Segments 1, 2 or 3), time
period (whether they have experiences from before the 2008 recession or not), and load
type (whether they haul soil, sand/gravel, salt, or processed industrial or agricultural
products).
While regional tractor-trailer drivers are paid by the mile or by percentage of
revenue, dump truckers are usually paid by the ton they haul. This rate per ton is related
to the distance that they drive. When the distance increases, the rate drops. One important
characteristic of truckers’ conception of money is that it is very difficult for them to
calculate their daily, weekly or even monthly income and expenses, especially if they
work as owner-operators. Repair expenses for owner-operators and the density of work
for both company drivers and owner-operators fluctuate throughout the year. For
instance, the number loads dramatically drops during winters. Sometimes they need not
repair any part of their trucks, then they may suddenly face several thousands of dollars
of repair costs.
Our conversations over money were usually concentrated on decreasing earnings
in recent years. Immigrant truckers mention four reasons for declining earnings:
increasing number of trucks in the market (which are related to the easy entry conditions
of deregulated markets); changing routes and loads (particularly, the lack of soil hauling,
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which has a higher rate); the impact of big companies (in terms of monopolization); and
increasing expenses (such as gasoline, tolls, insurance, and tickets). The fourth section
gives a detailed discussion of each of these reasons using empirical knowledge from
fieldwork. Given its central role in a trucker’s life, ethnographic data about truck repairs
occupied the longest position in this discussion. Specifically, I compared the differing
repair experiences of dump truckers and tractor-trailer truckers. While dump truckers
suffer from high repair costs due to bad working sites, they take advantage of working in
the region. They can easily stop at a truck repair shop (many of which are owned by coethnic individuals). While tractor-trailer truckers take advantage of working on well
paved highways, they have problems when they face a major breakdown in a remote area
far from home. They also face limited time for repairs due to their tight schedules.
One of the biggest concerns truckers face is the money they must spend when a
major or minor breakdown happens. At the same time, truckers worry about lost time,
which is not unconnected to the issue of money. Respondents frequently talked about
“lost time” and connected it how they conceive of time in trucking. Time has always been
important in trucking because truckers must be fast and on time in order to make a
specific income. For this reason, truckers always connect calculations of income to the
timing and schedule on a daily, weekly and annual base. When they say “better times” or
“dead season,” they imply both an increasing or decreasing income as well as a density of
schedules. They can justify the time they spent only when the amount of money they
gained was worth for it for a specific schedule.
Dump truckers usually make three or four trips in a day. Regional tractor-trailer
truckers make two trips in week. Unless truckers feel that they are getting older and do
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not need to earn as much money, truckers usually wish they could do more trips.
However, legal and biological, as well as psychological and social, limitations not only
regulate but also limit their wishes for a more ideal schedule. They usually spend 10 to 12
hours on driving per day and 3 to 4 hours on non-driving duties, such as loading,
unloading and parking. While all truckers have common time-related worries and
limitations, their conceptions of time vary by segment in the industry as well as by
employment status. The density of the loading market for dump truckers fluctuates
dramatically by season because these loads, and construction sectors in general, are
subject to changes with weather and climate conditions. Regional tractor-trailer truckers
have relatively more regular schedules, especially if they work with similar shippers.
While in dump trucking, many assignments are made “in the last minute,” only extreme
weather conditions (such as hurricanes) or fluctuations in the agricultural production (due
to a drought) affect the schedules of regional tractor-trailer truckers. National tractortrailer truckers, as a different category of truckers, make two or three trips in a month and
stay away from home for long periods.
Owner-operators work longer hours for several reasons. First, they start following
the fluctuations in the market more carefully and compensate decreasing rates by working
more when needed. Second, they usually spend more time on repairs or regular
maintenance, unless they hire someone for these services, which is very rare. If owneroperators own more than one truck and hire some drivers, becoming employers, the
amount of time they spend for driving drops dramatically although the amount of time
they spend for management increase.
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The last section was about truckers’ conception of occupation. It focused on how
immigrant truckers perceive their job and job skills. The literature on trucking points out
that truckers who work in small, nonunion, competitive branches of the sector value the
more intrinsic aspects of their jobs, because they lack the benefits that large and lessthan-truckload companies have. My analysis did not contradict these findings. Although
some truckers see their job as something “worthless,” many truckers appreciated their
job’s challenges. This latter group of truckers pointed out three important features that
make a trucker “a good driver”: being accident-free, driving fast, and not being sensitive
(e.g. to injuries and lack of sleep). Thus, a trucker is expected to not get involved in an
accident and to drive enough fast to do trips on time. Some experienced truckers stressed
that a trucker should also have the varied skills of an accountant, a mechanic, and a
manager.
An important aspect of my findings was about the effect of being an immigrant on
the perception of trucking as an occupation. On the one hand, some drivers connected
their skills to their perception of themselves in the community. They did not want to be
known as a bad driver in the trucking community. On the other hand, truckers pointed out
the perception of “the trucking” in the larger Turkish immigrant community, mentioning
how the (negative) reality is different than the (positive) image of the occupation. They
felt the positive image of trucking among Turkish immigrants was due to its better
financial benefits compared to other immigrant sectors. Lastly, some immigrants made a
connection between the harsh realities of trucking and their immigrant status, which
necessitates some sacrifice. They implied that they work hard to make better money in
the United States, yet this only justifies a longing for their homeland.
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CHAPTER 7:
BECOMING A TRUCK OWNER

Introduction

This chapter is about the process of becoming an owner-operator by buying a single truck
or becoming an employer by buying more than one truck. The first section is about the
process of buying a truck, and it focuses on the challenges immigrant truckers face. The
second section discusses the reasons for and dynamics around buying a truck; asking in
particular to what extent truckers are motivated by a sense of dependency and
independency. The third section discusses the transition from self-employed to employer,
as a trucker buys more trucks. The last section of this chapter scrutinizes the limitations
of having more than two trucks. The chapter is closed with a summary and discussion
section.

The Process of Buying a Truck

Since I started socializing with truckers, I realized that one particular event was
extremely important in the life and career of many truckers: buying a truck. If getting the
CDL is “the first rite of passage,” for those who buy a truck, this purchase is “the second
rite of passage” in their career. Although there are a few truckers who prefer buying a
truck with a business partner (a relative or friend) or not buying a truck at all, buying a
truck individually is a more common desire than staying a company driver. This section
discusses the processes of buying a truck. It points out how buying a truck is an ongoing
process because trucks are usually bought on lease.
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Buying a truck changes the employment status of a trucker, who becomes an
“owner-operator” or “carrier,” rather than “employee.” Agar (1986) defines an owneroperator as “a person who owns and operates one or more trucks” (p. 23). Owneroperators are technically self-employed. Their capital is, as Belman and Kossek (2006)
say, “typically limited to a tractor (the cab or power unit of a tractor-trailer) typically
valued at $75,000 to $100,000, not allowing for the debt incurred in its purchase” (p.
193). Entering this business is not difficult due to low capitalization. However, these are
usually extremely small business as 84 percent of owner-operators have only one truck.
There are approximately 360,000 owner-operators currently operating in the United
States.
Wyckoff’s (1979) categorization of owner-truckers is still valid, although it was
made before deregulation. The first category is based on the type of equipment that
owner-operators have. While some owner-operators have just the tractor and not the
trailers (like Ekrem in my sample), other owner-operators may have not only a tractor but
also one or more trailers (like Serdar and Şerif in my sample). Owner-operators may
drive dump or towing trucks and work only in a given state or region (Agar 1986:23).
The second categorization is based on type of operation. Conceptually there are
three types of owner-operators: those who drive for themselves and are truly independent,
those who work on trip-based lease, and those who work on long-term lease (Wyckoff
1979:85). In practice, many owner-operators operate as a mixture of these categories.
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Based on his experiences, Viscelli (2016) recently made a differentiation between
two types of owner-operators:
After just a few weeks of driving and meeting fellow truckers, however, I
realized that owner-operators surrounded me, but could not be
distinguished by how they looked, who they were, or what they did.
Unlike independent owner-operators, who deal directly with customers or
brokers to find loads, the owner-operators I was working alongside were
contractors. These owner-operators owned or leased their own truck but
then leased their services for a year or more at a time to a larger firm that
provided them with freight to haul. (P. 4)

The third categorization is about the types of commodities that drivers haul
(Wyckoff 1979:86). A dump trucker can carry soil (as many truckers in my sample did in
the past) or other types of freight such as gravel, sand or salt. A tractor-trailer trucker can
haul isolation materials or tires (like Ekrem), or freights such as bananas or paper (like
Necmettin), vegetables (Ufuk, Ergin), dry food (Şerif), processed chicken (Serdar), or
luxurious cars (Ertan).
The fourth categorization is based on the status of the contract under which
truckers operate. There are three types of contracts: exempt, contract and common.
According to Agar (1986), a trucker who leases to a carrier is defined as “independent.”
But only those who primarily haul exempt freight (unprocessed or unmanufactured
goods, such as fruits and vegetables agricultural products) are “truly independents.”
Before the deregulation legislation of 1980, the difference between regulated freights and
unregulated (exempt) freights was very important. Exempt freights were neither subject
to rate regulation, nor to the ICA (Interstate Commerce Act). After deregulation, all kinds
of contracts (exempt, contract and common) were made to be not subject to a centralized
rate-making system, meaning that their specific markets were deregulated.
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Almost of the Turkish immigrants in my sample had a truck, or at least they did
have a truck at one point in their trucking careers. Truckers frequently talk about how
they or others truckers buy or sell trucks: “As I learned from the conversation above, he
bought a new truck. Last year we was working at Ercan’s company. So I learned that two
C. Company trucker (Arif and Altan) bought new trucks and gave up working at C.
Company” (Fieldnotes, August 5, 2017).
Getting a truck is often not a smooth process. Its challenges vary by immigrants’
level of economic and social capital. On the one hand, a few immigrants regularly save
money and are ready to get a truck in a short time. They quickly mobilize their social ties
in order to find “at the right price,” trying to keep the duration of being an employee as
short as possible. Whether they have enough economic capital or not at that time, they
narrate buying as a smooth process. I call this kind of process “buying trucks smoothly.”
Since he made sufficient preliminary market investigations, Irmak was one of two
truckers I spoke with who started driving his own dump truck without first working for a
company. Those who own many tractor-trailers described their buying processes very
briefly, without details. Ufuk said that he bought his first tractor-trailer with his brother
after three years of long-haul trucking. He runs now a company of 10 tractors and 12
trailers. Mahmut similarly said, “Around those times, I said that let’s have a truck. When
I first came, he had one. Then we bought one more. My father drove one of them, I drove
the other one.” “Super trucker” Necmettin had such courage and started running his own
trucking business after just 20 months in the United States.
On the other hand, some immigrants cannot save enough money or do not have a
stable income as a company driver, both of which make the truck buying process more
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difficult. Learning how to buy a truck takes time, especially for immigrants whose
English is not as proficient. I call these truckers’ buying process “buying trucks with
challenges.” Recep stressed the word “courage” when he remembered how he bought his
first truck: “When I look at those times, [I think,] I was in big courage. There are friends
who know English, they work as company drivers, but they do not have such courage that
I had at that time. Sometimes I am surprised how I had such courage.” Osman underlines
the word “regret” while explaining the process of buying a tractor for over-the-road
hauling:
My friend made me an offer. I had a big mistake. My wife told me that I
should work first as a driver and learn the market [before buying a truck].
I made a mistake at that moment. Though my friend explained the details
of the process. If I had an acquaintance, I would work under his company.
But we told ourselves, “Let us get our own truck, if we harm it, we harm
our own truck.” We were amateurish. We thought so. I wish we would not
have thought so.

Those dump truckers who bought their trucks recently still remember the
challenges and negotiations undertaken during the buying process. Arif said that he could
not buy a brand-new dump truck because he could not afford a big down payment.
Bahadır explained that he could not buy a truck when he went to the dealer first time
because he could not put down a $15,000 down payment. Later, the dealer called him and
told him, “Since you have a clear history, you can buy the truck with just a $9,000 down
payment.” Bahadır’s adventure of becoming an independent trucker started at that
moment. Refik narrated both the emotional and the economic aspects of the buying
process, and described his wife’s help:
One night I was so stressful. The reason of my stress was that I had
worked as truck driver two years, and I spent the money that I had gained
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in the first year in Turkey. Then I came back and did not go to Turkey
again. I had $12,000. My wife was regularly meeting with her friends.
[They were circulating money among them]. We were paying money for
these meetings as if we were making payments for a car. She was going to
get $5,000 but not very soon. My wife mentioned our truck buying process
and asked to her friends to change the date of her meeting, to make it
earlier. Thanks to them. We got $5,000 by this way. I put $12,000, we
reached $17,000. I got credit card. My credit score got better. I could
spend $10,000 through credit card. It is $27,000 in total. The dump truck
market dropped just before I bought the car. I bought the car.

Buying a brand-new truck is not always a primary objective, especially for those
who do long-haul tractor-trailer trucking. Şerif explained that new trucks are related to
the low profit margins in the segment:
One should definitely buy used truck. Why? If one gets a job for $1,000, a big
company such as Schneider get for $2,000. The big company subcontracts the job
for $1,000. I will never get such a job for $2,000. In order [for my company] to
survive, my expenses should be limited…. You cannot pay back the payments of
a brand new truck. Your used truck should be clean. It should be a good brand, a
good model. I recently bought a Freightliner.

Behzat also pointed out the disadvantages small, self-employed truckers endure
compared to big carriers: “[For us] only used trucks are cheaper. Big companies buy lots
of trucks [1,000 to 2,000] at once. They buy [the brand new trucks] cheaply. If you buy a
truck for $160,000, they buy the same truck for $120,000.”
The challenges of this critical economic transaction are smoothed by mobilizing
ethnic-based social ties. Although most immigrants buy their trucks individually, I saw a
few cases of buying a tractor or a dump truck collectively. This collaboration continues
among dump truckers when finding loads to haul and a broker to work with. They either
work with a Turkish dispatcher, who organizes the timing and the routes of loads, or they
get help from a Turkish friend or acquaintance to contract with an American dispatcher.
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One important pattern is that some truckers frequently cooperate with immediate
relatives, like father or brother. They are more likely to expand their businesses in the
future. Mahmut and Ufuk bought their first trucks through such collaboration. Some
immigrants, in the early months of their trucking careers, collaborate with a friend or a
distant relative to buy a truck because they have little economic capital. Osman, who
remembered the buying process of his first truck negatively, pointed out this aspect:
My business partner had no [good] credit score. He had not credit card either. My
credit score was so good at that time. I was paying my payments on time. Then
we bought a tractor together. We went into long-haul trucking. Then we split. My
car needed to be fixed. We gave the tractor back. I lost approximately $30,000
during that period.

Most truckers receive help from friends or family only by means of information
and money, without collectively buying. In Nedim’s case, his uncle, as well as a trucking
company owner, İsmet, helped him simultaneously:
My uncle told me that “İsmet will order some trucks, let’s get a truck for you
too.” My income was not much at that time. I had no extra money; just $3,000. I
told him that “Okay, we can buy the car, but I do not have money, how we can
do?” He told me that “we handle.” He asked me give money just to give an order.
I gave to him.

In a similar pattern, Serdar explained how his father-in-law sold his old tractor to
him:
I had $3,000. My father-in-law supported me by giving $26,000. I paid
him back in six months. I was a Volvo tractor. I sold it, then I bought this
[his current tractor] one. This one is also his old tractor, in fact. It was in
bad condition. I bought it and installed a new engine. It was a bit costly
but at least I know this truck very well. Tracking the repairs, where the
problems originated, and then what happened, are important in trucking.
Not as a [company] driver but as an owner you deal with these issues.
Knowing these things brings lots of advantages.
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Truckers continually spend money on repairs (renewing the parts of a truck) and
on truck leases (monthly payments). They also consider buying new trucks (renewing the
whole trucks). For these three reasons, I call the truck-buying process an “ongoing”
process. First, truckers continually spend money on repairs, even they get new trucks.
The expense of used trucks repairs (and the time spent on this) is a big challenge for the
limited budgets of truckers. One of the reasons for high expenses is that many truckers
prefer buying used trucks. If would-be owners do not have much economic capital, they
may prefer signing a lease for $100,000 instead of $150,000. Besides economic reasons,
Ekrem pointed out that dump trucks work in very dirty and unstable areas, which makes
buying a brand-new truck a bad investment. Behzat had a special reason for not buying a
brand new or a relatively new used truck—he does not want to be tracked by Electronic
Logbook, which, he said, restricts his long-haul driving. For trucks that were made before
2000, there is no legal requirement for Electronic Logbook.
The optimism of truckers at the beginning of their career easily shifts to
pessimism as repairs become a major concern. Ufuk told me about this starting point of
his owner-operator career:
We bought the tractor and formed our company in case it is needed in the
future. But first we wanted to see the market. How does it work? When
you haul freight to your own tractor, how are the earnings? What are the
costs of the truck? We should have seen these dynamics. We bought our
own tractor in 2014. Then we started working under a trucking company.
Everything went well six months. I was driving one week and was coming
back. My brother took over, and he was driving one week. It was good for
me. At that time, we were earning $5,000 per week. It was divided into
two. [Everything was fine] until the truck got broken.
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Second, truckers frequently buy trucks on lease. Truckers submit to dealers a
specific down payment that varies from $3,000 or $6,000 to $12,000. Then they make
monthly payments of $2,000 to $4,000 for 36 to 72 months. Some truckers, like Recep,
make double payments, and hope to finish the lease in 36 instead of 72 months. Rarely,
truckers make payments for a truck that is owned not by them but by a friend of theirs
until the lease end. I saw this risky pattern only in Osman’s case, and he had a bankrupcy
later.
It is not uncommon that truckers see buying a truck as an investment as well as a
means of income. During my interviews, Mete pointed out this:
There is something with buying a truck. We are [financially] supressed now due
to high payments. [For instance], I have two more years payment. When the
payments end after two years, how much would the truck cost? $60k. $60k would
be accumulated. I would be saved $60k in six years.

There are also some truckers who object to this view, saying that buying a truck
might not be an investment. They say that second-hand trucks are not worth much, and
many truckers sell their trucks after four or five years under the market price. Şakir, who
is a company driver and became a trucker accidentally, thought so: “I do not see trucks as
an investment. Trucks do not become an investment. They do not have property. I never
saw it as an investment.” He explained why he, unlike many other truckers, thinks this:
You can make some money by trucks, or you can lose everything. It
depends on the economy [the trucking market]. If you have an accident,
insurance company accepts the unpaid payments if the amount is not so
big. If the amount is big, then it is gone too. Suppose that a truck is worth
$200,000. Okay? In order to finish the lease, [you have to pay] $3,000 to
$4,000, monthly. If it takes six years, the payments would be $3,000.
Insurance would be $1,000 to $1,500 monthly. The monthly costs [then]
would be $4,000 to $5,000. There is nothing like an investment. Citizens
[Turkish immigrants] renew their trucks in order not to give taxes.
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As Şakir stated, immigrant truckers always make plans to get a new current truck
on lease. When I visited the truck repair shop after a couple of months away toward the
beginning of my participant observations, I realized that some truckers have different
trucks:
Then I talked with Rıza who runs a small dump trucking company. I told him that
I am not working here, and coming just for my dissertation. He suddenly said that
he renewed one of his trucks. I replied: “Yes, your truck was old.” “Yes,” he said,
“we changed the old one.” (Fieldnotes, July 1, 2017)

Taha, who owns four trucks with his brother, made general statements about the
importance of renewing the trucks frequently:
Taha really makes very wise and to-the-point statements. He summarizes the
trucking industry. “One needs to do that [renewing trucks] in every 4-5 years.
When you see something wrong with my car, you should tell this. I should think
about changing it.” (Fieldnotes, August 5, 2017)

Sometimes truckers prefer renewing their trucks after a shorter time when they
have a “problematic” truck; that is, when their truck has a permanent problem, such as
engine or transmission problems. There is a subjective threshold in truckers’ minds
whether a truck is worth fixing or not. Arif explained how he sold his old truck: “The
truck was getting old. It had a problem with smoke filters. We could not completely fix.
When you cannot make money more than what you spend, what you do is just futile.”
Similarly, Ercan, who had the highest number of trucks in the immigrant community I
studied, explained the logic of renewing old trucks on time:
There is not much soil job nowadays. There are too many trucks in the market.
Getting new trucks is important, but the most important thing is to have a good
driver. The prices of the trucks vary between $170,000 and $210,000. We bought
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three trucks last year. Each one was $180,000. If you cannot buy a new truck, you
need to fix the old truck completely and properly.

Many truckers buy a second truck before they sell their first truck even though
they do not expand their business by hiring a driver. When I did interview with Mahsun,
he had just bought a brand-new truck. He told me that he had already bought this truck
when his old truck caught on fire one day. Irmak also said he did not sell his old truck.
He just bought a second truck even though his current truck had no major problem:
“There are jobs in the market. Also, there is no problem with this truck. The only
problem is that AC does not make it cold. Some parts of it is blocked. Otherwise there is
no major problem. I had already changed the engine after two years.” He said that there
are jobs in the market, but he does not want to hire a driver: “I considered to sell this
truck. There is no driver in the market. I will sell. So, I renewed it. I updated my truck.
My new truck is also on lease.”
I conclude that immigrant truckers, as self-employed “capitalists” who own their
means of production, are always in a process of “renewing” their capital by buying,
selling and repairing their trucks. Few truckers (Yılmaz and Şakir) preferred staying
company drivers. These truckers appreciated staying drivers for a company. “If you are a
good driver,” they seemed to think, “You can always find a job and a stable income by
staying a company driver.” They assume that the incomes of truckers do not increase
much after purchasing a truck. Having a truck brings lots of “headaches,” makes them
lose lots of time for repairs and other paperwork and makes them “dependent” on the
truck. However, most truckers in the community do not think this, and they prefer buying
a truck in order to become “independent.”
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To Be or Not to Be Independent

Shifting to the trucking industry after working at many unstable jobs caused increasing
expenses for immigrants after they started a family. Starting a family also meant making
plans to buy a house. Serdar said, “When you have family and your wife do not work,
you take more risks.” Although there is a debate over whether owning a truck increases a
trucker’s income for sure, buying a truck does not increase income in most cases.
However, owning a truck represents not just economic capital; it also has symbolic and
social meaning for immigrants. Based on my observations, it is not hard to say that many
Turkish immigrants who own trucks, directly or indirectly, pressure other immigrants
about the issue of truck ownership. Having a “good”36 truck is, as if an untold normative
trajectory, something “everyone should do.” This section discusses how immigrant
truckers perceive “dependency” and “independency” when they work with their own
truck.
Although being an owner-operator means being legally independent from a boss
or a corporation, the literature on trucking has documented well how owner-operators are
dependent on market forces and larger carrier companies. If the two major problems of
truckers are “low hourly wages” and “lack of control over their work in terms of
scheduling and working conditions” (Viscelli 2016:105), does being an owner-operator
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Although Freightliner sells the most heavy-duty trucks in North America (Brandongaille 2020),
I observed that many Turkish truckers have either Peterbilt, Freightliner or Kenworth trucks, which are all
more expensive trucks than Mack or Freightliner. While driving on the roads in the region for my
fieldwork, I observed that many dump trucks are Mack. I speculate that having more “classy” Kenworth or
Peterbilt trucks is another norm, and might be related to peer pressure. Mahmut indirectly mentioned this
point during interviews. Ertan made a general observation about the “ethnic division of truck brands.”
According to his 20 years of observations, while white Americans mostly use classical models of Peterbilt
and Kenworth trucks, Indian and Pakistani immigrants use new models these brands. Eastern Europeans
and Russians use Volvo, which Turkish immigrants tend to use.
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bring a solution to these problems? Even before deregulation, when owner-operators
were not an important component of the driver workforce, Wyckoff (1979) stated that
owner-operators reported economic abuses by companies that forced owner-operators to
buy insurance or fuel above the market prices. Despite these abuses, Wyckoff (1979)
concluded that “the owner-operators who drive for themselves show a more positive
attitude about their standard of living. They appear to have developed their own means
for arranging backhauls, and over 75 percent of them are satisfied with their situation” (p.
105).
Recently Belman and Kossek (2006) compared economic conditions between
owner-operators, pointing out the diversity within that group, and saying that owneroperators can be seen more as a group of differentiating entrepreneurs than as a labor
force as a whole. Although a typical owner-operator is better off in terms of immediate
compensation, when benefits (such as health insurance and retirement) are considered,
they may be worse off than a typical employee driver. It is even more likely that a typical
owner-operator is worse off than a typical union member employee driver. Only owneroperators in the upper part of the owner-operator earnings distribution are doing better
than their both their nonunion and union member counterparts.
Although income level differences between owner-operators and employees are
not great, being an owner-operator means more than an economic calculation. There are
major working-condition and work-organization differences between being an employee
and self-employed. As Viscelli (2016) was told by a long-haul trucker, “An employee’s
truck is not his life, he can quit that company today and have another job tomorrow. We,
on the other hand, our truck is our life” (p. 54). Why, then, do some truckers prefer
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owning their own truck and working as an owner-operators, making less money and
working more, while other truckers prefer staying employees? “Why?” Viscelli similarly
asked (2016), “did contracting return more pay and control over work, as some claimed?
If so, why weren’t all truckers contractors, particularly the most experienced? Were
different values and/or personal backgrounds the answer? Was it simply a matter of who
had the financial means to buy a truck?” (p. 5).
To help solve this mystery, Belman and Kossek (2006) make three interrelated
claims. First, quality-of-life issues, in the form of better working conditions rather than
financial compensation, might play a role in decisions to become an owner-operator.
Even though they are not more economically successful than other truck drivers, owneroperators choose this option for its superior working conditions and for greater control
over their lives. Owner-operators typically do not work as hard, because they drive fewer
miles and work fewer hours. It means that they have more control over their work. In
addition, they are more likely to be able to decide which loads to accept. While 63.7
percent of truck drivers in this study said that being independent was very important in
their decision, only 57.5 percent stated that more money was important to their decision
(Belman et al. 2005:91). Second, there are cultural reasons for self-employment and
being an entrepreneur. That being one’s own boss and controlling one’s own destiny is
glorified might play a role in their decision. Third, owner-operators, as small-business
entrepreneurs, expect to earn more for their efforts. They tend to be people who accept
more risk than employees, and who have stronger incentives to apply their abilities and
creativity in the liquid markets.
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In trucking, neither employees nor owner-operators control the general nature of
their work. Both are intensively bound to carriers for loads, to paperwork, to payments, to
the costs of road repairs, to company employees loading and unloading, and to regulatory
officials. Agar (1986) discusses the issue of “being independent” as an image rather than
a reality, pointing out that deregulation processes started by the early 1980s created this
image:
The story provides a good fit with many non-truckers’ images of what such a
story should be like. It describes a triumphant personal struggle to achieve a
romantic identity—independent trucker—even at the cost of social approval. The
process of achieving it mirrors in many ways the characteristics it is supposed to
represent—independence. (P. 31)

Truckers carry the popular cultural image of independence. At the same time, they
are aware that the historical image of truckers as contemporary “free-rider cowboys” is
no longer valid under the competitive markets of deregulation. Agar (1986) asks why
truckers try to escape the immediate supervision many blue-collar workers face, although
owner-operators’ occupational role is still characterized by structures of dependency. The
answer is that truckers strongly believe in the distinctiveness of their job from the boring
and routine jobs of office or factory workers. This distinctiveness justifies the social, and
even economic, costs of being a long-haul trucker. Being independent means a lack of
immediate supervisory control. In addition, being independent brings a sense of
distinctiveness rather than a sense of control. Being “independent” as opposed to being
“controlled” means freedom by self-reliance, a feeling of not being alienated as much as
other workers in other sectors (Agar 1986:164-166).
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Ouellet (1994) answers the question of why truckers work hard. Rather than
seeing truckers as puppets of the labor process, he focuses on how workers make sense
out of their work. Truckers are motivated by far more than economic concerns. Consider
issues such as self-esteem, masculinity and a feeling of autonomy. Truckers are usually
proud of their skills and their ability to have control over their work process. However,
they cannot easily show their work skills to other workers or ordinary people due to
isolated working conditions. For this reason, truckers turn to their work sites (trucks and
roads) to prove their skills. As Ouellet (1994) discusses, “Production through high effort
proves a suitable basis for positive esteem for several reasons: it is observable, can be
quantified, requires some skills, is consistent with the employer’s definitions of skill, and
incorporates traditional definitions of masculinity” (p. 220). High effort—for instance,
the ability to drive several hours without complaining—becomes tangible proof of selfesteem and masculinity.
The non-economic motivations of self-esteem and masculinity are not unrelated to
other motivations connected with being an owner-operator. Owner-operators who are
under the control of a company behave as if they control the application of their driving
skills by embracing prescriptions of manhood and “free rider” trucker myths. However,
as Ouellet (1994) explains:
Trucking company owners were able to counter the ignoble features of effort and
commitment in two ways: drivers were set up as quasi-independent contractors
through mimicking ownership of the means of production, granting them latitude
in planning their work, and linking effort and rewards; and owners and drivers
were able to cite a highly competitive environment that “explained” noticeably
exploitative features of the relationship. (P. 150)
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The dishonor due to long working hours and low payments inherent in
employment is mitigated by the agreements of owner-operators with a company. Beyond
the inner justification processes of truckers, Viscelli (2010) focuses on structural factors
that sustain the hegemony of big trucking companies able to recruit and retain a group of
owner-operators as a labor force under their control. This hegemony supports truckers’
decision to buy a truck, become legally self-employed, and lease their services to a
company. Contracting with companies is the subject of a conscious decision-making
process for truckers. The discourse of contracting also resonates in powerful ways with
the experiences and desires of drivers. Many would-be owner-operators believe that in
their future success, they will have the right to refuse bad loads, be able to cut fuel
consumption and drive lots of miles. However, they soon understand that they are being
systematically manipulated or misled about the new income they have expected. They
realize that their “lease agreement” is based on often-abusive arrangements and debt
peonage. Viscelli (2016) summarizes this abusive system:
But the story doesn’t end there—not by a long shot. The reason that most
truckers become contractors is because they are systematically influenced
by a set of labor market institutions that favor the interests of employers.
The choice to become a contractor is not simply a bad decision that results
from carelessness or lack of effort by workers to learn about contracting.
Far from it. Most workers consider the decision extremely carefully. But
the decision-making process they go through is the outcome of labor
market institutions that shape almost everything—from their individual
experience on the job, to industry-wide class relations, to the industry’s
wider economic and regulatory contexts—to favor employers. (P. 108)

Although carriers depict contracting as a business partnership among
equals, the risk of the markets are shifted to owner-operators in four areas. First,
owner-operators can receive neither employer-paid health and retirement benefits,
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nor worker’s compensation and unemployment insurance. Second, the capital and
operating costs of trucks, such as fuel, maintenance, and insurance, is shifted to
owner-operators. Third, contractors rarely refuse the work offered to them by
companies although they have such legal rights. Fourth, since they are socially
and legally isolated, contractors rarely join efforts to form unions (Viscelli
2016:111–112).
Thus, self-employed workers are exempted from protective labor
legislation, as firms seek to reduce employment costs. However, as Nickerson and
Silverman (2003:116) indicate, there are also limits on the use of owneroperators. Large carriers avoid working with just owner-operators. They rely on
company drivers when a diversity of hauls must be coordinated spatially.
Complementary investments could, however, be at risk from the potential
devaluation of owner-operators. For this reason, most firms (like Ufuk and
Ertan’s regional tractor-trailer fleet) have a trucking fleet of both owner-operators
and company trucks.
The literature on owner-operators does not offer much knowledge about
either owner-operators driving regionally. A few of the drivers participating in a
study done by Belman et al. (2005) were owner-operators who drove locally,
however. With regard to the role of family, they found that 12 percent of drivers
were taught to drive by a family member or neighbor. They also pointed out that
although there is no large study of whether owner-operators tend to cluster in
families, owner-operators often get involved alongside their family members in
their work. Finally, Belman et al. (2005) pointed out that the division between
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employees and owner-operators does not fall along racial lines. There is no
indication that self-employment is more common among racial minorities.
How did Turkish immigrant truckers discuss the importance of owning a
truck in terms of being independent? Truckers frequently talked about the positive
feeling of being independent instead of working under a boss and his commands.
Mete used this phrase in Turkish, “How one can stand the mouth smell of boss?”
This phrase points out the difficulties of working as an unskilled employee under
the command of a boss (or patron, in Turkish). Mete resisted buying a truck when
he started trucking after a 10-year break. Due to the advantages of owning a truck,
he ended up buying a truck. He mentioned this hesitation and his final decision:
Now there are lots of headache. For this reason, I did not want to buy. It is
told that owners make too much money. No, I did not make much money.
The only reason that I have a truck is that there is no pressure of boss. [In
this sense,] I am relaxed.
The statement about “the mouth smell of boss” also points out an
economic and cultural pattern in Turkey. For these immigrants, the ambition to be
their own boss is not just related to the entrepreneurship culture among
immigrants in the United States. It is also strongly connected to the importance of
self-employment in Turkey, especially among a section of the population who
either cannot join the labor markets as employees due to their lack of education,
or who do not want to work under the direct control of a boss in a factory. The
fathers of many respondents had self-employed or employer experiences either in
trucking or in other sectors in Turkey.
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As the son of a co-partner of a small furniture atelier, Refik said that becoming his
own boss was an old dream for him:
I had always ambition to do my own business. Either in Turkey or in here,
I was in search. In Turkey, I was dreaming to open a small business. I was
making plans for a small business and then possibly to expand it. Here I
started the trucking [industry]. Of course, I wanted to have my own truck
and work [for myself]. However, I had no hope. I did not have hope
because I did not know English enough. I did not have a large social
circle. I did not know the market.

Refik would be able to buy a truck only after lots of hesitation. Some
truckers discussed the issue not in terms of the positive aspects of being an owneroperator, but in terms of the negative aspects of working as a company driver.
They focused on the how company control played out during the labor process of
driving. They underlined that they preferred not being company drivers because
they did not want to be accused of being a bad driver by a boss or by the
community. Irmak, who never worked as a company driver, strongly emphasized
this aspect:
I told myself that I would never work as a company driver. I promised
myself. Why? When the guy’s [the boss’s] truck gets broken, or needs any
repair, people first think that it is a fault of the driver. It is so in the
Turkish market. I guess it is similar in foreigner’s [Americans’ trucking]
market too.

During my participant observation, I realized that company drivers are
readily judged by the trucking community when they make a mistake while
driving. Mahsun, who worked as a company driver for just a couple of years,
stressed this control aspect: “Working on my own is better for me. No one
intervenes my life. Even I make mistakes, or I make correct things, it is my job at
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the end of the day. I am glad that I work for myself.” Behzat had an interesting
story with regard to buying his first truck. Unlike many other truckers, he had a
successful career in Nevada. Only when he moved to New Jersey did he decided
to buy a tractor-trailer due to the peer pressure of his Turkish friends:
I came back here and started from nothing. First, I worked at the local
LTL firm. Then my friends started telling that “you have lots of
experiences. Why do not buy your own truck? Why do you work for
someone else?”
Besides this “friend effect,” he also rationalized the advantages of owning a truck
with regard to his migrant status:
You make your own schedule. If you want to go to vacation, you park
your truck and just go. You come back from vacation whenever you want.
Though the duration of the vacation depends on your economic power. For
instance, my parents were sick at that time. I was frequently going to
Turkey. You cannot leave the job so easily when you are a company
driver.
Despite of these advantages in terms of bringing independence and a
higher income, owning a truck also brings some uncertainties and disadvantages. I
discussed the difficulties of finding new loads in the previous chapter. Unless they
work over and over for the same brokers and shippers, which is more common
among regional tractor-trailer truckers, owner-operators are always in need of a
job search. In addition, owning a truck “steals” truckers’ life as they spend more
hours on maintenance and repairs (see Conception of Time section in Chapter 6).
Şakir, who strictly favors being a driver, summarized these negative aspects of
owning a truck:
In many aspects [being driver is good]. I get your money on time, you do
not have a problem in this sense. If your truck gets broken, [the company]
has mechanics, they have their own shop, they fix there. If you stuck on
the road, they call the road service. If it is something that cannot be fixed
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on the road, they call the tow truck. There are lots of advantages of
working as a company driver.
Mete explained the “headache” aspects of owning a truck and then made a
very interesting comment about the meaninglessness of having only one truck,
which is the case for most of the truckers in the community:
Working in a good company is better. Do you know what we are doing
now? We pretend as if we, some group of lazy men, do something. We do
this job not to get money, just for an image: let us get a truck, let us deal
with this truck.
Similarly, Necmettin, who has a fleet of four, explained how many
truckers failed in the past because they could not evaluate the expenses of owning
a truck:
He looks at other truckers, saying himself that “if I make 10, and if I spend
3 for gas, I can keep 7. It is not much difficult, so let me take a truck.” He
buys a truck. After one year, what happens? The trucks get broken, and he
cannot pay the expenses. Then he tells me that “I cannot make money like
you.” I tell them that “it is not only an issue of gas. There is tires to be
changed, taxes to be paid, the truck gets older, oil change. These are all
serious expenses.” For this reason, people who started in the past got into
bankruptcy.

These perceptions of independence are related to the ways that truckers
find a load to haul. Truck owners work either with brokers or with shippers. Three
patterns emerged from my research with regard to independence and a lack
thereof. First, truckers like Ekrem and Ergin work as owner-operators who make
runs for big companies. They have an ambiguous status. Ekrem, on the one hand,
mentioned that he makes his own decisions now that he bought his own truck. On
the other hand, he added that he is dependent on his company. He compared his
situation to his friend Necmettin’s independent company: “He is independent, he
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runs his own company. These driving reports, GPS reports, are sent to him. But
my driving reports are sent to the headquarters of my company in Ohio. We
cannot move freely.” Ufuk explained a similar “dependent” period when he
worked as an owner-operator for a medium-sized firm. The problems he and his
brother witnessed lead them to activate their own firm and to start working
independently:
The peace and regularity in the company got broken. They started missing
the loads. We started staying a couple of days at the warehouses. Suppose
that you go to Houston, and you stay two to three days at a truck stop
because they cannot find a load to haul. Then we told ourselves, “Let us
activate our own company, let us start, we already had a truck.” I came
back from Houston. My brother was here. We started the insurance of the
company and activated it. The first year was difficult because neither a
broker nor a shipper do not give you load unless you are firm of younger
[older] than two years.

Second, Serdar and Behzat regularly worked with brokers in regional tractortrailer hauling. Behzat occasionally worked with a system called “double brokers,” which
would find him loads assigned by big carriers using websites called “online load boards.”
He did this when he could not find loads from his regular brokers. Behzat explained his
sense of independence very clearly:
I am an independent firm. If I want, I get loads from a factory. If I want, I work
with a broker. I have my own authority. Some do lease with a company. They tell
the company that “I work with you. Find me loads to haul. Then you can cut some
percentage.” Some do like that. They are called “leased on.” For instance, there is
firm called Swift. I tell that “I won’t carry the loads of any other company. I work
for your company. I confirm I am lease on you.”

Although he works independently, he is dependent on the brokers implicitly.
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Behzat is aware of this. He said that a trucker should work with the same broker
regularly, and should not refuse the loads offered by a broker:
Companies have limitations on controlling the drivers. They cannot do whatever
they want. If the job is too difficult, the driver parks the company truck and quits
the job. We do not have such chance. We work for a broker. When you
continuously refuse the job offers, they may stop giving you offers. If you do your
job consistently, they always offer new jobs to you.

Third, Şerif works with a company that regularly finds him loads to haul and cuts
eight percent for each job. Although he has legally an independent carrier firm, in
practice he is dependent on this company, which arranges trips in the Northeast for him.
In practice he is an owner-operator, if not in legal terms. Fourth, truckers like Ufuk,
Necmettin, and Ertan, as the owners of many trucks, work both with brokers and
shippers.

The Dynamics of Becoming an Employer
At the beginning of fieldwork, I had assumed that “buying a truck” would be the most
important turning point for a trucker’s career. Accordingly, I found that by buying a
truck, a trucker’s life changed completely, both positively and negatively. Legally, the
truckers became a small company owners, self-employed, and able to be more
independent by making their own schedule. As a disadvantage, they feel the burden of
more responsibilities than company drivers, even if they do not make much more than
these drivers. It is not uncommon for truck owners to work more than company drivers;
to work almost 12-hour days every day, as well as Saturdays, if not Sundays. However,
my interviews with truckers who owned more than one truck indicated that they have
very different ambitions and social capital than truckers who have just one truck. Thus, I
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argue that buying a second truck is the most important turning point a trucking career can
undergo. This section explores the differences between truckers who have one truck and
truckers who have more than one truck.
Belman et al. (2005:87) found that 86.4 percent of drivers had a single truck.
While 7.8 percent reported owning two trucks, only 2.6 percent had three trucks, and 3.2
percent owned more than three trucks. The distribution of truckers who owned trucks in
my sample was very different. Among truckers who owned any trucks in my sample, 8
out 24 had more than one truck. Only three truckers had two trucks. Other experienced
truckers, like the owner of Ege’s firm, Ercan, Sakıp, Mahmut, Ufuk, Necmettin, Turgut,
Taha and Alaattin, and Ertan had 70, 20, 15, 11, 10, 4, 4, 4, and 4 trucks respectively. In
order to understand the dynamics of expanding the business, first I discuss below why
many one-truck owners avoided buying a second truck.
For one-truck owners, buying a second truck requires serious planning. I observed
two patterns among one-truck owners: those who were categorically against buying a
second truck and those who were only conditionally against buying a second truck. Some
truck-owning immigrants were categorically against the idea of buying one more truck.
They even had a slogan about their hesitation, pointing out the advantage of having one
truck: “One truck, one driver.” Osman’s position was related to his age and retirement
payments in Turkey:
I do not consider [buying] a second truck. Görkem, I am 50 years old.
Before I came here, I had started my retirement in Turkey. My retirement
age has come. I got retired in Turkey when I was 48. I am already
receiving retirement payments. I do not consider getting a second truck. I
am strictly against it. I am also against people who get a second truck
because there are already too many trucks in the market. There are few
jobs to do because of that. The numbers of loads are the same but the
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number of trucks increase. A guy who had only one truck last year own
three trucks now. If Turks have 30 trucks in total five years ago, now they
have 100. Also, Latinos have entered the market.

On the other hand, younger truckers were not categorically against the idea of
getting a second truck. They said that if conditions are met, they would consider getting a
second truck. They are “in the thinking process,” hesitating about buying a second truck
mainly due to four reasons. First is language, which is not easy to overcome. Refik is
under 30 years old, but he does not consider getting a second truck because he sees his
“limits,” such as language skills and economic capital: “There are always targets. Life
would not be nice if there are no such targets. However, I think that I am at the highest
point that I can reach in this country.” Recep, who is 34, points out the importance of
language (like Refik), as well as a lack of trustworthy drivers: “It is easy to track just one
truck that I drive. If I had English, [I would consider hiring] foreigners [Americans or
other ethnic groups]. Suppose that I trusted on a Turkish driver. If this guy quitted next
day, I would be in trouble.”
The second condition is, indeed, finding a reliable driver. As many truckers
accept, there is a shortage of reliable and skillful drivers. They emphasize that it is not
difficult to find a driver to hire; the problem is finding “a good driver” who really cares
about the truck as if it is the driver’s own. All experienced drivers pointed out that if a
driver is not good enough, the second truck would have lots of mechanical problems, and
get involved in lots of accidents. Although truckers are seen by outsiders as “unskilled
workers” who are doing this job because they could not find a better job, many truckers
point out that “driving a truck does not mean being a [good] trucker.” Given the
importance of finding reliable drivers, Mahsun and Bahadır would consider buying a
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second truck if they found good drivers. Mahsun said, “If I had a reliable driver, I would
go and buy a second truck. It is not a problem. However, I do not want a headache when
there is no one to hire…. You hire a driver, then he will come the next day, but he won’t
come the following day.”
Given this perceived or real driver shortage, not surprisingly, some truckers buy
their second truck and “hire” their fathers or brothers. A couple of truckers I spoke with
worked with their fathers or brothers, who were considered more reliable drivers. Except
Necmettin, Turgut and Ertan, all the truckers who expanded their business hired their
fathers and brothers when they bought a second truck. In Şerif’s case, the plan for getting
a second tractor-trailer was cancelled because his son refused to be a trucker.
The third condition for purchasing a second truck is related to opportunities in the
markets. Arif mentioned this condition, saying that if there were more loads to haul, he
would consider buying a second truck. Similarly, Mahsun said that if he worked with a
couple of reliable shippers regularly, buying a second truck could be planned. He also
pointed out that profit rates have dropped considerably in recent years due to increasing
expenses. According to him, within this margin of profit it is not logical to buy a second
truck: “Your truck would be on lease. After you pay for the driver, you can pay only the
monthly payments of the lease with the rest of the profit. If your second truck would not
be on lease, then you would make money. However, your balance would be almost zero
with a truck that is on lease.”
The fourth condition is related to whether the second truck would be bought on
lease or not. It is not difficult to buy a dump truck or a semi-truck if the would-be owner
has a good credit score. On the other hand, most of the truckers are already on lease.
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Truckers told me that they would get a second truck if their current truck was not on
lease. Their condition to buy a second truck was to have accumulated at least $150,000.
Only truckers who have big fleets and a lot of economic capital can buy trucks without a
lease. Irmak summarized all four of these conditions in his short statement: “If I would
not finish the payments of my first truck, if I could not find a [good] driver, if the market
would not be crazy [lots of jobs to do], I would not buy a second truck.” These were
reasons participants who had only one truck did not buy a second truck. The rest of the
section discusses the narratives of truckers who do have more than one truck.
Owner-operators with one truck frequently use phrases such as “working on your
own,” or “having your own job,” pointing out how it is important not to work under the
control of a “boss.” They know that they do not become a boss when they buy their truck.
On the other hand, those truckers who have more than one truck have a different
discourse around the word “boss.” Having more than one truck, they start hiring drivers.
This way, truckers turn from “simple,” self-employed truckers to employers in the
transportation sector.
If owning one truck is almost a norm in the immigrant trucking community,
owning more than one truck implies a sign of “talent.” Having more than two trucks
offers symbolic power in the community. I listened to different statements by this last
group of truckers that imply “success.” The owner of a big fleet and a truck repair shop,
Ercan, used this phrase a couple of times during bull sessions: “Some are born into being
driver; some are into boss.” This was a message to other immigrants who do not have
more than one truck. Since he owns lots of trucks, his office chair was called a “Sultan’s
Chair” among Turkish truckers. Truckers who have more than one truck are more likely
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to have expensive cars. Taha and Alaattin have an expensive car, a brand-new Mercedes,
which symbolizes success among Turkish immigrants.
Unlike Ercan, other big business owners had less naturalistic explanations for the
path to “being boss.” Mahmut used the words “courage” and “fear” while explaining his
business expansion:
At that time, there was no insurance agency [owned by a Turkish immigrant]. Not
at all. There were all owned by foreigners. I opened [the first one]. After four to
five years, now we are six or seven [Turkish agencies]. No one starts something
without seeing that someone else [another immigrant] is doing. Someone starts,
and the other one follows this example. The reason could be fear or lack of
courage.

Ufuk, as an owner of big refrigerated trailer (or “reefer”) fleet, underlined the
difficulties of being an owner. He talked about the necessary skills of being a boss in
abstract terms while explaining his own career:
We opened a firm. Okay, one can drive a truck but opening a firm and
finding loads to haul is very different thing. You can be a good driver, but
it does not mean that you can run a business. You can work for someone
else, but it is a question mark whether you can be the boss of yourself. To
run a business is a different talent…. Everyone has a purpose in life. Some
people say that “I work for someone, have a stable income, it is enough.”
It is a question of personal character. Some people say that “I should have
my own firm. I should work for myself. I should expand my business as
much as I can.” It is not for money.

Nedim explained how he could be running two trucks:
Under normal conditions, when you get a second truck, your income get doubled
but also your expenses get doubled. However, I am more advantaged because my
father drives the second truck. He does not drive like a driver but like his own
truck. I do not experience much problem. We can help each other. He is not like a
driver at the end of the day. Besides this I can lead him in other areas. Many
people [who have a second truck] want their drivers to drive like an owner [but it
is not much possible].
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Ufuk had a similar experience. He worked with his brother in regional semi
trucking, not with his father in regional dump trucking. But in Ufuk’s narrative, we also
see how he jumped to being the owner of a family-based trucking firm:
Five months after activating our business, we bought one more truck. My brother
was driving one of the trucks. I was driving the other truck. One year passed and
we became more experienced. We had a Turkish friend. He had bought a truck.
He told us that “I do not want to open a firm. Can I use your firm? Could you find
me loads to haul?” We told him yes. He became our first owner-operator…Then
other owner-operators came. At one point we had four or five owner-operators.
Then we increased the number of our own trucks. Now we have 10 trucks.

Drawing on several years of contact in the field, I wrote down some notes about
the expansion of Ercan and Ahmet’s trucking business:

Ahmet explained the story of founding and enlarging the company once again
when I worked here. It seems that the entrepreneur skills of Ahmet was effective
for this company. Probably Ercan put capital and experience as well as his
networks in trucking. At the end of the day he had been working in the trucking
industry since 1985. In general, as I observe, this partnership has been a
successful one…. Ahmet and Ercan have sometimes different opinions, but they
know how not to make them bigger. It seems that Ahmed do not directly tell
Ercan that he is doing something unnecessary or wrong. He just implies.
(Fieldnotes, July 18, 2017)

Mahmut’s story is worth quoting at length because he summarized this
transformation from a “family-based” firm into a “beyond-family” firm:
Everyone had Peterbilt. I told myself that I should have Peterbilt too. I
sold my Mack dump trucks that [I was driving with my father]. The name
of our company was “Frank and Son.” I closed this firm. I opened a new
firm with our last name, “Durmaz LLC.” I became the center of the
expanding business. I started buying Peterbilt. I bought one, then one
more, one more, one more, one more, one more, six trucks…. Then I
bypassed the brokers who make money over me. I started going to
shippers directly. Because of this bypass, the size and number of loads
increased. Also, I was doing three trips in a day, then I needed to do six or
seven trips. When my existing trucks were not enough, I bought more. I
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had a contract with the state. I shoveled the snow of I-295 several years,
eight or nine years.

The expansion of a business was a possibility for some truckers I spoke with who
were relatively younger and had either one truck or two trucks. Serdar was just in the
process of expanding his business. He told me that he already found a driver and would
buy a tractor-trailer in the following months. Nedim had only ambiguous plans for getting
a third truck: “Sure, I consider [buying a third truck]. I have an intention, if God allows.
The market is better now. If the market gets better, I can get one more truck.” He also
criticized “older truckers,” who have an “old mentality” because they do not renew their
old trucks frequently so as not to take on risk. Unlike Nedim, I saw some truckers who
had unrealistic plans for the future. During one of my first interviews in 2014, Emrah,
who had already sold his truck and was working as a driver, told me, “I want to stop the
driving. I want to be getting like that company. And I am going to hire the driver. When I
buy other truck, other trucks, so that’s my plan.” I did not find his plans realistic given his
“failures” in the past.
Although buying a second truck is a real turning point in the truckers’ world, in
most cases, it is a transition period. In my sample, most of the truckers had either one
truck or more than two trucks. Truckers do not stay on this border line for a long time. If
not selling the second truck, many truckers try to buy a third truck. I learned why during
my participant observation: “Taha said that a trucker should have either one or five
trucks; if you have one, you can fix it easily; if you have five you can ignore the
problems of some of your trucks. He added that if you have one truck, you should drive
on your own” (Fieldnotes, June 15, 2017). He pointed out that truckers start taking
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advantages of making profits when they have more than three trucks. Other truckers who
have only one truck made similar statements about the optimum number of trucks. Mete
said, “If a truckers has 10 trucks, he would make 200 lira from each. Then he makes
2,000 lira per day if he has many trucks.” Osman said that if a trucker has two or three
trucks, the income of these trucks would not make enough money for driver payments,
gas and repairs, adding:
My opinion is that you have either one truck, you work on your own, or you have
10 trucks. Do you know why? Suppose that you have 10 trucks. You can find
good drivers for all trucks. It is up to your luck. If you make only $100 per truck,
after other expenses such as tires and gas are paid, it is clear money. [You would
make $1000 per day.]

Although many truckers agreed that one needs to have more than two trucks, they
disagreed about the necessity of expanding the business to more than four or five trucks.
Ufuk, who had several trucks in his mid-thirties, made statements drawing his own
experiences:
[Without expansion] it does not work. Why does it not work? When you
start the business, you have a limited economic power. You cannot buy
more trucks. Since you cannot buy new trucks, your old trucks start
getting broken. They stuck on roads. These repairs make you depressive.
They stay at truck repair shops two or three weeks. Then it does not work
at all. When you do not grow, you keep the business only two years. You
either leave the trucks or leave the industry. We realized this [at an early
point]. We realized that our money gets circulated when we had four
trucks. For instance, suppose that one of the trucks gets broken. Then there
are three more. Still you make money. You continue to make investment
by incoming money. Besides new investments, you need to make
payments [for other expenses]. In addition, owner-operators come. You
cut percentage from them, making money by owner-operators. This is an
issue of demand and supply. [You should have many trucks. Why?]
Brokers call us to ask whether we have an additional truck or not. If you
say “no” a couple of times, they would not call you again.
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On the other hand, Necmettin, who has only four trucks, mentioned the risks of
expanding the business beyond four trucks. He said that unless a trucker has a team,
technology and capacity, expanding the business beyond that point could be risky: “Here
buying trucks is not a problem. Just sign the lease and buy 10 trucks. If there are no good
driver around, what can I do with 10 trucks?” Mahmut, who has seven trucks, also
mentioned the advantage of keeping the number of his truck fleet under 10: “Now I do
not want to have 10 or 15 trucks. I prefer having just six trucks but doing my own
business [working directly with shippers]. I do not want to talk to with brokers and check
every day whether you have jobs or not.”
In summary, truckers who have more than one truck are not a homogeneous
community. There are two types of truckers, with differing lifestyles and working
conditions based on the number of trucks they own: those who have few trucks (two to
four), and those who have many trucks (four to 20). I realized this point while observing
a scene in fieldwork:
I went to the office where my phone was getting charged. Alaattin (brother
of Taha) came with a truck. He came to the office, and they talked about
the insurance of trucks. He talked about Altan’s car. By using calculator,
they tried to calculate either the payments of B. Company or Altan’s truck.
Then I learned that Altan bought a truck. He is not using C. Company’s
truck. Alaattin had asked to Taha about the mileage of Altan’s truck.
Three persons of the conversation were somehow entrepreneurs at
different levels. In fact, these levels could be a good choice. Ahmet is a
big entrepreneur; Alaattin is a middle level one; and Mete is a small one.
(Fieldnotes, July 27, 2017)

While becoming a boss in trucking, employers usually do not completely give up
driving or the ordinary activities of trucking such as paperwork or repairs. Similar to
many small immigrant companies, employer truckers use the identities of both a driver
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(employee) and boss (employer) at the same time. Not only do they exploit (make money
on) other drivers, they also keep their active labor at the center of company activities.
There are different types of “the labor of being a boss,” depending on the segment of the
trucking sector and the size of the firm.
It is hard to differentiate those truckers who have two trucks and hire only their
brothers or fathers from an owner-operator who has one truck. Mahmut and Ufuk
employed this strategy while growing their businesses. At the time of the fieldwork,
Nedim had the same strategy, based on a loose collectivity with his father. While his
father worked with brokers, Nedim tried to find some shippers without the intermediary
of a broker. Taha and Alaattin are on a similar borderline between being employers and
employees. They have four dump trucks together and are regularly driving two of them
themselves. Other drivers take other trucks.
Those who have more than three trucks have an especially strong discourse of
employer and boss. They are more like to get stripped of their worker identity. Necmettin
(who had four trucks) and Ufuk (who had 10 trucks) drive only occasionally. Owners of
very large firms like Ercan and Ahmet (who have 20 trucks) and Sakıp (who has 15
trucks) did not drive for long after they expanded their businesses. Similarly, Ertan (who
had four very expensive car-carrier tractor-trailers) and Mahmut (who had seven trucks)
gave up driving in 2015 and 2007 respectively. Ertan is currently doing only office work
and coordination, as he hires eight employees. In the past he had had three reefer tractortrailers and more than 20 owner-operators and was doing only dispatching. Mahmut is
currently doing only office work, as well as the truck repairs all employers must do. He
explained that his reason for stopping driving was the increasing load of office work over
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time and changes in his biological and social endurance: “I had no time to go to the
barber. We had six or seven trucks…. I got married. I told myself that my kids would not
be at their [age] two to three again. I could not see their nice times again. Work, work,
work, work. Until when?” At this moment, he made his brother an offer to join his
business and merge their economic capital. On the other hand, Necmettin, who is over 50,
still drives occasionally when there is a need for an extra driver. Similarly, Ufuk, who is
almost at the same age as Mahmut, drives occasionally: “I did not give up [driving].
Suppose that I loaded all the truck. Then a broker whom I work for several years. I do not
refuse him. There is always one truck empty. I take the truck and do the hauling.” The
reason that he rarely drives is that he is busy with office and organizational duties for his
company. He complained that owning a company is a very stressful work. He wakes up
in the middle of the night because other drivers call him due to an accident, a loading
problem or a breakdown.

The Limits of Immigrant Entrepreneurship

When some truckers expand their businesses further, they face additional problems. This
section discusses four problems and the limits of immigrant business expansion in
trucking. The first problem relates to space; the second, to labor; the third, to materials;
and the fourth, to market sectors.
First, a trucking business needs its own truck repair shop as well as an office
space for paperwork in order to decrease the expenses of the company. Four businesses
(owned by Ercan and Ahmet; Sakıp; Turgut; and Mahmut), each of which had more than
seven trucks, had truck repair shops in which they hired mechanics for regular repairs
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(changing oil, AC, gas and tires). While some of these repair shops (Turgut’s and
Mahmut’s) were relatively small and only served the company trucks, others (Ercan’s
and Sakıp’s) were big and served other trucks as well. Five truckers (Ercan and Ahmet;
Necmettin; Mahmut; Ufuk; and Ertan) had an office space for the paperwork of their
companies.
Necmettin pointed out the relationship between the number of trucks and the need
for a truck repair shop: “You should have 10 or 15 trucks [to need to own a truck repair
shop]. We use just existing truck repair shops instead of opening one.” Consistent with
this view, Ahmet explained how he and Ercan needed a repair shop while expanding their
business. One day in 2016, as he was about to change the brakes of a truck, and he
remembered the early days of their repair shop:
These new brakes will be used for the trucks. These are better. In addition,
installation takes longer, so we can make more money by these new brakes. Old
styles brakes can be changed by any person who has no mechanic knowledge.
Changing new brakes takes longer times. At the beginning we also did not know
anything. Also, our company’s trucks were new and did not have problems. Then
the brakes of trucks started creating problems. We rented the small garage at the
corner of this parking lot and started changing brakes [for our company trucks].
(Fieldnotes, July 18, 2017)

After two years of using this small garage, they moved to a bigger garage in the
same parking lot and started serving other truck companies. Now they hire seven to eight
mechanics and repair 10 to 15 trucks every day. Their place is a popular social space for
truckers. Mahmut mentioned how it was important to his business to have its own closed
repair shop, pointing out that before that, workers had to repair trucks in an open parking
lot at very low temperatures. Working in open air was very uncomfortable, and tools
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would get frozen as well. After his business opened its small garage, it solved the impact
of weather on repairs.
Mahmut’s case was also exceptional in the sense that he had an office space not
only for his trucking business but also for an insurance agency for (mostly) immigrant
truckers. In addition, he was exceptional because he had both dump trucks and tractortrailers. None of my other respondents were doing business in two segments of trucking
at the same time. He explained how his insurance/accounting business started as an
informal community job:
Then I started helping them [other truckers]. I told truckers who do not
know English that I can fill out your forms. For instance, suppose that I
was working with my father, we were tired, it was 4 or 5 p.m., I was tired.
An older brother whom I cannot reject asked me to help to read the
insurance forms. I was waiting at Wawa and reading and filling out his
forms. We came to 2005. I told myself: “I am doing everyone’s paperwork
for insurance, lease or contracts. I should go to the school for insurance.
Then I do these paperwork for money.” I searched the schools for that.
When you go to a school for two weeks, you can open insurance agency. I
went to the school for two weeks and passed the tests. After criminal
background checks, I opened my own office in 2008. Truckers to whom I
was helping informally started coming to my office for the same
paperwork as customers.

2013 was another critical year for the expansion of his business. His brother, who
had had a successful career in apparel sector, quit his job to help Mahmut at the agency.
They also hired another office employee. Mahmut told me that he started focusing on
trucking after his brother and other office employee took over the work at the insurance
agency. Around the same time, he became overwhelmed with the problems in dump
trucking.
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One of his Turkish customers who was doing tractor-trailer trucking led him to jump into
this segment of trucking:
I talked to them. They told me that we keep their tires two years, air bags 10
years. When they described the positive aspects of tractor-trailers, I bought a
tractor-trailer. And I saw that they tell the truth. Tractor-trailers have less problem
compared to dump trucks. It is less painful, more comfortable.

By 2018, his plan was to buy some caterpillars to work at construction sites by
getting bids from the private sector as well as the government. If he did this, he would be
a pioneer among Turkish truckers.
In addition to truck repair shops, an office space is needed for bigger trucking
companies. Mostly the brothers, sons, or wives of truckers do office work in these formal
and informal office spaces. Those who have one or two trucks do their paperwork at
home as needed, unless they work with an accountant. Refik told me that his wife was
trying to learn English to do the paperwork. Ufuk and his brother do the paperwork in
their small office in a container at the parking lot where they park their trucks. Mahmut’s
brother does the paperwork at their insurance agency. An office employee (a Turkish
woman) also works at this agency. Mahmut told me that he lost his “youth” while doing
paperwork for his business. At Necmettin’s office, one employee (a Turkish man) and
Necmettin’s wife did office work.
The second problem with regard to the limits of expansion is with the use and
control of both employers’ and employees’ labor. Owning more than three or four trucks
brings a new identity to these truckers: being a boss/employer. They are supposed to
know “the market” and “the personal character” of drivers better than other truckers.
They are also supposed to be aware of the possible “problems” that drivers create. From
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employers’ perspective, the most remarkable characteristics of labor control in trucking is
that employers must navigate supervising truck drivers who are often away from
company headquarters or offices. This is difficult even in the age of surveillance
technologies in the transportation sector. Although company truck drivers are subject to
different methods of control that decrease their independence, they have some of level of
control over their driving activities and skills. Given this structure of trucking, employers
prefer hiring “skillful” drivers instead of trying to control every detail of the driving
activities of less experienced truckers.
However, employers (and would-be employers) frequently stress the problem of a
lack of skillful drivers. This was the major reason that many owner-operators I spoke
with did not attempt to expand their businesses. An independent trucker, Irmak, explains
the lack of skillful truckers in the market and its impact on employers:
There are not much good drivers. Nowadays both the dump truckers and longhaul truckers look for drivers. There is no driver [around]. Everyone look for
driver. Open the job search pages of newspapers, everyone, driver. At this
moment, there is no way to be picky. Even Ercan’s 10 trucks would be lying
down.

Similarly, Ekrem mentioned that employers’ biggest problem was not being able
to buy new trucks but being able to hire good drivers. The minor mistake of a driver
(such as an accident) can be very risky for a company due to increasing insurance
payments. Necmettin connected the issue of drivers’ skills to the skills of employers, who
should understand the problems of drivers:
All the truckers have different problems. They ask for different things. Some
truckers do not want to see the face of their wives and ask me to give to him loads
to the longest distances. They say that “send me wherever you want.” Some say
that “I have kids, I want to sleep over in my house.” Some say that “I am diabetic,
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and I only ask for a good insurance.” Like the fingers of a hand, all the drivers are
different.

More interestingly, the question of skill was occasionally connected to the
question of ethnicity by truckers. Two Turkish big trucking company owners who have
almost 10 drivers each have different views on the importance of ethnicity: On the one
hand, Ufuk thinks that ethnicity and skills are not related, stating that he has an
understanding based on meritocracy:
For me, the origin of the driver does not matter. If he succeeds his job, there is no
problem. I speak English. My brother speaks too. As long as you communicate
with the driver, his origin is not important. I do not say that I do not work with
Turks. Some say so. I do not have such a claim. I did not come across much
Turkish driver. If I came across, I would work.

Consistent with these thoughts, Ufuk said that he has two Turkish mechanics with
whom he works regularly on his trucks. On the other hand, Ertan, who did not say
anything negative about American truckers, hired (except two Latino immigrants) only
Turkish truckers and employees. Mahmut, another owner of a big fleet, had very distinct
ideas about the importance of ethnicity:
Let me say clearly: The worst Turkish driver, imagine the worst Turkish
drivers, is better than American driver. I swear about this. That is, imagine
a Turkish driver who does not care his job, is better the combination of
three Americans. Why? When the guys [Americans] sneeze, or have a
light flu, they do not come to work. They are naughty. When it turns to 2
p.m., 3 p.m., they go to their houses to drink. These are not the people who
consider their future. I always find [new drivers] so. I put the
advertisement on Craigslist. They charge $20. Each week I receive nine or
10 replies. I call the applicants to my place. I make them fill out the
application form. They lie a lot in the application forms. Since they lie, I
lead them to the drug test.
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Despite of the need for skillful drivers, employers do not want to miss market
opportunities. They are concerned with the smooth operation of the company more than
with hiring a good driver. I observed especially for dump trucking that employers have to
hire relatively unskilled drivers in order not to miss loads to be hauled. In this situation,
they have few options other than saying to the new driver, “Drive safe.” After a couple of
weeks, they can complain about the driver, saying that the driver makes the tires blow up,
or they can put DEF (Diesel Exhaust Fluid) in the gas tank. Given this tension between
the supposed shortage of skillful drivers and the needs of the competitive market, hiring
practices turn into a skill employers must learn.
Employers told me that they find drivers either through advertisements or through
informal social networks. While Serdar found a driver through the internet, Necmettin
never used the internet:
[We find the drivers] through personal ties. I have a friend who is already driving
a truck. Also, I have one more truck without a driver. He said that “Let us find
someone for this available truck. I know someone who got bored of dump
trucking. He wants to drive tractor-trailer.” If the drivers of a company are paid on
time, the drivers of this company can easily find new drivers by suggesting their
friends. If we are in need of a driver so badly, we can use, but I never used the
internet to find a driver.

On some occasions, I discovered how employers gave advice to drivers who has
just started in the company:
Turgut found a driver through a current driver, and made the first contract next to
me: A couple of minutes ago, Turgut talked to someone for hiring him. He had
asked him where he is, and how long he can work. He set up a meeting time. By
this way I came across one more recruitment process. (Fieldnotes, July 5, 2017)
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The third problem with expansion is finding enough loads to haul for several
trucks concurrently. Many truckers say that there are too many trucks in dump trucking,
which already makes finding loads to carry difficult. In recent years, not just Turkish
immigrants but also other immigrant groups made big investments in trucks. On the other
hand, some truckers think that even though there are many trucks in the market, there are
lots of jobs, too. According to them, the issue is not the number of trucks in the market,
but “the ability to find the right jobs.” This problem is related to market fluctuations.
Employers respond to market fluctuation in various ways.
Over several years of fieldwork, I observed that immigrants’ businesses were
always in flux. During this time, while some employers (like Yavuz) sold their trucks,
others (like Ercan and Ahmet) planned to sell as the market got worse in the post-2016
period. Yavuz had started with eight trucks, but had six trucks after selling. Ercan and
Ahmet planned to sell five out of 20 trucks. Some truckers had problems with their
business partners and decided to split their business. Necmettin told me that he had
recently split with his business partner and kept just four out of seven trucks. Necmettin’s
decision was not only related to his dispute with his business partner, but also to his
relatively old age and the fact that he was overwhelmed with running a big company. A
few truckers bought more trucks, as Refik observed, saying, “Some truckers had one
truck, and now they have three.”
The fourth problem is different than any of the problems discussed above: it is
about whether these big trucking companies need to jump to other sectors or expand to
more than 15 to 20 trucks. The question is whether these immigrant trucker entrepreneurs
can jump to other sectors or expand their businesses within the same sector.
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Getting information about immigrants who quit trucking and shifted to other
sectors (such as construction or food service) would have been possible only if my
sample included Turkish immigrants who were working in these sectors at the time of
fieldwork. Within the limits of my sample, however, I observed that plans for jumping to
other sectors was very rare among immigrant truckers. Only one big business owner was
checking his entrepreneurial abilities in other fields. I came across two truckers (Şevket
and Mete) who had left trucking for a while but returned to it at the time of interviews in
2008. In the 1990s, Şevket sold all three of his trucks and bought a gas station. Turgut,
who had five trucks at the time of fieldwork, was doing business in an unrelated field:
small scale international trade. Comparing himself with other truckers, he said that he
was lucky because he had no family “to feed.” That is how he could accumulate “lots of
money” even owning just five trucks. During an informal talk, he explained the details of
his business:
Then while drinking coffee, he talked about his trade activities between Turkey
and the United States. He is importing marble. He made bring one container of
marble recently. This type of marble is mined also in Brazil and India. His marble
is mined at the mine owned by one of his friend in Turkey. He could bring 49
more containers. I did not find this project realistic. He did not know yet where to
sell these marbles. He wants to sell them in whole. It is really an interesting
entrepreneurship activity by Turgut. (Fieldnotes, July 5, 2017)

With regard to expansion within the trucking sector, according to Mahmut, there
are opportunities in the dump trucking market only if a company provides a variety of
services such as construction and engineering. In an immigrant community meeting,
Mahmut futilely urged on other truckers who had large fleets:
When I meet with these people, I swear I tell them. Sakıp’s company was very
big, having 20 truck once upon a time. Ercan had 20 trucks. When we drink tea
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and smoke cigarettes, I always tell them, “You buy trucks, trucks, and trucks. You
did 10 after 5, 15 after 10, and 20 after 15. Until when? You need to jump one
more step. You can buy a Caterpillar. Instead of buying 30 trucks, buy a couple of
Caterpillars. You can make contracts directly with construction firms for small
projects if not for big ones.” [However], you need to have a team. You need to
work with an engineering firm. The plans need to be made. There is no Turkish
immigrants who is currently doing such contracts.

Despite of the opportunities mentioned by Mahmut, I was told several times that
there are not many very big companies in the dump truck sector due to rapid market
fluctuations. Dump trucking is different than tractor-trailer (regional and national)
trucking in the sense there are not many mega or medium-sized carriers in dump
trucking. Given the currently existing shortages in the market, having more than 20
trucks bring many risks. In fact, many dump truckers were about the make their
companies smaller at the time of interviews. Thus, truckers who already have big fleets of
dump trucks pointed out three aspects of constraining their expansion. Mahmut said that
even Turkish companies that had more than 50 dump trucks could not make contracts
with construction firms for large projects such as gas stations, roads or factory
construction due to possibility of ethnic discrimination. He gave an anecdote from a
meeting with an American with whom he works. His American friend told him that a
Turkish company cannot compete with other Americans firms on contracts for these
projects. Mahmut also pointed out that if employers expanded their businesses there
would be risk of unionization. For these reasons, he told me, he would prefer having four
small companies instead of one big company.
With regard to the tractor-trailer sector, in which business expansion is more
possible given the structure of the sector, Ufuk pointed out that: “You cannot find here
[in Pennsylvania other Turkish trucking companies]. If you go to Paterson [New Jersey],
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you can find. There are companies of 70 to 80 trucks. Here we run a business. I do not
know any other in the region.” He also stressed personal reasons for limits to further
expansion, which would necessitate a bigger office space:
My plan is buy 10 more trucks and reach 20 trucks. After 20, it goes to 50. Then
you need to be a big corporation. I do not want a big headache in my life. Then
my whole life would be trucking. It is already so. If I had 100 trucks, what would
I do? How would I deal with? I need to hire some people. I cannot manage 100
trucks here. I need to move to a bigger office that has five or six rooms in which
many dispatchers work.

Summary and Discussion
This chapter discussed “the second rite of passage” of an immigrant trucker’s life:
owning a truck. Most of the immigrant truckers in the sample of this study have had the
experience of buying a truck. This process not only legally changes the employment
status of truckers, but also transforms their working and life conditions. By owning their
means of income-generating property, immigrants become owner-operators or carriers
and start working with brokers and shippers instead of bosses or employers.
The first section of this chapter focused on the actual process of buying a tractortrailer or dump truck. I analyzed two major dynamics with regard to this process. First, I
found that buying a truck is a smooth and well-planned process for few truckers. Many
truckers go through serious challenges and indecisiveness while finding the right truck,
the right dealer (or the right truck company that sells used trucks for cheap) and the right
deal (and lease). Truckers who have not accumulated enough money or who could not
learn enough English while working as a driver try to use their ethnic ties to overcome
these three challenges. While receiving help by means of information and money is very
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common among immigrants, few truckers buy their trucks with business partners. My
data demonstrated that only truckers who bought a truck together with fathers or brothers
experienced successful business partnerships. Those who bought trucks with a nonrelative friend usually ended up with some disputes.
The second major finding of the section was that buying a truck is an “ongoing”
process. Most of the time, trucks are either on lease, on repair or under sale plans until
they are renewed (replaced) every couple of years. Trucks as a technical means of service
production are constantly in need of repair, renewal or lease payments. Immigrant
truckers regularly spend money for monthly payments and for both regular and
unexpected repairs. They regularly make plans to sell an old truck and buy a new one.
Truckers are in an ongoing struggle to keep their trucks in serviced properly.
The second section discussed the cultural and economic implications of owning a
truck by focusing on the issue of independence. The major reason immigrant truckers
want to own a truck is to increase their income, which is the reason that they made a big
investment over the years while working in other sectors. In addition, owning a truck has
cultural and social meanings within the immigrant community. I claim that having a
“good” truck is an untold norm within the community. Being a truck owner is something
everyone is expected to become.
This section gave a detailed discussion of the literature on the “mystery” of being
an owner-operator or a single carrier. This mystery gets at why being an owner-operator
means independence in theory but not in practice. Belman and Kossek (2006) claimed
that quality-of-life issues and cultural context, rather than financial compensation, have
an important role in the decision making processes of truckers with regard to becoming
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owner-operators. Agar (1985) stressed that truckers believe in the distinctiveness of their
job from routine jobs at the office and factory. Ouellet (1994) pointed out non-economic
motivations, such as self-esteem, masculinity and the feeling of autonomy. These works
explain how truckers justify “dishonorable” employment conditions, revealing the inner
rationalizing processes of truckers. Only Viscelli (2016) focuses on the structural factors
that sustain the hegemony of big trucking companies’ ability recruit and retain a group of
owner-operators as a labor force under their control.
My own findings reveal different dynamics behind the ambition of owning a
truck. First, except for three respondents (one of whom is a company driver), none of my
respondents spoke about the advantages of working as a company driver. Instead they
repeatedly mentioned how it is hard to work under (and be controlled by) the commands
and schedule of a company boss. These difficulties are not just related to their feelings,
but also to their “image” in the community, given that they can be easily accused of being
a bad driver by their boss. As independent drivers, they have a chance to be exempt from
the negative comments of their colleagues.
Second, my own findings show that immigrant truckers take advantage of living
in and being surrounded by a larger community when they buy their own truck. My
findings documented how owning a truck brings lots of uncertainties and difficulties into
a trucker’s life. Truckers are in a constant struggle to pay for tolls, taxes, insurance, and
the time and money for repairs. Moreover, they experience the negative implications of
the rapid fluctuations of the load market. They are in an endless (daily and weekly)
process of “load search.” Especially in the dump trucking sector, nothing in the load
market is secured for the following season, if not the following week. However, I argue
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that truckers alleviate these difficulties and ambiguities by collaborating in varying
degrees through social circles. By mobilizing social ties in different social circles, not
only do co-ethnic colleagues help one another in the truck-buying process, but also in
repairs and load searches. Given the very competitive structure of deregulated truck
markets, these collaborations have limits. They are subject to breakups, ending up with
disputes (if not fights) and ongoing gossip in the community. Many immigrant truckers
are not just dependent on the “wild” capitalist markets of trucking, but also (to varying
degrees and by various means) on their community.
Third, my findings indicated more complicated ways of surviving independent
truckers’ load markets than the literature discusses. I found four patterns. First, some
owner-operators work with a company, signing short-term contracts. This is a typical and
very common way of surviving in regional and national tractor-trailer markets. I did not
find such a pattern in dump trucking. Second, some owner-operators work with brokers,
operating relatively more independently in the markets. In exceptional cases, tractortrailer drivers work with double brokers. While it is more common that Turkish
immigrant truckers in the tractor-trailer sector work with brokers of American or other
immigrant groups (such as eastern Europeans or South Asians), dump truck owners work
with Turkish brokers and dispatchers. Turkish immigrants as a group are not a dominant
actor in the tractor-trailer sector in New Jersey, but they are visible in dump trucking
there. In dump trucking, some immigrant truckers use their ethnic ties, finding loads
collectively by connecting with brokers as members of a single team. The third way
truckers may survive the load market was clear only in one case and may not be subject
to generalization. In this case, a trucker ran an independent carrier company in legal
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terms but was completely dependent on brokers of another immigrant group. The fourth
way of surviving is based on the most independent way of finding loads: working directly
with shippers. This pattern is common in dump trucking, in which truckers who have
small fleet of trucks work with plant, construction and waste site shippers. Working with
shippers is not common in the tractor-trailer sector. Only tractor-trailer truckers who have
big fleets of trucks, or who have extended social circles, use this method of finding loads.
And even then, they do this only occasionally.
The third section of the chapter was about a dynamic that I recognized only at a
later stage of my fieldwork. If getting a CDL is the first rite of passage, and owning a
truck is the second passage, owning a second truck is “the third rite of passage.” Few
truckers go through this stage. I argue that if owning one truck is a norm in the
community, owning more than one truck is seen as “success” or as an “extraordinary
skill.” Although owning a truck changes a trucker’s employment status and working
conditions, as well as the trucker’s symbolic personal value in the community, it does not
bring dramatic changes to income levels. However, owning a second truck not only
changes the financial capacity of trucker significantly, but also bring new responsibilities,
such as hiring someone. Given the very interesting aspects of this rite of passage, the
third section explored the differences between truckers who have one truck and truckers
who have more than one truck.
The section’s discussion started with exploring the reasons that many truckers
avoid buying a second truck. Of one-truck owners, some (mostly truckers in their 40s and
50s) were categorically against the idea of buying a second truck. Some (mostly those in
their 20s and 30s) were only conditionally against it. The latter group told me that they
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would be into buying a second truck if four conditions were met: if they had more
English knowledge, if they found a reliable driver, if the markets offered more
opportunities (as they did until the early 2010s), and if the second truck was not bought
on lease. I argued that most of these truckers would not buy a second truck because all
four of these conditions cannot be easily realized. Given these limitations, only one
tractor-trailer trucker I spoke with was in the process of buying a second tractor.
If one-truck owners work “on their own” and have “their own jobs,” those
immigrant truckers who have more than one truck technically become employers and
bosses. My fieldwork data include lots of cases about how these bosses are perceived
differently from others in the community and how they become part of a different
discourse with regard to trucking and entrepreneurship. I developed my argument by
examining two important aspects of being a boss. First, I looked at the ways in which
employers use different hiring practices and narratives about being (and hiring) “a good
trucker.” Second, I discussed how bosses use their own labor in their new class position.
Consistent with the literature on small entrepreneurship, they stay at the borderline of the
two identities of employer and employee. They behave like a boss without stripping their
“worker’s dress.” They exploit drivers by taking a bigger portion of total earnings. In
addition, they self-exploit by continuing to drive or by getting involved in ordinary
trucking activities such as paperwork or repairs. If they keep one hand on steering and on
the oily parts of a truck, they keep their other hand on various office papers and hiring
documents.
An interesting finding was that there are few truckers who have exactly two
trucks. This pattern does not exist by chance. As many truckers repeatedly stressed,
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market forces do not allow immigrant truckers to keep only two trucks. Given the limits
of making a profit with two trucks, two-truck owners should either buy a third truck or
sell their second truck in a short span of time. In order survive, multi-truck businesses
must grow. Only one trucker in my sample was in the two-truck stage. He was making
plans for buying a third truck. Given the necessity of expansion, three groups of
immigrant truckers stood out with regard to truck ownership: those who owned one truck,
those who owned a few trucks (two to four), and those who owned many trucks (four to
20).
Another important finding about this two-truck stage was that most of the truckers
who had two or more trucks shared their second trucks with their brothers or fathers.
Only one trucker, one of the most experienced truckers in the community, had no
relatives in the United States. He hired a second driver when he bought a second truck. I
argue that the pattern of working with a friend is exceptional. Many truckers transcend
“the second-truck phase” with the help of their brothers and fathers (or, rarely, sons).
The fourth section of this chapter was about the limits of business growth in
trucking for immigrants. Despite increasing expenses and post-recession conditions, there
are still lots of ongoing opportunities in deregulated trucking markets for immigrants who
have entrepreneurial skills. However, immigrant truckers must overcome four problems if
they want to jump into a new class position.
First, entrepreneurial immigrants must open a truck repair shop. Turkish truckers
usually prefer repair shops owned by other Turkish immigrants, who help them by
making discounts cheaper or fixing their trucks quicker than any dealer can. They also
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need an office space for paperwork in order to decrease accounting expenses for their
trucking company.
Second, these immigrants must learn how to control the labor of drivers. This is a
very tricky issue in trucking given that drivers work away from the “eyes” of a boss. The
only way to overcome this problem of control is to find “skillful” drivers (where skill is
measured by one’s ability to avoid accidents and go as fast as possible). Employers are
supposed to know the market and the personal character of drivers better than truckers
without employees. But they can only guess at the potential “problems” that a driver can
create. Given the shortage of skilled drivers in the market, many employers are bound to
hire “ordinary” drivers (if not very bad drivers) in order to not miss out on jobs. Few
employers take the risk of keeping their trucks in parked when there are lots jobs in the
market just to avoid the potential accidents that could result from hiring an “ordinary”
driver. They usually take risk of hiring even “bad” drivers when there are loads to haul in
the market.
Third, employers who have more than four trucks must continuously find loads to
haul for their trucks. Otherwise, they can easily go bankrupt, given the payments on and
expenses of trucks even as they wait in a parking lot. Only experienced truckers have
enough connections with different brokers to find them continual jobs.
Fourth, employer truckers must plan and think ahead about whether they want to
expand their business to more than 20 trucks (the maximum number of trucks that
truckers in my sample had). A few truckers jumped into other segments of the trucking
industry (such as insurance) or other sectors (such as international trade). But immigrant
truckers need more financial, technical and social capital to grow beyond 20 trucks or to
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expand into more lucrative sectors. Having a fleet of 50 trucks or owning a construction
company (with engineers, dump trucks and caterpillars) seems to be beyond the human,
social and economic capital available to the participants I spoke with.
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CHAPTER 8:
CONCLUSION

Introduction

This dissertation has attempted to discuss the social and economic incorporation of labor
migrants from Turkey in the context of American capitalism. It analyzed the process by
which first-generation Turkish male immigrants arrive in the United States, enter lowwage jobs, and then shift to the trucking industry. By exploring the work life of
immigrant truckers this discussion explains how the socio-economic cleavages within the
immigrant community both conform to and challenge the dynamics of immigrantdominated sectors. In the rest of the conclusion chapter, I first summarize the major
empirical findings. Second, I discuss theoretical implications. Third, I point out the
limitations of this study and directions for future research.

Major Empirical Findings

Migration Processes
The study focused on Turkish labor immigrants who have different labor market
transitions from professional immigrants. The quantitative data highlighted four aspects
of migration. First, the majority of immigrants concentrate in New York and New Jersey.
Second, the naturalization and permanent residency rates among them are considerably
high. The 2000s were the golden years for obtaining permanent residency. Third, the
education levels of truckers are lower than professional Turkish immigrants. High school
degree is the most common education level among truckers. Their educational profiles
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are somewhat similar to other truckers in the United States. Fourth, the self-employed
rate (46.7 percent) among Turkish truckers is remarkably higher than all truckers in the
United States. This rate is even higher than the rate among foreign-born truckers (32.8
percent). Thus, the quantitative data indicate that Turkish truckers concentrate in New
York and New Jersey, hold permanent residency, have mostly high school degrees, and
are more likely to be self-employed.
Qualitative data about the immigrant community reveal further insights. Turkish
truckers obtain their green card either through family sponsorship or diversity lottery. I
observed two main reasons for migration. First, those who come from the Black Sea
region migrate because they grew up in an emigration-prone culture. It is common that
one of their relatives already live in the United States. Second, those who are from other
regions of Turkey migrated without having a relative or family member already residing
in the United States. They heard about the possibilities of migration mostly through
friends, seeking adventure and economic prosperity.
The development of social networks is an important part of community formation.
They formed social networks in the late 1990s and 2000s. These networks are spatially
concentrated in New Jersey. Social networks have four analytically differentiated layers,
which I call network levels. The dynamics of levels have important implications for labor
market transitions and entrepreneurial acts. Level 1 contains non-Turkish people such as
other immigrants and Americans. English language proficiency is the key factor for the
mobilization of beyond-community networks. Immigrant truckers use these networks for
forming trucking businesses and finding loads. Within this level, Turkish truckers have
closer ties with Pakistani and Middle Eastern immigrants.
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Level 2 is composed of immigrants from other parts of Turkey. These networks
help immigrant truckers occasionally during repairs or truck buying processes. Level 3
includes extended kins and immigrants from the same hometown. This level of networks
is very active among dump truckers. Level 4 includes networks among immediate
relatives such as wives, brothers, and fathers. The wives of truckers occasionally help
with paperwork. Brother and fathers are key figures in the formation and expansion of
family trucking businesses.
Pre-Trucking Job Experiences
I define two periods of pre-trucking job experiences of immigrants: (1) jobs in
Turkey, and (2) jobs in the United States. Nearly 80 percent of truckers had a job
experience in Turkey before they migrated. Those who have job experiences in Turkey
worked either as low-wage service workers or as drivers. These respondents stressed that
the bad working conditions of their dead-end jobs were an important reason for leaving
Turkey.
After arrival to the United States, working at low-wage jobs is a norm among new
labor immigrants. They do not have many job options. They are concentrated in three
types of jobs: (1) an attendant or a car washer at gas stations, (2) a dishwasher or a cook
at restaurants, and (3) a painter or a gutter installer in construction firms.
I define two jobs that prepare truckers for the trucking industry: (1) a delivery
driver, and (2) entrepreneurs in the food and delivery sectors. Usually these options are
not very promising. Due to long hours and low wages, immigrants tend to leave delivery
jobs. Due to hyper-competition, they do not keep their business for a long time. However,
these jobs develop the entrepreneurial and driving skills of would-be truckers.
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Immigrant truckers go through a long preparation period that spans at least one
year. Unlike other jobs, they enter the trucking industry step by step. I define three
reasons that led immigrants to enter the trucking industry. (1) Workers are pushed into
trucking due to highly exploitative conditions of low-income immigrant jobs. Ordinary
truckers (2) are pulled by the trucking industry due to its image. They see trucking jobs as
“the best they could do.” An average trucker always makes more money than any lowwage immigrant worker. Trucking also offers opportunities for work autonomy.
Immigrant truckers learn the conditions of the trucking industry before they enter the
sector, thanks to living in a community in which there are many truckers. Super truckers
(3) fall into trucking at an early stage of their life. They are born into a trucking family or
get caught up in teenage fantasies of the trucking culture. They like the trucking industry
not only for its monetary advantages but also for its symbolic meanings.
Labor Processes in Trucking
Chapter 6 examined the labor processes of immigrant truckers. The first section
discussed the preparation process that begins with commercial driver`s license (CDL)
exams. First, immigrants mobilize their social networks in order to find a CDL company.
They also learn how to drive a truck while working at their low-wage jobs. Second, they
decide the type of CDL they need. Class A entails a harder exam, but it enables
immigrants to use both tractor-trailers and dump trucks. Class B only allows them to
drive dump trucks. Third, they find ways of overcoming their lack of English proficiency.
They usually use interpreters during CDL exams. The process of getting CDL takes at
least three months.
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The second section analyzed the different paths of truckers within the trucking
industry. Immigrant truckers choose one of three paths: (1) national tractor-trailer
trucking, (2) regional tractor-trailer trucking, and (3) local dump trucking. National
tractor-trailer trucking brings a distinct lifestyle with long periods of being away from
home. Many immigrants work in this segment when they are young and single. They
usually give up the segment due to decreasing incomes and marriages. They hinted that
they found national long-haul boring and unhealthy. This segment does not have a good
reputation.
Regional tractor-trailer trucking has a good reputation among immigrant truckers
due to better working conditions. It also brings a regular income. However, finding a job
in this segment is not easy. Regional tractor-trailers drive only in the Northeast. They are
proud of working in this segment. They compare this segment with “unhealthy” national
trucking and “dirty” dump trucking.
Local dump trucking is the third option for immigrant truckers. It has three
advantages: First, this segment is like an occupational niche in which many Turkish
truckers work. For this reason it is relatively easy to find a job. Second, getting Class B is
easier than getting Class A. Third, the rates are not significantly lower than tractor-trailer
trucking.
Once immigrant truckers begin to work in the trucking industry, they make at
least four important decisions. First, they try to find a good company. New truckers
frequently change their companies. In some cases, their bosses fire them due to accidents
and low seasons. Sometimes they quit when they find a new company with better
working conditions. Frequently they leave their company because they buy their own
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truck. Second, if they own their own truck, they choose the type of load. Dump truckers
haul soil, sand, debris or gravel. Tractor-trailers carry varieties of loads such as tires,
paper, banana, dry food, or automobiles. The type of the load they haul affects their
income. The rates of loads such as soil in dump trucking are higher. Third, they need to
find a good broker. Owner-operators have three ways of contacting with brokers and
shippers. First, they use a broker who finds the load and the route. Second, they directly
contact a shipper. Only very experienced truckers use this method without using a broker.
Third, dump truckers work as a team. The last type is a good example of how they
mobilize social networks.
The last sections of the chapter analyzed how immigrant truckers develop a sense
of time and money. The work experiences of immigrant truckers vary by three factors:
(1) the segment of the industry (discussed above), (2) the conditions of the trucking
market, and (3) the type of employment.
With regard to the conditions in the trucking market, truckers underlined two
major developments of recent years. First, the great recession of 2008 hit the sector
severely. Truckers frequently talk about how their income decreased after the recession.
The expenses of truckers such as gasoline, tolls, insurance, and tickets increased
dramatically. Immigrant truckers also complain that the number of trucks in the market
increased, which has made the trucking market more competitive.
Second, the work experiences of truckers change when they buy a truck. They
become an owner-operator. Owner-operators work longer hours because they follow
market fluctuations carefully. They always have to find new loads to haul. They also
spend more time on the repairs of trucks.
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The last section analyzed the occupational identity of immigrant truckers. A few
truckers see their job as “worthless.” Most of them are proud of their job. They point out
how they are “enough strong” to overcome the challenges such as extremely long
working hours and unhealthy work environments. For them, being a truck driver is a
unique experience that not everyone can easily handle. The most interesting finding
related to this topic was about their description of being “a good driver.” Immigrant
truckers have a conceptualization of “good trucker.” According to this conceptualization,
a good trucker does not get involved in accidents (even though he drives fast). Also, he
does not complain about injuries and sleeplessness. The perception of “good trucker” is
created within the community. During everyday conversations, they talk about what a
good trucker means. They do not want to be perceived by the larger community as “bad”
or “weak” driver.
Becoming a Truck Owner
Chapter 7 examined the process of buying a truck. Immigrants buy their own
trucks to increase their income. In addition, owning a truck is an untold norm in the
community. However, buying a truck requires long-term planning and saving strategies.
New tractors and dump trucks are expensive. Second-hand trucks have disadvantages too.
For immigrants who do not have much savings, finding a second-hand truck without
problems is like gambling. Truckers take risks when they buy a second-hand truck.
Buying a truck is also an ongoing process. Truckers continuously spend money on repairs
or monthly lease payments. In addition, trucks quickly get older and worn down. For this
reason, immigrant truckers always have plans of buying a new truck in the near future.
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The second section of the chapter analyzed the economic and symbolic
implications of being independent for immigrant truckers. How does owning a truck
bring a sense of independence? Truckers frequently talk about their bad experiences as
company drivers. They do not like working under the command of a boss. Owning a
truck brings a sense of independence. However, they also become dependent on market
forces. Their solidarity networks do not always reduce the negative impacts of markets.
In recent years, more immigrants have bought their own trucks, although the number of
jobs did not increase. The high number of owner-operators in the community also
increases competition.
Truckers’ sense of independence varies by their position in the trucking market. I
found three different degrees of independence. First, some owner-operators make shortterm contracts with bigger trucking companies. They are highly dependent on these
companies. Second, some owner-operators work with brokers who coordinate the load
exchanges between truckers and shippers. These truckers have more independent
positions in the market. Even though they cannot change the rates on average, they have a
chance to find another broker if they do not like the rates. Regional tractor-trailer drivers
mostly work with Americans or other immigrant groups. Dump truck owners have fewer
options. They mostly work with Turkish brokers. Third, some owner-operators work
directly with shippers. They bypass the control of brokers. Only experienced truckers
who have extended networks are able to use this method. They are the least dependent
truckers.
The third section of the chapter discussed the process of buying a second truck.
Buying a second truck builds a good reputation among the community members.
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Immigrant truckers who have two trucks are seen as more successful. However, owning
two trucks does not always bring significant income rise. It also brings many risks. That
is why many older truckers avoid buying a second truck. During interviews, younger
truckers explained that they would buy a second truck if three conditions are met: (1) if
they found a reliable driver, (2) if they saved more money, and (3) if the markets offered
more opportunities.
The complexity of the conditions above indicate that not every trucker is able to
buy the second truck. What are the characteristics of immigrant truckers who own two
trucks? They share a common feature. Truckers use their second truck with their male
family members. Having a brother and a father is the key to expand the trucking business.
Interestingly, only one trucker had two trucks at the time of fieldwork. Truckers
in my study had either one truck or more than two trucks. An experienced trucker
explained this mysterious situation, saying that the market forces do not allow immigrant
truckers to keep only two-trucks. A two-truck owner should either buy a third truck or
sell the second truck in a short amount of time. Truckers have to grow in order to survive.
Owning two trucks is a temporary phase due to market forces.
Owning the third truck brings a new identity for truckers: being a boss. Boss
truckers have different discourses with regard to the trucking industry and
entrepreneurship. First, they are self-confident about finding a good driver. Finding a
good driver is the key to keeping a trucking business. When a bad driver gets involved in
an accident, the trucking business loses several thousand dollars. Those who have two
trucks solve the problem by finding a good driver from their family. However, those who
have three trucks have to hire someone outside the family. Second, boss truckers have a
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new class position. On the one hand, they continue to use their manual labor while
repairing, maintaining or driving their trucks. On the other hand, they take more financial
and legal risks. They watch the trucking market fluctuations more carefully.
The last section of the chapter examined the limit of trucking business expansion.
Despite the great recession of 2008, the trucking market still offers lots of opportunities.
Boss truckers underlined four difficulties for the business expansion. First, they need a
truck repair shop to save money for truck repairs. Second, they need to hire a person to
keep paperwork and accounting. Third, they continuously need to find new loads and
new drivers. Fourth, they need a big office space to manage the trucks if they have more
than twenty trucks. I found that owning twenty trucks is the limit for immigrant truckers.

Conceptual Implications

The empirical findings highlight three factors shaping the social and economic
incorporation of immigrants. I argue that the migration policies of sending and receiving
countries, the structure of labor markets, and the characteristics of the immigrant
community work together to inform the labor market transitions.
I discuss this framework in four sections below. The first section focuses on
immigration policies, and the second section discusses precariousness and deregulation in
U.S. trucking labor markets. Together, these sections address the first set of research
questions related to the macro-level, structural dynamics of labor market incorporation.
Sections three and four below address the second set of research questions regarding
immigrant responses to these structural forces. The third section discusses labor process
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theory, and the last section examines social network mobilization and entrepreneurial
activities.
Immigration Policies
Exporting labor migrants has been an important component of the economy in
Turkey for decades. This was a direct consequence of the import-substituted
industrialization model, which created a surplus of labor who could not join either the
formal or informal sectors of the growing economy. European countries were major
destinations for Turkish labor migrants until the 1970s. However, following the military
coup of 1980, the new right-wing government changed Turkey’s migration policy,
transforming a strictly controlled border policy based on tight regulations for passport
issuance into a more loosely controlled one.
The United States became a new destination for Turkish labor migrants who had
no professional skills. The U.S. Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 abolished
discriminatory national origin quotas of earlier policies, and by 1990, the annual quota
for Turkish migrants was raised to 20,000. By 1995, the diversity immigration visa
provided 4,000 visas for Turkish citizens annually. The economic boom of the 1990s was
another pull factor in the labor markets.
Three features of the incorporation model in the United States shaped the labor
market trajectories of immigrants. I developed these three components by comparing
them with the incorporation process of Turkish immigrants in Germany.
First, racial identities have long been a central factor in the incorporation patterns
of immigrants in the United States. However, Turkish immigrants in the United States
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have been less likely to be subjected to direct discrimination than in Germany. Unlike
Germany, Turkish immigrants in the United States constitutes a tiny community. For this
reason there are no visible negative stereotypes among Americans towards Turkish
immigrants. Second, Turkish immigrants have easily “pass” the racial boundary of
whiteness by the second generation if they get higher education and speak perfect
English.
Second, unlike in Germany, migration to the United States from Turkey has not
been directly regulated by government agreements. For labor migrants, family unification
and green card lotteries were major channels of migration to the United States. Public
policies specifically designed for immigrant adaptation have not been developed in the
United States, and the integration of migrants has been left to the self-regulating forces of
economy and society (Joppke 1999). Despite the lack of regulation, Turkish immigrants
have had a higher rate of naturalization in the United States than in Germany, and thus
the legal status of Turkish immigrants in the United States has been more secure in terms
of permanent residency and naturalization.
Third, U.S. labor markets are characterized by the hyper exploitation of
immigrants in informal and precarious jobs (Kalleberg 2018). This pattern leads many
immigrants to form their own businesses in order to increase their incomes Thus, the high
naturalization rates among Turkish immigrants are one reason for the high rates of
entrepreneurship.
The U.S. immigrant incorporation model shows characteristics of both
assimilation and multiculturalism. I call this model passive acceptance. This model had
implications on labor market incorporation in three areas: the importance of
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race/ethnicity, the lack of central integration policies and deregulation, the prevalence of
precariousness. Racialized labor markets work simultaneously through deregulation and
precariousness.
Within this context, in this study I focused on the third wave of Turkish
immigrants in the United States. While the second wave was composed of middle-class
Turkish immigrants, the third wave has been much more diverse in terms of socioeconomic composition of immigrants. The new labor migrants, with lower educational
qualifications from Turkey, dramatically changed the socio-economic composition of
Turkish communities in the United States as they mainly entered low-income service
sector occupations.
In sum, the dynamics of international labor migration between Turkey and the
United States were affected by changing migration policies in the two countries. In
Turkey, the new, more open migration policies of the 1980s provided opportunities for
labor migrants, with the impacts of neoliberalism serving as another important push
factor. In the United States, the turning point was the implementation of The Immigration
Act of 1965, as well as the 1990 Diversity Visa. Further, the lack of active immigrant
incorporation policies in the United States resulted in high naturalization rates, as well as
exploitation without social protection, which triggered higher rates of entrepreneurship
among Turkish immigrants.
Precarious and Deregulated Labor Markets of the Trucking Industry
The second component of my theoretical model of Turkish immigrants’ labor
market incorporation in the United States focuses on precariousness and deregulation in
the trucking industry. In advanced capitalist economies, migrant labor has been always a
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structural necessity (Castle and Kosack 1973). Labor migrants are less likely to join
organized labor rights action (Castells 1975), and during the early years of settlement
they more likely to accept working under dire conditions (Burawoy 1976). As a result,
labor migrants are concentrated in the lower segments of segmented labor markets (Reich
et al. 1973), working dirty, dangerous, difficult, and demeaning jobs.
This remains true in the twenty-first century. A new generation of labor research
developed the concept of “precariousness” to understand the contemporary dynamics of
market segmentation. Contemporary labor markets are uncertain and unpredictable
(Choonara 2019). Unpredictability brings a qualitative intensification of labor (Thompson
2010), and low earnings, low social wages, and little regulatory protection (Lambert and
Herod 2016) characterize precarious labor markets (Kalleberg 2018). Thus, labor
migrants in the twenty-first century encounter precarious working conditions (Talani
2015) and non-standard contracts (Kofman 2016).
Three aspects of precarious labor markets (McDowell et al. 2009) characterize the
work experiences of Turkish truckers. First, the precarious labor markets include an
increasing amount of self-employed work. In the 1980s, Turkish labor immigrants work
as temporary workers in the restaurant and construction sectors, but they rarely formed
businesses in these sectors. However, they realized their dreams when they entered the
trucking industry, working for themselves.
Second, precarious labor markets create unsecured jobs and employment
conditions (Kalleberg 2018), meaning workers cannot guarantee either their security in a
specific position (job security), or in their longer-term ability to find work (employment
security). The job security of recently immigrated Turkish works is often very low, and
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they frequently they either quit their jobs or they are fired. However, Turkish immigrants
usually do not experience long-term employment insecurity due to the “strength of weak
ties” (Granovetter 1973) facilitated by connections within Turkish immigrant
communities.
Third, different labor markets have different dynamics of precariousness. The
context of the industry matters, structuring the unique experiences of workers. In the
1980s, trucking jobs transformed from stable into precarious work. When Turkish
immigrants began to work in the industry, the draconian effects of deregulation such as
declining wages and increasing service costs had already hit the sector. Thus, for Turkish
truckers, driving was always a precarious job conditioned by deregulated markets.
Until 1977, the markets of the trucking industry were strictly regulated by the
Motor Carrier Act of 1935. The age of regulation completely ended when Interstate
Commercial Commission was closed in 1995. Since then, institutional regulation (such as
regulation of price) was replaced with market regulation. On the other hand, social
regulation (such as safety and working conditions) became more strict (Belzer 2000).
Labor was truly the loser of in transformation. The profits were transferred to the
shippers, at the expense of carriers, unionization rates fell dramatically, and new truckers
had no choice but to drive faster, sleep less, and work more.
Meanwhile, the ethnic composition of the trucking industry massively changed as
immigrants entered the sector. The sector de-whitened. The trucking industry became less
desirable for Americans, an occupation of last resort. However, for immigrants, the
trucking industry became a place of opportunity.
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A few academic studies have examined immigrant experiences in the trucking
industry. Alvarez and Collier (1994) indicated the importance of social networks among
Mexican truckers. By mobilizing family- or kinship-based networks, Mexicans found
more shipping activities, which gave advantages at loading and unloading facilities.
Viscelli (2016) examined an immigrant-based recruiting system. According to this
system, trucking companies recruit new immigrants by using the social networks of
existing immigrant employees. Mitra (2012) demonstrated the role of social networks
among Punjabi taxi drivers, examining the ways in which they mobilize social capital in
their search for employment. Like my findings, immigrant drivers mobilize their social
networks to minimize the financial burden of the independent contractor system.
Work Experiences as Labor Process
The third section of the literature chapter used labor process theory to explain the
work experiences of immigrant truckers. Labor process theory assumes that work has
three components: (1) the object of labor, (2) the instrument of labor, and (3) the activity
of labor.
Unlike the production sector, the trucking industry does not create surplus. It
makes the products move in space (Harvey 2013). Unlike the production workers who
alter the substance of matter, the object of work (1) for truckers is to sell change of place
by circulating things. They spend their labor by selling the motion of things. Thus, the
trucking industry complements retail work. Hauling and selling are two aspects of work
in the circulation of goods, from the point of production to the consumption. Like retail
workers, truckers spend labor for the spatial manipulation of tangible goods (Pettinger
2006). However, unlike retail workers, truckers use very complicated and expensive
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instruments of labor (2): trucks. They use trucks as an extension of their bodies, brains,
and hands to alter the place of commodities.
The major component of the capitalist labor process is the activity (3) itself.
Capitalists control the labor process to reduce the indeterminacy and to obtain desired
work (Harvey 2010; Smith 2016). I conceptualize three aspects of capitalist labor control
in the trucking industry.
The first aspect deals with whether capitalists use either bureaucratic techniques
(structural) or in-person methods (simple) techniques in their labor control efforts. In this
study, bosses of small trucking companies use in-person and informal labor control
techniques. They are in direct contact with company truckers, and informal power
relations determine whether bosses control their workers efficiently or not.
The second aspect analyzes how market forces and state regulations affect the
control of labor. By drawing on Burawoy’s (1985) categorization, I claim that the
trucking industry has a hegemonic despotic regime. Deregulated markets largely govern
the sector. Markets determine the rates as well as the demand and supply of commodities.
State regulations affect the trucking markets by implementing safety rules and taxing. In
this context, small trucking companies compete with each other. The employers of
companies intensify labor exploitation as much as they can (Goss 1991). Boss truckers
control company truckers by using both paternalistic and non-paternalistic power.
Paternalist power is employed when they hire family members. Fraternalism between
fathers and brothers exists within small trucking companies owned by immigrants.
Paternalist ties sometimes protect company truckers, for example, bosses may avoid
firing workers due to kinship or community obligations and responsibilities. Boss
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truckers use non-paternalistic power when they recruit non-family members. Here, more
formal ties are activated, and unless it is high hauling season, during which the sector is
very busy, bosses do not avoid firing their truckers.
Finally, the third aspect of capitalist labor control in the trucking industry relates
to workers’ resistance to regimes of control. From its beginning, labor process theory has
accepted that the workplace is contested terrain (Edwards 1979), and the control of
workers is always partial and limited. The respondents of this study were not union
members. They do not organize wildcat strikes. Company truckers of small companies
usually express their reactions by informal and individual means (Fleming and Sewell
2002).
Unlike pizza shop bosses, trucking bosses cannot control the details of their
workers’ activities. Once truckers leave the parking lot, they are out of sight. However,
company truckers have limited opportunities for dissent activities. They have to finish the
assigned jobs of the day, and the chance of “misdriving” (Thompson and Smith 2009) is
limited. They cannot stop in the middle of highways to protest and refuse to haul loads.
When company truckers demand better working conditions or pay, they negotiate with
their bosses personally. I call this pattern “negotiated paternalism.” If their demands are
not met, they either conform the existing conditions by developing consent (Burawoy
1979), or quit (Hirschman 1970) by finding a new company or buying their own trucks.
Immigrant Networks
This sub-section examines the social networks. I elaborate the concept of
immigrant social networks by discussing their levels and outcomes.
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First, social networks are mobilized at four levels: (1) beyond-community, (2)
immigrant community, (3) tight-knit community, and (4) family-based.
The social networks of beyond-community level (Level 1) include the contacts of
non-ethnic employers (Cederberg 2012). “Foreigner” employers in the immigrantdominated sectors hire new Turkish immigrants. The negative or positive stigmatization
(Bauder 2006) towards immigrants affect the decision-making processes of employers,
respectively. The system of negative or positive stigmatization creates the mechanism of
occupational racialization (Kibria et al. 2014). Employers of restaurants or gas stations
might prefer Turkish immigrants for a low-wage job. They might have already heart from
other Turkish that Turkish immigrants are “hard working.” This is an example of positive
stigmatization. Employers of mid-size trucking companies might prefer Eastern
European, not Turkish or Indian, truckers for new positions. A Bulgarian employer might
prefer a Polish trucker due to cultural proximity. This is an example of negative
stigmatization. Due to this discrimination, Turkish trucker might find jobs only in small
companies in which the benefits are minimal. I did not listen to much narratives of racial
discrimination by non-ethnic employers. Further data is needed to understand
occupational racialization.
The social networks of community level (Level 2) become more important (Portes
and Rumbaut 2014) when Turkish immigrants develop intensive networks in different
economic sectors. Turkish immigrants mobilize this level of networks by contacting with
any Turkish person that they meet. Turkish community is a tiny immigrant group so
immigrants do not always find co-ethnic contact easily in all economic sectors. For this
reason Turkish immigrants concentrate on a few jobs.
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The social networks of tight-knit community (Level 3) are very strategic given the
tiny size of Turkish immigrant community. They are based on contacts among
immigrants from the same hometown. New Turkish immigrants ask other settled
immigrants from their hometown to find jobs. These networks are more efficient for job
search. The social of networks of tight-knit community overlap with kin-based contacts
and ties. Turkish immigrants from Yağlıdere have typical tight-knit community networks.
Their concentration in the dump trucking sector is related to the dynamics of these
networks. Immigrants from other cities of Turkey do not have such hometown-based ties.
The social networks of family (Level 4) are mobilized by all immigrants except a
few who have no family (Valdez et al. 2019). Turkish immigrants use their family-based
networks especially when they expand their trucking businesses.
What are the outcomes of the use of social networks? Immigrants mobilize their
social networks that transform into social capital (Lin 1999). Social capital is used for
investments such as financial assets, information or just mutual assistance (Bankston
2014). The use of social capital based on immigrant networks can have positive (upward
mobility) or negative (stagnation or downward mobility) socio-economic consequences.
On the one hand, social networks might have positive outcomes. The existing
research conceptualized positive outcomes through the concepts of “the enabling
networks” (Anthias 2007). In the case of “getting ahead” (Bankston 2014) networks,
immigrants experience intra-generation upward mobility. In some cases “getting by”
networks, immigrants use “coping strategies” that provide only adaptation to the labor
markets. The empirical data37 of this study show evidence of upward movement and

During my first visit in the United States in 2008 I met a “hopeless” immigrant who had been
working at gas stations for more than once decade. His ties with his family were almost cut. I do not study
37
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employment stability (Bashi 2007) for the first-generation immigrants. It is obvious that
the trucking industry save them from disadvantaged and low-wage jobs (Lin 1999).
Turkish immigrants find only a few jobs by using their social networks. They
cannot find varieties of jobs as some immigrant groups do (Majerski 2019). The
advantage of Turkish social networks is that the trucking industry has lots of economic
benefits. For this reason I do not conceptualize the concentration in the trucking industry
a “mobility trap” (Waldinger 1996) or an “ethnic mobility entrapment” (Iosifides et al.
2007) that block socio-economic advancement (Halpern 2005) outside of the ethnic
community. This “occupational niche” (Portes and Rumbaut 2014) does not end up with
a typical “exclusionary enclosure” (Cranford 2005). On the contrary, this sectoral
concentration creates a “creative occupational entrapment” for most immigrants rather
than an “isolated closure” (Bankston 2014).
On the other hand, social networks might have two negative outcomes. First,
social networks create intra-group inequalities (Kelly and Lusis 2006). Not everyone in
the immigrant community has similar power for the network mobilization. I did not find
intra-community inequalities based on based on legal status (Aguilera and Massey 2003)
or type of visa statuses (Akresh 2006). My findings also did not reveal ethnic-based
(Turk and Kurd) or religious-based fragmentation (Sunni and Alevi) as Akkaymak (2017)
found among Turkish immigrants in Canada.
Some studies argue that immigrants with high socioeconomic status gain benefits
from the use of weak over strong ties. Immigrant with low-to-mid status do not get much
benefit from weak ties (Smith 2000). The latter group only takes “unexpected advantage”

this type of immigrants who stay in low-wage jobs until the end of their career. When I study truckers, I
leave out “loser” immigrants who stuck in these dead-end jobs.
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(Akkaymak 2017) of mobilizing their strong ties, which help them during the times of
economic crisis. However, these jobs are likely to be low-tier or low-end (Sisk and
Donato 2018). Like these studies, immigrant truckers of lower educational levels are
more likely to rely on tight-knit community ties. This limits the scope of their business
activities.
Second, the fragmentation of immigrant networks is associated with inter personal
distrust and disloyalty to the community. Conflict is very common not only between
workers and employers but also between self-employed truckers. The networks of
solidarity go hand in hand with the networks of exploitation (Cranford 2005). The
divergent outcomes of immigrant networks in terms of exploitation and competition are
related to the structural characteristics of the trucking industry.
Entrepreneurial Acts
Labor market discrimination minimizes the job opportunities for immigrants from
lower educational backgrounds. Immigrants also escape from the hyper-exploitative
conditions of bad jobs by research mobilization (Light 2010). They try to form businesses
in order to deal with the disadvantages of labor markets. I define four types of immigrant
economies based on the role of entrepreneurial acts (Logan et al. 2003).
First, Turkish immigrants concentrated in occupational niches (1) in the 1980s. In
the 1990s they transformed these niches into ethnic-controlled economies (2) as they
became business owners and hired co-ethnic workers. In the 2000s some businesses in
the restaurant and trucking sectors became entrepreneur niches (3). Now they hire both
co-ethnic and non-ethnic workers and truckers. Concentration in the dump trucking
segment is a good example of entrepreneur niche. Turkish immigrants who have loose
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community ties in the regional tractor-trailer segment developed a hybrid economy (4)
that is no longer part of ethnic economies.
What are the outcomes of these entrepreneurial activities? There are three positive
outcomes. First, immigrant enterprises are like training centers of “apprenticeship” (Ram
et al. 2001). Immigrants learn the skills of entrepreneurship while working as company
truckers and thus set up future role models. Second, trucking companies create job
opportunities for immigrant truckers. Third, they increase the economic prospect and
advance noneconomic resources such as social capital and a sense of community (Zhou
2004).
However, entrepreneurship brings an advanced economic prospect only for a few.
A few immigrant entrepreneurs “break-out” and survive in hybrid economies, moving
from entrepreneur niches into hybrid economies (Phizacklea and Ram 1996). Immigrant
entrepreneurship usually brings intense competition, long hours of work and exploitation
of family labor (Castles et al. 2014). The outcomes of entrepreneurial activities could be
beneficial for some, even though it is not always guaranteed.

Theoretical Conclusions

I have three theoretical conclusions related to the use of labor, networks and
entrepreneurial acts.
First, the structure of the economic sector matters. The structural context in which
immigrant groups are embedded shapes their entrepreneurial activities (Kloosterman and
Rath 2003). In this study, I approach the social phenomenon of ethnic entrepreneurship
within the specific context of the deregulated trucking industry. This approach avoids the
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myopic tendency of a culturalist lens which would treat ethnicity as being merely an
explanatory factor in groups’ entrepreneurial activities (Verdaguer 2009).
Turkish immigrants do not have intrinsic cultural values that make them
successful entrepreneurs. Turkish immigrants enter the trucking industry as a result of
having limited opportunities. The trucking industry is a very fragmented sector in which
small trucking companies easily survive. This aspect of the trucking industry leads
immigrants to buy their own trucks and become owner-operators. It is therefore the
structure of this specific sector, and not the immigrants themselves, that creates
opportunities for entrepreneurial acts.
Second, the class, community, and family resources of immigrants matter. They
affect the entrepreneurial successes or failures of immigrants (Valdez 2011; Romero and
Valdez 2016). I found cleavages among truckers based on their geographical origins and
the hometowns from which they came. This division is reflected in the different segments
of the trucking industry in which immigrants with distinct geographical backgrounds
become concentrated. Immigrants with urban backgrounds are more likely to work in the
regional tractor-trailer segment, whereas immigrants with rural backgrounds tend to be
concentrated in the dump trucking segment. The urban and rural division is associated
with the educational background and the class background of the immigrants’ parents.
Immigrant truckers with a higher level of education are more likely to rely on their family
and friend networks. They form these networks through individual-based resource
mobilization. Immigrants with lower levels of education, on the other hand, are more
likely to be dependent on their tight-knit community contacts. They usually need to
mobilize community ties in order to expand their businesses.
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These findings are compatible with what Valdez (2011) found about two
components of market capacity: (1) social capital and (2) market capital. Tight-knit
communities use their social capital. On the other hand, immigrants from urban
backgrounds show individualist tendencies. For them, personal entrepreneurial skills play
a bigger role than for those who mobilize collectivist means. They are more likely to
depend on their market capital. Immigrants from both urban and rural backgrounds draw
heavily on family-based resources (Valdez 2016). Most immigrant truckers use the labor
of their brothers, father, and wives intensively.
Third, labor matters. Labor process theory helps us to understand the
entrepreneurial activities of immigrants (Edwards et al. 2016). I use the concept of labor
to understand the entrepreneurial journey of immigrant truckers.
Immigrants start their careers as “low-skilled” workers at restaurants or gas
stations. Their labor is severely exploited and yet they derive very few benefits from their
work. Next, they enter the transportation sector and become company truckers. Their
labor is still exploited but at least their income increases significantly. Finally, when they
buy their own trucks, they become survivalist truckers. Truckers usually buy their own
trucks in the second or third years of their careers in the trucking industry. However,
owning one truck does not always increase their income levels. Immigrant truckers have
to work long hours. In order to make a living they exploit themselves at their own
trucking companies. Self-exploitation is a known topic for the immigrant entrepreneur
research that studies suburban maintenance (Ramirez and Hondagneu-Sotelo 2009) or
day laborers (Valdez et al. 2019). They are called survivalist entrepreneurs or low-wage
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self-employed. I found that this form of entrepreneur is very common in the trucking
industry.
Some immigrant truckers become family truckers when they buy a second truck.
They continue to exploit themselves, and begin to exploit their family members as well.
At this last stage, a few immigrant truckers become boss truckers when they buy their
third truck. They start hiring non-family truckers. Even then they spend most of their life
dealing with their trucking companies. They continue to get involved in manual labor
activities. It is only after they have bought five or more trucks that they might be able to
decrease the amount of time they spend as truckers and focus more of their time on nonwork activities. They stop exploiting themselves and start exploiting non-family truckers.
Boss truckers with more than five trucks are no longer workers.

Research Limitations and Future Directions

Throughout the course of this study, there were six limitations. First, I need more data
about the differentiation and characteristics of national tractor-trailer truckers. During my
fieldwork I observed homogeneity among dump truckers. I also saw their community ties
differs from regional tractor trailer truckers. However my data on national tractor-trailer
truckers were limited. Further fieldwork would reveal the features of national tractortrailers with mobile lifestyles.
Second, I heard fewer stories of racism than I expected. Balay (2018) and
McLean (2018) indicate that there is growing anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim sentiments
among white truckers. Despite their Muslim identity, Turkish immigrants are less likely
to experience such discrimination. This may be due in part to Turkish immigrants being
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able to take advantage of their “whiter” physical outlook compared to “darker” or “black”
skin immigrant groups that experience more racism.
For instance, I heard only a few anecdotes of racial discrimination. One
respondent explained how he was pulled over by the police more frequently after 9/11
due to the Turkish flag on his truck. Other respondents also hinted that they encountered
minor problems with state authorities due to their physical appearance. There was only
one incident of respondents facing discrimination by other immigrants. According to
Behzat, Mexican shippers prioritized their co-national truckers while unloading their
load. Still, detecting discrimination against minorities requires complex research
methodologies (Pager 2003). Additionally, more research is required understand the
extent to which Turkish immigrant truckers face racial discrimination.
Third, I need further data about truckers’ formal collective action. In the trucking
industry collective labor struggles still matter, although this is not as common as in the
past (Belzer 2000). However, collective resistance among truckers still has potential
through rank-and-file activism (Levin 2020). Alimahomed-Wilson and Ness (2018)
attritubute this possibility to the strategic importance of transportation system in
capitalism and how the workers can use their bargaining power if collectively organized
(Bensman 2016; Jafee and Bensman 2016).
This study came across an abundance of evidence of everyday work conflicts
between employees and employers. However, collective action was limited due to a few
reasons. First, most respondents work either as an owner-operator or an employer.
Second, dump trucking is a very fragmented sector with a very low unionization rate.
Third, in this study, tractor-trailer truckers mostly worked at small companies where the
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unionization rate is also quite low. Only one respondent who worked at a big company
was a trade union member. Further research on immigrants who work as company
truckers would reveal the way in which immigrants join collective struggles association
and trade union membership.
Fourth, this study needs further data about the women in this immigrant
community. Although seven percent of truckers in the United States are female, I did not
encounter a female Turkish trucker during my fieldwork. Truckers’ wives do not drive or
repair the trucks, instead they do the paperwork and house chores for their trucker
partners. Due to this gender disparity, Turkish women’s entrepreneurial chances in a
promising sector have been blocked. Since this study only included male truckers, issues
were discussed through the “eyes” of male truckers. Although I met the wives of some
truckers in family meetings, I did not interview any. A follow-up study can include
interviews with migrant women to understand their labor contribution to the labor
transitions of male truckers.
Fifth, my study does not contain a detailed discussion on technology. Immigrant
truckers frequently talk about the technological advancements of new trucks. Although
trucks went through radical transformations in recent decades (e.g., the use of computer
and more developed engines), they remain in their traditional form of the 1930s and
1940s. Recently, two developments have radically affected the lives of truckers: the use
of navigation device and electronic logbooks (Belman and White 2005). I listened to
truckers’ ideas and experiences about these recent developments. However, I did not talk
about self-driving or autonomous trucks (Viscelli 2018). In the near future, it is likely that
some segments of the trucking industry will be autonomized. A further study can collect
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empirical data about the perceptions of immigrant truckers on these technological
developments and their effects.
Last, this study does not examine the trucking industry in terms of its
environmental and ecological impacts. When I started my fieldwork at the truck repair
shop, I realized how the shop was full of oil, smoke, and dust.38 Truckers frequently
describe their occupation as dirty since they cannot work without touching dirty
materials. Thus, “hands with oil” becomes part of their occupational identity and also the
way they understand their own masculinity. Further fieldwork can elaborate on these
aspects of the trucking industry.

38

See Photo 9 and Photo 10 in Appendix E.
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APPENDIX A: THE LOCATIONS OF INTERVIEWS

Figure 16: The Location of Interviews
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APPENDIX B: GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OF SEGMENTS OF TRUCKING

Figure 17: The Geographical Area of Three Segments of Trucking
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APPENDIX C: IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
Table 3: List of In-depth Interviews

8/4/2008

3

Yavuz

8/6/2008

4

Emrah

3/5/2014

North NJ
Burlington,
NJ
Philadelphia,
PA

5

Osman

3/23/2018

Delran, NJ

6

Arif

3/23/2018

Delran, NJ

7

Bahadır

3/24/2018

Delran, NJ

8

Mete

3/24/2018

Delran, NJ

9

Nedim

5/27/2018

Delran, NJ

10

Mahsun

5/27/2018

Delran, NJ

11

Refik

6/19/2018

Delran, NJ

12

Recep

6/24/2018

Delran, NJ

13

Şakir

7/14/2018

Delran, NJ

14

Irmak

7/14/2018

Delran, NJ

15

Mahmut

8/4/2018

16

Serdar

8/11/2018

17

Necmettin

9/18/2018

18

Ekrem

9/20/2018

19

Ufuk

7/29/2019

Jackson, NJ
Levittown,
PA
Bensalem,
PA
Bensalem,
PA
Holmesburg
PA

20

Şerif

8/3/2019

Delran, PA

21

Behzat

8/5/2019

22

Ergin

8/20/2019

Delran, PA
Bensalem,
PA

23

Ertan

8/21/2019

Fairfield, NJ

24

Eyüp

8/27/2019

Fairfield, NJ

Education

İsmet

Birth
place

2

75
min
75
min
21
min
59
min
87
min
33
min
66
min
86
min
42
min
41
min
88
min
46
min
28
min
27
min
68
min
55
min
43
min
68
min
62
min
52
min
42
min
110
min
83
min
34
Min

Birth year

North NJ

Turkish

E

1967

Yağlıdere

High School in Turkey

Turkish

E

?

Yağlıdere

?

Turkish

E

1972

Yağlıdere

M. S. Drop in Turkey

English

E

1982

İstanbul

Ass. Degree in Turkey

Turkish

E

1967

İstanbul

Turkish

E

1968

Yağlıdere

High School in Turkey
Middle School in
Turkey

Turkish

E

1989

Yağlıdere

High School in Turkey

Turkish

E

1967

Yağlıdere

Uni. Drop in Turkey

Turkish

E

1991

İstanbul

High School in the US

Turkish

E

1974

Yağlıdere

H. S. Drop in Turkey

Turkish

E

1988

Giresun

High School in Turkey

Turkish

E

1985

Keşap

High School in Turkey

Turkish

E

1972

Yağlıdere

Asso. Degree in Turkey

Turkish

E

1970

İstanbul

University in Turkey

Turkish

E

1981

Yozgat

Asso. Degree in the US

Turkish

E

1981

Tekirdağ

High School in Turkey

Turkish

E

1966

Kirklareli

Drop out University

Turkish

E

1959

Balikesir

High School in Turkey

Turkish

E

1982

Sinop

University in Turkey

Turkish

E

1966

İstanbul

University in Turkey

Turkish

E

1967

İzmir

Asso. Degree in Turkey

Gender

8/4/2008

Interview
Language

Şevket

Interview
Length

Interview
Place

Interview
Date

Names
(Fictitious)

No
1

Turkish

E

1966

Istanbul

Asso. Degree in Turkey

Turkish

E

1969

Çanakkale

Drop out University

Turkish

E

1966

Eskişehir

Drop out High School
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Table 3 Continued.

No

Arrival
Year

Former Jobs
in Turkey

1

1986

None

2

1989

?

3

1992

4

2007

5

Former Jobs in
the United States
Gas Station,
Cargo Driver

Sector
Entrance
Year

Segment in
the Sector*

No. of
Trucks

Current/
Former Employment
Status

1990/1997

DT

2

Employer/Employee

?

DT

2

Employer/Employee

None

?
Electrician,
Restaurant

1994

DT

4

Employer/Employee

Electrician

Restaurant

2010

LH (N-BT)

0

Employee/Self-employed

2004

Private Driver

2007

DT (LH)

1

Self-employed/Employee

6

1990

Bus Driver

2009

DT

1

7

2010

Bus Driver

2012

DT (R-BT)

1

Self-employed/Employee
Self-employed
(Shared)/Employee

8

1987

None

Painting
Restaurant, Gas
Station
Gas Station, Cargo
Driver
Gas Station, Car
Wash, Cargo
Driver

1993/2013

DT (N-BT)

1

9

2005

None

2015

DT (R-BT)

2

10

1993

Bus Driver

Cargo Driver
Restaurant, Cargo
Driver

Self-employed
(Shared)/Employee
Self-employed
(Shared)/Employee

2013

DT (N-BT)

1

Self-employed/Employee

11

2013

Sale Person

2015

DT

1

Self-employed/Employee

12

2013

Long-haul

2015

DT (R-BT)

1

Self-employed/Employee

13

1993

Sale Person

2013

DT

0

Employee

14

1993

Accounting

2014

Self-employed

1997

None

DT
DT/RTT/IC

1

15

11

Employer/Employee

16

2008

Self-employed

1997

1997

4

Employer/Employee

18

1989

Sale Person

None
Car Painter, Pizza
Shop Owner, L-H
BT

R-TT
R-TT
(N-TT)

1

17

None
Mechanic,
Long-haul

Carwash, Painting
Pizza, Cargo
Driver
Gas Station,
Restaurant
Restaurant,
Construction
Sale Person,
Police
Cleaner, Sample
Delivery

2000

R-TT
(N-BT)

1

Self-employed for
company/Employee

19

2006

Basketball
Trainer

Pizza Maker

2012

R-TT
(N-TT)

10

Employer

20

2005

Tourism

2010

R-TT
(N-TT)

1

Self-employed

21

1995

Salesperson

Painter
Gas Station,
Marble Atelier,
Police

2000

N-TT
(R-TT)

1

Self-employed

22

2013

Gas Station

2015

R-TT
(N-TT)

1

Self-employed/Employee

23

1996

Salesperson
Factory
Worker/
Sale Person

Gas Station

1997

N-TT
(DT)

4

Employer/Self-employed

24

1986

Bakery

Gas Station

1988

N-TT
(DT)

0

Employee/Self-employed

2001
2012
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Table 3 Continued.
*Abbreviations for Participants’ Current and Former (in
parenthesis) Segments in Trucking
DT: Dump truck
N-TT: Cross-country Tractor-trailer
R-TT: Regional Tractor-Trailer
C-BT: Cross county Box Truck
R-BT: Regional Box Truck
IC: Insurance Company
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APPENDIX D: INFORMAL INTERVIEWS AND CONTACTS

Table 4: List of Informal Interviews and Contacts

Number of
Interviews

Names
(Fictitious)

General
Characteristics of
Informal Talk
Participants*

25

Abdullah

O/H/Y/T/U

26

Sakıp

E/L/Y/G/K-T

27

Ömer

O/L/G/G/K

28

Melih

O/L/Y/G/K

29

Ahmet

E/H/Y/G/K-T

30

Emre Can

O/L/Y/G/T

31

Alp

E/L/Y/T/U

32

Turgut

O/H/G/T/K-T

33

Rıza

E/L/Y/G/K

34

Fatih

W/H/Y/T/M

35

Alaattin

E/L/Y/G/K

36

Haluk

O/H/Y/T/U

37

Altan

O/L/Y/G/K

38

Süleyman

E/L/Y/G/K

39

Anıl

E/H/Y/T/K

40

Koray

W/H/Y/T/K

41

Kemal

E/H/Y/T/U

42

Baran

W/H/Y/T/U

43

Gümrah

E/L/Y/T/U

44

Yılmaz

W/L/Y/G/K

45

Cem

46

Yusuf

47

Erol

48

Hasan

49

Burak

O/L/Y/G/U
Pakistani Fleet
Owner
Old Turkish
Mechanic
The brother of the
shop owner
The son of the
shop owner

50

Muzaffer

Iraqi Mechanic

51

Müslüm

52

Fevzi

O/H/Y/T/U

53

Michael

American Mechanic

54

Emre

A Turkish Trucker

55

Ercan

E/L/Y/G/K-T

56

Taha

E/L/Y/G/K

57

Feyyaz

O/H/G/G/K

O/H/Y/T/U
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Table 4 Continued.
*Abbreviations for the General Characteristics of Informal Talk Participants
Employment Status
Employer
(E)

Education Level
High School and above
(H)

Age
Below 30
(G)

Hometown
Yağlıdere
(G)

Segment of the Sector

Employee
(W)

Lower than High
School (L)

Over 30
(Y)

Outside Yağlıdere
(T)

Regional Dump Truck
(K)

Owner-Operator
(O)

Tractor-trailer
(U)

Mechanic
(M)
Repair Shop Owner
(T)
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APPENDIX E: PHOTOS FROM THE FIELDWORK
Photo 1: Tractor-trailers Waiting for New Hauls I

Source: The Author
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Photo 2: Tractor-trailers Waiting for New Hauls II

Source: The Author
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Photo 3: A Dirty Dump Truck Waiting for Repair

Source: The Author
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Photo 4: A Tractor Waiting for Repair

Source: The Author

364

Photo 5: Dump Trucks in Repair

Source: The Author

365

Photo 6: Tractor-trailers in Repair

Source: The Author

366

Photo 7: During a Road Service

Source: The Author

367

Photo 8: Inside the Cabin of a Tractor-trailer

Source: The Author

368

Photo 9: The Dirty Backyard of a Truck Repair Shop I

Source: The Author

369

Photo 10: The Dirty Backyard of a Truck Repair Shop II

Source: The Author
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APPENDIX F: QUESTIONNAIRE
Questionnaire ID:

Location:

Data of Interview:

Length of Interview:

…../…../……..

…………………..

A- Socio-Economic Background and Migration
Early Years and Migration
12345-

Could I begin by asking how old you are?
Where did you grow up?
What is the highest level of schooling that you have completed?
When did you come to the USA?
What is your current immigration/citizenship status?

B- Employment Trajectories
Previous Employee Experiences:
6- What was the type of your employment and your job just before you came to the
US? (Paid employee/employer/self-employed/unpaid family labor)?
7- What did you do mainly in your first job in the US? (sector, employment status,
occupation, work conditions)
8- What other jobs did you do? (sector, employment status, occupation, work
conditions)
9- Have you owned ever any business (or truck)? Do you currently own any business
(or truck)? (IF NO, SKIP LAST SECTION)
Current Employee Experiences:
10- What kind of work do you currently do (sector, employment status, occupation)?
11- What kind of services are you producing at this work place? (type of load, the
clients)
12- Do people work from Turkey or other countries at your current job(s)?
13- How much are you paid?
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Future Opportunities:
14- Do you consider to run your own business, either in other sectors or in the
trucking industry?
Employer/Owner-Operator Experiences (ONLY FOR THOSE WHO RUN (OR USED
TO RUN A BUSINESS IN THE INDUSTRY)
15- When has your business been established?
16- What mainly led you to start your own business in this industry?
17- What sources of finance did you use to start your business?
18- Do you have a business partner?
19- Who are your main types of customers? Do your customers (or dispatchers) from
your immediate family / other people who are related to you / people of the same
national origin?
20- How many hours do you work in a day on average?
21- If you do, how many people do you employ? Do any of your employees: your
immediate family / other people who are related to you / people of the same
national origin?
22- What is your monthly or annually income on average?
23- What were the main challenges that you faced?
24- How do you evaluate the current dynamics of this sector? (Problems and
opportunities)
25- What does it mean to you to own your own truck(s)?
26- How would you compare being an employer or self-employed with being an
employee?
27- How do you define being a successful owner?
28- If you could go back in time, would you decide to become an owner again?
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